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The Mythic Seas 
says that Hermetic magi  have

discovered proof that
they aren't descended from the
Cult of Mercury:: actually they
violently drove it to extinction.
The local Jerbiton demands the
Order be dissolved. Apparently
he's in  favour of returning to

the pre-Order chaos of all hunting
all.

I'd just ignore that.

Origins of
Hermetic Magic

We know where magic comes
from. When the Nephilim fell,
they had children with humans,
and taught them useful arts.
One of these was magic. God
drowned all of the children of
the Nephilim in Noah's Flood,
although rumours persist that
one of the wives on board had
tainted blood, and magic
continued through her.
Assuming magic died out in the
Flood, how was it reignited in
the civilisations that rose from
Noah's sons?

The ancestor of Hermetic magic
reappears in the kingdom of
Noah's grandson Mizraim: which
is now called Egypt. Some early
Christian writers claimed that
the monuments of Egypt were
created by the people before
the Flood, and the land then
resettled by Noah's
descendants. In this case,
magic is relearned from written
records. The people who live in
Egypt in 1220 do not believe
this is correct. 

The Muslim view is that the
vast, and slightly ridiculous,
over-abundance of monuments
in Egypt occurs because Allah
wants it to be that way. This
encourages humans to go to
Egypt and view them, which
also encourages them to head
off to Mecca.  Saying there are
too many monuments in Egypt
is kind of like looking at the
Atlantic and saying "Seems like
an unnecessary amount of
water over there, God." It's a
failure to deal with reality as
created.

By the time of its recurrence,
the people had fallen away from
the God who would later rescue
the Jews, and worshipped other
deities. Most of these were
potent faeries. The priesthood 

aligned to the Faerie Realm were
served by a caste of magicians
who created practical enchanted
devices.

The earliest magicians we have
clear evidence for is Imhotep,
who was said to have invented
many of the basic elements of
architecture, and codified
medicine. He was probably the
first akh: the embodied immortals
described in Lands of the Nile.
Subsequent akhu are active in
Mythic Europe, often acting as
generals for the Black in its war
with the Red. The tomb of
Imhotep has never been found: he
might be off anywhere, and he's
had at least two millennia to set
up his places of power.

I suggest the point where the
magicians in Egypt switch over,
so that practical magic becomes
more politically significant than
devotional magic, occurs when
the Ptolemies arrive. Devotional
magic continues, but the
Ptolemies, who considered
themselves successors to
Alexander the Great, were not
tied directly to the old cults. They
primarily venerated Serapis, who
was their familial divinity.  The
first High Priest of this new god
might have been Mantheo, some
of whose works survive to the
current day.

At this point Ptolemy I founded
the Great Library of Alexandria.
The first librarian was Demetrius
of Phalereum, a student of
Aristotle. The librarians who
followed were often astronomers
of great skill.  Cleopatra VII,
effectively the last Ptolemy, was
reputed a great sorceress and
alchemist. Her daughter,
Cleopatra Selene, was raised in
Rome, sent to rule Mauretania,
and had a court with Egyptian,
Hellenic and Roman magicians.

Thoth's Grimoire,
 and the price of finding it,
are described in an earlier
podcast episode, called 

"Gods can't see you in Mythic
Europe."

Basically, it's a saga-ending
McGuffin.

There are
active

Mercurians
described in

Faith and
Flame.



The Roman history of the Order
is described in the The Second
Edition book "Order of Hermes".
Parts of it don't congeal into a
single narrative.

It says that the Order is
descended from the Cult of
Mercury. This was founded by
the Romans after they borrowed
Hermes from the Greeks, as
they were growing their Empire.
They were not one of the most
powerful priesthoods, but their
rituals helped keep the Empire
together. In the second century
BC Plentarch of the Mercurian
temple of Pompeii codified the
thirty-eight rituals of the cult,
but these books have been lost.
The cult declined with the rise
of Christianity, and was
effectively mummery by 300 AD.
When Constantine made
Christianty the sate religion, the
remaining magi moved out of
the cities, and the Cult fell with
Rome's loss to barbarians.

This is poor historiography.
Then again, it was written
before Google, so we need to be
forgiving.

The Roman Empire begins,
depending on your views, in 27
BCE. That's hundreds of years
after Plentarch.  Let's assume
they meant the Republic?
Mercury turns up in the Roman
pantheon in the 4th Century
BCE, so Plentarch might be an
early leader. Note that Pompeii
is not part of the Republic at
this stage: it's a sort of
tributary. It was annexed by the
Republic in 89 BC.

Constantine doesn't make
Christianity the state religion.
He just makes it legal to be
Christian in 313 AD. It becomes
the state religion in 380 AD. The
Empire reached maximum size 

in 117 and Rome was sacked in
409.  The timeline just doesn't
seem to work.

There's further detail of the
decline in the Iberia book, but in
it the Cult falls because of an
insistence among the magi that
new recruits have pure, Roman
blood. This is an idea which
speaks strongly to a modern
audience, but isn't culturally
congruent in the Roman
context. This may be due to the
line style at the time, which can
be summed up by pointing out
that book's theme was
Corruption, and there were
demons under every rock.

Order of Hermes also suggests
that there was once a
civilisation of magical creatures
living in the hollow of the
Mediterranean basin. One of
their number destroyed the dam
across the Pillars of Hercules,
flooding their lands. Survivors
become the gods of Egypt and
Greece, or the dragons, but
faded from reality due to
boredom. Human were their
servants. The destroyer was
Thoth, who does this because
he's ugly and jealous that he
can't get laid. 

I recall, at the time, thinking
this was similar to the
destruction of the Tanu in
Julian May's "The Golden Torc".

We can do better than this with
Atlantis, Thoth, the Egyptian
god of magic (Heka) and the
goddess who taught humans
magic (Thoth's wife Sheshet the
Lady of the Libraries).

I'm happy for it to be a theory
among the Seekers: but with
out modern research tools, we
can do so much better than
this.

How do we make the leap from
these Romans to the Order?
There are many possibilities.

When we think about Trianoma
and the witches of Thessaly, we
often consider the spooky
things which occur in the
Golden Ass. We are interested
in the necromancies
of Erichtho. We might instead
consider them as descendants
of Aglaonike, an ancient
astronomer.  If she's a
descendant of the Alexandrians,
then she's a vector to get their
ideas into the Order.

Mercere, the magus who works
with stones and travel, seems a
likely descendant of the
pontifexes of ancient Rome.
Their titles literally mean
"bridge builders".

The Flambeau also seem to
have had a strong Mercurian
component to their practice,
until this portion of the House
was almost entirely destroyed
in the Battle of the Tempest.

Matt Ryan tidies a lot of this up
in Houses of Hermes : True
Lineages. Bonisagus is born in
Florence in 690, and is
apprenticed by a wandering
conjurer. He goes to all kinds of
interesting places, and sees
people performing various types
of magic. He sees Osirian
magicans. He finds a cache of
Mercurian rituals. There's no
descent here, in any real sense:
Bonisagus is doing something
entirely novel.  He is the great
seculariser of magic. 

Various possibilities presented
here work better for different
styles of saga, but of them all, I
like Matt's best.  It works better
with our later designs for the
Magic and Faerie Realms.



Whaling in Mythic Europe

Whaling is a touchy subject
for modern people, so if this
is going to cause you
distress, there's a really
excellent article about time
travel a few pages on.

There are three techniques
for whaling in Mythic Europe.
Covenants might participate
in each.

Whales beach themselves, or
die in the Atlantic and are
washed onto the western
shores of Europe. Beached,
living whales can be eaten.
Sometimes the frigid sea
keeps dead whales fresh
enough to harvest their meat
and oil. Often they have
decayed, so that they are
filled with noxious gasses.
Characters harvesting whales
need to remember that bad
air and terrible smells cause
disease in Mythic Europe, by
unbalancing the humours.

Some fishermen are simply
lucky. They see a whale near
the surface and strike it with
a spear, then manage to
track it. Whale drives are,
similarly, a matter of luck.

Whale drives are community
affairs, as they work best
with a flotilla of boats. The
goal is to force the whales
toward a beach, in the hope
that they will strand.

Norwegian whalers tend to
use this method, on an
impromptu basis. If a group of
fishermen spot a pod of
whales, they try a drive:
there's not a lot of evidence
for professional whaling
expeditions among the Norse.

Whale meat is considered a
"fish" for the purposes of
fasting. This makes it
particularly welcome during
the lengthy periods of Lent and
Advent, when meat is frowned
upon.  The tongue of a whale is
considered a particular
delicacy, and although the
whalers of Biarritz, near
Bayonne, are tax exempt, they
deliver all whale tongues to
the bishop, as a voluntary levy.

Blubber is a mixture of fat and
collagen. It is flensed from the
whale, and oil is rendered from
it by a process called "frying
out". This involves heating
strips of blubber in big
cauldrons called try pots in
English. A place where try pots
are used is called a try works.
In some places, the crispy
residue of fried blubber is
eaten.

Whale oil is a wonderful light
source. In "Brilliant", Jane
Bronx notes that the
widespread use of whale oil
reduced the cost of lighting a
house remarkably, making
artificial light far more
practical. Whale oil has a
strong, fishy odour, made
worse by burning, so it was
never as popular as candles
among the wealthy. 

Confusingly, whale bones are
used for various tasks, much
as ivory would be, but Mythic
Europeans seeking "whale
bone" are seeking baleen.
Baleen is a type of keratin,
found in the mouth of whales.
It supports a sieve of hair,
used to filter water for food.
Baleen softens when boiled in
water, which makes it easy to
mould.

The final way of catching
whales used in Mythic Europe is
to skewer each whale with an
arrow or spear, to which has
been attached a line and a
drogue (a thing that drags and,
generally, floats). This allows
the hunters to follow the injured
animal until it dies, then secure
it and tow it to shore.

The drogue method is used by
Basque whalers in 1220, but is
not known in many of the other
whaling nations. It appears in
the Sixteenth Century in
England, the Netherlands, and
Norway. There is some
argument if the vikings used it,
but if they did, they didn't pass
it on to anyone but the Basques.

The trade can be traced back
about 120 years, but only during
the game period is it spreading
through the Basque territories,
with royal charters to
warehouse whale products
being issued to various port
towns by the French and
Spanish crowns

The Basques have watchtowers
along the coast of the Bay of
Biscay, which look out for the
right whale (literally, the
"correct" whale). It has a
distinctive waterspout. They
also take the, closely-
related, bowhead whale. These
two species swim slowly and
contain a lot of fat, which is
valuable not only for sale, but
because it makes the cadavers
buoyant. Basques might also
take grey and sperm whales/



Baleen, called whalebone, is
used to make things that
need to be both strong and
flexible. This is why it was
used it clothes, in the real
world, until steel underwiring
became a cheaper
alternative.

Baleen is mentioned in some
early Welsh and Irish folklore.
It is sometimes called "whale
eyelashes" and is used to
make accoutrements, like
belt buckles. In this form it is
carved, resulting in products
like scrimshawed ivory. 

There's a tiny amount of real-
world archaeology which
indicates baleen armour in
Powys in Wales.

This style of armour is found
in the New World. In Inuit
examples, it's a composite of
leather and moulded plates,
each plate being made with
multiple layers of baleen.  It's
a laminar armour that is, it's
made of overlapping plates,
like Imperial Roman lorica
segmentata. In Europe it
would probably be lammelar
(non-overlapped plates)
because that was the
common technology until the
rise of plate armour.

To model baleen armour, a
troupe should choose how
realistic they want such an
exotic substance to be. It
could be as protective as
leather or metal scale
armour. A covenant that uses
baleen to mould suits could
make something with as
much coverage, but less
durability, as metal plate.
Like tailored metal plate,
such baleen suits could not
be swapped between
wearers.

Whale baleen is generally white
or ivory coloured, although
many baleen items darken to
brown through use. The baleen
of the right whale, which is the
preferred species for harvest, is
black. Either's a great colour for
fantasy armour.

There are various myths about
whales. Many of them suggest
they are demons. That aside,
there are two main myths.

Whales are reputed to summon
fish to their mouths with a
sweet perfume. This is a
significato: a hint on the
meaning of life embedded in
Creation by God. The whale
represents the devil, or the
mouth of Hell. The sweet
perfume is temptation.

Whales are also said to
impersonate islands, floating on
the surface until trees grow on
them. When a ship lands, the
whale submerges, they then eat
the sailors.

Faith and Flame describes the
Basques, who are the premiere
whalers in period.

Whales are described, under a
variety of names, in the
bestiaries for earlier editions of
the game.

The most comprehensive book
I've found on whaling in the
period is "Monstrous Fishes and
the Mead-Dark Sea: Whaling in
the Medieval North Atlantic" by
Vicki Szabo.

Form and material bonuses
for whale products

Ambergris: The name means
"grey amber". I'm not sure that
in 1220 people knew the grey
blobs that wash up in beaches
come from sperm whales.
Sperm whales aren't a hunting
whale in 1220, but sometimes
wash ashore.  If it's amber, then
+3 controlling people* and
Corpus*. If its role as a perfume
fixative is taken into account,
+3 Imaginem.

Baleen: As the medieval version
of spring steel +3 Muto.

Blood: Have you seen a meme
about the number of your
enemies you need to kill to get
enough iron to make a sword
from their blood?What happens
if you make a sword from the
blood of a whale?

Bones: Some medieval people
used whale bones as structural
elements in huts. This may have
had religious significance, as
bad archaeologists used to say
when they couldn't understand
things. Harm animals +4*, which
is important for harpoons,
creating sacred architecture +3.

Candle made of whale fat:
Summoning merrow +6

Oil: Light +6 (for rarity).

Skin: transform into a whale +7*

Teeth (ivory): Healing wounds
+5*

Tongue: Attracting fish +9^,
Speech +6*

* from published sources.

The Mythical Whale

Notes from current books



Falling backward in time

Player characters from our world transported to
Mythic Europe were outside the line style for Ars
Magica 5th edition. I tried to put them into Grogs, as
a type of Time-lost Witness, but it was (rightly)
pointed out Mythic Europe cannot evolve into our
world without massive cosmological changes. That
being said: if you don't care, you can easily add
characters from our modern day to the Ars Magica
setting.

Eric Flint, in discussing his Ring of Fire series,
conjectures that every modern person in a bootstrap
fantasy knows something that could make them rich
in the past. His own travellers have the advantage
that they moved in a group, with a large number of
modern machines. It may be that the magi, not the
time-lost, are the exception in their community.

Lacking access to magic or machine tools, it is
difficult to generate spare parts for pieces of
technology as they wear out. Communities which fall
back in time find their technology level stabilising
lower, based on their available resources. With the
assistance of magic,  however, machines can be
respaired and even improved. Much as a magus
making an elephant need not know how many toes
there are on an elephant, so a magus making a 
steam locomotive doesn't
really need to know
how it works.

Magic makes good
the lack.

Individuals lost on
their own, once
they can
communicate
may join
covenants in a
variety of roles.
For example, an
autocrat's main
skills are reading, 
book-keeping and 
managing people.
You could run a
great game where
a modern temp
agency lunch room
fell back in time. I
once played a great
game where my Edwardian butler became a
priest and kingmaker in ancient Egypt.,

General Minor Flaw:
Worthless Abilities
A time-lost character must have about 30
experience points which are rendered
valueless by their shift in time. For example,
she may have (Area) Lore of 3 for a city that no
longer exists, or her Etiquette score may have
been rendered useless by changing social
structures. Troupes may permit companions to
purchase this Flaw multiple times.

This can include language Abilities, which are
often rendered worthless by time travel.

Delusions, that they are dreaming or can
return to their own time, are also common.

I'd just treat guns as
magic items with a
limited number of
uses.  Frankly, in a
game where people
can cast Incantation
of Lightning, I'm not
too fussed about a
Glock.

 You might, instead,
say that primers and
powder don't expand
explosively in Mythic
Europe.



The boring bit at the beginning

This podcast covered the first two chapters, the
Introduction and the Hemetic culture in the
Greater Alps. Future Sanctuary episodes will each
be a single covenant.

Ars Magica was a very different game 15 years
ago. it was low fantasy and the historical
research was, if not worse, then deliberately less
detailed. The level of research that I did then
could be done in a weekend today and could be
far surpassed by anyone who had the free time
and an internet connection.

The game was also different because - or at least
this was the argument I made at the time and I
realise some people will disagree - the primarily
American audience of the game was looking for
something akin to a western, where the
characters go out into the wilderness and carve
out a settlement for themselves.

A point that I tried to make - and may have
hammered home quite heavily in the first few
chapters of Sanctuary of Ice - was that for
characters to be heading ever westward seeking
newer pastures there had to be somewhere back
east. A place with more resources and more
infrastructure from which your characters come.

When I first started writing Sanctuary of Ice it
was going to be a book about designing older
covenants: that layer was
peeled away and only the example covenants left.

Sanctuary of Ice is a little bit different from the
other early books in that it's difficult to pick a
particular covenant that's the villain. The earlier
books generally all had a villain covenant. The
reason for it was to make stories very easy to
design. It's easier if the foe comes pre-designed.
Basically, the villain was whoever wanted to tell
you what to do. 

I wanted to get to the point where people were
trying to manipulate you not because they had a
will to power, but because they had goals they
wanted to achieve. I'm not certain that worked in
all cases, so I'm looking forward to going back,
through this podcast, and finding ways to
extrapolate and extend upon the material.

The second edition book "Order oh Hermes" said
that there were seven covenants in the Greater
Alps. I wanted more, and to get around that
problem (rather than saying that the earlier book
was wrong) I used the chapter house system. 

People have often said that I invented chapter
housesw, but I don't believe I did I believe I took
them from an earlier work. Regardless they were
used for getting around that restriction. Thus we
begin the tradition of design by accrual, which
makes the game more difficult for new people to
grasp.  

I'd also briefly like to make the point that the
terminology - chapterhouse - doesn't make any
sense. A chapter house is a room in a monastery
or attached to a cathedral where monks read at a
biblical chapter, or a chapter of the rule that they
follow, each day. I presume it's a misattirubtion
and what's meant is a dependency or a daughter
house. This comes up explicitly later when one of
the covenants is referred to as the Motherhouse. 

Two of the covenants are not described. This has
always been how tribunal books work, but the
problem is that means if you are wanting a
complete setting out of the box, chunks are
missing. I wrote all seven: the others will be
included in this project.  If you want a classic,
evil, autumn covenant to bully your characters,
the lack of covenants gives you the space to add
one.



The next few pages deal with virtues that tie your
characters to Sanctuary setting, even if your
covenant is set somewhere else. The idea being
that your characters could visit this tribunal
ithout having to have a covenant here.

In the early tribunal books, this was not how
things were done: each of the tribunals had a
different theme and a different feel: a different
genre. I'd argue that if we were to do it again we
should go that way.

In some of the later books you get reptitions.
Where is the Autumn covenant who are the
villains? Who are the plucky Spring covenant
beset by faeries? In the same way that an empty
tic tac toe board initially seems to present nine
options but actually only gives you three, when
you're picking a tribunal that is some sensation,
particularly in the older tribunal books, that the
choices don't actually matter. They are iterations
on a smaller number of choices with different
props.

Different genres would disrupt that repetitive
pattern.  It would also solve Forum questions like
"Which tribunal should I play in?" Genre tags
make it easier: if Transylvania is Gothic horror
and England is Comedy and Spain is Spagetti
Western (pick your own) it makes the choice
easier.

I also like the idea of games with genre bonuses
for spellcasting. It helps players keep tone. I hand
a great game where the characters were
members of the Royal Society and spell levels
were a magnitude lower if they were
stereotypically British.

I used Roman symbols as status markers. The
Order claims descent from a group of Roman
magicians, and the material was close to hand.
When you're writing, you don't know how many
shots you'll get.

If you find good material you might as well use it.
You can make arguments that a person should be
patient and wait for the appropriate book, but
who knows if the appropriate book is going to
come?

The map in the introduction isn't excellent. I am
not criticizing the people who made the map: they
drew the map based on transparencies I sent by
email. The modern day the tools we have to
construct maps are just so much better. With
Transylvania we traded Google maps with pins in
themL not just for places but plot hooks. I'll look
at that as part of this process. The covenants are
placed to support a border found in a previous
book: they would be in different places, based on
research, if this were done again. I'll address that
in later epsidoes.

Having worked through the first chapter now let's
look at the second chapter.

I took an icepick to the idea of coveannts living in
manorial seclusion. I did this again in Covenats,
because it's the lazy design choice: the obvious
design choice. It's the medieval-feeling design
choice in the sense everyone wants a castle and
to be left alone.

Books that you pay for shouldn't necessarily cater
to that choice. The books have to push extremes
because otherwise, having read them, you don't
feel like you seen anything new: so the book
seems stale. Also very early Ars Magica authors
didn't understand how feudalism worked. This
isn't their fault: the understanding of feuadalism
has expanded a lot in the last two decades.

Early writing tended to see the way the Normans
behaved in England as the model of feudalism
which everyone else followed. That was never the
case: they were a fringe exception. People were
interdependent and pyramidal power structures
really didn't happen. Even in British history, that
pyramid deals structure was an ideal. It was an
ideal that people who were fighting to be on the
tip of the pyramid respected only in the sense
that it gave them a role to aspire to.

In Sanctuary of Ice, everyone needed to have
enough is to maintain themselves to maintain
voting rights. This is a direct response to some of
the material which had been in the previous Ars
Magica books. They stated that magic was fading
out of the world because magi were overusing the
resources which were available to them.  I
thought that if magicians have noticed this trend,
they would do something about it, and the people
who would do something about it were the people
who had the most to lose. 



Initially magi with guaranteed vis seem
independently wealthy, but really aren't getting
anything they don't already have through the
covenant design process.

In the new edition none of this is necessary
because, if anything, magic is becoming more
common. Magical auras appear around places
where great magic is performed or where
magical creatures live. Your characters are
doing great magic, so they are grinding the
mundane shell off the world. 

Magic fading out is necessary if you want to do
something like Tolkein or Mage, but that's not
terribly interesting and strong stances against
it would be taken in later books. This means
that in the new edition, Public Vis Source lacks
the strong moral underpinning it had when we
were talking about population control for
conservation purposes.

This is the first time a tribunal has a taxing
power.  

If Hermetic warfare is rare then, once again,
feudal territorial structures break down. In
feudal England, at least theoretically, about a
castle are people who can take shelter there.
When they are not doing that they tend the land
about the castle, to maintain the lord's capacity
to defend them.  That's romanticized: it's not
really how medieval peasants felt about the
whole thing, but that's the theory.

if you are not going to be having regular wars,
power diffuses over the resources available,
and because it's not encoded in architecture it
becomes rather more like Southeast Asian
structures: concentric circles of influence
which people into these things call "mandalas".

If you have a series of concentric circles of
influence, and you have some belief that
military aggression is unlikely, there Is no
reason to gather all of your magi together. You
can instead spread them out into those places
where their research is most assisted by the
environment. This is where the chapter idea
comes in.

The ideas that magi murder their evil children,
and ostracise their enemies, were placed in this
book, again, so that characters who were
somewhere else could be drawn in.
...And when I say somewhere else I mean
England. Everyone was playing in the British
Isles at this stage of the game.  

How can you be enticed to travel to the Alps if
your covenant is in Britain? This is a major
focus of the first two chapters. Later Tribunal
books , ather than merely giving the mechanism
of ostracism, would give a series of plot hooks
directly.  For example: 

Your characters discover a diary from a beloved
mentor that indicates that they were ostracized
from the Alps for a crime tey did not commit.
The characters can investigate, then ameliorate
or avenge.

An ostracized archmage moves into your
tribunal and is spending his time plotting
revenge. He asks for your assistance, or is
grabbing resources of yours.

A character's mentor has been ostracized and
must move all of her valuables out of the Alps.
She asks for the characters' assistance to
transport valuable, mystical treasures.

The modern writing style is that pretty much
everything should tie directly into plot hooks
rather than merely imply plot hooks.

If everything is permanently in the state of
about to boil over it doesn't make sense to split
the party by sending people travelling. In
history, however, we have examples of people
who do just this. Good King Macbeth from
Scotland goes to Rome and leaves his kingdom
for two years without many problems. The kings
of England never do this, except during
Crusades, because the kings are permanently in
a state of war (either within or with France) and
so they can't afford to take time away from the
realm.

Travel magic was rarer in early tribunal books.
This is one of the first that tries to edge around
that inconvenience, again to drag in characters
who live elsewhere.



Hoplites already existed, but the idea that they
worked for a tour of duty, had stations, and were
rewarded with longevity potions was new. Before
this, a Guernicus would ride into town like a
sheriff in a Western, discover wrongdoing, and
then be able to do anything about it. They started
having violent deputies, but these were ad hoc.

In this edition, longevity potions required Corpus
magic, and so every sensible magician eventually
specialised in it. If you spent time doing
something else, like fighting for the stability of the
Order, you would age and die faster than more
self-interested people. The free potions allow
characters to maintain their specialisations. This
is less important with the newer edition's aging
rules.

I added amaranth, which is an addictive drug that
affects magi, because I wanted characters to
have the possibility of committing crimes that
would have a penalty less serious than death. The
Code hasn't a lot of grey in crime stories.

It was not explicit in any of the previous books
that Merceres borrowed magic items from a
reserve that their House maintained, even though
that seems obvious. The items are called
"Whitlams" which some Australian players have
thought was a nod to Gough Whitlam, an
Australian Prime Minister who believed in building
up public assets. This isn't directly the case: I was
listening to an album called "Love This City", by
the Whitlams, when I wrote this.

The annual Ceremony of Welcome was a device to
draw together the party. A fault in the earlier
system was that an apprentice could only be freed
at a Tribunal. I presume the idea was that the
tribunals would rotate around Europe, but as the
books were written, the tribunals were set to be
within a year of each other. An annual ceremony,
and interfering elders, are one way to get a variety
of disparate magi together.

The magical fair at Tribunal now seems like an
obvious idea, but in the early books, the point of
the Mercere network was to fulfil those needs.

The magical games were included to push the
idea that magi do not seek Experience points at
all times. They have lives outside increasing their
power.



Self

 made

men

 are

monsters

Just because you are in the 

visual or performing arts 

doesn’t make you immune to 

industrial accidents. In Mythic 

Europe The arts have a role in 

the raising of the spirit toward 

salvation, most strongly noted 

after the Gothic period starts 

suggesting that the beauty of 

the world can be used to 

teach the illiterate. If music 

can lift the soul to within easy 

reach of Grace, if a beautiful 

painting can turn a man from 

carnality and sordid pleasures, 

can these techniques, the very 

keys to the minds of men, be 

given to people who have 

bargained for them with the 

creatures of shadow? 

In hearing this, I immediately 

wondered if this, in part, is 

what is fuelling the Tremere 

tendency to recognise far 

more Redcaps than the House 

itself does. They presumably 

know that there is a cult of a 

new Hermes, which claims 

sacred blood and recent 

revelations from a Messianic 

figure. Its people practice odd, 

flexible mystagoguery, where 

initiates tailor their rituals to 

suit themselves. All of this 

sounds dangerous to the 

medieval mindset, where the 

self made man is not the hero, 

but the monster a hero must 

rise to fight. 

When the new Hermes is 

amoral, who will oppose him? 

The old Hermes, on which the 

new models himself, and who 

he claims to be, was a 

trickster god of merchants and 

thieves. Even if you do not 

oppose him, he’s no better 

than Loki or Anansi. He may 

plunge your world into Chaos 

simply for amusement. In 

Mythic Europe, how does a 

false prophet fall?

I’ve been listening to The Hero 

With A Thousand Faces by 

Joseph Campbell, and he made 

an interesting point about 

mystagogic initiations, that 

struck me as at the crux of many 

of our problems in terms of 

mystery cult play. The man who 

is self made is idolized by the 

American and Australia modern 

societies, but in Mythic Europe, 

he’s almost certainly a monster. 

Let’s work this through: we think 

of the term “mystery” as a 

magical one, but what it means 

is “secret”. It is common in the 

indentures of medieval 

apprentices for it to state they 

will be taught the mysteries of 

their masters; professions. We, 

in Ars, have sometimes used this 

as an excuse to slip in some 

domestic spellcrafting, but it 

means, in the real world, the 

tricks that make the trade 

possible.  For a blacksmith, the 

colours of heated metal, and the 

way of striking the metal, are 

mysteries. Every profession has 

mysteries.

Every child becoming an adult 

learns these mysteries, and is 

tested in them by mystagogic 

superiors, before being allowed 

to display the products of the 

mysteries, or teach the 

mysteries themselves. The tests 

can be as difficult as producing 

a masterpiece, or as simple as 

sticking the trousers of the beer

inspector to a stool, but they 

exist. Practical knowledge 

comes through a framework of 

teaching. 

The self-made man, who 

springs from nothing to 

mastery, is outside the 

framework. He is an 

impossible thing, and a 

dangerous thing. Later, under 

Protestantism, his wealth can 

be seen as a hint he is one of 

the Elect. Alternatively, in 

Australia, the assumption is 

that the wealthy are members 

of the aristocracy, and the self 

made man is throwing up two 

fingers to them. In the 

Renaissance, many self-taught 

virtuosos gathered about them 

legends which suggested they 

had gained the mysteries 

through dark, seldom-trodden 

paths: through sacrifices to 

devils, or by tricking faeries. 

Such people could not be 

trusted with the mysteries, 

because mysteries hide 

themselves. Mysteries are 

dangerous: and that sounds 

mystical, but it isn’t. 

Here, I don’t just mean 

spiritually dangerous, 

although that was certainly 

one idea widely held. Those 

who had become masters 

without grinding effort had a 

tendency to Pride. The danger 

is real, and physical, because 

the mysteries are industrial 

processes. An unskilled miller 

may not spot the ergot in the 

rye flour. A foolish blacksmith 

can burn down a village. An 

incautious tanner can spread 

the flux. Who knows if these 

prideful prodigies have 

learned the necessary 

cautions of their trades? 



Thomas Nagel uses a form of 

the following example to 

explain moral luck.  

Imagine two people, with two 

identical cars, who leave two 

identical parties, and drive 

home equally drunk. A child 

darts out into the road before 

Driver One, and he does not 

stop in time. No child appears 

before Driver Two, and he 

returns home safely. Who has 

acted more immorally? 

The conventional answer is 

that the guy who killed the 

child has acted more 

immorally. Nagel’s question 

is: why is that? If we assume 

that people are only 

responsible for their choices,

and not for external factors 

over which they had no 

control, why do One and Two 

not share the same degree of 

moral culpability? What’s the 

difference? Is it just that Two 

was lucky? Moral luck’s a 

deep topic, that I can’t cover 

in a short podcast, but I’d like 

to show how it teases out in 

Mythic Europe. 

Nagel suggests the way 

through his puzzle is to look 

at different kinds of moral 

luck. The first is Constitutive 

Luck, which is to have the 

good fortune to have physical 

or psychological 

characteristics which guard 

us from situations of moral 

hazard. These, in Ars Magica, 

are literally called Virtues, 

and the lack of this style of 

luck are Flaws. Nagel has a 

second category, Antecedent 

Luck, which suggests that 

the way circumstances have 

moulded you up to this point 

influences your performance. 

This is reflected most  

Moral 

luck

strongly in the Personality trait 

system, but also in Virtues, 

Flaws, and Ability experience. 

Circumstantial luck is modelled 

though Story Flaws, and the 

Covenant Boon and Hook 

system. It encompasses the 

fortune you have to be born into 

a society, and in a stratum, 

where your moral action is easy. 

Luck of consequent 

circumstances is the luck Driver 

Two has above: having done an 

immoral thing, they have the 

good fortune to not cause harm, 

and so to not be culpable.This is 

an effect of the Virtues that 

allow re-rolls or allow bonuses 

on skill rolls, like Knacks. It’s 

also pure luck of the dice: if you 

make your roll, you didn’t do the 

terrible thing. (Nagel thinks that 

both drivers are equally 

immoral, by the way: he sees 

wrongdoing and harm as 

related, but separate, things). 

In Mythic Europe, there’s a 

complicated relationship 

between choice, action, result 

and moral blame. This matters 

because your characters will be 

judged after death, and are 

surrounded by demonic forces 

that put their thumb on the 

scale, tempting you toward 

damnation. Does moral luck, or 

the lack of moral luck, give 

demons something new to do? 

The obvious first step is for 

demons to ensure consequential 

ill luck. A demon pushes the 

child onto the road, or lets the 

child out of the house so that it 

is wandering in the street. Your 

blameworthy action is due to ill 

circumstances, but those 

circumstances are constructed 

in a way you cannot see  (you 

have circumstantial ill luck). 

One of the main reasons for the 

existence of the Dominion is to 



keep these tiny demons of ill- 

luck away from the Faithful. 

One set of folklore about one of 

the dukes of Hell is that he does 

ill by doing good. He helps you 

build a bridge that an army will 

later cross to raze your village. 

He gives you a ride home, just in 

time to catch your wife in bed 

with a neighbour. He sharpens 

the knife that slips and cuts off 

your finger. He lends you money, 

so that you attract robbers, 

gamblers and temptresses. He 

doesn’t seem to work in Sth 

Edition, because demons can’t 

plan, but if you accept that the 

desire to do ill is, of itself, an ill, 

he doesn’t need to. He can hurt 

you without needing to foresee 

your choices. 

Similarly, demons can generate 

antecedent ill-luck. Demons 

which trick you into exercising 

vices make you more likely to 

act viciously in the future. This 

places you in a situation of 

moral hazard. The demon 

doesn’t make you drink then 

drive knowing you’ll hit a kid, 

but it does encourage you to 

drink. It encourages your pride 

in your ability to drive. It 

manufactures the preconditions 

of your moral ill-luck. 

To stretch this idea further, let’s 

look at how Mythic Europeans 

view the ideas around moral 

luck. 

The hardest line on this is a 

particular reading of Jesus, 

coming from the Sermon on the 

Mount.  

27 “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall 

not commit adultery.’ 

28 But I tell you that anyone who looks at a 

woman lustfully has already committed 

adultery with her in his heart. 

29 If your right eye causes you to stumble, 

gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for 

you to lose one part of your body than for your 

whole body to be thrown into hell. 

30 And if your right hand causes you to 

stumble, cut it off and throw it away. It is 

better for you to lose one part of your body 

than for your whole body to go into hell.

Matthew 5 is often thought of as one of Jesus’ more cuddly 

outings, because it’s where he talks about turning the other 

cheek, but He also says:

So, to a hard line follower of 

Jesus. the desire to commit a 

sin is itself a sin, even if there is 

no plan to act on that desire. 

The desire is, itself, an act. This 

isn’t strictly parallel to the two 

driver problem given above, but 

it’s a fresh wrinkle. To a hard 

line follower of Jesus: the sin 

occurs when the driver decides 

to get his keys out, not when he 

turns the ignition or hits the kid. 

Oregin is one of my favourite 

Church fathers, because of his 

insistence on the universal 

redemption of everything, even 

demons, and the possibility that 

Hell was empty, but his 

heterodoxy went into the 

“terrifying the Church” level

when, according to Eusebius, he 

and his followers, taking Jesus 

quite literally, saw Matthew as a 

call to self-castration. The 

Church quickly tells people that 

this is not what was intended at 

all, but his idea of the absolute 

mortification of the flesh to 

make is a suitable spiritual 

vessel, bubbles along in the 

gnostic underground of 

Christianity.  



In 1220 the Perfecti of the

Cathars aren’t cutting bits of 

themselves off, but they 

similarly disdain the flesh, 

because they think its a source 

of immorality. The urges of the 

flesh, even if you don’t act on 

them, are sins. You don’t need 

to do harm to others to be 

immoral: you just need to 

disobey God, thereby harming 

yourself. 

The Church took a view closer 

to that of modern people: sin is 

necessarily voluntary. Your 

sinning eye is just a metaphor 

for your mental state. If you 

want to sin, you are sinning, 

sure, but it’s not the same as 

actually doing stuff. Thoughts 

can break the law of God, and 

so are personally harmful to the 

thinker, but that’s not nearly so 

heinous as deliberately hurting 

someone else. The literal 

argument, and the self- 

mutilation it engenders, are a 

heresy. Demons can spread that 

heresy, thereby appearing holy. 

Dante is popular later in history, 

but he has so eclipsed our view 

of medieval theology that his 

ideas show up in Ars Magica. As 

his books continue, the narrator 

tours Hell, and meets people 

carefully taxonomised by their 

sins. The punishments they 

have suit their crimes, in an 

almost Mikadoesque way. These 

crimes require acts, and you are 

basically punished eternally for 

your single worst act. 

Note that your lesser evil acts 

can’t matter. Librarians know 

this taxonomy problem: if you 

put a book about feminist views 

of Mary in the section on 

feminism, you can’t put it in the 

section on Mariology. Judas is 

ground in the mouth of the devil  

for betrayal: his covetousness of 

money gets to slide, because 

you can only be in one 

classification at a time. In a 

particularly forgiving view of 

Hell, you might suggest that a 

sinner ascends through the 

punishments as they are purged 

of their vices. There is still, 

however, a stratification by 

acts. You are still classified by 

your worst day. 

If you are judged for what 

happens to you on your worst 

day, demons don’t have to 

degrade you into an inveterate 

sinner. They get to roll the dice 

on you, day after day, until the 

numbers finally come up their 

way. Now, demons can’t plan, 

but they don’t need to: they can 

just rely on the law of large 

numbers. If every attempt at 

temptation pushes someone 

toward constitutive ill luck, then 

a sort of Brownian motion of 

tiny demons suffices to damn 

most people. 

I was thinking about this, and 

the musical Hamilton, and Aaron 

Burr. He’s got problems: I’m not 

saying he’s a saint, but as Lin 

Manuel Miranda notes, he is 

cautious his whole life except 

for this one time, where he 

thinks he’s in mortal danger and 

so he shoots Hamilton. He 

doesn’t repent this for years. He 

regrets it: he refers to Hamilton 

as “my friend, who I shot”, but 

it’s not until he’s an old man 

that he accept that killing him 

was wrong, rather than unlucky. 

In Dante’s version, that gets 

young Burr a spot in Hell, 

except if his shot misses. Then 

young Burr still might get in for 

pride, or wanting to kill 

someone, but he doesn’t get the 

lower circle treatment. Luck: 

the good fortune to get what  



you want, at the moment of 

moral weakness, is damning in 

Mythic Europe. 

This means that a demon 

sticking around Burr can just be 

persistently helpful. It doesn’t 

need to ask for his soul: it just 

needs him to fire first, or fire 

cleanly, or notice that Hamilton 

is wearing his glasses and link 

that to him intending to aim 

precisely. Demons don’t need to 

be metal guys, demanding you 

sacrifice kittens and write 

contracts in blood. Many of 

them like that sort of thing, 

because they have no self- 

restraint, but they don’t require 

it to damn people. They can just 

give you what you want, for 

free. I can see this as a new 

character creation Virtue. 

How Hermetic Law deals with 

moral luck is interesting: it 

cares about outcome, about 

harm. It does this because it 

can’t know motive. It doesn’t 

know if you are thinking the 

wrong thing, so it need to find 

people who have done things 

and make examples out of them, 

as a form of societal deterrence. 

 I’m not sure intention matters 

much: this may vary by House. 

In some Greek philosophy, for 

example, intent doesn’t matter. 

Oedipus kills his father and has 

sex with his mother by accident. 

When he discovers this, he 

destroys himself. His 

antecedent moral luck is 

terrible, and it over-rides the 

modern idea that if you don’t 

know something, you aren’t 

culpable for that thing. Some 

faeries have a similarly literal 

interpretation of agreements. 

Hermetic law forbids acts: you 

not knowing the consequences 

may mitigate what a Tribunal  

assesses as your penalty, but 

it’s the act, not the motive, that 

matters. 

This is important because the 

self is less united in Mythic 

Europe than we like to think. 

Each person is body, spirit and 

soul, and there are cases of the 

spirit acting on its own, or even 

parts of the spirit acting on their 

own. I’m not talking a strict 

Jekyll and Hyde here (although 

there is the moral question of if 

Jekyll is responsible for Hyde’s 

action), but there are related 

cases. If, while you sleep, your 

spirit takes the form of a wolf 

and worries cattle, or even eats 

people, to what extent are you 

morally culpable? If part of your 

spirit is sheared off and 

becomes a monster you must 

defeat, are you still the 

monster? In Hermetic law, yes: 

you are responsible, otherwise 

House Tytalus could just use 

their habit of creating false 

personae to commit crimes, 

then have the criminal melt 

away into nothing, unreachable 

by the law. 

This means that all a faerie or 

demon has to do to damn you in

the eyes of the Order is make 

sure that your consequential 

luck is bad. Criminality having a 

moral as well as a legal 

outcome, your character’s lucky 

Virtues don’t just protect from 

bad in-game events, they shield 

from the moral consequences of 

causing harm.. 



Labyrinth of Lanes was removed from Sanctuary of Ice 

because it displayed too few elements unique to 

Hermetic Alpine life.  It was therefore the easiest to 

remove, and the easiest to add to other tribunals.   

This small covenant is officially in an extinguished 

Roman salt mine near Salzburg, but this site is linked to 

a basement in Vienna by the smallest Hermetic Portal 

in the Order.  Only two and a half feet high, and a little 

over two feet wide, this Portal has been constructed in 

miniature so that only animals can use it.  Labyrinth of 

Lanes is an unusual Bjornaer covenant. 

Originally this covenant belonged to House Jerbiton, 

but during one of their introspective phases many 

members left for larger covenants, and its membership 

was opened to other Houses.  A free-thinking Bjornaer 

with notions of adapting to urban life, considered 

somewhat mad by his own House, was one of the

recruits.  As ordered by his Primus, when the 

Schismatic hostilities became overt, he retreated to 

Crintera, and, in his absence, raiders from the 

Rhineland slaughtered his sodales.  Eventually he 

returned, laid his comrades to rest, and founded a line 

of Bjornaers interested in living as feral animals in 

urban environments.  Members of his House still think 

of these Bjornaers as a little touched, but appreciate 

that Labyrinth of Lanes gives them somewhere safe to 

stash their eccentric relatives. 

A minimalist covenant, like many of the earliest 

Bjornaer structures, Labyrinth is a series of tunnels 

extending from an old mineshaft.  Although extended, 

reinforced and beautified over the years, the tunnel 

complex is far from volumous.  The covenant’s Aegis 

extends over a huge area, more than a mile in diameter, 

because the Bjornaers don’t want it to pinpoint the 

location of the otherwise-disguised covenant.  Within 

the covenant’s huge, theoretical borders live a few 

families of foresters and farmers, who are whisked to 

the covenant when cleaning needs done. 

Labyrinth of Lanes

Physical 

descripton

Does this 

look too 

religious to 

 you?

The hope 

was  to show 

you a  new 

 way to play 

 Bjornaers.

People were 

 used to magi in 

 castles: that you 

could hide your 

covenant this way 

was newish.



This covenant’s chief custom is absence.  Magi 

reside here while studying, but far prefer to live and 

socialise in Vienna.  Although the covenant is never 

absolutely unstaffed, visiting redcaps often find 

only a single magus in residence.  Sometimes 

Jerbiton magi visit Labyrinth, to consult the library 

or because they see it as a model for how all magi 

might, in some distant future, live.  If trusted, these 

magi are given remarkably free access to the 

covenant’s areas, and some are, for brief periods, 

left to guard things while the Bjornaer are away.

This highlights the second custom of the covenant: 

disposability.  The Bjornaer progenitor of this 

tradition survived because he was willing to give up 

all of his material possessions and flee to Crintera. 

This lesson has not been lost on the current 

members.  Each is ready to hide, for years if 

necessary, in animal shape, and travel slowly 

toward a “safe” site.  Useful items have been 

cached, mainly in Vienna, but also in other locales,

for emergencies. 

Although attached to their laboratory site, the 

Bjornaer are willing to abandon it if faced with 

overwhelming force.  Raiding is less tempting than 

it might, at first, appear.   Seasoned Bjornaer are 

excellent guerrilla fighters, who, if forced to retreat, 

would seek first re-enforcements, then revenge. 

 Those members of House Bjornaer who are 

strongly influenced by pack-mentality heartshapes, 

or who retain compassion, have a soft spot for 

members of this covenant, since it’s seen as a sort 

of rest home for the philosophically-challenged. 

Such Bjornaers might aid their less-than-sane 

cousins, or seek recompense for their suffering. 

Labyrinth is a Winter covenant, because it has few 

resources, little desire to expand them, and its 

magi are prepared to abandon their site. 

Technically, its members are insane, because 

neither of the social systems to which they adhere, 

the philosophy of Bjornaer or the Hermetic Code, 

suggest that being curled up on the lap of an old 

woman knitting by the fire is a constructive use of 

time.  Legally, It’s unlikely be to extinguished, 

because in the absence of any other claimant, the 

charter of the Labyrinth of Lanes gives the Primus 

of Jerbiton the right to appoint a fresh Council, who 

would continue the covenant.  A later amendment 

allows the Primus of Bjornaer to veto any 

appointment made in these circumstances. 

Customs

This is your 

invitation if you 

are a 

non-Bjornaer.

Elderly Bjornaers, 

 it is to be 

remembered, turn 

into animals. 

 They become kaiju 

in later works.

This is your 

second 

invitation 

to join this site.



Sigismondo follower of Bjornaer 

The covenant’s leader, such as it has, Sigismondo’s 

heartbeast is feline.  Technically an Egyptian 

wildcat, like most European cats at this time, he’s 

a mackerel tabby.   He dislikes the churchmen, 

since they have a habit of incinerating black cats 

of Saint John’s Day.  He has mastered a simple 

spell which alters his coat colour and, just for the 

priests, one of his defensive colourations is purely 

white, with a gold cross on his chest. 

Sigismondo has adopted a human family, which he 

has been tending for almost a century.  Gifted 

children are remarkably common in its many 

branches, and he has trained several apprentices, 

while in cat shape.  They have entered House 

Bjornaer when they had an active heartshape, or 

House Jerbiton if he could not draw a new shape 

forth.  A few Bjornaer train apprentices this way: 

these new magi have the Stingy Master and 

Isolated From the Order flaws. 

Teca filia John, follower of Bjornaer 

A young hawk, Teca has noticed that large cities 

are filled with pigeons.  Why not, then, live in the 

city?  The least dedicated to the covenant’s 

project, domesticating humans, Teca is snappish 

and territorial.  She’s skilled at air magic, and has 

several violent spells mastered, so that she can 

cast them easily in her animal form.  As with many 

Bjornaer birds, her favoured tactic, in Hermetic 

combat is to flee to a range beyond human sight, 

but within raptor, sight.  This gives her the 

advantage of unreturnable fire. 

Brett filius John, follower of Bjornaer 

Brett is a young stallion, who spends most of his 

time on the stud of a local nobleman.  Let’s not 

dwell on what he does there: apples are involved, 

apparently.  Many magi are aware of his activities, 

because horses which do not throw magi are

uncommon,  valuable and available from the stud. 

Brett claims to have gone on Crusade, and 

witnessed various battles from beneath the 

buttocks of influential noblemen.  He spends little 

time in Vienna proper, and spends the most time at 

the salt mine. 

Magi

Cats looked 

different in the 

Middle Ages. 

Blotchy tabbies 

are an effect of 

urbanisation.

None of these 

people have 

turned up in 

later books

A Hungarian 

name meaning 

"Reaper"

A German 

name. It means 

"defender".

A name 

meaning 

"Breton" 

or Celt.

 It seems sad to me 

 that it was more 

comfortable for me to put a 

beastialist in the book than 

noting forcefully that the

lesbian couple are lesbians. 

More about this in the 

podcast.

Widespread  

cat murder 

dates from 

slightly later.

This way of 

reworking Eye 

range was 

cutting edge 

stuff in 1996



Antonie fillia Sylvester, follower of Bjornaer 

An enormous black cat of indeterminate age, 

Antonie is rumoured to be Sigismondo’s daughter. 

 He  candidly admits that he has no idea if she is or 

not, but doubts it somehow.  Touched by the Faerie, 

Antonie may be related to the Irish Kings O’ The 

Cats, huge black prowlers that can carry a man in 

their jaws (her heartbeast is essentially a huge 

panther).  She may have the power to cause 

pneumonia, or enhance the allergic reactions ot 

cats in sufferers. 

Antonie is the most likely covenant member to 

prowl the woods about the mine, seeking little 

sprites to breakfast upon.  She enjoys Vienna 

because it has cream in it.  Hermetic magi 

speculate whether the irregular mutilations of 

livestock that occur in this Tribunal are due to 

faeries or Antonie. 

Amalie filia Elmer, follower of Bjornaer. 

One of the rare heartshapers, Amalie becomes a 

warm breeze that whips through an area.  She 

enjoys Vienna because, unlike a forest, it is full of 

humans with which she makes sensual, intimate 

contact in her airy form.  She’s an attention seeker. 

 She picks pockets, steals hats and snatches 

scarves, tumbling a mortal’s possession along the 

street in a childish game of “catch me if you can”. 

 She looks around thirty, but has looked that way for 

about sixty years. 

Clotilde fillia Vannear, follower of Bjornaer 

A maga of middle age, Clothide has a subtle but 

potent ability: because of a Twilight experience, she 

can command all of the rats in the city where she 

resides.  With the assistance of her magic, she can 

see through their eyes, hear what they hear, and 

use them to carry Waiting Spells.  Although she 

prefers her human shape, she needs no grogs while 

in Vienna, since a swarm of filthy rats shadows her 

movements in the city’s sewers, waiting for her 

command to surge toward the light and the flesh of 

her enemies.   

Clotilde’s heartshape is a mystery.  It may be a rat, 

but rumours in the Tribunal indicate that its a vast 

leech or bloodworm.  An intriguing alternative is 

that the swarm of rats who follow her are made 

from her internal organs.  Clotilde has been 

observed shifting into a variety of shapes, but this 

may be through silent, gestureless, spellcasting. 

A French male name. 

That was my mistake. 

The faerie cat lineage 

was used in Realms of 

Power: Magic. 

 

Based on the 

French film Amelie.  

 

A bit rapey, in hindsight. 

 

Heartshapers are no 

longer a thing. 

 

Spelling error 

This should be 

"Clothilde" 

 

I presume she was 

influenced by the X-Man  

Maggot, or Bagabond 

from Wild Cards? 

 



The magi here simply don’t see the point in having 

covenfolk, except to tidy up a bit.  There are 

humans who perform services for the magi in 

Vienna, but most of these are simply tradesmen 

whom include the magi in their clientele.  Grogs 

seem a bit superfluous to the magi here, who can 

either shift into combat worthy heartshapes, or 

who can flee at high speed.  Grogs need to be fed 

and housed, and then the buildings for that need 

to be defended, and it all seems a bit too much 

bother.  The covenant has magical defences 

which redcaps have been assured are more than 

sufficient to deal with an army of small or 

moderate size, but whose precise nature have 

been left undisclosed. 

There are currently no distorted covenfolk at 

Labyrinth.  The distortion recorded in the Jerbiton 

era was related to saline magic.  Certain servants 

gained a limited form of the Magic Resistance 

virtue, which protected them from demon-inspired 

illness,  minor curses, befuddling fae and similarly 

themed Hermetic spells.  Several salt-distorted 

covenfolk are interred in the covenant’s depths, 

their bodies incorrupt.  The Bjornaer are aware 

such corpses could be mistaken for vampires or

saints, and so cautiously prevent new distortions. 

Covenfolk

Salt has powerful antimagical 

 properties.  In certain areas, a sprinkle 

of salt is sufficient to dispel even powerful 

illusions.  Minor demons find salt irritating, and 

disease spirits can be kept out of meat, or forced 

from the body, by its application.  Although the 

current inhabitants of the Labyrinth aren’t all that 

interested in the magical applications of salt, 

their Jerbition precursors studied the matter at 

length, and their findings have been retained in 

the Labyrinth’s library.  Although they don’t take a 

lot of care of their books, another advantage of 

living in a salt mine is that the air in the library 

is extremely dry and almost sterile, which 

 has helped to preserve their collection.

 

 

 

Boons and Hooks 

 

In the current edition, a 

covenant's statistics depend on 

what the player characters can 

access, so each covenant could have a 

several sets, based on individual sagas.  

 

Suggested Boons and Hooks include: 

Autocephalous, Aura, Council, 

Difficult Access, Felicitous Tribunal, 

Hidden Ways,  House Covenant, 

Mystical Portal, Peasants. 

    , 

  



In Mythic Europe, faeries are drawn to 

stories, and to transgressions of 

boundaries. In the real world, people like to 

play at being ghosts. How do these two 

ideas combine? Can pretending to be a 

ghost cause a haunting?

I recently listened to an episode of the 

Folklore podcast by Mark Norman, in which 

he interviewed Dr David Waldron of the 

Federation University of Australia. Dr 

Waldron studies folk history around the 

goldfields, and in this episode he discussed 

"playing the ghost": the rash of hoaxes in 

the late Nineteenth Century.  

Many hoaxes are quite elaborate 

productions, but some were simple affairs 

taking advantage of new (and toxic) 

luminescent paint. Victoria, in Australia, was 

a hive of headless horsemen, glowing 

animals, and people in sheets.  

Often the goal was simply to give people, in 

general or particular, a scare. In Mythic 

Europe, some faeries feed on fear and may 

pick up the role. Other motives included 

crime (robbery, assault and rape also attract 

faeries), rebellion against the ruling class, 

and, on a less material level, the release 

psychological pressures by transgressing 

social norms. 

Dr Waldron tells some lovely stories of 

"laying the ghost", the tradition of vigilantes 

seeking out hoaxers to mete out frontier 

justice. This was a sport, and avoiding 

hunters was part of the charm of the game 

for some of the hoaxers. There are many 

types of Faerie that want to be pursued. 

In the following page, I quote reports of 

Spring-Heeled Jack, a story which may have 

started as a jape by some bored, wealthy 

men. His story escalates from costumes to 

stage tricks, then to supernatural powers. 

This may indicate a faerie taking up the role, 

once it has been established by the hoaxers. 

Playing 

at 

ghosts

Playing 

at 

ghosts



She returned to the house, and brought a candle, and 

handed it to the man, who was enveloped in a large 

cloak: The instant she had done so, he threw off his 

outer garments, and, applying the lighted candle to his 

breast, presented a most hideous and frightful 

appearance, vomiting forth a quantity of blue and white 

flame from his mouth, his eyes resembling red balls of 

fire. From the hasty glance which her fright enabled 

her to get at his person, she observed that he wore a 

large helmet, and his dress, which appeared to fit him 

very tightly, seemed to her to resemble white oilskin. 

Without uttering a sentence, he darted at her, and 

catching her partly by her dress and the back part of 

her neck, placed her head under one of his arms, and 

commenced tearing her clothes with his claws, which 

she was certain were made of some metallic 

substance. 

She screamed out as loud as she could for assistance, 

and, by considerable exertion, got away from him, and 

ran towards the house to get in. Her assailant 

followed, and caught her on the doorstep, when he 

again used considerable violence, tore her neck and 

arms with his claws, as well as a quantity of hair from 

her head ; her story was fully corroborated by her 

parents and sisters, and her injuries, which were very 

considerable, bore unmistakable testimony to the truth 

of the assault. 

At the same police court, on 8 Mar., 1838, a Miss 

Scales deposed that as she and her sister were 

walking in Limehouse, about half -past eight in the 

evening, on coming to Green Dragon Alley, they

observed some person standing in an angle in the 

passage. She was in advance of her sister at the time, 

and just as she came up to the person, who was 

enveloped in a large cloak, he spirted a quantity of 

blue flame right in her face, which deprived her of 

sight, and so alarmed her, that she instantly dropped to 

the ground, and was seized with violent fits, which 

continued for several hours. In this case no violence to 

the person was done. 

He had a literature of his own. I know of three 

pamphlets on the subject ; one, from which is taken 

the accompanying illustration, is entitled "Authentic 

particulars of the awful appearance of the London 

Monster, alias Spring-heeled Jack, together with his 

extraordinary life, wonderful adventures and secret 

amours. Also an account of his horrible appearance to 

Miss N and his singular letter to the Lord Mayor of 

London. 

There is much more to be related of Jack, but space 

will not permit ; but, whether too much attention was 

beginning to be paid to him with a view to his capture, 

or whether his love of mischief had died out, cannot be 

told ; but certain it was that nothing was known 

publicly of this singular being after April, 1838, having 

kept London in a ferment of excitement and terror for 

about six months. 

In the Mansion House Police Court, on 10 Jan., the 

Lord Mayor announced that he had received five 

letters relative to an individual who was going about 

the metropolitan suburbs frightening females to such 

an extent that they were afraid to go out at night, as 

they were met by a man, who, under different 

disguises, would suddenly appear before them, and 

as suddenly disappear with terrible bounds, which 

earned him the name of " Spring-heeled Jack," and he 

inspired such terror, that the recital of the victim had 

to be taken with caution. Whoever he was, or why he 

so acted, was never known, as he was never taken ; 

but, certainly, robbery had no part in his escapades,

for he was quite content with paralysing the poor 

women with fright. 

The first facts I can gather about Jack are at the 

latter end of 1837, at Barnes, where he appeared as a 

large white bull ; at East Sheen he was a white bear ; 

he then visited Richmond, and after having terrorised 

that town, he went to Ham, Kingston and Hampton, 

where he was clad in brass armour, with large claw- 

like gloves. Teddington, Twickenham and Hounslow 

were all visited by him, and at Isleworth we hear of 

him wearing steel armour, in which he seems to have 

been attired when seen at Uxbridge, Hanwell, 

Brentford and Ealing. At Hammersmith he took the 

form of a huge baboon, and as such was seen in the 

moonlight, dancing at Kensington Palace, ever and 

anon climbing over the forcing houses. He varied his 

localities frequently, one day being at Peckham, 

another at St. John's Wood, and anon at Forest Hill. 

This about brings up to the time of its being 

mentioned by the Lord Mayor, the consequence of 

which was that a Committee was formed at the

Mansion House for the purpose of receiving 

subscriptions and deciding upon the best means of 

capturing this erratic genius. Probably feeling that he 

had sufficiently terrorised the districts before 

mentioned, he turned his attention to the East end of 

London, and particularly favoured Bow.  

A case is given in the Times of 23 Feb. A gentleman

named Alsop, living between Bow and Old Ford, 

appeared before the police magistrate at Lambeth 

Street (then the Thames Police Office) accompanied 

by his three daughters, one of whom stated that at 

about a quarter to nine o'clock on the evening of the 

21st February, 1838, she heard a violent ringing at 

the front gate of the house, and, on going to the door 

to see what was the cause, she saw a man standing 

outside, of whom she enquired what was the matter.  

The person instantly replied that he was a policeman, 

and said, " For God's sake bring me a light, for we 

have caught Spring-heeled Jack here in the lane."   

Excerpted from

"Gossip In The First Decade Of Victoria's Reign"

by  John Ashton

recorded  for Librivox by David Wales.



Story hooks
Laying the ghost

A merchant's daughter has been groped by the 

son of a nobleman pretending to be a ghost. He 

wants revenge, but the difference in social 

standing makes this difficult. He'd like the player 

characters to arrange an accident: not 

necessarily fatal, but enough to encourage a 

more pious life.

Protecting the brand

A group of young noblemen have been all acting 

the ghost, but one of them is taking things too 

and is attacking people. One of the others 

approaches the magi to ask for a favour: can they 

discover which one was responsible, and reign 

him in? 

Murderous faerie

A faerie has appeared, taking the role of a ghost 

that was created for play by a group of noble 

lads. It has sufficient cognizance to know its role 

might be changed by the humans playing the 

role, so it has started murdering them in private. 

The player characters are contracted to defeat 

the faerie, before it kills again.

Breaking the guilty

The player characters have discovered a Dark 

Secret from an enemy, but can't use it publicly. 

 Could they instead use a faux ghost to trick the 

enemy into confirming the truth of the 

information they have uncovered.

This has been going on for a while

A line of vigilantes has been acting the ghost for 

generations in a nearby city, but one of the 

magic items they have been using has been 

damaged and needs replacement. The current 

vigilante contacts the player characters to buy 

new gear, and is surprised they do not know that 

the originals were provided by one of their 

predecessors.   

Do the player characters care that one of the 

elders of their covenant was selling magic items 

on the sly? Do they want to tidy up after him, by 

finding his scattered wares? Do they want to find 

his lab notes and create a league of heroes?



This faerie is within the range of power that suits player characters replacing magi. It could be granted an extra 

couple of Virtue points to balance it out in some sagas. Alternatively, it could have its sunlight restriction removed 

and its Traditional Ward swapped for a less restrictive one. It also works best alone, which causes in-play issues. 

Faerie Might: 20 (Corpus) 

Characteristics: Int +0, Per +0, Pre +0, Com +0, Str +1, Sta +0, Dex +2, Qik +2 

Size: 0 

Virtues and Flaws: Greater Powers, Increased Faerie Might (major), Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, Humanoid Form, 

Improved Initiative, Narrowly Cognizant, Passes for Human, 2 Personal Powers, Restricted Might (major - sunlight), 

Traditional ward (cannot enter homes) 

Personality Traits: Enjoys shocking people +3 

Combat: 

       Clawed hands or gauntlets: Init +3, Attack +14, Defense +12, Damage +5* 

       *Often chooses to less damage, by attacking clothes. 

Soak: +2, some versions wear leather clothes or bronze armour (for a total of +3 or +5  Soak) 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+) 

Pretenses: Area Lore 6 (rooftops), Athletics 5 (leaps), Brawl 6 (claws), Faerie Speech 5 (potential victims). 

Powers: 

Fearful Flaming Eyes*: 2 points, Init 0, Corpus: Completely paralyses a human that makes eye contact with the 

faerie. The faerie's flaming breath is only ever used to scare people into immobility through shock, so it's considered 

a visual effect of the Fearful Flaming Eyes power. Costs 15 spell levels (Base 5, +1 Eye, +1 Conc) 

Hound: 2 points, Init 0, Corpus: Allows the faerie to know the direction and distance to its human quarry. Costs 20 

spell levels (InCo Base 3, +4 Arc, +1 Conc) 

Silent Motion: 0 points, constant, Imaginem: allows the character to move without making a noise. Costs 10 spell 

levels (Base 3 +2 Sun +1 constant, +1 intricacy point for cost) 

Supernatural Agility: 5 points, constant: This power allows the character to perform minor supernatural feats when 

using its Athletics Pretense. These include swiftly scaling walls, leaping from the ground onto the back of a 

galloping horse, and dropping great distances to the ground without harm. Costs 25 spell levels (Base 10 +2 Sun +1 

constant).

Transform Into Animal: 3 points, Init –1, Animal: transforms the character into a specified land animal of human size 

or smaller. Faeries retain the power of speech in animal form. Costs 25 spell levels (Base 10 +2 Sun, +1 size) to turn 

into a larger animal, like a horse. This costs 3 Might per use. 

Equipment: Often said to wear armour. 

Vis: 4, a dead frog. 

Appearance: See the excerpt previously for details. Sometimes takes animal form.

Spring-heeled 

Jack



Does vis 

bioaccumulate?
In early versions of Ars Magica, the pawn of vis was a quantum: you either 

had a pawn, or you did not. There were no fractions of a pawn of vis. I 

can't recall how early this was broken, but I certainly recall a vis source 

being given which was a cave of bats, with one pawn of vis for 100 pairs 

of bat wings.  As you collected them, you had something you could not 

use. This meant that in a game sense, the pawn quantum was maintained. 

In a world-building sense, however, it meant that pawns were divisible 

into smaller units, which the Order could identify magically, but not use. 

This eventually culminated in the spark magic of the Soqotrans, which has 

a useable amount of one tenth of the Hermetic pawn, but recognises that

even tiny amounts of vis have flickers of power in them, which can be 

bundled together for use, or eaten by magical creatures. 

Eating vis has often been presented as a good idea. To make vis sources 

useful to classes of character other than magi, many of the early ones had 

magical effects, so they were consumed as single use magic items. A 

typical example was a tree of apples that contained Corpus vis, but if 

eaten healed wounds permanently. This didn't formally creating warping, 

oh these many years ago, but something like warping occurred in the 

colour text, and so eating too much vis was probably not good for a 

person. 

If the bats are somehow concentrating vis out of the world's aura, then 

what happens to it if they die, but are not collected by magicians? 

You might make an argument that the bats need to be collected alive. A 

parallel case might be that a magical fire needs to be collected before it 

goes out. In this case, vis cannot bioaccumulate: death makes the subtle 

connections between the magical energy and the physical material decay. 

A counter might be that things need only be collected while they resonate 

with the Form. A fire that goes out is not longer a fire, but a bat that is 

killed and dried is, one might argue, still a bat. As such the form may be 

maintained and the vis retained. 



If the vis remains in the dead object, 

then can it accumulate through 

biological processes?  If, for example, 

dead bats pile up on the floor of the 

cave, can a magus collect them before 

they rot?  If they are something a bit 

more durable, could there be a vast 

horde of vis?  I'd argue that the vast 

hordes of vis are eaten by faeries, which 

explains why they are so rarely found. A 

cache of this type is, however, suitable 

as a starting point for a covenant. 

If the object is destroyed, outside of 

laboratory conditions, can the form be 

maintained? You might argue that 

dissolution within the form may not 

cause harm. So, if I have vis enriched 

wine in a glass, and pour it into a barrel 

of wine, there seems a stronger 

argument that a magus could extract it 

again than if, for example, I mixed the 

wine into a bucket of clay.  Might a 

similar argument be made for trophic 

biomagnification?  As the snake is an 

Animal, does it suffice to retain the vis 

of the dead bats?  Is there a loss in this 

process, or can it gather all of the vis? 

 If a kingfisher then starts eating the 

snakes, does it in turn bioaccumulate 

vis?  Is there loss at each level?  Do the 

magi care if it means they don't need to 

wade into guano to collect rotting bat 

corpses? 

This might be a way of introducing the 

Hooks which provide the covenant with 

surprising resources. The player 

characters discover that their vis 

source is an accumulation from a lower 

trophic level, and they can get more by 

tracing back the creatures they have 

been harvesting to their feeding 

grounds.



Pastoralis: 

The 

forbidden 

comedy 

by 

Silvester 

of Diedne

An overheard discussion of 

Marco the Redcap, recorded 

by his grand-daughter. 

"It is against the law to 

believe the story I am about 

to tell you. It breaches the 

damnatio memoraie applied 

by the Quaesitores after the 

War.  You may not, must 

not, believe what I am 

about to say to be true. 

 Fortunately I'm widely 

reputed as a liar, a spinner 

of tales tall, and a drunkard. 

Hold that firmly in mind. If 

you do not know, if you are 

uncertain, then the oaths 

they make you take will not 

make your breath freeze. 

There was a man they 

called the Final Diedne, 

back after the War, before 

they found the Inscription of 

Llewellyn and the druids 

became gibblens to frighten 

children. His name was 

Silvestris, and he was taken 

prisoner at the Tempest. 

How he was held and why, 

well these vary by the 

teller. Some say his arts 

were broken by the Red 

spells, made inaccessible in 

the way that those of 

Mercere had been, perhaps. 

Why the insisted of keeping 

him is unclear, but the man 

who told me the story said 

"unclear" in such a sinister 

way that it was clear he 

assumed I knew what he 

meant.  I don't, though.  Not 

for sure.   

Anyway, the version I'll tell 

has him held by the 

Tremere, in a place where 

his magic could not work. 

 A monastery, perhaps, 

surrounded by holy men. He 

may or may not have had 

his tongue cut out. It's not 

my place to say. Anyway, 

they kept him about.  They 

let people study him. They 

couldn't steal his secrets, 

or they could.  Either 

doesn't matter for the thing 

I'm wanting to tell you.  He 

wrote a book. It still exists. 

 It's not hidden in a chest in 

the bottom of a cave with a 

dragon, either.  I've seen 

copies in a lot of covenants. 

 Often it has a different 

title, or an odd author, but I 

know it. It's the Pastoralis.

A lot of people have written 

books in prison. I've tried it 

myself.  My book was quite 

good, if a bit bawdy. People 

like that kind of thing. Did 

you know Bonisagus gave a 

copy of Boethius to 

Criamon?  True story. 

Anyway, people like 

comedies. One of his jailers 

didn't destroy it, as he 

should have done, as he 

was required to do, as he, 

perhaps, did. 



Some people seek out the 

Pastoralis, and are 

shocked at how easy it is 

to find. They read the first 

joke, and they already 

know it. It has some 

currency in the Order. It's

the one about the satyr 

that gets caught sleeping 

with Tytalus's wife.  No, 

the other one. No, the 

other one.  Yes, he has to 

get his own beer. Written 

by a Diedne: part of the 

plot. A lot of the anti- 

Tremere jokes have been 

adopted into the Analects 

of Tytalus.  Ever wonder 

why the Founders go 

fishing so much? It's not 

nearly as deep as the 

Tytalus like to make it. 

So, it's a satire of the 

Founders. It's everywhere 

and you are required to 

believe it does not exist. 

Maybe you'll find a false 

copy. A book that 

famous? Someone would 

write one, would they 

not?  A Pseudosilvester 

seems inevitable. When 

you find a book, perhaps 

quite soon, perhaps 

slipped into your bags 

while you dream, that 

claims to be the 

Pastroralis, maybe it is 

best to believe its a fake. 

Read it anyway. It might 

be funny.   

It probably won't hurt 

you. 

It likely doesn't hold 

Diedne knowledge. 

It couldn't make you tell 

others about the book, 

covertly, and spread 

copies to the 

unsuspecting. 

That could not be the 

case. 

No book does that...can 

do that. That must be a 

story about a story about 

a story. 

That would be 

unbelievable. 



Pastoralis 

 as demonic meme

I like the idea of the Pasoralis as an illicit book, simply 

because the Order's laws don't have a lot of gradation. 

I'd like some crimes which were not matters of life and death. 

That being said, why not go the whole way and stat is up as 

a demonic contagion? 

Order: Vessel of Iniquity 

Infernal Might: 10 (Animal) 

Characteristics: Int +0, Per +0, Pre +0, Com +4, Str +2*, Sta +1, Dex +0, Qik +0* 

*Is not an immobile object, but generally is only subtle in its movements. 

Size: -2 (a codex) 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Virtues and Flaws:  Knack (telling jokes) 

Personality Traits: Satirical +5

Reputations:  Funny +3, Illicit +3. 

Combat:     Bludgeon: Init  0, Attack +4, Defense +3, Damage +6 

    Does not include bonus for ambushing reader. 

Soak: +10, (inorganic, but quite vulnerable to fire which is odd for a demon.) 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–3), –3 (4-6), –5 (7-9), Incapacitated (10-12), Dead (13+) 

Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 4 (ambushing reader) and Carouse 6+3 (bawdy stories). It can tune 

its stories to it audience, but is surreptitious about this, so it generally does so between readers. 

Powers: 

Betrayal of the Heart: 2 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can force one secret from the victim per use. 

Coagulation: 1 point, Init -1, Corpus: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient matter. Its natural 

   form is an incoherent ball or churning letters, lolling tongues and laughter. It does not have a human 

   form. 

Contagion: 5 points, Init -3, Mentem: Plants the idea that the reader should mention the book to suitable 

   friends. 

Envisioning 1 or 5 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking dreams. 

Obsession: 1 point, Init -5, Vim: Can impose sarcasm. 

Equipment: None. 

Weakness:  Cannot harm those who have not sought the book. 

Vis: 2 pawns, Muto. 

Appearance: Always takes the form of a book, generally with another work's name on the cover. 



Dunsany Fragments: 

The Sack of Emeralds

I have a theory that 

Lord Dunsany's tales are 

the reminiscences of a 

redcap, perhaps recorded 

in "The Book of Places You 

Must Not Go". 

 

Over the next few months, 

let's test that theory.

If you have a favourite Dunsany story, 

comment on the blog.   

The Fall of Babbulkund was in an earlier 

episode. 

The Bureau d'Change will be next month.



One bad October night in the high wolds beyond Wiltshire, with a north wind chaunting of 

winter, with the old leaves letting go their hold one by one from branches and dropping 

down to decay, with a mournful sound of owls, and in fearsome loneliness, there trudged 

in broken boots and in wet and windy rags an old man, stooping low under a sack of 

emeralds. It were easy to see had you been travelling late on that inauspicious night, that 

the burden of the sack was far too great for the poor old man that bore it. And had you 

flashed a lantern in his face there was a look there of hopelessness and fatigue that 

would have told you it was no wish of his that kept him tottering on under that bloated 

sack. 

When the menacing look of the night and its cheerless sounds, and the cold, and the 

weight of the sack, had all but brought him to the door of death, and he had dropped his 

sack onto the road and was dragging it on behind him, just as he felt that his final hour 

was come, and come (which was worse) as he held the accursed sack, just then he saw 

the bulk and the black shape of the Sign of the Lost Shepherd loom up by the ragged way. 

He opened the door and staggered into the light and sank on a bench with his huge sack 

beside him. 

All this you had seen had you been on that lonely road, so late on those bitter wolds, with 

their outlines vast and mournful in the dark, and their little clumps of trees sad with 

October. But neither you nor I were out that night. I did not see the poor old man and his 

sack until he sank down all of a heap in the lighted inn. 

And Yon the blacksmith was there; and the carpenter, Willie Losh; and Jackers, the 

postman's son. And they gave him a glass of beer. And the old man drank it up, still 

hugging his emeralds. 

And at last they asked him what he had in his sack, the question he clearly dreaded; and 

he only clasped yet tighter the sodden sack and mumbled he had potatoes. 

"Potatoes," said Yon the blacksmith. 

"Potatoes," said Willie Losh. 

And when he heard the doubt that was in their voices the old man shivered and moaned. 

"Potatoes, did you say?" said the postman's son. And they all three rose and tried to peer 

at the sack that the rain-soaked wayfarer so zealously sheltered. 

And from the old man's fierceness I had said that, had it not been for that foul night on 

the roads and the weight he had carried so far and the fearful winds of October, he had 

fought with the blacksmith, the carpenter and the postman's son, all three, till he beat 

them away from his sack. And weary and wet as he was he fought them hard. 

I should no doubt have interfered; and yet the three men meant no harm to the wayfarer, 

but resented the reticence that he displayed to them though they had given him beer; it 

was to them as though a master key had failed to open a cupboard. And, as for me, 

curiosity held me down to my chair and forbade me to interfere on behalf of the sack; for 

the old man's furtive ways, and the night out of which he came, and the hour of his 

coming, and the look of his sack, all made me long as much to know what he had, as even 

the blacksmith, the carpenter and the postman's son. 

And then they found the emeralds. They were all bigger than hazel nuts, hundreds and 

hundreds of them: and the old man screamed.



"Come, come, we're not thieves," said the blacksmith. 

"We're not thieves," said the carpenter. 

"We're not thieves," said the postman's son. 

And with awful fear on his face the wayfarer closed his sack, whimpering over his 

emeralds and furtively glancing round as though the loss of his secret were and utterly 

deadly thing. And then they asked him to give them just one each, just one huge emerald 

each, because they had given him a glass of beer. Then to see the wayfarer shrink against 

his sack and guard it with clutching fingers one would have said that he was a selfish 

man, were it not for the terror that was freezing his face. I have seen men look sheer at 

Death with far less fear. 

And they took their emerald all three, one enormous emerald each, while the old man 

hopelessly struggled till he saw his three emeralds go, and fell to the floor and wept, a 

pitiable, sodden heap. 

And about that time I began to hear far off down the windy road, by which that sack had 

come, faintly at first and slowly louder and louder, the click clack clop of a lame horse 

coming nearer. Click clack clop and a loose shoe rattling, the sound of a horse too weary 

to be out upon such a night, too lame to be out at all. 

Click clack clop. And all of a sudden the old wayfarer heard it; heard it above the sound of 

his won sobbing, and at once went white to the lips. Such sudden fear as blanched him in 

a moment struck right to the hearts of all there. They muttered to him that it was only 

their play, they hastily whispered excuses, they asked him what was wrong, but seemed 

scarcely to hope for an answer, nor did he speak, but sat with a frozen stare, all at once 

dry-eyed, a monument to terror. 

Nearer and nearer came the click clack clop. 

And when I saw the expression of that man's face and how its horror deepened as the 

ominous sound drew nearer, then I knew that something was wrong. And looking for the 

last time upon all four I saw the wayfarer horror-struck by his sack and the other three 

crowding round to put their huge emeralds back then, even on such a night, I slipped away 

from the inn. 

Outside the bitter wind roared in my ears, and close in the darkness the horse went click 

clack clop. 

And as soon as my eyes could see at all in the night I saw a man in a huge hat looped up in 

front, wearing a sword in a scabbard shabby and huge, and looking blacker than the 

darkness, riding on a lean horse slowly up to the inn. Whether his were the emeralds, or 

who he was, or why he rode a lame horse on such a night, I did not stop to discover, but 

went at once from the inn as he strode in his great black riding coat up to the door. 

And that was the last that was ever seen of the wayfarer; the blacksmith, the carpenter or 

the postman's son.

  -- "The sack of emeralds" by Lord Dunsany



The Highwayman

The Highwayman is a minor demon that murders those tricked into stealing its emeralds. There are folk stories about 

how it can be eluded, but none of these are true. How they arise is unclear: it seems unlikely the creature has 

deliberately allowed prey to escape. 

Order: Accusers 

Infernal Might: 10 (Corpus) 

Characteristics: Int +0, Per +0, Pre +0, Com +0, Str +2*, Sta +3, Dex +1, Qik +0 

Size: 0 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Virtues and Flaws: Unclear. 

Personality Traits: Implacable +5 

Reputations:  Snare for sinners +3. 

Combat: 

      Long sword: Init +2, Attack +13, Defense +11, Damage +8 

Soak: +5,includes +2 for shabby clothes. 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+) 

Abilities: unclear, but assume Ride 8 (pursuit), Single Weapon 8 (thieves). 

Powers: 

Betrayal of the Heart: 2 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can force one secret from the victim per use. 

Coagulation: 1 point, Init -1, Corpus: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient matter. 

Envisioning 1 or 5 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking dreams. 

Hound: 1 point, Init 0, Corpus: Allows the highwayman to know the direction and distance to its human quarry, or 

                  emerald, via Concentration. 

Obsession: 1 point, Init -5, Vim: Can impose Greed. 

Whispers behind the back: 2 points, Init 0, Mentem: Similar to the spell Pains of Perpetual Worry, but lasts a month. The

                  Highwayman, unusually, can use this power on anyone holding one of his emeralds. 

Equipment: Rides a lean horse, which may be a lesser demon. 

Weakness:  Cannot harm those who have not stolen its emeralds. 

Vis: 3 pawns, Perdo 

Appearance: "I saw a man in a huge hat looped up in front, wearing a sword in a scabbard shabby and huge, and 

looking blacker than the darkness, riding on a lean horse slowly up to the inn. Whether his were the emeralds, or who 

he was, or why he rode a lame horse on such a night, I did not stop to discover, but went at once from the inn as he 

strode in his great black riding coat up to the door."



Does 

literary 

criticism 

exist in 

Mythic 

Europe? 

 

How do magi know what to read? 

Your magus helps out another covenant 

and, in thanks, they let your character 

study from their library for a season. In 

the real world, the Storyguide hands you 

a sheet of titles, each marked with level 

and quality, and you pick the one you'd 

like your magus to read. 

What's happening in Mythic Europe that 

is being extrapolated by this process of 

you getting a sheet of numbers?

There are, I think, two possibilities. 

The first is that, like a librarian, you are 

assessing the books. As a non-specialist, 

you don't really understand some of the 

data you are looking at, but you can 

grasp enough to know the value of the 

book, in comparison to other books. You 

can assess its reading level, intended 

audience, and physical quality of the 

book. 

The other possibility is that you know 

titles by their reputations. Medieval 

people used to hunt around in 

monasteries looking for pieces by Livy, 

or Aristotle. They didn't need to see the 

book to know that it was considered a 

capstone of study for their area of 

interest. 

This second model requires you to be 

aware of titles before you read them. 

This can happen in two ways. In some 

subjects, like classic English literature, 

there is a corpus of work that 

interconnects, so that by studying part 

you are drawn to the other parts. 



Players have noted that tractatus are 

numerous and useful in Ars Magica. It 

seems possible that a magus might make 

a living by helping others sort through 

these, so they know which ones to read. 

An annoyed Flambeau magus is seeking

the identity of a reviewer, who has given 

his Summa a poor score. Sensibly the 

reviewer uses a pseudonym, and his 

friends are careful not to let information 

slip. The Flambeau hires the player 

characters to find more clues, because 

they have a reputation for greater stability 

than he does. 

A magus published an acclaimed book, 

but the player characters discover an 

earlier, lost, work, which is word- 

identical. If they expose the plagarist they

gain his emnity, but may make allies of 

the original author's descendants. They 

could, instead, attempt blackmail. 

The player characters discover a unique, 

excellent book, miscovered, in a covenant 

library. Do they make an offer for it, or 

expose its higher quality to the current 

owners?  If they draw attention to the 

book, they invite cautious harassment 

from their hosts. The book was salvaged 

from a fallen covenant and the 

deliberately miscovered. These books are 

usually held in a section to which visitors 

may not go, but this was was 

accidentally shelved by its false title by a 

non-magical librarian. The player 

characters may piece together why this is 

happening by researching the book, and 

discovering a review in a catalogue for 

the fallen covenant. 

As Arnold Bennett notes, If you read 

Charles Lamb, you are introduced to 

various people in his circle, and to 

Shakespeare, and from there you can 

work up and down the canon.  

The other way is for your character to 

have read books reviews. 

Some of the earliest books of review are 

attempts to systematically describe 

every book of note in a particular field. 

These, unhelpfully, often have 

"Bibliotheca" in their title. This means 

"Library". They are backward-looking: 

reviewing great works of the past, rather 

than contemporary writing. 

The earliest journals of review might 

already exist in Mythic Europe, because 

they were not academic: they were 

mercantile. The earliest journals were 

basically trade catalogues put out by 

bookshops.  Over time, these became 

increasingly large and were sectioned 

into genres. Then, people not interested 

in select fields began to demand journals 

that only included material suited to their 

own specialization. Certain critics, 

independent of the booksellers, were 

paid for their unbiased advice on the 

value of potential purchases. 

Journals in which people discussed ideas 

were a related idea, because review 

journals contained excerpts, but the two 

only merged far later.  

Journals of review might exist either 

because libraries have put out 

catalogues to tempt custom for loan or 

sale, or because House Mercere needs to 

be able to source material to fill 

requests. 

Story hooks
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Few writers are like Kerouac. On 

one occasion he put an end of a 

roll of wallpaper into his 

typewriter, and banged the keys 

continually until he had a book. 

His stamina was aided by a 

mixture of substances not known 

in Mythic Europe. Most authors of 

genius work in spurts. They have 

hobbies which allow the mind to 

rest, between flurries of activity. 

The hobbies of these authors 

reflect their thoughts, so their 

main work can dribble into the 

recreations. In some cases, this is 

difficult to store, collect and 

study. Tycho Brahe used to polish 

mirrors for example: a hobby 

which is hard to store. Others are 

easier. Many authors wrote light 

pieces as a recreation, while 

simultaneously compiling more 

serious work.  

These light pieces, comedies and 

poems, can be modelled as 

commentaries on the core Magical 

texts. Even magi who had other 

recreations might have coded 

useful symbols into the preserved 

structure of their art. A magus 

who sculpts may physically 

represent magical principles 

described in the text, using 

metaphors. Collecting one, or all, 

of his statues may make study far 

more fruitful. A magus who 

gardens may encode the secrets 

of mystery cult initiations into 

pathways. 

The next page gives a lengthy 

quotation from Disraeli's 

"Curiosities of Literature", to give 

some idea of what magicians 

might do as recreations. 

The veil represents the 

necessity of faith, 

because Truth can be 

seen only dimly.   

I imagine Jerbiton as a 

scupltor, but I made him a 

gardener of sorts in 

Sanctuary of Ice.



"Among the Jesuits it was a standing rule of 

the order, that after an application to study for 

two hours , the mind of the student should be 

unbent by some relaxation, however trifling. 

When Pelavius was employed in his Dogmata 

Theologica, a work of the most profound and 

extensive erudition, the great recreation of 

the learned father was at the end of every 

second hour, to twirl his chair for five minutes. 

After protracted studies Spinosa would mix 

with the family-party where he lodged, and 

join in the most trivial conversations, or 

unbend his mind by setting spiders to fight 

each other ; he observed their combats with 

so much interest, that he was often seized 

with immoderate fits of laughter...Socrates did 

not blush to play with children. Cato, over his 

bottle, found an alleviation from the fatigues 

of government... 

D'Andilly, the translator of Josephus, after 

seven or eight hours of study every day, 

amused himself in cultivating trees ; Barclay, 

the author of the Argcnis, in his leisure hours 

was a florist. Balzac amused himself with a 

collection of crayon portraits. Peiresc found 

his amusement amongst his medals and 

antiquarian curiosities...and Politian in singing 

airs to his lute. Descartes passed his 

afternoons in the conversation of a few 

friends, and in cultivating  a little garden; in 

the morning, occupied by the system of the 

world, he relaxed his profound speculalions by 

rearing delicate flowers,,,  

Rohaull wandered from shop to shop lo 

observe the mechanics labour ^ Count Caylus 

passed his mornings in the studios of artists, 

and his evenings in writing his numerous 

works on art. This was the true life of an 

amateur...Granville Sharp , amidst the severity 

of his studies, found a social relaxation in the 

amusement of a barge on the Thames , which 

was well known to the circle of his friends; 

there, was festive hospitality with musical 

delight. It was resorted to by men of the most 

eminent talents and rank... 

Issac Disraeli - Curiosities of Literature

Spinning in circles has a surprisingly
lengthy religious history, from
shamanic mazewalking to Sufi
whirling.

I can see some magi creating temporary 
animals and forcing them to fight as a 
way of livening the day. Can you get a 
metaphor out the combinations of
animals?

Ecstatic drunkeness is also a popular
mystical technique.

The trees may remember him, or he 
may have been planting trees with 
mystical associations to his work.

We already have rules for realia 
collections. Music can be used for 
coding information due to its 
mathematical foundations.

House Jerbiton has a long tradition of
seeking Muses, which they don't mean
literally. They mean inspiration from
beautiful things in the real world.



Some have found amusement in composing 

treatises on odd subjects. Seneca wrote a

burlesque narrative of Claudian's death. 

Pierius Valerianus has written an culogium 

on beards and we have had a learned one 

recently, with due gravity and pleasantry, 

entitled "Eloge dcs Perruques." Holstein has 

written an eulogium on the North Wind, 

Heinsius, on "the Ass", "Menage", "The 

Transmigration of the Parasitical Pedant to a 

Parrot" and also the "Petition of the

Dictionaries."   

Erasmus composed, to amuse himself when 

travelling in a postchaise, his panegyric on 

Moria, or Folly which, authorised by the pun, 

he dedicated to Sir Thomas More. Sallcngre , 

who would amuse himself like Erasmus , 

wrote , in imitation of his work, a panegyric 

on Ebriety. He says, that he is willing to be 

thought as drunken a man as Erasmus was a 

foolish one. Synesius composed a Greek 

panegyric on Baldness. These burlesques 

were brought into great vogue by Erasmus's 

Morice Encomiiun. 

It seems, Johnson observes in his life of Sir 

Thomas Browne, to have been in all ages the 

pride of art to show how it could exalt the 

low and amplify the little. To this ambition 

perhaps we owe the Frogs of Homer ; the 

Gnat and the Bees of Yirgil ; the Butterfly of 

Spenser; the Shadow of Wowerus\, and the 

Quincunx of Browne. 

Cardinal de Richelieu , amongst all his great 

occupations , found a recreation in violent 

exercises and he was once discovered 

jumping with his servant, to try who could 

reach the highest side of a wall..." 

Issac Disraeli - Curiosities of Literature

This may explain why people write those 
weird, low quality Summae.

These sorts of things might be 
designed using the epistle rules.

There may be a body of comedic writing
which acts as commentary on the Hermetic 
canon. A sort of Apocrypha for magic.

This may tie into the Criamon path 
that sees the perfection of the body as 
a way of making it the apt vessel for 
controling the flow of magical energy.

Virtually any act can be recreational, so 

characters can be hooked into stories by 

noticing odd features only apparent because 

they share that magus's interest. This opens 

up a new class of treasures for magi, as they 

hunt and compete for the antiques of their 

predecessors.



hys seek for extremes in that small grim shop. A woman that had no children had exchanged with an 

impoverished half-maddened creature with twelve. On one occasion a man had exchanged wisdom for 

folly. 

Fragments of Dunsany : 

Bureau  

d'Exchange 

de Maux

I continue to be struck by the idea that Lord Dunsany's work

seems like the stories of a redcap, long weary of the road. 

 

Let's try another.  Be warned, there is a little antisemitism in this one.



I often think of the Bureau d'Echange de 

Maux and the wondrously evil old man 

that sate therein. It stood in a little street 

that there is in Paris, its doorway made of 

three brown beams of wood, the top one 

overlapping the others like the Greek 

letter pi, all the rest painted green, a 

house far lower and narrower than its 

neighbours and infinitely stranger, a thing 

to take one's fancy. And over the 

doorway on the old brown beam in faded 

yellow letters this legend ran, Bureau 

Universel d'Echanges de Maux. 

I entered at once and accosted the 

listless man that lolled on a stool by his 

counter. I demanded the wherefore of his 

wonderful house, what evil wares he 

exchanged, with many other things that I 

wished to know, for curiosity led me; and 

indeed had it not I had gone at once from 

that shop, for there was so evil a look in 

that fattened man, in the hang of his 

fallen cheeks and his sinful eye, that you 

would have said he had had dealings with 

Hell and won the advantage by sheer 

wickedness. 

Such a man was mine host; but above all 

the evil of him lay in his eyes, which lay 

so still, so apathetic, that you would have 

sworn that he was drugged or dead; like 

lizards motionless on a wall they lay, then

suddenly they darted, and all his cunning 

flamed up and revealed itself in what one 

moment before seemed no more than a 

sleepy and ordinary wicked old man. And 

this was the object and trade of that 

peculiar shop, the Bureau Universel 

d'Echange de Maux: you paid twenty 

francs, which the old man proceeded to 

take from me, for admission to the bureau

and then had the right to exchange any 

evil or misfortune with anyone on the 

premises for some evil or misfortune that 

he "could afford," as the old man put it. 

There were four or five men in the dingy 

ends of that low-ceilinged room who 

gesticulated and muttered softly in twos

as men who make a bargain, and now and 

then more came in, and the eyes of the 

e flabby owner of the house leaped up at 

them as they entered, seemed to know 

their errands at once and each one's 

peculiar need, and fell back again into 

somnolence, receiving his twenty francs in 

an almost lifeless hand and biting the coin 

as though in pure absence of mind. 

"Some of my clients," he told me. So 

amazing to me was the trade of this 

extraordinary shop that I engaged the old 

man in conversation, repulsive though he 

was, and from his garrulity I gathered 

these facts. He spoke in perfect English 

though his utterance was somewhat thick 

and heavy; no language seemed to come 

amiss to him. He had been in business a 

great many years, how many he would not 

say, and was far older than he looked. All 

kinds of people did business in his shop. 

What they exchanged with each other he 

did not care except that it had to be evils, 

he was not empowered to carry on any 

other kind of business. 

There was no evil, he told me, that was not

negotiable there; no evil the old man knew 

had ever been taken away in despair from 

his shop. A man might have to wait and 

come back again next day, and next day 

and the day after, paying twenty francs 

each time, but the old man had the

addresses of all his clients and shrewdly 

knew their needs, and soon the right two 

met and eagerly exchanged their 

commodities. "Commodities" was the old 

man's terrible word, said with a gruesome 

smack of his heavy lips, for he took a pride 

in his business and evils to him were 

goods. 

I learned from him in ten minutes very 

much of human nature, more than I have 

ever learned from any other man; I learned 

from him that a man's own evil is to him 

the worst thing there is or ever could be, 

and that an evil so unbalances all men's 

minds that they always seek for extremes 

in that small grim shop. A woman that had 

no children had exchanged with an 

impoverished half-maddened creature with 

twelve. On one occasion a man had 

exchanged wisdom for folly. 



"Why on earth did he do that?" I said. 

"None of my business," the old man 

answered in his heavy indolent way. He 

merely took his twenty francs from each 

and ratified the agreement in the little 

room at the back opening out of the shop 

where his clients do business. Apparently 

the man that had parted with wisdom had 

left the shop upon the tips of his toes with 

a happy though foolish expression all over 

his face, but the other went thoughtfully 

away wearing a troubled and very puzzled

look. Almost always it seemed they did 

business in opposite evils. 

But the thing that puzzled me most in all 

my talks with that unwieldy man, the 

thing that puzzles me still, is that none 

that had once done business in that shop 

ever returned again; a man might come

day after day for many weeks, but once 

do business and he never returned; so 

much the old man told me, but when I 

asked him why, he only muttered that he 

did not know. 

It was to discover the wherefore of this 

strange thing and for no other reason at 

all that I determined myself to do 

business sooner or later in the little room

at the back of that mysterious shop. I 

determined to exchange some very trivial 

evil for some evil equally slight, to seek 

for myself an advantage so very small as 

scarcely to give Fate as it were a grip, for 

I deeply distrusted these bargains, 

knowing well that man has never yet 

benefited by the marvellous and that the 

more miraculous his advantage appears 

to be the more securely and tightly do the 

gods or the witches catch him. In a few 

days more I was going back to England 

and I was beginning to fear that I should 

be sea-sick: this fear of sea-sickness, not 

the actual malady but only the mere fear 

of it, I decided to exchange for a suitably 

little evil. I did not know with whom I 

should be dealing, who in reality was the 

head of the firm (one never does when 

shopping) but I decided that neither Jew 

nor Devil could make very much on so 

small a bargain as that.

I told the old man my project, and he 

scoffed at the smallness of my commodity

trying to urge me to some darker bargain, 

but could not move me from my purpose. 

And then he told me tales with a 

somewhat boastful air of the big business, 

the great bargains that had passed 

through his hands. A man had once run in 

there to try and exchange death, he had 

swallowed poison by accident and had 

only twelve hours to live. That sinister old 

man had been able to oblige him. A client 

was willing to exchange the commodity. 

"But what did he give in exchange for 

death?" I said. 

"Life," said that grim old man with a 

furtive chuckle. 

"It must have been a horrible life," I said. 

"That was not my affair," the proprietor 

said, lazily rattling together as he spoke a 

little pocketful of twenty-franc pieces. 

Strange business I watched in that shop 

for the next few days, the exchange of 

odd commodities, and heard strange 

mutterings in corners amongst couples 

who presently rose and went to the back 

room, the old man following to ratify. 

Twice a day for a week I paid my twenty 

francs, watching life with its great needs 

and its little needs morning and afternoon 

spread out before me in all its wonderful 

variety. 

And one day I met a comfortable man with 

only a little need, he seemed to have the 

very evil I wanted. He always feared the 

lift was going to break. I knew too much 

of hydraulics to fear things as silly as 

that, but it was not my business to cure 

his ridiculous fear. Very few words were 

needed to convince him that mine was the

evil for him, he never crossed the sea, and 

I on the other hand could always walk 

upstairs, and I also felt at the time, as 

many must feel in that shop, that so 

absurd a fear could never trouble me. 



And yet at times it is almost the curse of 

my life. When we both had signed the 

parchment in the spidery back room and 

the old man had signed and ratified (for 

which we had to pay him fifty francs 

each) I went back to my hotel, and there 

I saw the deadly thing in the basement. 

They asked me if I would go upstairs in 

the lift, from force of habit I risked it, 

and I held my breath all the way and 

clenched my hands. Nothing will induce 

me to try such a journey again. I would 

sooner go up to my room in a balloon. 

And why? Because if a balloon goes 

wrong you have a chance, it may spread 

out into a parachute after it has burst, it 

may catch in a tree, a hundred and one 

things may happen, but if the lift falls 

down its shaft you are done. As for sea- 

sickness I shall never be sick again, I 

cannot tell you why except that I know 

that it is so. 

And the shop in which I made this 

remarkable bargain, the shop to which 

none return when their business is done: I 

set out for it next day. Blindfold I could 

have found my way to the unfashionable 

quarter out of which a mean street runs, 

where you take the alley at the end, 

whence runs the cul de sac where the 

queer shop stood. A shop with pillars, 

fluted and painted red, stands on its near 

side, its other neighbour is a low-class 

jeweller's with little silver brooches in the 

window. In such incongruous company 

stood the shop with beams with its walls 

painted green.

In half an hour I found the cul de sac to 

which I had gone twice a day for the last 

week, I found the shop with the ugly 

painted pillars and the jeweller that sold 

brooches, but the green house with the 

three beams was gone. 

Pulled down, you will say, although in a 

single night. That can never be the answer 

to the mystery, for the house of the fluted 

pillars painted on plaster and the low-class 

jeweller's shop with its silver brooches (all 

of which I could identify one by one) were 

standing side by side.



Faerie variant 

The Master of the Exchange is a dark faerie, who uses a simple mystoguguic trick to  harvest vitality 

from people. They come to a special place, make a sacrifice of silver, and then they gain a Minor flaw, 

in exchange for the loss of another Minor flaw which, because of their story circumstances, seems 

major.  

In completing this cosmic sleight of hand, the Exchanger makes his story central to the lives of 

the people who have traded flaws. One can travel to the new world, and start a career in distant lands. 

The other can rise in status in his own city. Each is, however, occasionally tormented by their new 

fears, which lets the creature feed on them. 

The Bureau is in a regio, so it can only be found by those who have not previously used its services. 

How so many people know it is unclear. Lesser faeries may spread word or it, or the money the Master 

claims may pay people to spread rumors. 

Infernal variant 

The Master is a minor demon, permitted to trade evils with the consent of the people who participate 

voluntarily.  Although demons cannot plan in any effective sense, they can take advantage of 

situations like this, where people voluntarily do evil to each other, even though it's a mutual evil. The 

function of the coins, and the contract, is to make sure that the people are voluntarily performing the 

evil on each other. On a larger level, making minor contracts with demons makes people over- 

confident about making greater bargains, or accepting wagers, later. 

Human variant 

The Master of the Exchange may not, himself, be a supernatural creature, but he is empowered by 

one. This gets around the demonic inability to plan. If the shop is a regio, his extreme longevity might 

be explained by a local time dilation or am unnatural law. The player characters might seek 

to usurp his role, or steal his list of clients and evils. He may age sufficiently that a replacement 

is required, and the Exchange itself may ask for the aid of the player characters, to find a new keeper. 

The role is an evil, and the man will want to trade it for another evil he likes. 

Other Exchanges 

The lengthy name of this exchange seems to indicate a need to differentiate from other exchanges. 

Are there others? Can they be created? Are they empowered to trade something other than evils? 

Maux 

Maux is French and means "evils". Maux is the plural of mal (meaning "evil" in several languages).  

The name is also a place in Central France, and an English dialectal word meaning a slattern. It may 

come from malkin, which is a diminutive of Maude, and means a cat or a crone. Hence Shakespeare 

has a witch who calls her familiar Gray-malkin in Macbeth. This provides a useful name for the shop if 

it requires an animal, or second human, embodiment. 



One of the great puzzles of medieval 

economics is why it works at all. 

Essentially the European economy, if 

you are standing at the border of China 

and looking westward, is an elaborate 

method of shipping gold and silver to 

China in exchange for spices. Medieval 

European understood this. What they did 

not understand was that the price of 

gold remained stable over hundreds of 

years. That, frankly, makes no sense at 

all.

Gold is not consumable: that is, you do 

not use it up so that you need more. 

Therefore, once you have it, you should 

want it less. Therefore, after the 

Europeans first send ten tons of gold 

eastward, the price should drop, so that 

you need more gold to pay for the same 

amount of spices. It does not. If anything 

gold gets slightly more expensive over 

time. The other possibility, that there is 

a limitless demand for gold, makes no

sense either, because that just means 

the price should start very high and fall 

as Europe meets it. Steady prices and 

insatiable demand, coupled, make very 

little sense, and so, the European 

economy makes very little sense. 

Now, there are ways of making this 

make sense, and we discuss them as 

plot hooks in City and Guild. We don't 

however, say what was really 

happening: what the real source of the 

gold sponge is. 

Gold in Europe is used as a commodity: 

it is consumed to make things, and 

these things are used by people. In 

China, in period, however, the link 

between gold and the idea of a 

medium for exchange is far weaker than 

in Europe. Gold is not money. Gold is the 

stuff you make jewelry and furniture out 

of.  

This means that gold is consumed, in the 

sense that it is turned into jewelry, 

rather than staying in circulation. That 

is, gold sinks into the ruling class of 

China and vanishes, because its function 

is to demonstrate capacity for 

conspicuous consumption. 

The 

Great

Chinese

Gold

Sponge



Unless there is a sudden sacking of a city, 

to liberate its gold, then there's no reason 

for this gold to circulate, and the gold does 

not make you want less gold, or the same 

gold at a lower price. The ability to get 

more gold, and give gold as presents, affirm 

the character's status far beyond gold's 

actual usefulness. Remember that what is 

being traded for the gold are spices and 

silks which are surplus to that which is 

required by the noble class of China. That 

is, there's no real opportunity cost to the 

ruling class of China to get all this gold, 

and no real opportunity lost to refuse to get 

it. It's precious, and reserved for certain 

nobles, but it's not "money" in the western 

sense. 

In both China, and more especially India, 

having gold is one way of storing your 

money. Money that is stored goes out of 

physical circulation. Although it continues

to circulate as credit, the gold itself just 

gets put away in storage. Its function is to 

wait for disaster, and provided disaster 

does not strike, it stays out of the 

economy, in some cases, for hundreds of 

years. That is, gold flees the economy as a 

form of insurance. 

Now, C&G offers some more mythic 

reasons for the Asian Gold Sponge, but it is 

important to recognise that Hermetic magi 

both know how the European economy 

operates and, likewise, know that it 

shouldn't work. There's an incongruity in 

Asia that should make it crash. If Marco 

Polo goes to China in Mythic Europe, he will 

make matters worse. 

Polo says there is gold everywhere in 

China. Given that gold is valuable because 

it is scarce, it makes even less sense. He 

also notes that gold is never used as a 

currency in China. When you turn up, the 

Khan makes you hand over all of your 

treasure, and gives you pieces of paper 

which merchants will treat as money 

because he says so, and he's willing to kill 

anyone who refuses his scrip. So, gold is 

everywhere and actually, there's only -one- 

customer. After Polo, the gold price makes 

even less sense than before. 

Remember there are others in City and 

Guild. 

The Chinese are throwing the gold off 

the edge of the world. They were right 

about the cosmology: the world is a disc 

and its spin needs to be corrected. 

Sadly, the trajectories they have been 

using are off, and the gold, having 

looped under the world erratically, is 

now crashing down from the sky in

Europe as flaming, liquid   What can be 

done locally to protect from, or take 

advantage of, this calamity? 

Gold, as metaphorical sunlight, is used 

as ammunition in a war agaaist the 

shadow beings from the underside of the 

world. When these creatures break 

through in the far West, what can the 

Order do? Are these linked to the 

Egyptian mut, the shadowy Enemies 

From the West? 

The alchemists of China have found a

way to use gold as Corpus vis, and to 

use it to extend lifespans. An

experiment has gone wrong, releasing a 

gold elemental into the world. Like some 

other elementals, it can breed by 

division and expand by contact with 

more of its substance. When gold 

becomes beligerent, what can the player 

characters do to survive, profit, and 

learn? 

Plot hooks 

 



One of the advantages that Australian authors 

have writing for American audiences is that we 

get to see many of the more popular products of 

their culture, but the converse is not true. This 

means that things which are, to us, commonplace, 

are, to them, surprising. I first noticed this when I 

wrote a brief piece for Ars Magica, in one of the 

online forums, about a tree with bark like paper, 

but pink like human skin, and with dangling, 

silvered leaves shaped like crescents, from which 

a small creature looked with inquisitive eyes. 

Americans wrote to me to ask what drugs I was 

taking. Australians knew I was literally describing 

an endemic tree here (Corymbia maculata) and 

that the little creature was a ringtail possum. For 

Australians, even our endemic things can, for 

Americans, be exotic.

I wanted to change the Tremere so that they were 

no longer the  default villains for every story. The 

way they were being used seemed so weak, so 

unchallenging. They were the evil guys: you could 

tell because they wore black and did pointless 

things while ranting about power. I thought that 

we needed to move to villains with realistic 

motives. 

At the time I was reading a lot of military fiction, 

and was looking for a way to simulate the genre in 

Ars Magica. It gave the writing a structure. I liked 

the idea that since Tremere are never the best at 

anything, they co-operate more. So, an army then, 

with roles, and doctrine.  

I used the Australian experience of the First World 

War as my foundation for the attitude to war of 

the Tremere. The Australian experience of the 

First World War was that we suffered greater 

casualties, as a percentage of our population, 

than any other combatant state. Every little town 

has a hall for returned soldiers. Every town has a 

cenotaph for those that didn’t come home. 

I know that people from other countries often 

want to say “Oh, we commemorate that too..”, but 

no, not like us. Gathering around cenotaphic 

stones, in the dark, to wait for dawn, and renew 

the promise not to forget what happened is the 

defining ritual of Australian citizenship. We 

literally call the dead, and hold a ceremonial night 

vigil for them, as perhaps the single defining 

action which Australians recognise as the thing 

that we do to express who we are. 

The 

Australian  

war  

experience 

as a model 

for Tremere  

reaction 

to the 

Schism War



We do not have flag oaths. We deliberately 

mumble the second verse of our anthem, and 

would not have chosen it had the vote been free. 

A story about sheep thievery was prefered by so 

many that it was deliberately excluded from the 

ballot. We had to change our national colours 

because we didn’t know what they were, and so 

used the wrong ones for decades. Our system of 

government is not the one we would have chosen, 

if given a free choice.  Australia Day is marked by 

annual ceremonies of apology and there is a 

determined effort to change the date. Federation 

Day is January First, and so is meaningless. 

The sacred day for Australians is ANZAC Day. The 

pilgrimage for young Australians is to ANZAC 

Cove. This is something we have chosen as the 

thing which represents the core of us. Our big day 

as a country is the day we remember. 

It is not like the 4th of July. Having had this 

discussion before I wish to stress it is utterly 

different. from the way Americans celebrate their 

war history. Americans win: their national story is 

about victory, and perhaps, about their destiny. 

The ANZAC Cove landings were disastrous and 

futile. We choose to commemorate this day, 

rather than say, the victory on the Kokoda Track, 

precisely because it tore a hole through the 

middle of our communities that did not heal for 

generations. We are one of the few countries that 

chooses not to celebrate its victories. We are one 

of the few that chooses to celebrate in tandem 

with neighbouring countries (New Zealand). We 

are one of the few that lets veterans of the 

opposing army march in our commemorative 

parades. 

I tried to get across this feeling in the Tremere 

chapter, much as I try to get across other bits of 

Australianess in my other work, because it makes 

my writing different from material foreign readers 

may have seen before. 

I think some of the moral ambivalence turns up in 

the end work. Should we have landed in Turkey or 

stayed home? Was it right to go so far away and 

fight? Were they really killing the Armenians? If 

we’d let more of our people die, would we have 

been able to stop the Armenian genocide? What if 

they really hadn’t been killing Armenians? What if 

our invasion had made them kill Armenians? 

The Armenian Genocide is our equivalent of 

Deidne infernalism. Are they doing it? Why 

won’t they let observers check? If they did 

do it, did we stop it? Did our attack make 

them go off the deep end and start it? 

If you'd like to more strongly incorporate the 

ceremonies of ANZAC into you campaign, 

here are a few pointers. They may be 

familiar to players from Commonwealth 

countries, who share some of the traditions. 

I offer these in a spirit of commemoration 

and apologise if, by mixing in fantasy 

elements, I offend. That's not my intent. 

Young Australians often travel to the 

battlefield, particularly to be there on the 

day for Dawn Service. Player characters 

may, similarly, travel to commemorate. This 

is a secular pilgrimage. 

Seeds from a pine tree that was used as a 

point of reference on the battlefield have 

been cultivated in Australia and are used in 

some commemorative sites. Similar things 

may occur in Mythic Europe, and the trees, 

because they are laden with story and a 

focal point of emotion, may attract the fae. 

The ceremonial night vigil is only a few 

minutes long, and is marked at each end by 

military bugle calls. The first is the Last 

Post, which was originally used to indicate 

that the camp was secure for the night and 

the soldiers could rest. That it summons the 

ghosts of the dead is widely stated by the 

more poetical. After a delay it is followed by 

the Rouse, which marks the new day. In the 

time between silence is meant to be 

maintained for respect, but speaking during 

night vigil is one of those intimacies which 

appears in cohesive units, so there's nothing 

to stop the ghosts making their presence 

felt. 

Australians spend the afternoon doing what 

they think the soldiers did in their off time, 

which basically means watching sport and 

drinking. An archaic form of gambling is also 

effectively legal for the day. Magi might 

develop similar customs. 

Story hooks



They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old: 

Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn. 

At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 

We will remember them.

The Ode is an excerpt from a longer poem, and 

sometimes the verse before is also recited. It's a bit 

more heroic, and so some people feel it's out of place.  

The last line of the Ode to Remembrance, quoted 

above, is repeated back by the crowd. The vigil then 

happens, and is concluded by "Lest we forget", which 

is from a poem by Kipling that has nothing to do with 

anything else going on in the ceremony. The attendees 

reply: 

"Lest we forget". 

https://www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia/anzac/biscuit/recipe/

There are cenotaphs everywhere. 

I lived in a town of 2 000 people, 

and it had a cenotaph in the main 

street. I presume the Tremere, 

similarly, have cenotaphs all over 

the place, and that this was, for a 

while, a major focus of their 

house aesthetic. Australian 

cenotaphs in tiny towns, were as 

good as they could afford. We had 

a marble obelisk. Human figures 

of soldiers are popular, but the 

figure is never of a particular 

person. Most cities have multiple 

points for dawn service and so 

multiple cenotaphs. My current 

city has 555 000 people and has 

eleven active cenotaphs. A great 

deal of effort is made to move 

cenotaphs if they are going to be 

damaged, or their sites are going 

to become disused. 

There is a biscuit (cookie for 

our American friends) which 

originated in a desire to have

rations which could be made by 

Australians at home and shipped 

to the front line without going 

stale. This is the informal 

celebratory food of the holiday. 

Similar things might be created, 

shipped and consumed by magi. I 

like the idea of House Mercere 

carrying biscuits to deliver to 

distant covenants, and this being 

considered a deadly serious 

business. 

After the formal service, people 

often place poppies near the 

name of a fallen relative, or on 

the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. 

The poppies are, I believe, an 

American tradition adopted here 

in the 1920s, so I don't need to 

dwell on them for American 

readers. They are endemic to the 

battlefield in Flanders. The Order 

probably has a similar visual 

shorthand for the War. It might 

have something to do with Mount 

Dol in Brittany, where the final 

major battle is commemorated.



Brewing and the 

13th Century
I've been listening to The London and Country Brewer, which 

was an anonymous book completed in the late 19th Century. It's 

fascinating, in that it describes an industrial process which is 

still followed today by craft brewers, but to which I'd had no real 

exposure. Given that brewing, at least to the level of creating 

small beer, is a task found in all communities above a 

climatological line in Mythic Europe, it gave me some insights 

into covenant life. 

Magi have the best beer of anyone in Mythic Europe. The 

process of making beer is that barley is soaked and left to 

germinate, then dried. The fuel used to dry the malt gives it 

some of its flavour. The anonymous brewer suggesting coke and 

coal without sulphur are the best, as they give the cleanest 

flavour. Coke is technichally unknown in Mythic Europe, and 

"sea coal" as it is called, to differentiate it from charcoal, is 

rare, if known. The next best choice is dry straw, and that's 

presumably available because it can be harvested from the 

fields of barley.  It gives the beer a grassy taste, but it's not as 

bad as either the smoky flavour of wood, or the weird flavour of 

burned bracken. Magi can produce smokeless heat, and so their 

beer is like that made in modern electrical kilns: free of 

undesired flavours. 

Mythic Europeans rarely use hops. Hops are flowers of a 

particular vine, used as a bittering agent. This countaeracts the 

sweet flavour given to the beer by the process of fermenting 

barley starches into sugars. Hops are used only in Germany at 

this point, and this use is far from universal, but the Thirteenth 

Century is when this new technology rolls out across the 

continent. It is found that hopped beer lasts longer.

Lacking hops, herbal mixtures are used for bittering. This is 

called gruit, and different areas and brewers had their own 

gruits. When hops are taxed, people use gruit, and when gruit is 

taxed, they switch to hops. Later, during the Reformation, gruit 

use was seen as a Protestant practice, because in many areas, 

the monopoly on hops was held by monasteries. 



Brewing and the 

13th Century
Add a little bit of body text

Plot hooks

Hops 

 

How fortunate for 

Mythic Europeans 

that hops appeared 

at this time. Are 

they a faerie plant, 

or do new faeries 

cluster about them?

Gruit 

 

 There is a subset of 

Criamon magi who have 

been trying to make 

enlightening beers for 

generations: some gruits are 

literally hallucenogenic. 

What happens when one of 

these Criamon gets it right, 

or right enough, that drunk 

people gain magical 

powers?.

Monastic taxes 

 

Hermetic magi can make 

as many hops as they like 

as part of magical brewing, 

its covered by the 

ingredients exemption in 

Rego magic. The problem 

is that, if hops are a 

monastic monopoly in the 

local area, being able to 

make them is depriving the 

monastery of their income. 

They may take action 

against the covnenat's 

theft of Church money.

Ghost story 

 

A bewster has died 

without passing on 

the recipe of her 

family's prized gruit. 

Can the player 

characters call her 

up, and convince her 

ghost to part with it? 



Games From Folktales
Goblin Market Special Edition 

An experiment in podcasting for the Ars Magica roleplaying game



Morning and evening 

Maids heard the goblins cry: 

'Come buy our orchard fruits, 

Come buy, come buy: 

Apples and quinces,

Lemons and oranges, 

Plump unpecked cherries, 

Melons and raspberries, 

Bloom-down-cheeked peaches, 

Swart-headed mulberries,  

Wild free-born cranberries, 

Crab-apples, dewberries, 

Pine-apples, blackberries, 

Apricots, strawberries;— 

All ripe together 

In summer weather,— 

Morns that pass by, 

Fair eves that fly; 

Come buy, come buy: 

Our grapes fresh from the vine,  

Pomegranates full and fine, 

Dates and sharp bullaces, 

Rare pears and greengages, 

Damsons and bilberries, 

Taste them and try: 

Currants and gooseberries, 

Bright-fire-like barberries, 

Figs to fill your mouth, 

Citrons from the South, 

Sweet to tongue and sound to eye;  

Come buy, come buy.' 

Apricots 

were bought 

back from 

Persia by 

Alexander 

the Great. 

Rego vis?

European 

cranberries 

are smaller, 

and pinker, 

than 

American 

ones..

Apples are a symbol of evil. 

In Latin they are called 

"malum", and the word evil is 

"malum" with a different tone on 

the letter a.

These are liminal times, between day and night, when Faerie Auras 

are stronger. 

Goblins, in this case, are small, ugly, trooping faeries.

"Come buy" repeated three times for mystical strength.

That thing on the lower right of 

the page is a watermelon. They 

are grown in Iberia in 1220.

Lemons are widely available in 

the Mediterranean basin, but are 

not grown in Europe before the 

15th Century. Seville (or bitter) 

oranges are know in 1220 

Europe. The sweet orange is not.

Quinces cannot be eaten fresh. 

To be eaten without cooking 

they need to "blet": be frozen 

so that ice breaks cell walls, 

and encourages a softening 

decay. Perdo vis?

The Latin term for orange varies 

by author. Aurantius means 

tawny or flame coloured and 

should be a common Flambeau 

name. Newton uses aureus, 

literally golden. Luteus is saffron.

In 1220 a "pineapple" is what we 

now call a pine cone: American 

pineapples looked similar. For a 

time, a fruit just for kings.

Crab apples are small, sour, wild apples. 

Dewberries are small, tart, bramble berries which have a waxy layer on 

them that reflects the sky. Auram vis?

Can the faeries even tell sweet from sour? 

Do they care, provided the reaction is strong?

Dates get 

their names 

from the 

finer-like 

shape of 

their fruit. 

Corpus vis?

Bullaces, damsons and greengages are varieties of plum.  Greengages 

do not yet exist: they are a specific, known, cross from far later than 

1220. Apricots are technically plums in Mythic Europe. 

Pomegranates are linked to Hades through the Persephone story.

Billberries are a relative of the American blueberry. but larger and softer.

Barberries 

are sour and 

horrible. 

 They do 

look like fire, 

though.
Citrons are basically inedible. The peel, candied, is delicious.  The 

term, when this poem was written, could be used to mean other 

citruses. Perhaps it means the mandarine, here?  

Americans have fake currants.  The American currant is a dried grape. 

Blackcurrants were banned in America from 1911 -1970, as they are a 

disease vector for pine rust, a fungus.  Listen to my shock in the 

podcast.

Cherries are 

not linked to 

virgins in 

1220.. First 

reference is 

C19th

American.



 Evening by evening 

Among the brookside rushes, 

Laura bowed her head to hear, 

Lizzie veiled her blushes: 

Crouching close together 

In the cooling weather, 

With clasping arms and cautioning lips, 

With tingling cheeks and finger tips. 

'Lie close,' Laura said, 

Pricking up her golden head: 

'We must not look at goblin men, 

We must not buy their fruits: 

Who knows upon what soil they fed 

Their hungry thirsty roots?' 

'Come buy,' call the goblins 

Hobbling down the glen. 

'Oh,' cried Lizzie, 'Laura, Laura, 

You should not peep at goblin men.' 

Lizzie covered up her eyes, 

Covered close lest they should look; 

Laura reared her glossy head, 

And whispered like the restless brook: 

'Look, Lizzie, look, Lizzie, 

Down the glen tramp little men. 

One hauls a basket, 

One bears a plate, 

One lugs a golden dish 

Of many pounds weight. 

How fair the vine must grow 

Whose grapes are so luscious;

Hiding in the bull rushes is a liminal space. 

The blushes of the modest girl feed faeries just as well as the urgency of 

the immodest one.

Laura's name comes from the laurel tree, which is scared to Apoloo and 

gives ecstatic visions. Lizzie's name comes from a Hebrew word that 

means "God is my abundance". 

Physical privation opens a victim up to faerie influence. 

In a literal sense, only those who have seen the men can buy their fruits. 

When you are no longer a suitable victim, they are invisible. Seeing, 

breaking a social taboo, makes you more vulnerable to them.

The faeries, by saying the fruits come from an orchard, are claiming they 

come from a tended place, not wild harvest. Some suggest Faerie is a 

nicer subsection of Hell (technichally, it's in Limbo) and once you eat in 

Hell, you can't leave. 

Treasure, you say? Many pounds of gold is ten times as much in 

silver. Is the faerie really strong, or is this just a prop, like a faerie 

knight's armor, and thus weightless? 

Watermelon 



How warm the wind must blow 

Through those fruit bushes.' 

'No,' said Lizzie, 'No, no, no; 

Their offers should not charm us, 

Their evil gifts would harm us.' 

She thrust a dimpled finger 

In each ear, shut eyes and ran: 

Curious Laura chose to linger 

Wondering at each merchant man. 

One had a cat's face, 

One whisked a tail, 

One tramped at a rat's pace, 

One crawled like a snail, 

One like a wombat prowled obtuse and furry, 

One like a ratel tumbled hurry skurry. 

She heard a voice like voice of doves 

Cooing all together: 

They sounded kind and full of loves 

In the pleasant weather.  

 Laura stretched her gleaming neck 

Like a rush-imbedded swan, 

Like a lily from the beck, 

Like a moonlit poplar branch, 

Like a vessel at the launch 

When its last restraint is gone. 

 Backwards up the mossy glen 

Turned and trooped the goblin men, 

With their shrill repeated cry, 

'Come buy, come buy.'  

We are talking about Hell again. In some folklore, Faerie 

pays Hell an annual rent of souls. 

Wombats are viscous, contrary creatures who fight using 

their armoured buttocks. They are unknown in Mythic 

Europe. Thank David for this small mercy.

Literally closing entrances to the body is one way of 

keeping faerie glamour out.

To what extent is Laura englamoured here?  She did 
choose to look, but does she choose to eat?

A ratel is a honey badger.

Raspberries



Robinsonades

When they reached where Laura was 

They stood stock still upon the moss, 

Leering at each other, 

Brother with queer brother; 

Signalling each other,

Brother with sly brother. 

One set his basket down, 

One reared his plate; 

One began to weave a crown 

Of tendrils, leaves, and rough nuts brown 

(Men sell not such in any town); 

One heaved the golden weight 

Of dish and fruit to offer her: 

'Come buy, come buy,' was still their cry. 

Laura stared but did not stir, 

Longed but had no money: 

The whisk-tailed merchant bade her taste 

In tones as smooth as honey, 

The cat-faced purr'd, 

The rat-faced spoke a word 

Of welcome, and the snail-paced even was heard; 

One parrot-voiced and jolly 

Cried 'Pretty Goblin' still for 'Pretty Polly;'— 

One whistled like a bird. 

But sweet-tooth Laura spoke in haste: 

'Good folk, I have no coin; 

To take were to purloin: 

I have no copper in my purse, 

I have no silver either, 

And all my gold is on the furze 

That shakes in windy weather 

Above the rusty heather.' 

What's in the basket? Laura later says the fruit is in the gold 

dish. I'd like it to be a soul cage, like the merrow have.

Does the crown make her a sacrifical queen? Persephone?

So, the dish is "heavy" insofar as it matters to humans.

Most faerie bargains enforce a sort of balance or fairness. 

 Not in this case, apparently. "Good folk" is a traditional 

formula to avoid offence.

So, the dish is "heavy" insofar as it matters to humans. 

Furze is a dialect word for gorse in Cornwall and Devon. 

It's highly flamable but doesn't burn for long, and its 

yellow flowers are given as a gift by young lovers in May. 

 This may tie to Laura being a maiden.  Ignem vis?



'You have much gold upon your head,' 

They answered all together: 

'Buy from us with a golden curl.' 

She clipped a precious golden lock, 

She dropped a tear more rare than pearl, 

Then sucked their fruit globes fair or red: 

Sweeter than honey from the rock, 

Stronger than man-rejoicing wine, 

Clearer than water flowed that juice; 

She never tasted such before, 

How should it cloy with length of use? 

She sucked and sucked and sucked the more 

Fruits which that unknown orchard bore; 

She sucked until her lips were sore; 

Then flung the emptied rinds away 

But gathered up one kernel stone, 

And knew not was it night or day 

As she turned home alone. 

 Lizzie met her at the gate 

Full of wise upbraidings: 

'Dear, you should not stay so late, 

Twilight is not good for maidens; 

Should not loiter in the glen 

In the haunts of goblin men. 

Do you not remember Jeanie, 

How she met them in the moonlight, 

Took their gifts both choice and many, 

Ate their fruits and wore their flowers 

Plucked from bowers 

Where summer ripens at all hours?

This is a powerful arcane connection. 

What she cuts the hair with is unclear.

Again, this is an arcane connection, but it is harder to 

contain. A faerie might drink it to bind it with glamour.

This refers to Psalm 81. God offers wild honey, 

representing the treasures gained through obedience.

Possibly refers to Psalm 104. God gives food to all things 

at the right time, and those things he does not support 

wither to dust.

Don't double down on your liminal states.  Being on the 

cusp of night, and the cusp of womanhood, is dangerous.

That they have already killed someone is a stronger 

argument for mind control.



But ever in the noonlight 

She pined and pined away; 

Sought them by night and day, 

Found them no more, but dwindled and grew grey; 

Then fell with the first snow, 

While to this day no grass will grow 

Where she lies low: 

I planted daisies there a year ago 

That never blow. 

You should not loiter so.'

'Nay, hush,' said Laura: 

'Nay, hush, my sister: 

I ate and ate my fill, 

Yet my mouth waters still; 

To-morrow night I will 

Buy more:' and kissed her: 

'Have done with sorrow; 

I'll bring you plums to-morrow 

Fresh on their mother twigs, 

Cherries worth getting; 

You cannot think what figs 

My teeth have met in, 

What melons icy-cold 

Piled on a dish of gold 

Too huge for me to hold, 

What peaches with a velvet nap, 

Pellucid grapes without one seed: 

Odorous indeed must be the mead 

Whereon they grow, and pure the wave they drink 

With lilies at the brink, 

And sugar-sweet their sap.' 

So, that's an external vis source, or faerie gold, or genuine 

gold...still, huge. Laura's not some dainty noblewoman.

These faeries seem to feed at night.. The hold they have 

on Laura is broken by the dawn.

Laura literally loses the colour from her hair. It's not aging: 

she gets her colour back later. It seems to be acedia.

She is drained of vitality: this is a form of vampirism.  Do

the vampiric melons in Transylvania still seem weird?

In the language of flowers, daisies are innocence and 

purity. They cannot bloom here.

Modern teeth, and those of people like Hermetic magi, 

do not meet in the same way as those of medieval 

people. Modern people have a slight overbite, caused 

by less dental wear.



Golden head by golden head, 

Like two pigeons in one nest 

Folded in each other's wings, 

They lay down in their curtained bed: 

Like two blossoms on one stem, 

Like two flakes of new-fall'n snow, 

Like two wands of ivory 

Tipped with gold for awful kings. 

Moon and stars gazed in at them, 

Wind sang to them lullaby, 

Lumbering owls forbore to fly, 

Not a bat flapped to and fro 

Round their rest: 

Cheek to cheek and breast to breast 

Locked together in one nest. 

 Early in the morning 

When the first cock crowed his warning, 

Neat like bees, as sweet and busy, 

Laura rose with Lizzie: 

Fetched in honey, milked the cows, 

Aired and set to rights the house, 

Kneaded cakes of whitest wheat, 

Cakes for dainty mouths to eat, 

Next churned butter, whipped up cream, 

Fed their poultry, sat and sewed; 

Talked as modest maidens should: 

Lizzie with an open heart, 

Laura in an absent dream, 

One content, one sick in part;

Roosters banish evil of various types.

Milkmaids are attractive to faeries, they have milk and 

also are considered beautiful. This may be because city 

life is poor for health, or it may be because they don't 

get smallpox scars, as cowpox grants immunity.

So, these are not noble women.

Ancient Egyptian sorcerers used ivory wands for 

apotropaic magic (wards against evil). These are often 

made of hippopotamus ivory, and they often show the 

goddess Tawaret, who governs childbirth, and has the 

head of a hippopotamus. Awful here means "causing 

holy fear", not "terrible".



One warbling for the mere bright day's delight, 

One longing for the night. 

At length slow evening came: 

They went with pitchers to the reedy brook; 

Lizzie most placid in her look, 

Laura most like a leaping flame. 

They drew the gurgling water from its deep; 

Lizzie plucked purple and rich golden flags,

Then turning homeward said: 'The sunset flushes 

Those furthest loftiest crags; 

Come, Laura, not another maiden lags, 

No wilful squirrel wags, 

The beasts and birds are fast asleep.' 

But Laura loitered still among the rushes 

And said the bank was steep. 

And said the hour was early still 

The dew not fall'n, the wind not chill: 

Listening ever, but not catching 

The customary cry, 

'Come buy, come buy,' 

With its iterated jingle 

Of sugar-baited words: 

Not for all her watching 

Once discerning even one goblin 

Racing, whisking, tumbling, hobbling; 

Let alone the herds 

That used to tramp along the glen, 

In groups or single, 

Of brisk fruit-merchant men.

Is this an imposed Personality Flaw?

There are herds of goblins?  Larger numbers work better for 

group combat.



 Till Lizzie urged, 'O Laura, come; 

I hear the fruit-call but I dare not look: 

You should not loiter longer at this brook: 

Come with me home. 

The stars rise, the moon bends her arc, 

Each glowworm winks her spark, 

Let us get home before the night grows dark: 

For clouds may gather 

Though this is summer weather, 

Put out the lights and drench us through; 

Then if we lost our way what should we do?' 

 Laura turned cold as stone 

To find her sister heard that cry alone, 

That goblin cry, 

'Come buy our fruits, come buy.' 

Must she then buy no more such dainty fruit? 

Must she no more such succous pasture find, 

Gone deaf and blind? 

Her tree of life drooped from the root: 

She said not one word in her heart's sore ache; 

But peering thro' the dimness, nought discerning, 

Trudged home, her pitcher dripping all the way; 

So crept to bed, and lay 

Silent till Lizzie slept; 

Then sat up in a passionate yearning, 

And gnashed her teeth for baulked desire, and wept 

As if her heart would break. 

 Day after day, night after night, 

Laura kept watch in vain 

In sullen silence of exceeding pain. 

The faeries are selectively invisible and inaudible to their 

victims, which is clever, as it stops the victim fighting back.

The spark of a glow-worm is caused by a chemical called 

luciferin. It's a lure to draw insects into a sticky trap.

Acedia Flaw made worse by going into liminal situations?

Watching is earning her XP in a Personality trait.

Dewberry



Robinsonades

She never caught again the goblin cry: 

'Come buy, come buy;'— 

She never spied the goblin men 

Hawking their fruits along the glen: 

But when the noon waxed bright 

Her hair grew thin and grey;

She dwindled, as the fair full moon doth turn 

To swift decay and burn 

Her fire away. 

 One day remembering her kernel-stone 

She set it by a wall that faced the south; 

Dewed it with tears, hoped for a root, 

Watched for a waxing shoot, 

But there came none; 

It never saw the sun, 

It never felt the trickling moisture run: 

While with sunk eyes and faded mouth 

She dreamed of melons, as a traveller sees 

False waves in desert drouth 

With shade of leaf-crowned trees, 

And burns the thirstier in the sandful breeze. 

 She no more swept the house, 

Tended the fowls or cows, 

Fetched honey, kneaded cakes of wheat, 

Brought water from the brook: 

But sat down listless in the chimney-nook 

And would not eat. 

   

Her Personality trait acts as Decrepitude.

Is this the Feast of the Fae Virtue?

This seed, as the only thing borne away, is useful for magi 

seeking Arcane connections to attack the faeries.



Tender Lizzie could not bear 

To watch her sister's cankerous care 

Yet not to share. 

She night and morning 

Caught the goblins' cry: 

'Come buy our orchard fruits, 

Come buy, come buy:'— 

Beside the brook, along the glen, 

She heard the tramp of goblin men, 

The voice and stir 

Poor Laura could not hear; 

Longed to buy fruit to comfort her, 

But feared to pay too dear. 

She thought of Jeanie in her grave, 

Who should have been a bride; 

But who for joys brides hope to have 

Fell sick and died 

In her gay prime, 

In earliest Winter time 

With the first glazing rime, 

With the first snow-fall of crisp Winter time. 

Till Laura dwindling 

Seemed knocking at Death's door: 

Then Lizzie weighed no more 

Better and worse; 

But put a silver penny in her purse, 

Kissed Laura, 

crossed the heath with clumps of furze 

At twilight, halted by the brook: 

And for the first time in her life 

Began to listen and look. 

A person about to become a bride is at the boundary of a 

life stage. This attracts faeries.

Liminal time. Death of the Queen in winter, leads to 

harvest in spring?  Persephone?.

She intends to pay, and intends to look, but is not actually 

tempted, in the sense of wanting the fruit for herself.



 Laughed every goblin 

When they spied her peeping: 

Came towards her hobbling, 

Flying, running, leaping, 

Puffing and blowing, 

Chuckling, clapping, crowing, 

Clucking and gobbling, 

Mopping and mowing, 

Full of airs and graces, 

Pulling wry faces, 

Demure grimaces, 

Cat-like and rat-like, 

Ratel- and wombat-like, 

Snail-paced in a hurry, 

Parrot-voiced and whistler, 

Helter skelter, hurry skurry, 

Chattering like magpies, 

Fluttering like pigeons, 

Gliding like fishes,— 

Hugged her and kissed her: 

Squeezed and caressed her: 

Stretched up their dishes, 

Panniers, and plates: 

'Look at our apples 

Russet and dun, 

Bob at our cherries, 

Bite at our peaches, 

Citrons and dates, 

Grapes for the asking, 

Pears red with basking 

The goblins cannot sense her intent.

There are twelve methods of locomotion, but six physical 

descriptions. Do the goblins duplicate?

Multiple dishes?  More treasure!  A pannier is a basket, 

often one that's in a pair that you carry from the middle.

Pomegranate 



Out in the sun, 

Plums on their twigs; 

Pluck them and suck them, 

Pomegranates, figs.'— 

 'Good folk,' said Lizzie, 

Mindful of Jeanie: 

'Give me much and many:'— 

Held out her apron, 

Tossed them her penny. 

'Nay, take a seat with us, 

Honour and eat with us,' 

They answered grinning: 

'Our feast is but beginning 

Night yet is early, 

Warm and dew-pearly, 

Wakeful and starry: 

Such fruits as these 

No man can carry; 

Half their bloom would fly, 

Half their dew would dry, 

Half their flavour would pass by.

Sit down and feast with us, 

Be welcome guest with us, 

Cheer you and rest with us.'— 

'Thank you,' said Lizzie: 'But one waits 

At home alone for me: 

So without further parleying, 

If you will not sell me any 

Of your fruits though much and many, 

Give me back my silver penny 

I tossed you for a fee.'— 

It's usual to refer to faeries with a euphemism.

Offers to pay in advance.  This stops the faeries 

suggesting a price.

They offer her hospitality. Refusing hospitality is an 

assault, which lets them attack her in response.

Fruit loses flavour outside of faerie aura?

She has given them her penny: this frames their 

discussion and supports her idea that she is not a guest. 



They began to scratch their pates, 

No longer wagging, purring, 

But visibly demurring, 

Grunting and snarling. 

One called her proud, 

Cross-grained, uncivil; 

Their tones waxed loud, 

Their looks were evil. 

Lashing their tails 

They trod and hustled her, 

Elbowed and jostled her, 

Clawed with their nails, 

Barking, mewing, hissing, mocking, 

Tore her gown and soiled her stocking, 

Twitched her hair out by the roots, 

Stamped upon her tender feet, 

Held her hands and squeezed their fruits 

Against her mouth to make her eat. 

 White and golden Lizzie stood, 

Like a lily in a flood,— 

Like a rock of blue-veined stone 

Lashed by tides obstreperously,— 

Like a beacon left alone 

In a hoary roaring sea, 

Sending up a golden fire,— 

Like a fruit-crowned orange-tree 

White with blossoms honey-sweet 

Sore beset by wasp and bee,— 

Like a royal virgin town 

Topped with gilded dome and spire 

Close beleaguered by a fleet 

Mad to tug her standard down.

A pate is a head.

They hurt her, but don't, for example, strangle her. Her 

death only feeds them in very specific circumstances.

Even though they have her blood and hair, they cannot 

hurt her mystically. She has not consented to the price.

Some of the commentaries II've read insist this is a 

sexual assault. I didn't get that from my reading, but if 

you want a Faerie-blooded character out of this...

Lizzie's blondeness is really important to the author.  It 

might represent purity or enlightenment, but her sister 

is also blonde, so I admit some confusion here.



 One may lead a horse to water, 

Twenty cannot make him drink. 

Though the goblins cuffed and caught her, 

Coaxed and fought her, 

Bullied and besought her, 

Scratched her, pinched her black as ink, 

Kicked and knocked her, 

Mauled and mocked her, 

Lizzie uttered not a word; 

Would not open lip from lip 

Lest they should cram a mouthful in: 

But laughed in heart to feel the drip 

Of juice that syrupped all her face, 

And lodged in dimples of her chin, 

And streaked her neck which quaked like curd. 

At last the evil people, 

Worn out by her resistance, 

Flung back her penny, kicked their fruit 

Along whichever road they took, 

Not leaving root or stone or shoot; 

Some writhed into the ground, 

Some dived into the brook

With ring and ripple, 

Some scudded on the gale without a sound, 

Some vanished in the distance. 

They are not able to cause her sufficient pain to make her 

open her mouth.

Recorded in 1175, in the Old English Homilies.

Again, they hurt her, a great deal, but can't kill her. 

They take their stuff and disappear into the elements. Note 

that they give back the penny.  They can't keep it.

Barberries

The faeries have a magical power that allows travel, but 

each seems to have  a single element.  May differentiate 

their vis?



Robinsonades

 In a smart, ache, tingle, 

Lizzie went her way; 

Knew not was it night or day; 

Sprang up the bank, tore thro' the furze, 

Threaded copse and dingle, 

And heard her penny jingle 

Bouncing in her purse,— 

Its bounce was music to her ear. 

She ran and ran 

As if she feared some goblin man 

Dogged her with gibe or curse 

Or something worse: 

But not one goblin skurried after, 

Nor was she pricked by fear; 

The kind heart made her windy-paced 

That urged her home quite out of breath with haste 

And inward laughter. 

 She cried 'Laura,' up the garden, 

'Did you miss me? 

Come and kiss me. 

Never mind my bruises, 

Hug me, kiss me, suck my juices 

Squeezed from goblin fruits for you, 

Goblin pulp and goblin dew. 

Eat me, drink me, love me;

Laura, make much of me: 

For your sake I have braved the glen 

And had to do with goblin merchant men.' 

 Laura started from her chair, 

Flung her arms up in the air, 

Clutched her hair:

She has made no deal for the fruit.

Note she is not afraid of the goblins.

The rules offer 

Shape and Material bonuses for 

almonds (+3 Creo Herbam) 

apples (+1 Corpus, +1 longevity) 

cherries (+4 bloodshed) 

chestnuts (+3 justice, +4 honesty) 

elder (+6 vim or hostile magic) 

figs (+3 gambling, +3 sex magic) 

hazel (+1 good judgement) 

plums (+2 blood) 

oranges (+5 sight) 

walnut (mind +4) 

Most other fruits presumably have bonuses 

 for example pomegranates are linked 

to Persephone and necromancy.  

Thanks to wroueawe for the list. 



Lizzie, Lizzie, have you tasted 

For my sake the fruit forbidden? 

Must your light like mine be hidden, 

Your young life like mine be wasted, 

Undone in mine undoing, 

And ruined in my ruin, 

Thirsty, cankered, goblin-ridden?'— 

She clung about her sister, 

Kissed and kissed and kissed her: 

Tears once again 

Refreshed her shrunken eyes, 

Dropping like rain 

After long sultry drouth; 

Shaking with aguish fear, and pain, 

She kissed and kissed her with a hungry mouth. 

 Her lips began to scorch, 

That juice was wormwood to her tongue, 

She loathed the feast: 

Writhing as one possessed she leaped and sung, 

Rent all her robe, and wrung 

Her hands in lamentable haste, 

And beat her breast. 

Her locks streamed like the torch 

Borne by a racer at full speed, 

Or like the mane of horses in their flight, 

Or like an eagle when she stems the light 

Straight toward the sun, 

Or like a caged thing freed, 

Or like a flying flag when armies run. 

She gains back the capacity to cry., which allows her to 

express contrition.

It burns Laura, but not Lizzie.  

A bitter flavour, used to wean babies and expel parasites.

Gooseberries

Arguably, they have the True Friend Virtue, which can 

break curses.



Robinsonades

 Swift fire spread through her veins, 

knocked at her heart, 

Met the fire smouldering there 

And overbore its lesser flame; 

She gorged on bitterness without a name: 

Ah! fool, to choose such part 

Of soul-consuming care! 

Sense failed in the mortal strife: 

Like the watch-tower of a town 

Which an earthquake shatters down, 

Like a lightning-stricken mast, 

Like a wind-uprooted tree 

Spun about, 

Like a foam-topped waterspout 

Cast down headlong in the sea, 

She fell at last; 

Pleasure past and anguish past, 

Is it death or is it life? 

 Life out of death. 

That night long Lizzie watched by her, 

Counted her pulse's flagging stir, 

Felt for her breath, 

Held water to her lips, and cooled her face 

With tears and fanning leaves: 

But when the first birds chirped about their eaves,  

And early reapers plodded to the place 

Of golden sheaves, 

And dew-wet grass 

Bowed in the morning winds so brisk to pass,

And new buds with new day 

She heals at dawn. Time of weakness?  Sun duration 

power?

She heals at dawn.

She is between states, again.

The bitterness she experiences balances out the 

sweetness, so she has had nothing from the little men.



Opened of cup-like lilies on the stream, 

Laura awoke as from a dream, 

Laughed in the innocent old way, 

Hugged Lizzie but not twice or thrice; 

Her gleaming locks showed not one thread of grey, 

Her breath was sweet as May 

And light danced in her eyes. 

 Days, weeks, months, years 

Afterwards, when both were wives 

With children of their own; 

Their mother-hearts beset with fears, 

Their lives bound up in tender lives; 

Laura would call the little ones 

And tell them of her early prime, 

Those pleasant days long gone 

Of not-returning time: 

Would talk about the haunted glen, 

The wicked, quaint fruit-merchant men, 

Their fruits like honey to the throat 

But poison in the blood; 

(Men sell not such in any town:) 

Would tell them how her sister stood 

In deadly peril to do her good, 

And win the fiery antidote: 

Then joining hands to little hands 

Would bid them cling together, 

'For there is no friend like a sister 

In calm or stormy weather; 

To cheer one on the tedious way, 

To fetch one if one goes astray, 

To lift one if one totters down, 

To strengthen whilst one stands.'

She gets her colour back.  The 

drain on her vitality was temporary.

This is a foundational story for the 

family.Was this what the faeries 

wanted all along?



These creatures are a gnome variant. They are not intended as player characters. 

Faerie Might: 5 (Terram) 

Characteristics: Int 0, Per 0, Pre -2, Com +3, Str –2*, Sta +1, Dex 0, Qik +2 

* The faeries seem to be able to lift platters of gold well beyond human strength, but can't knock over 

    Lizzie or force her jaws open. 

   These statistics assume the goblins are not very strong. If you make them far stronger,Str at +2, then 

     add +4 to their Damage. 

Size -2. 

Virtues and Flaws: Greater Powers, Faerie Speech, Faerie Sight, Hybrid Form, Incognizant, 2 x Personal 

Powers, Puissant Bargain, Little, Sovereign Ward (may only harm those who have eaten their fruit).  

Personality Traits: Mocking +3 

Combat: 
Brawl (teeth/bite): Init +0 Attack +10, Defense +8, Damage -1* (*Includes +1 for pretense specialisation) 

Soak: +1 

Wound Penalties:  –1 (1-3), –3 (4-6), –5 (7-9), Incapacitated (10-12), Dead (13+) 

Pretenses: Athletics 3 (method of fleeing), Awareness 5 (maidens), Bargain 5+2 (with maidens), Brawl 6 

(bite), Craft (farming?) 5 (costamongery),  

Powers:  

Flight, 0 points, constant, appropriate Form: The creature can vanish rapidly by flight, swimming, vanishing 

into the earth or rapidly running away. 

Costs 15 spell levels: (ReFo Base 4, +2 Sun, +1 constant. This base is deliberately lower than Hermetic 

magic might suggest.) 2 intricacy points on cost. 

Invisibility: 0 points, Init +2, Imaginem: A personal version of Veil of Invisibility, as per ArM5, p.146. that is 

used against those who are not suitable victims. 2 intricacy points on cost. 

Costs 15 spell levels. (Base 4 +2 Sun +1 for moving image) 

Pine Away: 0 points, Init. +1, Corpus: This ability causes the character to slowly lose both the will to live, and 

the vitality that permits life. This is treated as a major disease, with an Ease Factor of 9 that causes a Light 

Wound, but either Faerie Lore or Medicine may be used to treat the effects. Many versions of this power exist, 

with both weaker and stronger effects. 

Costs 25 spell levels (Base 20 (5 +15 for virulence), +1 Touch) 3 intricacy points on cost, 2 on Init.  

Possible mind control powers 

The goblins may have one, or none, of these powers: 

Allure: 1 point, Init +1, Mentem: This power causes the faerie to seem more attractive and pleasant than it 

really is, granting a +3 bonus on all rolls that involve impressing or convincing others. 

Costs 10 spell levels (Base 3 +1 Touch +2 Sun) 

Guide: 3 points, Init –1, Mentem: Subtly influences a group of beings towards a specific course of action. 

Some creatures can use this power to direct the movement of a group, taking it to a desired location. Other 

creatures can guide humans towards rash or brave or wise actions. Each time this power is used, it can subtly 

influence the actions of a single person for up to a day. The storyguide should provide advice to the character 

in a similar way to the Common Sense Virtue, except that the advice serves the creature's agenda, not that of 

the character. There is no compulsion to follow this advice. 

Costs 30 spell levels (ReMe Base 5, +2 Voice, +1 Conc, +2 Group) 

Steal Judgment: 2 points, Init 0, Mentem. The target believes almost any lie that the faerie tells, by 

diminishing their capacity for doubt. An Intelligence roll of 6+ is permitted to resist, with easier rolls for truly 

incredible lies. 

Costs 15 spell levels (Base 4 +1 Eye +2 Sun). 

Enthrallment: 4 points, Init –2, Mentem: allows a faerie to take complete control of a single human's mind for a 

day, by making eye contact. 

Costs 40 spell levels (ReMe As Enslave the Mortal Mind ArM page 152) 

Equipment: Fruit, baskets, clothes. 

Vis: 1 pawn, Perdo (animal parts) 

Appearance: As per poem, a mix of human an animal features. 

Goblin 

costamongers



I continue to believe Lord Dunsany's work contains the 

reminiscences of a retired redcap. Let's test the theory again. 

Thanks to Steve Vito and Librivox for the sampled recording.

Dunsany Fragments :

Ghosts



The argument that I had with my brother in his great 

lonely house will scarcely interest my readers. Not those, 

at least, whom I hope may be attracted by the experiment 

that I undertook, and by the strange things that befell me 

in that hazardous region into which so lightly and so 

ignorantly I allowed my fancy to enter. It was at Oneleigh 

that I had visited him. 

Now Oneleigh stands in a wide isolation, in the midst of a 

dark gathering of old whispering cedars. They nod their 

heads together when the North Wind comes, and nod 

again and agree, and furtively grow still again, and say no 

more awhile. The North Wind is to them like a nice 

problem among wise old men; they nod their heads over 

it, and mutter about it all together. They know much, 

those cedars, they have been there so long. Their 

grandsires knew Lebanon, and the grandsires of these 

were the servants of the King of Tyre and came to 

Solomon's court. And amidst these black-haired children 

of grey-headed Time stood the old house of Oneleigh. I 

know not how many centuries had lashed against it their 

evanescent foam of years; but it was still unshattered, 

and all about it were the things of long ago, as cling 

strange growths to some sea-defying rock. Here, like the 

shells of long-dead limpets, was armour that men 

encased themselves in long ago; here, too, were 

tapestries of many colours, beautiful as seaweed; no 

modern flotsam ever drifted hither, no early Victorian 

furniture, no electric light. The great trade routes that 

littered the years with empty meat tins and cheap novels 

were far from here. Well, well, the centuries will shatter it 

and drive its fragments on to distant shores. Meanwhile, 

while it yet stood, I went on a visit there to my brother, 

and we argued about ghosts. My brother's intelligence on 

this subject seemed to me to be in need of correction. He 

mistook things imagined for things having an actual 

existence; he argued that second-hand evidence of 

persons having seen ghosts proved ghosts to exist. I said 

that even if they had seen ghosts, this was no proof at all; 

nobody believes that there are red rats, though there is 

plenty of first-hand evidence of men having seen them in

delirium. Finally, I said I would see ghosts myself, and 

continue to argue against their actual existence. So I 

collected a handful of cigars and drank several cups of 

very strong tea, and went without my dinner, and retired



into a room where there was dark oak and all the chairs 

were covered with tapestry; and my brother went to bed 

bored with our argument, and trying hard to dissuade 

me from making myself uncomfortable. All the way up 

the old stairs as I stood at the bottom of them, and as 

his candle went winding up and up, I heard him still 

trying to persuade me to have supper and go to bed. 

It was a windy winter, and outside the cedars were 

muttering I know not what about; but I think that they 

were Tories of a school long dead, and were troubled 

about something new. Within, a great damp log upon the 

fireplace began to squeak and sing, and struck up a 

whining tune, and a tall flame stood up over it and beat 

time, and all the shadows crowded round and began to 

dance. In distant corners old masses of darkness sat 

still like chaperones and never moved. Over there, in 

the darkest part of the room, stood a door that was 

always locked. It led into the hall, but no one ever used 

it; near that door something had happened once of 

which the family are not proud. We do not speak of it. 

There in the firelight stood the venerable forms of the 

old chairs; the hands that had made their tapestries lay 

far beneath the soil, the needles with which they 

wrought were many separate flakes of rust. No one 

wove now in that old room—no one but the assiduous 

ancient spiders who, watching by the deathbed of 

things of yore, worked shrouds to hold their dust. In 

shrouds about the cornices already lay the heart of the 

oak wainscot that the worm had eaten out. 

Surely at such an hour, in such a room, a fancy already 

excited by hunger and strong tea might see the ghosts 

of former occupants. I expected nothing less. The fire 

flickered and the shadows danced, memories of strange 

historic things rose vividly in my mind; but midnight 

chimed solemnly from a seven-foot clock, and nothing 

happened. My imagination would not be hurried, and the 

chill that is with the small hours had come upon me, 

and I had nearly abandoned myself to sleep, when in the 

hall adjoining there arose the rustling of silk dresses 

that I had waited for and expected. Then there entered 

two by two the high-born ladies and their gallants of 

Jacobean times. They were little more than shadows 

—very dignified shadows, and almost indistinct; but you 



have all read ghost stories before, you have all seen in 

museums the dresses of those times—there is little 

need to describe them; they entered, several of them, 

and sat down on the old chairs, perhaps a little 

carelessly considering the value of the tapestries. Then 

the rustling of their dresses ceased. 

Well—I had seen ghosts, and was neither frightened nor 

convinced that ghosts existed. I was about to get up out 

of my chair and go to bed, when there came a sound of 

pattering in the hall, a sound of bare feet coming over 

the polished floor, and every now and then a foot would 

slip and I heard claws scratching along the wood as 

some four-footed thing lost and regained its balance. I 

was not frightened, but uneasy. The pattering came 

straight towards the room that I was in, then I heard the 

sniffing of expectant nostrils; perhaps "uneasy" was not 

the most suitable word to describe my feelings then.

Suddenly a herd of black creatures larger than 

bloodhounds came galloping in; they had large 

pendulous ears, their noses were to the ground sniffing, 

they went up to the lords and ladies of long ago and 

fawned about them disgustingly. Their eyes were 

horribly bright, and ran down to great depths. When I 

looked into them I knew suddenly what these creatures 

were, and I was afraid. They were the sins, the filthy, 

immortal sins of those courtly men and women. 

How demure she was, the lady that sat near me on an 

old-world chair—how demure she was, and how fair, to 

have beside her with its jowl upon her lap a sin with 

such cavernous red eyes, a clear case of murder. And 

you, yonder lady with the golden hair, surely not you 

—and yet that fearful beast with the yellow eyes slinks 

from you to yonder courtier there, and whenever one 

drives it away it slinks back to the other. Over there a 

lady tries to smile as she strokes the loathsome furry 

head of another's sin, but one of her own is jealous and 

intrudes itself under her hand. Here sits an old 

nobleman with his grandson on his knee, and one of the 

great black sins of the grandfather is licking the child's 

face and has made the child its own. Sometimes a ghost 

would move and seek another chair, but always his 

pack of sins would move behind him. Poor ghosts, poor 

ghosts! How many flights they must have attempted for 



two hundred years from their hated sins, how many 

excuses they must have given for their presence, and 

the sins were with them still—and still unexplained. 

Suddenly one of them seemed to scent my living blood, 

and bayed horribly, and all the others left their ghosts at 

once and dashed up to the sin that had given tongue. 

The brute had picked up my scent near the door by 

which I had entered, and they moved slowly nearer to 

me sniffing along the floor, and uttering every now and 

then their fearful cry. I saw that the whole thing had 

gone too far. But now they had seen me, now they were 

all about me, they sprang up trying to reach my throat; 

and whenever their claws touched me, horrible thoughts 

came into my mind and unutterable desires dominated 

my heart. I planned bestial things as these creatures 

leaped around me, and planned them with a masterly 

cunning. A great red-eyed murder was among the 

foremost of those furry things from whom I feebly strove 

to defend my throat. Suddenly it seemed to me good 

that I should kill my brother. It seemed important to me 

that I should not risk being punished. I knew where a 

revolver was kept; after I had shot him, I would dress 

the body up and put flour on the face like a man that 

had been acting as a ghost. It would be very simple. I 

would say that he had frightened me—and the servants 

had heard us talking about ghosts. There were one or 

two trivialities that would have to be arranged, but 

nothing escaped my mind. Yes, it seemed to me very 

good that I should kill my brother as I looked into the 

red depths of this creature's eyes. But one last effort as 

they dragged me down—"If two straight lines cut one 

another," I said, "the opposite angles are equal. Let AB, 

CD, cut one another at E, then the angles CEA, CEB 

equal two right angles (prop. xiii.). Also CEA, AED equal 

two right angles." 

I moved towards the door to get the revolver; a hideous 

exultation arose among the beasts. "But the angle CEA 

is common, therefore AED equals CEB. In the same way 

CEA equals DEB. QED." It was proved. Logic and reason 

reestablished themselves in my mind, there were no 

dark hounds of sin, the tapestried chairs were empty. It 

seemed to me an inconceivable thought that a man 

should murder his brother. 



Pardon the slight Victorianisms - electric light, 

Jacobean fashion - what ploy hooks can we 

draw from this story? 

There are ghosts tormented by their sins 

which take the form of hellhounds (for want of 

a better term). When the hellhounds attack 

the observer, he becomes infected with their 

sin. This is a power already seen in certain 

demons in official supplements. He makes a 

Personality roll to break free, which is a 

mechanic already in use. He appeals to True 

Reason, which may indicate that he lives 

inside a 4th Edition saga. Any strong emotion 

counter to the sin should do. 

The narrator mentions that occasionally the 

ghosts must have fled from their sins and 

been dragged back. Player characters could 

interfere in these hunts, to aid or harvest the 

ghost. Similarly, a covenant that didin't mind a 

bit of taint in its Mentem vis might use the 

escaping ghost or their sins as a vis source. 

harvesting them as they flee. 

There is also the strange mention of the 

grandfather with his gradson on his knee. The 

child is licked on the face, and claimed, by his

ancestor's sin. Is this ghost child merely a 

prop, like the clothes of the ghosts, or is it the 

ghost of a person? Is this person long dead, 

appearing in ghostly form as a child, or is it 

the phantasticum of a living person. 

There is some question as to if children can 

be possessed or are automatically innocents 

until the age of the knowledge of good and 

evil, which is around seven. The 

counterargument is that some sins are passed 

down through bloodlines, much as the original 

sin is passed down from Adam. So can you 

save that baby and what happens if you do? 

 

Plot hooks
Possessed

Flight

Ghost child?



The Sins look like hellhounds, but are minor demons.  

Each persecutes a specific ghost, but can spread its sin to anyone bitten.  

Order: Spirits of Deceit 

Infernal Might: 5 (Mentem) 

Characteristics: Int 0, Per +2, Pre -5, Com +0, Str +1, Sta +2, Dex -1, Qik +2 

Size: 0 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Virtues and Flaws: Unclear. 

Personality Traits: Deceitful +6, (Primary sin) +5 

Reputations:  Too specific to a locale to have a Reputation. 

Combat: 

     Bite: Init +2, Attack +14*, Defense +10*, Damage +7 

* includes specialisation for bite. 

Soak: +4 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+) 

Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 8 (bite), Hunt 8 (sinners). 

Powers: 

Coagulation: 1 point, Init -1, Corpus: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient 

      matter. 

Envisioning 1 or 5 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking 

      dreams. 

Hound: 1 point, Init 0, Corpus: Allows hound to know the direction and distance to 

      its specific ghost, via Concentration. 

Trust of the Innocent: 1 point, Init -1, Mentem: After successful Bite attack, can 

     telepathically project a lie based on the Primary Sin of the demon, which is 

     believed by the target unless an Intelligence Check of 6+ is made. Successive 

     bites can force repeated checks, but they all bear the same lie. 

Equipment: Nil. 

Weakness:  Geographically limited. 

Vis: 1 pawn, Mentem. 

Appearance: "...Suddenly a herd of black creatures larger than bloodhounds came 

galloping in; they had large pendulous ears, their noses were to the ground 

sniffing, they went up to the lords and ladies of long ago and fawned about them 

disgustingly. Their eyes were horribly bright, and ran down to great depths. When I 

looked into them I knew suddenly what these creatures were, and I was afraid. 

They were the sins, the filthy, immortal sins of those courtly men and women...." 

." 

The Sins
Minor Hellhounds



Three

plot hooks

inspired by 

Norse Mythology

I've just finished the audiobook 

of Norse Mythology by Neil 

Gaiman. It's excellent. I know the 

stories already, but his method of 

telling is a joy. 

There are three tiny elements of 

his telling  which struck me as 

novel plot hooks for Ars Magica. 

The Chains of Fenrir 

When Fenrir, the great wolf who 

will consume the Sun and Moon, 

is first bound, he bursts his 

chains.  They are made of a 

mixture of meteoric iron,

terrestrial iron, and dark faerie 

magic. Pieces of these chains are 

embedded in the sides of 

mountains throughout the Earth. 

Meteoric iron may have some 

immunity to Hermetic magic. 

 Even if it does not, a giant chunk 

of shattered chain might have 

Terram, Rego or Perdo vis. Those 

making chains as magic items 

might prefer these fetters: but 

those making items to escape 

imprisonment may also find it 

mythically resonant. Are wolves, 

or werewolves, drawn to the 

fetters which Fenrir broke? 

Do they allow transformations 

out of season? Are they 

sacred to the 

shapeshifters whom 

Bjornaer betrayed? 



The Weapons of Thor 

The gods judge a competition to 

see which of the gifts of the 

dwarves is greatest, and Thor is 

offered Mjolnir. One of his 

hammer's powers is that it flies 

back to his hand when bidden. 

Gaiman notes this is highly 

desired by Thor, because he has 

a tendency to lose his temper, 

throw his weapons, and then lose 

them. So: Thor's left the weapons 

of the gods lying around. 

Can the players find one of Thor's 

discards? 

Can they make magic items 

which allow a person to be strong 

enough to wield it? 

Is there any advantage in having 

more than one of these items?  

Do the people who have these 

weapons seek each other out to 

do battle?

Can the battles wake the 

creatures of Norse myth? 

Is finding one of these items a 

Mystery initiation? The religious 

symbol of Thor's followers is, 

after all, his hammer. 

Do the giants have these 

weapons, and what are they 

planning to do with them? 

  



After Loki destroys Sif's hair, Thor threatens to torture him daily unless he fixes 

everything. Sif is given hair made of living gold that never stops 

growing. Living, pure metal is an elemental. If it never stops growing, then it 

must, these many centuries later, be huge. If someone seeks the Norse gods, 

and disturbs the place where Sif sleeps, might her hair flow out into the world, 

and kill unbelievers? 

Magic Might: 35 (Terram) 

Characteristics: Cun 0, Per +-2, Pre 0, Com -2, Str +15, Sta +7, Dex +15, Qik +7 

Size: +8 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Combat: 

     Up to 7 whips, each : Init +7, Attack +23*, Defense +23*, Damage +15 

* Includes +1 for specialisation 

Soak: +7 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–13), –3 (14–26), –5 (27–40), Incapacitated (41–53), 

Dead (54+) 

Elementals are not living, thus they cannot suffer wounds. However, they can 

be damaged by separating some of their substance from their animating force. 

In practice, this works the same as inflicting wounds on a living creature, but 

each wound also reduces the elemental's Might. Calculate wound ranges 

based on Size as usual. When a wound is inflicted, matter is separated from the 

elemental's body, and it loses points from its Might Pool as well as applying a 

Wound Penalty. 

Light Wound: one tenth of Magic Might 

Medium Wound: one fifth of Magic Might 

Heavy Wound: two fifths of Magic Might 

Incapacitating Wound: four fifths of Magic Might 

Lethal Wound: all of Magic Might. 

Abilities: Brawl 6 (whip). 

Powers: 

Body of Earth, 0 points, constant, Terram: 

The elemental's body is composed entirely of gold. Its ropy tentacles can move 

at walking pace.  Cutting and weapons can harm the creature, but 

bludgeoning and piercing weapons have little effect on its body, which ius 

essentially made of fine, flexible wires. 

Tangle, 0 points, Init +7, Terram: the elemental whips and tangles opponents 

with its ropy appendages, requiring a normal melee attack. If the elemental is 

at least equal in Size to its opponent, a successful Tangle attack can pin them 

to the ground. The elemental adds its (Might/5) to its Grapple Strength to 

prevent victims escaping (ArM5, page 174). 

Vis: 7 pawns, Terram 
Sif's hair

 Enormous Gold Elemental



Thoughts 

on the 

Itinerarium

In Ars Magica, magicians have 

final tests for their apprentices. 

The fire magi drop them in a 

dangerous place with no gear, 

and wait for them to come back. 

The mystics have vision quests. 

The House most interested in 

mundanes has a written test, 

which I imagine was based on the 

Confucian tests in the real world. 

The problem with that is, as a 

game device, it doesn’t work. The 

player can’t share the story with 

others. In that House book I 

reworked it with the Itinerarium, 

which is based on the British 

tradition of the Grand Tour. This 

predated the pilgrimage rules, 

which might be an even better 

way to model the experience. 

The Grand Tour was a basically a 

seventeenth-century English 

thing. Rich young men, and 

occasionally women, were led 

around certain improving sites in 

Europe by a tour guide.  These 

guides were called “bear leaders” 

sometimes because of a 

supposed similarity to carnival 

performers with dancing bears. 

There is a sort of meta-pun there: 

a Bjornaer magus with bear 

heartshape, or a werebear, could 

run the thing, or keep an inn in a 

prominent place, but it seems to 

be pushing the characters hard 

for a single joke. Some later 

writers call the leaders of groups 

“Cicerones”. This presumably 

relates to Marcus Tulius Cicero, 

but I’m not clear on the link. 

Although it is a later term, I like 

it, and would use it in setting. 

I’m not sure where the 

Itinerarium should go in 1220.  I 

had ideas back when I wrote this, 

but in hindsight, perhaps it would 

look like this. 

I’m guessing it starts in Paris. 

Formally, I mean. In the English 

version, your parents would drop 

you at a port town on the 

Channel. I’m guessing young magi 

are taken, by their parentes, 

through some significant local 

towns, but they meet their 

Cicerone somewhere near Paris. 

From there, I suggest it needs to 

go to Valnastium (Domus Magnus 

of Jerbiton), Rome, Palermo 

(court of the Holy Roman 

Emperor, a safe place to meet 

Arabic scholars), and somewhere 

Greek. Constantinple still seems 

the obvious choice, despite the 

sack of the Fourth Crusade. 

Presumably they stop at Athens 

on the way, because it’s under 

Latin control and is full of 

interesting art. Later, once the 

city-states become more

prominent, the route might 

change, or at least slow on the 

Valnastium to Rome leg.  I also 

wonder if the Paris leg should 

head on east to Durenmar before 

heading south. 

I’d assume not.  There were some 

people on the English Grand Tour 

who went back the way they 

came.  The Alps, having few 

passes, acted as a sort of choke 

point for travel. A few more 

daring souls, though, found their 

way back through Germany. We 

might suggest the same thing. 

There’s a Tremere-controlled spa 

in Pannonia that your character 

might visit.  Young magi might be 

allowed to various Tremere sites, 

to influence their opinions. The 

Tremere habit of holding a 

Tribunal meeting every year, with 

accompanying fair, makes the 

detour through Hungary obvious, 

and easy. That puts Durenmar on 

the return leg, a sort of final point 

on the Great Tour. 



What souvenirs do people bring home from 

the Itinerarium? On the Grand Tour, 

Parmesan cheese was an especially prized 

souvenir, apparently. Samuel Pepys, during 

the Great Fire of London, buried his cheese 

in his garden to protect it.  Could a magus 

effectively lose a valued souvenir? 

I read of one author's home in England 

where the custodian added a tonne of 

gravel to the driveway each month because 

people kept taking it by the pocketsful.

Could spreading tonnes of stone from a 

single region to places all over Europe 

create a mystical effect? 

Confidence men flocked to the route: it's 

full of young, rich, inexperienced people. 

 What cons could a Tytalus pull on tourists? 

A covenant near the route might try and use 

it as an income source. What sort of 

facilities do they need to set up, and how 

can they influence the bear leaders to make 

them come by? 

Just before the last election in the United 

States, women travelled to the grave of 

Susan B Anthony and each added an "I 

voted" sticker. I suspect magi might do 

similar things. The place where Flambeau 

died may have a huge pile of burned 

candles. The garden of the Jerbiton may 

have a visitor's book filled with the sigils of 

the great magi of history. What would your 

characters want to do? Who would they like 

to honour? Is there a memorial now? Can 

they start a new tradition? 

A city is besieged, but the spaces within it 

are vital for the experience: how can the 

player characters get into the city, stay 

safe, and get out, despite the obstacle? 

A magus leads an Itinerarium, but at his 

death it is discovered that one of the sites 

visited was a faerie regio. His heirs would 

like to continue his tours, but they need to 

find a way back into the regio, and a way to 

overcome the portal guardian. 

Story Hooks Mystery Rules 

and the Grand Tour
The Mystery rules allow players to exchange 

the completion of stories for Virtues or the

removal of Flaws. Travel to places of spiritual 

significance is included in these mechanics. 

This makes the Grand Tour a series of 

pilgrimages, which allows a character to gain 

virtues. 

The obvious choice is Free Expression, 

because it is based on art and culture, but if 

the Tour is placed earlier in the education of 

each apprentice, it could provide various 

virtues, explaining why the Jerbitons do not 

have a single House Virtue. Alternatively, if 

only some Jerbiton complete the Itinerarium, 

it may be the source of the proponderance of 

Gentle Giftedness in the House. 

Something similar may occur in the training of 

Mercere characters. They gain virtues like 

Well-travelled, or a fluency with languages, by 

being forced to experience many cultures. 

The kernel of the rules is this: 

A minor virtue requires an Initiation total of 15 

A major virtue requires an initiation total of 21 

The total equals the Mystogogue's Presence 

+The Mystogogue's Cult Lore + a script bonus. 

House Jerbiton is renowned for magi with high 

Presence. Assuming that leading the 

Itinerarium is a profession, this gives a total of 

perhaps 8 + script. (Prs 2 + House Lore 5 + 1 

specialisation), so the script needs to reach 7 

or 13. This could be reached with some of: 

* Travel (special time and place) +3 

* Sacrifice of time +3 

* Mystogogue sacrifices time +3 

* Sympathetic bonus up to +3 

* Repeatable quest +3 

* Ordeal : gain Major flaw +9 

* Ordeal : gain Minor flaw +3 

A bear leader may invent a new variation using 

the rule on page 18 of Mysteries : Revised 

edition. I think those rules place too much

choice in the hands of humans, but they're in

place, so you might as well use them.  



ar sepulchres; but Slith pointed imperiously 

to the way by which they had come, and 

extinguished the light; and Slorg and Sippy 

sighed, then took the box. 

The guardian still slept the sleep that 

survived a thousand years. 

As they came away they s

Let us continue the thought experiment that the stories 

of Lord Dunsany are tales told by a retired redcap.  

This episode was accidentally released ahead of 

schedule, so there are two Dunsany stories this month.

Dunsany fragments : 

The Distressing Tale of 

Thangobrind the Jeweller



ar sepulchres; but Slith pointed imperiously 

to the way by which they had come, and 

extinguished the light; and Slorg and Sippy 

sighed, then took the box. 

The guardian still slept the sleep that 

survived a thousand years. 

As they came away they s

When Thangobrind the jeweller heard 

the ominous cough, he turned at once 

upon that narrow way. A thief was he, 

of very high repute, being patronized 

by the lofty and elect, for he stole 

nothing smaller than the Moomoo's 

egg, and in all his life stole only four 

kinds of stone—the ruby, the diamond, 

the emerald, and the sapphire; and, as 

jewellers go, his honesty was great. 

Now there was a Merchant Prince who 

had come to Thangobrind and had 

offered his daughter's soul for the 

diamond that is larger than the 

human head and was to be found on 

the lap of the spider-idol, Hlo-hlo, in 

his temple of Moung-ga-ling; for he 

had heard that Thangobrind was a 

thief to be trusted. 

Thangobrind oiled his body and 

slipped out of his shop, and went 

secretly through byways, and got as far 

as Snarp, before anybody knew that he 

was out on business again or missed 

his sword from its place under the 

counter. Thence he moved only by 

night, hiding by day and rubbing the 

edges of his sword, which he called 

Mouse because it was swift and 

nimble. The jeweller had subtle 

methods of travelling; nobody saw him 

cross the plains of Zid; nobody  



saw him come to Mursk or Tlun. O, but he 

loved shadows! Once the moon peeping out 

unexpectedly from a tempest had betrayed 

an ordinary jeweller; not so did it undo 

Thangobrind: the watchman only saw a 

crouching shape that snarled and laughed: 

"'Tis but a hyena," they said. Once in the city 

of Ag one of the guardians seized him, but 

Thangobrind was oiled and slipped from his 

hand; you scarcely heard his bare feet patter

away. He knew that the Merchant Prince 

awaited his return, his little eyes open all 

night and glittering with greed; he knew 

how his daughter lay chained up and 

screaming night and day. Ah, Thangobrind 

knew. And had he not been out on business 

he had almost allowed himself one or two 

little laughs. But business was business, and 

the diamond that he sought still lay on the 

lap of Hlo-hlo, where it had been for the last 

two million years since Hlo-hlo created the 

world and gave unto it all things except 

that precious stone called Dead Man's 

Diamond. The jewel was often stolen, but it 

had a knack of coming back again to the 

lap of Hlo-hlo. Thangobrind knew this, but 

he was no common jeweller and hoped to 

outwit Hlo-hlo, perceiving not the trend of 

ambition and lust and that they are vanity. 

How nimbly he threaded his way through 

he pits of Snood!—now like a botanist, 

scrutinising the ground; now like a dancer, 

leaping from crumbling edges. It was quite 

dark when he went by the towers of Tor, 

where archers shoot ivory arrows at 

strangers lest any foreigner should alter 

their laws, which are bad, but not to be 

altered by mere aliens. At night they shoot 

by the sound of the strangers' feet. O, 

Thangobrind, Thangobrind, was ever a 

jeweller like you! He dragged two stones 

behind him by long cords, and at these the 

archers shot. Tempting indeed was the  

snare that they set in Woth, the emeralds 

loose-set in the city's gate; but Thangobrind 

discerned the golden cord that climbed the 

wall from each and the weights that would 

topple upon him if he touched one, and so 

he left them, though he left them weeping, 

and at last came to Theth. There all men 

worship Hlo-hlo; though they are willing to 

believe in other gods, as missionaries attest, 

but only as creatures of the chase for the 

hunting of Hlo-hlo, who wears Their halos, 

so these people say, on golden hooks along 

his hunting-belt. And from Theth he came 

to the city of Moung and the temple of

Moung-ga-ling, and entered and saw the 

spider-idol, Hlo-hlo, sitting there with Dead 

Man's Diamond glittering on his lap, and 

looking for all the world like a full moon, but 

a full moon seen by a lunatic who had slept 

too long in its rays, for there was in Dead 

Man's Diamond a certain sinister look and a 

boding of things to happen that are better 

not mentioned here. The face of the spider- 

idol was lit by that fatal gem; there was no 

other light. In spite of his shocking limbs 

and that demoniac body, his face was 

serene and apparently unconscious. 

A little fear came into the mind of 

Thangobrind the jeweller, a passing tremor 

—no more; business was business and he 

hoped for the best. Thangobrind offered 

honey to Hlo-hlo and prostrated himself 

before him. Oh, he was cunning! When the 

priests stole out of the darkness to lap up 

the honey they were stretched senseless on 

the temple floor, for there was a drug in the 

honey that was offered to Hlo-hlo. And 

Thangobrind the jeweller picked Dead 

Man's Diamond up and put it on his 

shoulder and trudged away from the shrine; 

and Hlo-hlo the spider-idol said nothing at 

all, but he laughed softly as the jeweller shut

the door. 



 grip of the drug that was offered with the 

honey to Hlo-hlo, they rushed to a little 

secret room with an outlet on the stars and 

cast a horoscope of the thief. Something 

that they saw in the horoscope seemed to 

satisfy the priests. 

It was not like Thangobrind to go back by 

the road by which he had come. No, he 

went by another road, even though it led to 

the narrow way, night-house and spider- 

forest. 

The city of Moung went towering by behind 

him, balcony above balcony, eclipsing half 

the stars, as he trudged away with his 

diamond. Though when a soft pittering as of

velvet feet arose behind him he refused to 

acknowledge that it might be what he 

feared, yet the instincts of his trade told him 

that it is not well when any noise whatever 

follows a diamond by night, and this was 

one of the largest that had ever come to 

him in the way of business. When he came 

to the narrow way that leads to spider- 

forest, Dead Man's Diamond feeling cold 

and heavy, and the velvety footfall seeming 

fearfully close, the jeweller stopped and 

almost hesitated. He looked behind him; 

there was nothing there. He listened 

attentively; there was no sound now. Then 

he thought of the screams of the Merchant 

Prince's daughter, whose soul was the 

diamond's price, and smiled and went 

stoutly on. There watched him, 

apathetically, over the narrow way, that 

grim and dubious woman whose house is 

the Night. Thangobrind, hearing no longer 

the sound of suspicious feet, felt easier now. 

He was all but come to the end of the 

narrow way, when the woman listlessly 

uttered that ominous cough. 

The cough was too full of meaning to be 

disregarded. Thangobrind turned round and 

saw at once what he feared. The spider-idol 

had not stayed at home. The jeweller put his 

diamond gently upon the ground and drew 

his sword called Mouse. And then began 

that famous fight upon the narrow way in 

which the grim old woman whose house 

was Night seemed to take so little interest. 

To the spider-idol you saw at once it was all 

a horrible joke. To the jeweller it was grim 

earnest. He fought and panted and was 

pushed back slowly along the narrow way, 

but he wounded Hlo-hlo all the while with 

terrible long gashes all over his deep, soft 

body till Mouse was slimy with blood. But at 

last the persistent laughter of Hlo-hlo was 

too much for the jeweller's nerves, and, once 

more wounding his demoniac foe, he sank 

aghast and exhausted by the door of the 

house called Night at the feet of the grim 

old woman, who having uttered once that 

ominous cough interfered no further with 

the course of events. And there carried 

Thangobrind the jeweller away those whose 

duty it was, to the house where the two 

men hang, and taking down from his hook 

the left-hand one of the two, they put that 

venturous jeweller in his place; so that there 

fell on him the doom that he feared, as all 

men know though it is so long since, and 

there abated somewhat the ire of the 

envious gods. 

And the only daughter of the Merchant 

Prince felt so little gratitude for this great 

deliverance that she took to respectability of

a militant kind, and became aggressively 

dull, and called her home the English 

Riviera, and had platitudes worked in 

worsted upon her tea-cosy, and in the end 

never died, but passed away at her 

residence. 



ar sepulchres; but Slith pointed imperiously 

to the way by which they had come, and 

extinguished the light; and Slorg and Sippy 

sighed, then took the box. 

The guardian still slept the sleep that 

survived a thousand years. 

As they came away they s

You can't bargain other people's souls in 

Mythic Europe. Loss of the soul is something 

that requires sin: an active defiance of God. 

 Some demons will approach characters and 

claim their parents sold their souls. This is a 

lie, if a popular one with certain demons. 

The Old Woman Whose House Is Night may 

be a faerie. Her house is in a narrow way, and 

she represents a boundary of time. The 

relationship between her and Hlo-Hlo is 

unclear, as is Thangobrind's motive in 

surrendering to her. 

If you recover the halo of a fallen god, can you 

resurrect that god? 

This is apparently not the largest diamond 

the jeweller has stolen. What was the 

biggest? 

The function of placing bodies on her lintel 

posts may just be to store food for the spider 

god. Alternatively, Thangobrind may still be 

alive, hung as Odin was from the World Tree, 

undergoing an Ordeal. He may be able to

reward rescuers. Given that he's the sort of 

person who laughs at the torture of people, 

and wants to buy souls, might the player 

characters be tempted to resuce the other 

figure instead, or as well?  Who is this other 

person? 

A player characters may similarly lose a battle

with Hlo-Hlo, to gain the same insights. The 

obstacles faced by Thangobrind would, 

similarly, face the player characters. These 

might be in Faerie. 

Hlo-Hlo appears able to teach his priests 

astrology, or seeks priests from astrologers, or 

their readings are bunkum: merely seeing he 

has left his pedestal indicates all is well in 

their world. 

Comments



Hlo-hlo

The version of Hlo-hlo given here is designed to be suitable as a player character, swapped in 

for a magus: that being said he lacks depth, and is unsuited for many sagas. 

Faerie Might: 25 (Animal) 

Characteristics: Int 0, Per +2, Pre -3, Com -3, Str +3, Sta +3, Dex +2, Qik +2 

Size +4 

Virtues and Flaws: Greater Powers, Huge, Ritual Powers, Faerie Beast, Faerie Speech, Faerie 

Sight, Feast of the Fae, Monstrous Form, Incognizant, Personal Powers, Slow Might Recovery. 

 Note there is no Ward: this allows expansion in a player character. 

Personality Traits: Mocking +3. Laughter is not magical, but can force Bravery checks. 

Combat: 

Brawl (bite): Init +2 Attack +13, Defense +11, Damage +7 

Brawl (pedipalps): Init +4 Attack +13*, Defense +12*, Damage +5 (*Includes +1 for pretense 

specialisation) 

Soak: +3 (described as soft bodied: add +6 if you'd prefer chitin). 

Wound Penalties:  –1 (1-9), –3 (10-18), –5 (9-27), Incapacitated (28-35), Dead (36+) 

Pretenses: Athletics 3 (spider acrobatics), Awareness 3 (prey), Brawl 7 (pedipalps), Cult Lore 4 

(priests), Faerie Speech  5 (mockery), Stealth 3 (prey) 

Powers: 

Grant visions: 1 point, Init -8, Mentem. Used to teach priests astrology (4 intricacy points on 

cost). 

Hound: 0 points, Init 0, Corpus. Allow Hlo-hlo to know the direction and distance of his prey. 

(2 intricacy points on cost) 

Silent Motion: 1 point, constant, Imaginem 

Supernatural agility: 0 points, constant, Animal. (3 intricacy points on cost). 

Optional: as an NPC, you might want to add a Poison. Prefers not to use it: likes killing prey. 

Poison: 4 points, constant, Animal. Fatal poison Ease 9 (see Ars Magica: Fifth edition page 180)

35 spell levels (base 20, +2 Sun, +1 constant) +15 penetration. 

Equipment: Hunting belt. Diamond the size of your head. 

Vis: 5 pawns, Perdo (dead spider), possibly more in the halos of dead gods. 

Appearance: As per story. 



Dunsany 

fragments: 

Miss Cubbidge 

and the Dragon 

of Romance

Little upon her eighteenth birthday thought Miss 

Cubbidge, of Number 12A Prince of Wales' Square, 

that before another year had gone its way she 

would lose the sight of that unshapely oblong 

that was so long her home. And, had you told her 

further that within that year all trace of that so- 

called square, and of the day when her father was 

elected by a thumping majority to share in the 

guidance of the destinies of the empire, should 

utterly fade from her memory, she would merely 

have said in that affected voice of hers, "Go to!" 

There was nothing about it in the daily Press, the 

policy of her father's party had no provision for it, 

there was no hint of it in conversation at evening 

parties to which Miss Cubbidge went: there was 

nothing to warn her at all that a loathsome 

dragon with golden scales that rattled as he went 

should have come up clean out of the prime of 

romance and gone by night (so far as we know) 

through Hammersmith, and come to Ardle 

Mansions, and then had turned to his left, which 

of course brought him to Miss Cubbidge's father's 

house. 

There sat Miss Cubbidge at evening on her 

balcony quite alone, waiting for her father to be 

made a baronet. She was wearing walking-boots 

and a hat and a low-necked evening dress; for a 

painter was but just now painting her portrait and 

neither she nor the painter saw anything odd in 

the strange combination. She did not notice the 

roar of the dragon's golden scales, nor distinguish 

above the manifold lights of London the small, 

red glare of his eyes. He suddenly lifted his head, a 

blaze of gold, over the balcony; he did not appear 

a yellow dragon then, for his glistening scales 

reflected the beauty that London puts upon her 

only at evening and night. She screamed, but to 

no knight, nor knew what knight to call on, nor 

guessed where were the dragons' overthrowers of 

far, romantic days, nor what mightier game they 

chased, or what wars they waged; perchance they 

were busy even then arming for Armageddon.



Out of the balcony of her father's house in Prince 

of Wales' Square, the painted dark-green 

balcony that grew blacker every year, the dragon 

lifted Miss Cubbidge and spread his rattling 

wings, and London fell away like an old fashion. 

And England fell away, and the smoke of its 

factories, and the round material world that 

goes humming round the sun vexed and 

pursued by time, until there appeared the 

eternal and ancient lands of Romance lying low 

by mystical seas. 

You had not pictured Miss Cubbidge stroking 

the golden head of one of the dragons of song 

with one hand idly, while with the other she 

sometimes played with pearls brought up from 

lonely places of the sea. They filled huge haliotis 

shells with pearls and laid them there beside 

her, they brought her emeralds which she set to 

flash among the tresses of her long black hair, 

they brought her threaded sapphires for her 

cloak: all this the princes of fable did and the 

elves and the gnomes of myth. And partly she 

still lived, and partly she was one with long-ago 

and with those sacred tales that nurses tell, 

when all their children are good, and evening 

has come, and the fire is burning well, and the 

soft pat-pat of the snowflakes on the pane is like 

the furtive tread of fearful things in old, 

enchanted woods. If at first she missed those 

dainty novelties among which she was reared, 

the old, sufficient song of the mystical sea 

singing of faery lore at first soothed and at last 

consoled her. Even, she forgot those 

advertisements of pills that are so dear to 

England; even, she forgot political cant and the 

things that one discusses and the things that 

one does not, and had perforce to content 

herself with seeing sailing by huge golden-laden 

galleons with treasure for Madrid, and the merry 

skull-and-cross-bones of the pirateers, and the 

tiny nautilus setting out to sea, and ships of 

heroes trafficking in romance or of princes 

seeking for enchanted isles.



It was not by chains that the dragon kept her there,

but by one of the spells of old. To one to whom the 

facilities of the daily Press had for so long been 

accorded spells would have palled—you would have 

said—and galleons after a time and all things out-of- 

date. After a time. But whether the centuries 

passed her or whether the years or whether no time 

at all, she did not know. If anything indicated the 

passing of time it was the rhythm of elfin horns 

blowing upon the heights. If the centuries went by 

her the spell that bound her gave her also perennial 

youth, and kept alight for ever the lantern by her 

side, and saved from decay the marble palace 

facing the mystical sea. And if no time went by her 

there at all, her single moment on those marvellous 

coasts was turned as it were to a crystal reflecting a 

thousand scenes. If it was all a dream, it was a 

dream that knew no morning and no fading away. 

The tide roamed on and whispered of mastery and 

of myth, while near that captive lady, asleep in his 

marble tank the golden dragon dreamed: and a 

little way out from the coast all that the dragon 

dreamed showed faintly in the mist that lay over 

the sea. He never dreamed of any rescuing knight. 

So long as he dreamed, it was twilight; but when he 

came up nimbly out of his tank night fell and 

starlight glistened on the dripping, golden scales. 

There he and his captive either defeated Time or 

never encountered him at all; while, in the world we 

know, raged Roncesvalles or battles yet to be—I 

know not to what part of the shore of Romance he 

bore her. Perhaps she became one of those 

princesses of whom fable loves to tell, but let it 

suffice that there she lived by the sea: and kings 

ruled, and Demons ruled, and kings came again, 

and many cities returned to their native dust, and 

still she abided there, and still her marble palace 

passed not away nor the power that there was in 

the dragon's spell. 

And only once did there ever come to her a 

message from the world that of old she knew. It 

came in a pearly ship across the mystical sea; it was 

from an old school-friend that she had had in 

Putney, merely a note, no more, in a little, neat, 

round hand: it said, "It is not Proper for you to be 

there alone." 



Comments
I hope you'll pardon that this isn't statted up: the dragon has the basic form, however beautifully 

described, and has the power Spirit Away, which allows it to steal humans and shift them into 

faerie. 

When I was reviewing stories for the podcast, I didn't think this one had much promise.  I was 

going to merge it with The Magic Window and throw it away later in the sequence. Dan Casar, one 

of the Patreons, mentioned something on Twitter: an arch in Malta with a regione of Atlanteans 

behind it, and it clicked somehow with this story, and gave me a way to use it with a little more 

depth, even though it has nothing to do with Atlanteans or Malta.  Thanks, Dan! 

There is no rule which indicates that Aura scores need to be positive. The way we often talk about 

the Divine and Infernal in Ars Magica often describes them as opposites, and effectively makes the 

Infernal a negative Divine. This is a heresy in Mythic Europe: God does not have an opposite in 

Satan. Satan is even, technically, the adversary of Man. God is so vastly powerful that calling him 

the adversary of God is like calling a head louse your adversary.  Mechanically, however, Hell is the 

furthest place from Heaven. If you are a Holy Magus, in some mathematical sense, Infernal auras 

are negative Divine auras. 

My insight for this story was this: there's no rule that says Faerie Aura scores need to be positive 

numbers. It is possible that there are places behind and underneath Mythic Europe that are more 

mundane than Mundane, and so if you wanted to include places like Victoria's Empire, you'd 

merely need to state that they come from a level less magical, less romantic, less mythic, than an 

Aura of zero provides. 

Now, within that place. faeries would be rare and weaker, but in specific situations it might be 

possible for a faerie to nip into that place and spirit away the few fragments of enchantment that 

remain. Miss Cubbidge is an attractive young woman, on the verge of adulthood, being painted at 

twilight, in a Romantic manner, by an artist with Free Expression. The dragon, which must have 

extraordinary Might, dips into her realm to take her to Arcadia. 

In this story it takes her to Arcadia: in your own campaign, it could just leave her in Mythic Europe. 

This allows you to play characters from other genres, like Steampunk, and allows your magi to 

travel outside their genre, by going ot the places with negative Faerie Auras. There is some 

question as to if Magic also has negative layers. This is likely true if the Criamon cosmology about 

Time being an upward spiral has any merit. That's covered a little in the books of the line, so I won't

go into detail about it here. 

The dragon steals away Miss Cubbidge, and what happens to her is illustrative of what may 

happen to magi who fail to complete the Mystery of Becoming, which makes a person into a faerie 

(arguably) while allowing them to retain human personality, memory and volition.  Miss Cubbidge, 

a bit like Peter Pan, has a damaged memory. He forgets the people he kills, she forgets the 

mundanities of the previous world: patent medicines of her home, and the details of political 

causes. 

The dragon emerges in Hammersmith which, as Neil Gaiman notes, may have a relationship to 

Wayland the Smith. Miss Cubbidge lives on Prince of Wales Street, and the symbol of Wales is the 

dragon. 



Miss Cubbidge's father is becoming a baronet. Baronets don't exist in Mythic Europe. They were 

invented by James I, as the lowest level of nobility. The role was not inherited, and was purchased 

by the rising middle class. Miss Cubbidge is stepping into the role of a noblewoman, but does not 

know any "true" knights, or any other method to defend herself from dragons. 

The lands of Romance are the parts of Faerie people tell stories about, so, Arcadia. 

The haliotis shells filled with pearls are mentioned are abalone or ormer. They are coated with 

mother of pearl on their internal side, giving an oily, prismatic appearance suitable for Imaginem 

vis. Their name means "sea ear", which refers to their shape. . This is important because in this story 

the sea is teaching Miss Cubbidge Faerie Lore via Exposure, by whispering its knowledge. She may 

or may not need the sea ears to learn. Characters taking the sea ears home may be able to study 

from them by listening to the whispering of the sea within the shells. Also, I like both Aquam magic 

an puns, so I like the idea of a player character seeking out a seer, but instead finding a se ear, then 

being disappointed until they learn the sea itself can predict future events. 

The dreams fo the dragon that she can see seem to be linked with the real world, or at least the 

literary world. The pirate flag described is not a flag often used in the real world. When the nautilus 

sails,, does it mean the tiny paper nautilus, with its shell and tentacles, or the submarine of Jules 

Verne? The characters can learn from the dreams of the dragon, but perhaps only the odd faerie 

lore of the weakly enchanted places. 

As a player, however, the dreams of the dragon allow stories from outside Mythic Europe to escape 

into the game setting, carried in the brains of the player characters. A visual representation of a 

literary source is a movie. The dragon might be able to show you Lord ofthe Rings, or the Marvel 

Cinematic Universe. Faeries in Mythic Europe can then read the stories from the characters, or from 

those they tell them to, and take the forms of characters from our literary tradition. 

Miss Cubbidge is locked in a cycle of twilight and night, and is either ageless or is in a place that is 

timeless. Events occur, so from a game perspective she is progressing through seasons, but she 

does not seem to care about events. Princes come and go, kings fall and demons rise, then they fall 

and kings rule again. She may find the changes in this cycle uncomfortable enough to seek allies in 

Mythic Europe, offering some of her enormous treasure, the chance to study the wisdom of the sea, 

or the opportunity to watch the dreams of the dragon to the magicians. 

I'm not sure what the part about the pearl ship from Putney comes from.  English listeners: write in! 

 The note makes it clear she is transgressing a social boundary. 

Miss Cubbidge may be a pet or a muse for the dragon, but there's also the possibility that this is 

how the creatures from Deep Faerie recruit agents to go into the places with negative Auras, to 

 spirit away the few scraps of enchantment.  If that's the case then this whole story is background 

for her character, and underlies her Virtue selections.



Acedia is a sin of spiritual sloth. It is a listlessness, considered particularly troubling to those 

outside society (hermits, monks magi?), that is similar to depression. According to Hans 

Christian Andersen, it is caused by contamination by the parts of a shattered, magical mirror. 

Gaze no more in the bitter glass 

The demons, with their subtle guile, 

Lift up before us when they pass, 

Or only gaze a little while; 

For there a fatal image grows 

That the stormy night receives, 

Roots half hidden under snows, 

Broken boughs and blackened leaves. 

For all things turn to barrenness 

In the dim glass the demons hold, 

The glass of outer weariness, 

Made when God slept in times of old. 

There, through the broken branches, go 

The ravens of unresting thought; 

Flying, crying, to and fro, 

Cruel claw and hungry throat, 

Or else they stand and sniff the wind, 

And shake their ragged wings; alas! 

Thy tender eyes grow all unkind: 

Gaze no more in the bitter glass. 

              - Yeats, from "The Two Trees" 

I recommend Lorenna McKennitt's musical version of 

this poem. 

Acedia

The 

Shattered 

Mirror 

Plague



You must attend to the commencement of this story, for when we get to 

the end we shall know more than we do now about a very wicked 

hobgoblin; he was one of the very worst, for he was a real    demon. One 

day, when he was in a merry mood, he made a looking-glass which had 

the power of making everything good or beautiful that was reflected in it 

almost shrink to nothing, while everything that was worthless and bad 

looked increased in size and worse than ever. The most lovely landscapes 

appeared like boiled spinach, and the people became hideous, and 

looked as if they stood on their heads and had no bodies. Their 

countenances were so distorted that no one could recognize them, and 

even one freckle on the face appeared to spread over the whole of the 

nose and mouth. The demon said this was very amusing. When a good or 

pious thought passed through the mind of any one it was 

misrepresented in the glass; and then how the demon laughed at his 

cunning invention. All who went to the demon’s school—for he kept a 

school—talked everywhere of the wonders they had seen, and declared 

that people could now, for the first time, see what the world and 

mankind were really like. They carried the glass about everywhere, till at 

last there was not a land nor a people who had not been looked at 

through this distorted mirror. They wanted even to fly with it up to 

heaven to see the angels, but the higher they flew the more slippery the 

glass became, and they could scarcely hold it, till at last it slipped from 

their hands, fell to the earth, and was broken into millions of pieces. But 

now the looking-glass caused more unhappiness than ever, for some of 

the fragments were not so large as a grain of sand, and they flew about 

the world into every country. When one of these tiny atoms flew into a 

person’s eye, it stuck there unknown to him, and from that moment he 

saw everything through a distorted medium, or could see only the worst 

side of what he looked at, for even the smallest fragment retained the 

same power which had belonged to the whole mirror. Some few persons

even got a fragment of the looking-glass in their hearts, and this was very 

terrible, for their hearts became cold like a lump of ice. A few of the 

pieces were so large that they could be used as window-panes; it would 

have been a sad thing to look at our friends through them. Other pieces 

were made into spectacles; this was dreadful for those who wore them, 

for they could see nothing either rightly or justly. At all this the wicked 

demon laughed till his sides shook—it tickled him so to see the mischief 

he had done. There were still a number of these little fragments of glass 

floating about in the air, and now you shall hear what happened with one

of them. 

      from "The Snow Queen by Hans Christian Andersen" 



No further quotation is required, in brief, a grain of the glass catches in the eye of a boy. He 

becomes so cold-hearted that the Snow Queen, a potent faerie claims him. The girl next 

door, who loves the boy, goes on a quest, awakens the True Love Virtue, and the boy regains 

the ability to cry, which washes out the grain of glass, saving him. They return to their lives, 

marry and are happy. 

In my first few attempts to convert this to Ars Magica, I wanted to design the demon, or the 

snow queen, or a horde of tiny contagious demons, but I don't think any of that is necessary. 

 I think the grains are a new sort of Infernal vis, which I'll term vis malevola. 

Vis malevola has few sources, but can apparently be widely scattered. It acts as vis infesta 

(see Realms of Power : the Infernal, p. 38) with the following additional qualities: 

A person under the effect of a piece of vis malevola 

*  gains the Personality trait: Acedia +1. 

* gains 1 Experience in the Acedia Personality trait each time the character makes a 

Personality trait roll, or player choice, that supports the acedic mindset. 

* cannot see happy or good things. This is represented as a penalty equal to the Acedia trait 

on all Personality trait rolls that oppose acedia. 

If the piece of vis malevola is removed, the Acedia trait ceases to increase, and can be 

decreased via opposed rolls, much as other traits.  Alternatively, it can be removed entirely by

the aid of the Divine.  Those suffering from mystical acedia, however, often cannot see the 

point in seeking Divine assistance, as they are unable to see the good in, or use of, anything. 

In the original story the boy is saved by True Love, which is an emendaion of the Divine. 

As a great lover of faerie stories, I'm struck by the question of how much the Snow Queen 

knows. She's on the side of the angels here, at least in the sense that C.S. Lewis, in his younger

and less empathetic years, would have classified her as delivering the chisel strokes of God, 

which hurt us so much, but bring us to perfection.  Is she a highly cognizant faerie forcing the

victims of the plague to embrace True Love?  Is she utterly incognizant, and merely adapted 

to her role by the environmental pressure of the vis malevola? Is she a tainted faerie that 

collects a tiend of souls for Hell? 

If the mirror maker still has students and servants, what do they think of her meddling? What

will they do, and how can she fight back? What horrors has the mirror maker created since? 

Story hook



I was listening to the 

MonsterTalk podcast, and 

Blake Smith mentioned 

his examination of the SS 

Watertown ghost 

photograph. 

You may know the story:

two sailors were buried at 

sea, and their ghostly 

faces followed the vessel 

for weeks.   

Smith arranged to receive 

deck plans of one of the 

Watertown's sister ships, 

and took photographs 

from an identical 

elevation.   

His conclusion is that the 

ghostly heads would have 

had to be seven feet long 

to have the dimensions 

shown in the photograph. 

This reminded me of the 

primitive ghosts found in 

the Carnacki stories, 

which are, structurally, 

human body parts 

magnified past sensible 

size. 

I choose to call these 

ghosts Enormities. The 

word means "out of the 

normal": in a sense both 

moral and corporeal.

Enormities
A new class of ghost



...it still conveyed that peculiar sense of 

something whistling quietly to itself - can 

you understand? Though, for all the 

meditative lowness of the note, the 

horrible, gargantuan quality was distinct 

- a mighty parody of the human, as if I 

stood there, and listened to the whistling 

from the lips of a monster with a man's 

soul. 

"And then, you know, I saw something. 

The floor in the middle of the huge, 

empty room, was puckered upwards in 

the centre into a strange, soft-looking 

mound, parted at the top into an ever- 

changing hole, that pulsated to that 

great, gentle hooning. At times, as I 

watched, I saw the heaving of the 

indented mound, gap across with a 

queer, inward suction, as with the 

drawing of an enormous breath; then the 

thing would dilate and pout once more 

to the incredible melody. And suddenly, 

as I stared, dumb, it came to me that the 

thing was living. I was looking at two 

enormous, blackened lips, blistered and 

brutal, there in the pale moonlight.... 

"Abruptly, they bulged out to a vast 

pouting mound of force and sound, 

stiffened and swollen, and hugely 

massive and clean-cut in the 

moonbeams. And a great sweat lay heavy 

on the vast upper-lip. In the same 

moment of time, the whistling had burst 

into a mad screaming note, that seemed 

to stun me, even where I stood, outside of 

the window. And then, the following 

moment, I was staring blankly at the 

solid, undisturbed floor of the room - 

smooth, polished stone flooring, from 

wall to wall; and there was an absolute 

silence. 

From "The Whistling Room" 

in Carnaki the Ghost Finder 

by William Hope Hodgson..



An enormity takes the form of a grossly oversized human 

body part or tool. Many Gothic authors have gigantic mailed 

fists, helmets, and candle flames  in their stories. They are 

easier to design than conventional ghosts, because their final 

business is simple, they express a single emotion, they 

generally have only one Characteristic, and their skill set is 

narrow.  Their suite of supernatural powers is, similarly, 

limited.  Most can only call victims and then harm them. 

 

To create an enormity, first decide on a personality trait. This 

drives the enormity to act. It then usually has one important 

Characteristic. Carnacki faces an enormous hand that taps 

on walls to summon people, then crushes them. It batters his 

mystical protection. It has a Strength score, but doesn't need 

anything else. The Watertown ghosts need Presence, but 

nothing else. The Jester's Lips can communicate, but have no 

physical attacks. This is then coupled with a small 

smattering of Abilities. 

 

The supernatural abilities of the Enormity tend to be simple: 

they have all of the powers of Magic Spirits (outlined in 

Realms of Power : Magic)  Some depend on purely physical 

force to cause harm. Others have a single power which 

allows them to express their Personality trait. Enormities 

have Final Business like most ghosts, but choose something 

open ended: "defend a room", "kill the descendants of the 

king". Add a background, if you wish, to explain the 

enormity's presence. 

 

If you use a point-balanced design system, like the standard 

one for Ars Magica, then Enormities, because they are so 

narrow in focus, tend to become "glass cannons", able to do a

great deal of harm if a victim falls into their area of power, 

but not able to defend themselves from a suitably prepared 

player character. This makes them better suited to stories 

which feature companions as protagonists, stories where 

players enjoy the power of their magi, or as tools for player 

character necromancers. 

 

One idea I like is that if you assemble enough Enormities 

together, you might make a greater spirit, like something 

from the Hall of Heroes. How do you collect immaterial 

treasures that try to murder you?



One of the cognitive fallacies which fuels real-world conspiracy 

theories is  proportionality bias. This suggests that large effects 

need to have large causes. At the most extreme, Descartes 

suggested a God was necessary because there were minds, so 

something greater than a mind need to cause the mind. 

Hermetic magic says that there needs to be a thing greater 

than an apple for there to be an apple, and thus the Realm of 

Forms exists to house the primordial Apple of which all other 

apples are but shadow. In more recent discussion, the example 

often given is that the belief that a lone gunman could have 

shot JFK is counter-intuitive for many people. 

In Mythic Europe, this bias takes on an extra danger, because it 

can create roles for faeries to slip into. If an archbishop dies 

falling out of bed, and that's unbelievable enough that a 

counter-story circulates about a conspiracy to do him in, faeries

may take the roles of the conspirators. If the story explains the 

goals of the conspiracy, the faeries may blithely continue along 

that road, toward a terrible event, merely because the humans 

around them are forcing the story upon the faeries. The faeries' 

actions create physical evidence, which strengthens the story 

about a conspiracy, until a community constructs the 

instrument or its own doom. 

This serves as one explanation for characters who are 

tormented by faeries. The player character did something 

wrong, but the story surrounding it was so intense that a faerie 

has taken the role of the villain. The faerie torments the human,

to defend the role from the sorts of change in story which the 

player character could wreak merely by admitting publicly to 

their wrongdoing. The faerie, because it is proportionate the 

the player character's grave offence, is far more powerful than 

the character.
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In Mythic Europe, Aristotelian physics is true, so a conundrum 

posed by Galileo could be tested.  
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According to Aristotle, heavy 

objects fall faster than light 

objects, so if you imagine two 

balls, one heavier than the other, 

they fall at different speeds.

If you chain the two balls together, 

the slower ball acts as a sort of 

brake on the faster ball...

..but the combined weight of the two 

balls is greater than just the heavier 

ball, and they are now connected, so 

they are one object. They should fall 

faster than the heavy ball alone.

Do some Criamon magi 

drop balls off towers to gain 

Enigmatic Wisdom? 

Can you gain Twilight scars 

by doing this? 

Can this let the Realm of 

Reason into Mythic Europe? 

Could this lead to Original 

Research in Hermetic 

Theory? 





Cornwall:

Graveyard

 of giants
Announcing a new column for 

Games From Folktales. Once a 

month, you’ll get some Cornish 

material. At the end I hope it’ll 

assemble into something like a 

gazetteer you can plug into 

Heirs to Merlin and the Vanilla 

Covenant project. For those 

wanting to play along my source 

text is "Popular romances of the 

west of England; or, The drolls, 

traditions, and superstitions of 

old Cornwall" by Robert Hunt. 

That being said, the original has 

seventeen chapters, so if I 

handle one a month, this is 

going to take a while. If any of 

the other bloggers want to take 

a piece, please do. There’s no 

Librivox version of this book, so 

you will have to listen to me. 

This is the first chapter, and first 

podcast. in this subproject. My 

hope is that as this expands I’ll 

be able to layer the material 

together. This means that, in this 

case, you’ll be getting a lot of 

raw material with dangling 

hooks. There are characters who 

aren’t giants, mentioned here, 

that clearly are going to get 

their own episodes. Eventually 

these will all get boiled into a 

single text. I’m using older 

names here (like “Trecrobben 

Hill” but will convert them to 

more modern names at the 

end. 



History
Once Cornwall had giants. They 

were the indigenous species. 

According to one story their 

first king was Albion, son of 

Neptune. According to another, 

they were descended from 33 

Scythian princesses who had 

children with demons. Some 

argue they were the original 

Celts. This is, from a modern 

perspective, just silly. Some say 

they were the original 

Dumnovians, for whom Devon 

is named. This is similarly not 

true. The giants were driven to 

extinction by the Trojans when 

they arrived. Some people say 

they died of grief when their 

king was killed… 

No, seriously.  Trojans.  The first 

British, under the rule of Brutus 

himself, were emigres from 

Troy: just like the Romans. They 

turned up, killed the giants off, 

and named the places after 

themselves. Cornwall’s named

after Cornieus, Brutus’s general. 

The war with the giants ended 

with the giants’ war leader, 

Gogmagog, a prisoner. Cornieus 

wrestled him, because Cornieus 

liked that sort of thing, then 

threw him to his death off the 

slightly-misnamed Gogmagog’s 

Leap at Plymouth Hoe. 

Cornwall’s filled with gigantic 

ruins from Dartmoor across to 

Sicily. It’s a graveyard, but not a 

recent graveyard. Most of the 

great rocks and stones are 

named for the giants, and even 

the ones which didn’t have real 

connections now have links to 

faeries.

The Great 

Castles

The giants of Cornwall had rival 

kingdoms at some point, 

presumably prior to the rule of 

Magog and his war with the 

humans. 

Each of the great castles is now, 

at best, a ruin, although at least 

two are said to sit above tunnels 

filled with treasures and 

monsters. 

Treasures and monsters? 

 Let’s go pick the low-hanging 

fruit, shall we? 

Trecrobben 

 Hill
Here I might as well quote 

Hunt, who sells it entirely 

“On the summit of this hill, 

which is only surpassed in 

savage grandeur by Carn Brea, 

the giants built a castle the four 

entrances to which still remain 

in Cyclopean massiveness to 

attest  the Herculean powers by 

which such mighty blocks were 

piled upon each other. There 

the giant chieftains dwelt in 

awful state. Along the 

serpentine road, passing up the 

hill to the principal gateway, 

they dragged their captives, 

and on the great flat rocks 

within the castle they sacrificed 

them. Almost every rock still 

bears some name connected 

with the giants…The treasures 

of the giants who dwelt here 

are said to have been buried in 

the days of their troubles, when 

they were perishing before the 

conquerors of their land. Their 

gold and jewels were hidden 

deep in the granite caves of this 

hill, and secured by spells as 

potent as those which Merlin 

placed upon his “hoarded 

treasures.” They are securely 

preserved, even to the present

day, and carefully guarded from 

man by the Spriggans, or Trolls, 

of whom we have to speak in 

another page.” 

Plot hook: Sacrificed to what? 

who, or what was the god of 

these giants, and is there a 

mystery cult or infernal taint 

here? 



A castle was built here by a 

married pair of giants, 

Coromoran and Cormelian, 

who carried cubes of granite 

from far away to build the 

walls. While Coromoran slept, 

Cormelian decided to sneak a 

bit of local greenstone into the 

building, carrying it in her 

enormous apron. Cormoran 

awoke, saw what was 

happening and kicked his wife, 

snapping her apron string so 

that she dropped the schist. 

Back then, the giants of Mount 

Saint Michael and Trecrobben 

Hill were friendly, and had only 

one cobbling hammer between 

them. They'd just fling it to 

each other as they needed it. 

One day, a poor throw by the 

giant of Trecrobben struck 

Cormelian on the forehead. She 

died, and the giants buried her 

under the schist. A chapel has 

been placed there since, so it is 

called Chapel Rock. 

Cormoran was, according to 

18th century folklore, killed by a 

farmer's son named Jack, 

during the reign of King Arthur. 

He lured the giant into a pit, 

then lodged a pick in his head. 

For this he was awarded the 

giant's land and treasure. Ever 

after he was known as Jack the 

Giant-Killer. 

Jack really needs his own 

episode, because he's loaded 

down with magic items, fights 

sorcerers, and beheads Lucifer. 

St Michael's 

Mount
Other folklore says that when 

the final giant of the Mount 

became very old, he would 

wade across to the mainland to 

steal a cow whenever he felt 

hungry. The Lord of 

Pengerswick, who was an 

enchanter and will get his own 

episode, became annoyed at 

this reivery. He petrified the 

still-conscious giant, left him for 

a cold night, and then 

horsewhipped him soundly. 

The giant waded through the 

sea, back to his home, the salt 

stinging his wounds, and has 

not been seen since. 

It is said that the a family from 

Guval became rich from this. 

Tom, the Giant of Lelant , took 

one of the women of this family 

to sell the giant eggs and 

butter, which he paid for with 

treasures from vaults beneath 

the Mount. 

Plot hook: 

So, that's corpus vis, then? 

Can you mine despite the 

Dominion Aura on the chapel? 



Time to quote Hunt again : 

"The giant to whom all the rest 

of his race were indebted for 

this stronghold was in every way 

a remarkable mortal. He was 

stronger than any other giant, 

and he was a mighty 

necromancer. He sat on the 

promontory of Treryn, and by 

the power of his will he 

compelled the castle to rise out 

of the sea. It is only kept in its 

present position by virtue of a 

magic key. This the giant placed 

in a holed rock, known as the 

Giant's Lock, and whenever this

key, a large round stone, can be 

taken out of the lock, the 

promontory of Treryn and its 

castle will disappear beneath 

the waters. There are not many 

people who obtain even a sight

of this wonderful key. You must 

pass at low tide along a granite 

ledge, scarcely wide enough for 

a goat to stand on. If you 

happen to make a false step, 

you must be dashed to pieces 

on the rocks below. Well, having 

got over safely, you come to a 

pointed rock with a hole in it ; 

this is the castle lock. Put your 

hand deep into the hole, and 

you will find at the bottom a 

large egg-shaped stone, which is 

easily moved in any direction. 

You will feel certain that you can 

take it out, but try! Try as you 

may, you will find it will not pass 

through the hole ; yet no one 

can doubt but that it once went 

in...no one has ever yet 

succeeded in removing the key 

of the giant's castle from the 

hole in which the necromancer 

is said to have placed it when he 

was dying." 

Treryn Land's End: Bellerian and 

Trebregan 

The ancient name of this 

headland was Bellerian, named 

after the giant who built the 

first castle here. His Latinish 

sounding name may suit 

Hermetic magi better than the 

modern English. A village near 

Land's End, Tebregan, is named 

for a giant buried there. Oddly, 

for someone so clearly dead, he 

is used as a bogey to gain the 

obedience of children. He was 

so large he could pull sailors off 

ships. He ate children every day, 

preferably after frying them on 

a certain flat rock, near a cave 

which was said to be his lair. 

Tell children in Mythic Europoe 

a bogeyman will come for 

them, and you create a story a 

faerie will fill, so presumably 

something is in his cave. 

St Agnes' Ball (now Saint 

Agnes Beacon) : 

The Giant Bolster 

Time for some Hunt "Bolster 

must have been of enormous 

size : since it is stated that he 

could stand with one foot on St 

Agnes' Beacon and the other 

on Carn Brea; these hills being 

distant, as the bird flies, six 

miles, his immensity will be 

clear to all. In proof of this, 

there still exists, in the valley 

running upwards from Chapel 

Forth, a stone in which may yet 

be seen the impression of the 

giant's fingers...the giant Bolster 

became deeply in love with St 

Agnes, who is reputed to have 

been singularly beautiful, and a 

pattern woman of virtue. The 

giant allowed the lady no 

A slightly different version has 

the necromancer transform his 

wife into the Lady Logan Rock as 

he dies, stabbed and drowned 

by her lover. A logan rock is a 

huge stone that can be rocked 

like a cradle, with just the 

strength of a hand. There are 

some huge ones in Cornwall. 

They might be Rego vis related. 

What happens if you rock them 

at the same time? 

Plot hook: Portable castle? 

Is Treryn just a regio, with an 

entry pinned open, or is it, in 

some sense, portable? If you 

knew the rituals, could you use

the key to make the castle 

appear anywhere you needed it 

by constructing a new lock? Are 

there keys to similar places? Are 

people or things in them? Whole 

communities?. 

Aside from the three great 

castles, there were a lot of giants 

who lived either alone or in little 

castles with their immediate 

families. I've listed them here by 

the geographical feature they 

are associated with, except Tom 

of Lelant, who has so much 

material I've moved him to the 

end of the section. In addition to 

these there are many other 

village giants, some of whom are 

buried in hallowed ground. 

Giant graves are everywhere in 

Cornwall, and are even more 

prevalent in the Scilly Islands. 

Independent 

giants



repose. He followed her 

incessantly, proclaiming his love, 

and filling the air with the 

tempests of his sighs and groans. 

St Agnes lectured Bolster in vain 

on the impropriety of his 

conduct, he being already a 

married man. This availed not ; 

her prayers...were also in vain. 

The persecuted lady, finding 

there was no release for her, 

while this monster existed, 

resolved to be rid of him at any 

cost, and eventually succeeded 

by the following stratagem : 

Agnes appeared at length to be

persuaded of the intensity of the 

giant's love, but she told him she 

required yet one small proof 

more. There exists at Chapel 

Forth a hole in the cliff at the 

termination of the valley. If 

Bolster would fill this hole with 

his blood the lady would no 

longer look coldly on him. This 

huge bestrider-of-the-hills 

thought that it was an easy thing 

which was required of him, and 

felt that he could fill many such 

holes and be none the weaker 

for the loss of blood. 

Consequently, stretching his 

great arm across the hole, he 

plunged a knife into a vein, and a 

torrent of gore issued forth. 

Roaring and seething the blood 

fell to the bottom, and the giant 

expected in a few minutes to see 

the test of his devotion made 

evident, in the filling of the hole. 

It required much more blood 

than Bolster had supposed still it 

must in a short time be filled, so 

he bled on. Hour after hour the 

blood flowed from the vein, yet 

the hole was not filled. 

Eventually the giant fainted from 

exhaustion. The strength of life 

within his mighty frame

enabled him to rally, yet he had 

no power to lift himself from the 

ground, and he was unable to 

stanch the wound which he had 

made. Thus it was, that after

many throes, the giant Bolster 

died! The cunning saint, in 

proposing this task to Bolster, 

was well aware that the hole 

opened at the bottom into the 

sea, and that as rapidly as the 

blood flowed into the hole it ran 

from it...The hole at Chapel Forth 

still retains the evidences of the 

truth of this tradition, in the red 

stain which marks the track 

down which flowed the giant's 

blood."  This sounds like a well of 

Corpus vis. 

Goran: an unnamed giant 

Hunt again "The giant, who lived 

on the promontory, was the 

terror of the neighbourhood, and 

great were the rejoicings in 

Goran when his death was 

accomplished through a 

stratagem by a neighbouring 

doctor. 

The giant fell ill through eating 

some food, children or 

otherwise, to satisfy his voracity, 

which had disturbed his 

stomach. His roars and groans 

were heard for miles, and great 

was the terror throughout the 

neighbourhood. A messenger, 

however,  soon arrived at the 

residence of the doctor of the 

parish, and he bravely resolved 

to obey the summons of the 

giant, and visit him." From this 

point the story becomes similar 

to St Agnes: the physician bleeds 

him until he's unconscious and 

rolls him off a cliff.

Portreath : Ralph (or Wrath) 

There's a sea channel here called 

Ralph's Cupboard. There was a 

giant here, long ago, who lived in 

a cave, from which he ventured 

out to catch fishing boats, and 

tie them to his belt, before 

walking home and eating the 

sailors. After his death, the roof 

of the cave fell in, leaving the 

current cutting. There's a second 

story that says Ralph was just a 

smuggler, who spread the story 

of the giant ot keep people 

away. 

Holiburn of Cairn Galva 

Hunt again : "Holiburn of the 

Cairn according to tradition, was 

a very amiable and somewhat 

sociable gentleman ; but, like his 

brethren, he loved to dwell 

amongst the rocks of Cairn 

Galva. He made his home in this 

remote region, and relied for his 

support on the gifts of sheep and 

oxen from the farmers around 

he, in return, protecting them 

from the predatory incursions of 

the less conscientious giants of 

Trecrobben." 

The Giant of Morva 

Hunt: "This great man, on the 

first day of August, would walk 

up to Bosprenis Croft, and there 

perform some magical rites, 

which were either never known, 

or they have been forgotten. On 

this day, for ,when thus engaged 

the giant was harmless, 

thousands of people would 

congregate to get a glimpse of 

the monster ; and as he passed 

them, all being seated on the 

stone hedges, every one drank 



to the health of Mr Giant." At 

length the giant died, but the 

gathering on the 1st of August 

has never been given up, or

rather, the day shifts, and is 

made to agree with Morva Feast, 

 which is held on the first Sunday 

in August." 

Giant of Nancledry 

Hunt : "Rather more than thirty 

years since, some mouldering " 

clob " (mud) walls, indicating the 

existence at one time of a large 

dwelling, were pointed to as the 

former residence of a terrible 

giant. He appears to have led a 

solitary life, and to have lived 

principally on little children, 

whom he is said to have 

swallowed whole. His strength 

was indicated by several huge 

masses of granite which were 

scattered around the Bottoms, 

and in the neighbouring fields. 

These were carried by him in his 

pockets, to defend himself from 

the giants of Trecrobben, with 

whom he appears to have been 

on unfriendly terms. This giant is 

noteworthy as the only one 

recorded who lived in a house". 

 He also presumably was the 

inventor of pockets... 

It is said that the a family from 

Guval became rich from this. 

Tom, the Giant of Lelant , took 

one of the women of this family 

to sell the giant eggs and butter, 

which he paid for with treasures 

from vaults beneath the Mount. 

Plot hook: 

So, that's corpus vis, then? 

Can you mine despite the 

Dominion Aura on the chapel?

Mazarion: Tom of Lelant 

Tom of Lelant was a giant, 

although small for that race, 

perhaps only twice the size of a 

man. He was a lazy fellow

initially, but got a job delivering 

beer from a brewer in Mazarion. 

A giant, Blunderbuss, built 

hedges (which, here .means 

unmortared stone fences) across 

the road. Tom confronted him, 

and when the giant pulled up a 

tree to use as a club, Tom pulled 

the axle off his cart, and used a 

wheel as a buckler, and slew the 

giant.  Tom thought this a fair 

thing, because the giant had a 

reputation for eating his wives. 

During the combat, Blunderbuss 

demonstrated a disgusting 

power: the blood that fountained 

from his wounds was so 

excessive that it baulked Tom. 

After pulling the axle out of the 

giant, he demanded that, in 

fairness, the larger giant put his 

hand over the hole until the 

battle is over. 

The giant likes what a sporting 

fellow Tom is as seen in this 

quote, when he is dying “I have 

no near relations. There is heaps 

of gold, silver, copper, and tin 

down in the vaults of the castle, 

guarded by two dogs. Mind there 

names are Catchem and Tearem. 

Only call them by these names 

and they’11 let thee pass. The 

land from this to the sea is all 

mine. There is more head of 

oxen, cows, sheep, goats, and 

deer, than thee canst count. Take 

them all, only bury me decent.” 

Tom claims the castle, and no- 

one knows the dread giant is 

dead, save a little human  

named Jane, the giant’s most 

recent wife. She flirts with Tom, 

and he thinks she’s quite a catch, 

so they pretend the giant has 

survived, and live comfortably on 

his treasure for a few years. They 

had many children, who are the 

ancestors of a line of people with 

a touch of giant blood in modern 

Cornwall. 

After a few years, a tinker named 

Jack came to challenge the giant 

for hedging the road, and Tom, 

pretending to be the giant’s son, 

fought the man at singlestick. He 

lost badly, but the tinker taught 

him the finer points of fencing 

and they had dinner together. 

They became friends over time, 

and the tinker told his origin, 

which was that he came from a 

far land (although not across the 

sea) where there were many

giants that mined for tin. Wise 

men came from further away 

with tools for the giants, and 

they taught the tinker his trade. 

He’d been travelling south and, 

believing that the larger a giant 

the more gentle he is, he heard 

of Blunderbuss and decided to 

seek him out. 

The tinker taught Tom how to till 

a garden, the first in Cornwall. He 

also taught the arts of malting 

and brewing to Jane. The tinker 

was also the first man in 

Cornwall to skin a beast as a 

single piece of hide, and taught 

the arts of leatherwork made 

possible by these large pieces. 

Seriously, this Tinker is just a 

Cornish Wayland Smith…he does 

a heap of stuff. 



When they are throwing quoits, 

Tom breaks the surface of the

grass on the green banks about 

the castle, finding off dark stuff 

beneath. The tinker tells him 

they are made of tin, and that 

Tom is now a rich man. Tom 

says he has all he desires, and 

doesn’t know how to dress tin, 

but the tinker offers to do it for 

him, in exchange for a share of 

the money.  When they had 

dressed the tin, they took it to 

Mazarion, where the 

tinsmelter, who was also the 

mayor and the brewer, gave 

them a very fair price. He was 

such an outstanding man that 

he’s still used as a byword for 

honesty today, The tin was so 

good a deal for all around that 

he breaks open a barrel of beer 

and declares a fair (a courant, 

in the local terms) which is so 

loud it attracts the Lord of 

Pengerswick, who needs his 

own episode, because he’s 

clearly a magus. 

The brewer of Mazarion was 

also the tinsmelter and the 

mayor and an ally of the Lord 

of Pengerswick. He introduces 

Tom, who then invited 

Pengerswick to his castle. 

Pengerswick teleports them all 

to Tom’s house, and won’t tell 

Tom how it was done, but it’s 

clear Jack knows.  Pengerswick 

tries to fool Tom into telling 

him where the tin is, but Jack is 

onto him and politely deflects 

the conversation. Eventually 

the Lord gets sick of this and 

casts a spell to make everyone 

fall asleep. This does not work 

on Jack, because he’s basically

awesomeness on a stick, and 

instead he sits there “whistling 

 like an old troll” which feels 

lovely and modern. Time to 

quote Hunt again “At last 

Pengerswick became enraged, 

and he drew from his breast a 

dagger and slyly struck at Jack. 

The dagger, which was of the 

finest Eastern steel, was bent 

like a piece of soft iron against 

Jack’s black hide. (which is his 

clothes, by the way) 

” Art thou the devil ?” 

exclaimed Pengerswick. 

” As he ‘s a friend of yours,” says 

Jack,”you should know his 

countenance.” 

” Devil or no devil,” roared 

Pengerswick, “you cannot resist 

this,” and he held before Jack a 

curiously-shaped piece of 

polished steel. Jack only 

smiled, and quietly unfastening 

his cow’s hide, he opened it. 

The cross, like a star of fire, was 

reflected in a mirror under 

Jack’s coat, and it fell from 

Pengerswick’s grasp. Jack 

seized it, and turning it full 

upon the enchanter, the proud 

lord sank trembling to the 

ground, piteously imploring 

Jack to spare his life and let 

him go free. Jack bade the 

prostrate lord rise from the 

ground. He kicked him out of 

the castle, and…thus he saved 

Tom and his family from the 

power of this great enchanter.” 

Time for some Hunt: 

“Tom’s daughter became of 

marriageable years, and Jack 

wished to have her for a wife. 

Tom, however, would not 

consent to this, unless he got 

rid of a troublesome old giant 

who lived on one of the hills in 

Morva, which was the only bit 

of ground between Hayle and 

St Just which Tom did not 

possess. The people of Morva 

were kept in great fear by this 

giant, who made them bring 

him the best of everything. He 

was a very savage old creature, 

and took exceeding delight in 

destroying every one’s 

happiness. 

Some of Tom’s cousins lived in 

Morva, and young Tom fell in 

love with one of his Morva 

cousins seven times removed, 

and by Jack’s persuasion, they 

were allowed by Tom and Jane 

to marry. It was proclaimed by 

Jack all round the country that 

great games would come off 

on the day of the wedding. He 

had even the impudence to 

stick a bill on the giant’s door, 

stating the prizes which would 

be given to the best games. 

The happy day arrived, and, as 

the custom then was, the 

marriage was to take place at 

sundown. 

A host of people from all parts 

were assembled, and under the 

influence of Jack and Tom, the 

games were kept up in great 

spirit. Jack and Tom, by and by, 

amused themselves by 

pitching quoits at the giant’s 

house on the top of the hill. 

The old giant came out and 

roared like thunder.  All the 

young men were about to fly, 

but Jack called them a lot of 

scurvy cowards, and stayed 

their flight. 

Jack made faces at the giant, 

and challenged him to come 

down and fight him.  



The old monster thought he 

could eat Jack, and presently 

began to run down the hill, 

when, lo ! he disappeared.  

When the people saw that the 

giant was gone, they took 

courage, and ran up the hill 

after Jack, who called on them 

to follow him. There was a vast 

hole in the earth, and there, at 

the bottom of it, lay the giant,

crushed by his own weight, 

groaning like a volcano and

shaking like an earthquake. 

Jack knew there was an adit 

level driven into the hill, and he 

had quietly, and at night, 

worked away the roof at one 

particular part, until he left 

only a mere shell of rock above, 

so it was, that, as the giant 

passed over this spot, the 

ground gave way. Heavy rocks 

were thrown down the hole on 

the giant, and there his bones 

are said to lie to this day. 

Jack was married at once to 

young Jane, her brother Tom to 

the Morva girl, and great were 

the rejoicings. All this took 

place on a Sunday, and was the 

origin of Morva Feast and 

Morva Fair. 

Notes 

Quoits, wrestling and slinging, 

the skills in Cornish games, are 

combat skills for covenfolk in 

Ars Magica. 

Notes 

A note on Herbam vis sources, 

from when Jack teaches 

gardening   “(Tom) had hitherto 

contented himself with 

gathering wild herbs, such as 

nettles, wild beet, mallows, 

elecampane, various kinds of 

lentils, and chick or cat-peas. 

Jack now planted a garden 

for his friends, the first in 

Cornwall, and they grew all 

kinds of good vegetables. The 

tinkeard also taught Jane to 

make malt and to brew beer ; 

hitherto they had been content 

with barley-wort, which was 

often sour. Jack would take the 

children and collect bitter 

herbs to make the beer keep, 

such as the alehoof (ground 

ivy), mugwort, bannell (the 

broom), agrimony, centuary, 

woodsage, bettony, and 

pellitory. 

Hidden resources 

“Jack wandered around the 

castle, and was struck by seeing 

a window which he had not 

before observed. Jack was 

resolved to discover the room to 

which this window belonged, so 

he very carefully noticed its 

position, and then threw his 

hammer in through it, that he 

might be certain of the spot 

when he found the tool inside of 

the castle. The next day, after 

dinner, when Tom was having 

his snooze, Jack took Jane with 

him, and they commenced a 

search for the hammer near the 

spot where Jack supposed the 

window should be, but they saw 

no signs of one in in any part of 

the walls. They discovered, 

however, a strangely fashioned, 

worm-eaten oak hanging-press. 

They carefully examined this, but 

found nothing. At last Jack, 

striking the back of it with his 

fist, was convinced, from the 

sound, that the wall behind it 

was hollow. He and Jane went 

steadily to work, and with some 

exertion they moved the press 

aside, and disclosed a stone 

door. They opened this, and 

there was Jack’s hammer lying 

amidst a pile of bones, evidently 

the relics of some of old 

Blunderbuss’s wives, whom he 

had imprisoned in the wall, and 

who had perished there. Jane 

was in a great fright, and blessed 

her good fortune that she had 

escaped a similar end. Jack, 

however, soon consoled her by 

showing her the splendid 

dresses which were here, and

the gold chains, rings, and 

bracelets, with diamonds and 

other jewels, which were 

scattered around. ” 

Plot hooks
One idiot with a pen… 

Giants may be extinct, but in the 

Thirteenth Century a new story 

starts to circulate. It’s about an

Anglo-Norman knight called Guy 

of Warwick. He hunts dragons and 

fights a Danish giant called 

Colibrand. The Norman ruling 

class have a separate set of stories, 

different to those of the Cornish. 

Faeries flock to stories. Can one 

convincing bard bring the giants 

back, to the amusement of the 

distant Norman court, and the 

horror of the locals? 
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Let us continue our supposition that the 

works of Lord Dunsany are the 

reminisces of a redcap recorded, 

perhaps, in  The Book of Places You 

Must Not Go.

First, the story: the  version given in the 

podcast was released into the public 

domain through Librivox by Sandra 

Callum



When the nomads came to El Lola they had no more songs, and the question of stealing the golden box

arose in all its magnitude. On the one hand, many had sought the golden box, the receptacle (as the 

Aethiopians know) of poems of fabulous value; and their doom is still the common talk of Arabia. On 

the other hand, it was lonely to sit around the camp-fire by night with no new songs. 

It was the tribe of Heth that discussed these things one evening upon the plains below the peak of 

Mluna. Their native land was the track across the world of immemorial wanderers; and there was 

trouble among the elders of the nomads because there were no new songs; while, untouched by 

human trouble, untouched as yet by the night that was hiding the plains away, the peak of Mluna, calm 

in the after-glow, looked on the Dubious Land. And it was there on the plain upon the known side of 

Mluna, just as the evening star came mouse-like into view and the flames of the camp-fire lifted their 

lonely plumes uncheered by any song, that that rash scheme was hastily planned by the nomads which 

the world has named The Quest of the Golden Box. 

No measure of wiser precaution could the elders of the nomads have taken than to choose for their 

thief that very Slith, that identical thief that (even as I write) in how many school-rooms governesses 

teach stole a march on the King of Westalia. Yet the weight of the box was such that others had to 

accompany him, and Sippy and Slorg were no more agile thieves than may be found today among 

vendors of the antique. 

So over the shoulder of Mluna these three climbed next day and slept as well as they might among its 

snows rather than risk a night in the woods of the Dubious Land. And the morning came up radiant and

the birds were full of song, but the forest underneath and the waste beyond it and the bare and 

ominous crags all wore the appearance of an unuttered threat. 

Though Slith had an experience of twenty years of theft, yet he said little; only if one of the others made 

a stone roll with his foot, or, later on in the forest, if one of them stepped on a twig, he whispered 

sharply to them always the same words: "That is not business." He knew that he could not make them 

better thieves during a two days' journey, and whatever doubts he had he interfered no further. 

From the shoulder of Mluna they dropped into the clouds, and from the clouds to the forest, to whose 

native beasts, as well the three thieves knew, all flesh was meat, whether it were the flesh of fish or 

man. There the thieves drew idolatrously from their pockets each one a separate god and prayed for 

protection in the unfortunate wood, and hoped therefrom for a threefold chance of escape, since if 

anything should eat one of them it were certain to eat them all, and they confided that the corollary 

might be true and all should escape if one did. Whether one of these gods was propitious and awake, or 

whether all of the three, or whether it was chance that brought them through the forest unmouthed by 

detestable beasts, none knoweth; but certainly neither the emissaries of the god that most they feared, 

nor the wrath of the topical god of that ominous place, brought their doom to the three adventurers 

there or then. And so it was that they came to Rumbly Heath, in the heart of the Dubious Land, whose 

stormy hillocks were the ground-swell and the after-wash of the earthquake lulled for a while. 

Something so huge that it seemed unfair to man that it should move so softly stalked splendidly by 

them, and only so barely did they escape its notice that one word rang and echoed through their three 

imaginations—"If—if—if." And when this danger was at last gone by they moved cautiously on again and 

presently saw the little harmless mipt, half fairy and half gnome, giving shrill, contented squeaks on the 

edge of the world. And they edged away unseen, for they said that the inquisitiveness of the mipt had 

become fabulous, and that, harmless as he was, he had a bad way with secrets; yet they probably 

loathed the way that he nuzzles dead white bones, and would not admit their loathing; for it does not 

become adventurers to care who eats their bones. Be this as it may, they edged away from the mipt, 

and came almost at once to the wizened tree, the goal-post of their adventure, and knew that beside 

them was the crack in the world and the bridge from Bad to Worse, and that underneath them stood 

the rocky house of Owner of the Box. 



This was their simple plan: to slip into the corridor in the upper cliff; to run softly down it (of course 

with naked feet) under the warning to travellers that is graven upon stone, which interpreters take to 

be "It Is Better Not"; not to touch the berries that are there for a purpose, on the right side going down; 

and so to come to the guardian on his pedestal who had slept for a thousand years and should be 

sleeping still; and go  in through the open window. One man was to wait outside by the crack in the 

World until the others came  out with the golden box, and, should they cry for help, he was to threaten 

at once to unfasten the iron clamp that kept the crack together. When the box was secured they were 

to travel all night and all the following day, until the cloud-banks that wrapped the slopes of Mluna 

were well between them and Owner of the Box. 

The door in the cliff was open. They passed without a murmur down the cold steps, Slith leading them 

all the way. A glance of longing, no more, each gave to the beautiful berries. The guardian upon his 

pedestal was still asleep. Slorg climbed by a ladder, that Slith knew where to find, to the iron clamp 

across the crack in the World, and waited beside it with a chisel in his hand, listening closely for 

anything untoward, while his friends slipped into the house; and no sound came. And presently Slith 

and Sippy found the golden box: everything seemed happening as they had planned, it only remained 

to see if it was the right one and to escape with it from that dreadful place. Under the shelter of the 

pedestal, so near to the guardian that they could feel his warmth, which paradoxically had the effect 

of chilling the blood of the boldest of them, they smashed the emerald hasp and opened the golden 

box; and there they read by the light of ingenious sparks which Slith knew how to contrive, and even 

this poor light they hid with their bodies. What was their joy, even at that perilous moment, as they 

lurked between the guardian and the abyss, to find that the box contained fifteen peerless odes in the 

alcaic form, five sonnets that were by far the most beautiful in the world, nine ballads in the manner of 

Provence that had no equal in the treasuries of man, a poem addressed to a moth in twenty-eight 

perfect stanzas, a piece of blank verse of over a hundred lines on a level not yet known to have been 

attained by man, as well as fifteen lyrics on which no merchant would dare to set a price. They would 

have read them again, for they gave happy tears to a man and memories of dear things done in 

infancy, and brought sweet voices from far sepulchres; but Slith pointed imperiously to the way by 

which they had come, and extinguished the light; and Slorg and Sippy sighed, then took the box. 

The guardian still slept the sleep that survived a thousand years. 

As they came away they saw that indulgent chair close by the edge of the World in which Owner of 

the Box had lately sat reading selfishly and alone the most beautiful songs and verses that poet ever 

dreamed. 

They came in silence to the foot of the stairs; and then it befell that as they drew near safely, in the 

night's most secret hour, some hand in an upper chamber lit a shocking light, lit it and made no 

sound. 

For a moment it might have been an ordinary light, fatal as even that could very well be at such a 

moment as this; but when it began to follow them like an eye and to grow redder and redder as it 

watched them, then even optimism despaired. 

And Sippy very unwisely attempted flight, and Slorg even as unwisely tried to hide; but Slith, knowing 

well why that light was lit in that secret upper chamber and who it was that lit it, leaped over the edge 

of the World and is falling from us still through the unreverberate blackness of the abyss. 



Story 

hooks

A Land Without Free Expression 

I originally thought the Crack in the Edge of the World was held 

open, and it allowed the men to go to a fae place, such that 

smashing the iron staple would close the path to Faerie as they 

fled. Apparently this isn't the case: it's an iron staple that is 

holding the crack closed, at a gigantic height from the ground. 

Is this a holdout in the Magical Realm, that survived the 

Titanomacy as a sort of bubble, where humans don't have the 

arts which feed the fae?  Are faeries held on the other side of the 

iron clasp? If so, how is the mipt in the world?

What is the abyss into which Slith is falling? 

Could he be falling into Twilight?  He seems to be, in some sense, 

alive, but beyond the power of the Keeper of the Box. Could he 

be recovered with magic?  Is he holding any of the things which 

were in the box? The Owner of the Box and the Guardian 

What is in the other boxes?  What is the fatal light which cannot 

be fled or hidden from?  What is the warm guardian that sleeps 

for a thousand years?  Is it so simple as a dragon?  If it is, then 

perhaps the owner is as simple as the Mother of Serpents, 

discussed in "Realms of Power: Faerie".  As a literary figure, the 

Owner of the Box is a precursor to the Lovecraftian gods. 

Whatever it is, it cares nothing for the feeble protection of the 

three idols the thieves carry. 

Magical thieves 

As a reminder, there are rules for magical thievery in "Between 

Sand and Sea".   Why three? 

Why keep the box?  Without it, would you need more than a 

single thief? 

Who lives, who dies, who tells your story? 

How does the ending of the caper become famous?  Who is left 

to tell the tale?  The gods of the little idols? Is immortalising Slith 

a way for them to gain vitality?  If Slith's god is Hermes, the god 

of thieves, could the faerie spread the story in the hope that the 

magi, who are as close as he has to priests, will save his last true 

believer? Berries of a purpose 

Are these vis?  What is their purpose, so dreaded and obvious it 

need not be written? 



Original illustration by Sidney Syme



Frostiana
Plot hooks from the Little Ice Age                      

                     Sometimes the Thames freezes over. It 

               was more common in the Eighteenth   

         Century, when  temperatures were a little 

    colder than now, and the bridge over the river 

had pylons more closely placed. People held 

markets on the frozen river. During the final frost 

fair in 1814, a book was printed on the ice. I've gone 

through it for plot hooks.   

Ars Magica is a game that's peculiarly good 

for  environmental puzzles.  In combat heavy 

games, the question of how you stop a village from 

starving due to frost has only one obvious answer: 

you kill the thing causing the frost. In Ars Magica, 

you can instead let the player characters work 

through a series of challenges using the many tools 

they have available. The interest is not if a creature 

will eat them. Their success is assumed. The 

interest is how they will solve the problems, what 

the effects of their choices will be, and how this 

develops the characters.  This is sometimes called 

"competence porn". 

If you want an ultimate villain for this, then there 

are obvious ones available in Ars Magica 

supplements. Your final battle could be with the 

Snow Queen, some frost giants, the Muspelli or an 

army of the dog-headed faeries who bring the 

winter with them. This article leaves that to you: 

it's about the non-combat stories of that can be 

told about a Great Frost 



27 December: 

A great fog rolls across the land on the 27th of December and 

lasts until the 3rd of January. This prevents travel, except at the 

slowest of rates, perhaps three miles per day. Messages cannot 

get through so it's a perfecttime for people to settle scores and 

commit crimes. Messengers go missing and need to be retrieved 

People accidentally walk into rivers, or ride off roads and need 

rescue. Horsemen collide, which could cover a murder or theft. 

People travelling the streets need to carry torches, and those who 

were out before the fog rolled in have great trouble getting home. 

The streets are full of people yelling "Who is coming", "Mind me!", 

"Take care!" and some of these voices say worse things, but it's 

hard to pin them down. You could have a sonic will-o-the-wisp 

begging for aid and leading people into trouble. 

Rain that falls then freezes and makes leaves and branches heavy.

The slightest wind can break off a branch that weighs dozens of 

pounds. Even a leaf can cut you when it is coated in a thick layer 

of frost. 

People freeze to death in the snow, or are orphaned. This creates 

a lot of ghosts. 

Big chunks of ice start to appear in the river.  These crash against 

each other dangerously, and cluster about the bridge.  As the tide 

turns, it begins to push ice back up the river, so that the ice 

coming down, and the ice being forced up, block the river to 

traffic. Magi may need to ensure a shipment gets through, 

without being detected. During a high tide, a ship cannot find 

anchorage, so it ties off to the column of a public house. This is 

pulled down when there is a sudden shift in the ice. A character 

seeing what is happening could save dozens of people just by 

splitting the rope, but magical aid might save the vessel as well.
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3 January 

Two days of constant snow are followed by a short thaw, which 

turns everything to mud. The river floods, and the ice chunks in it 

smash the wooden houses and commercial buildings by the river. 

Icicles a yard and a half long form, and one at least kills a man by 

impaling him when it falls from an eave. Markets empty out, so 

supplies for the covenant are harder to find. Water is scarce: wells 

are frozen and fuel to melt snow is becoming expensive. If you 

have no water, your Laboratory score goes down, and your 

covenant has a negative Environmental modifier on Aging rolls. 

Many people die, but the ground is too hard to bury them, and 

that generates a lot of ghosts, with very simple final requests. 

Since each of these has a little Mentem vis. this is good business 

for the unscrupulous.

10 January 

The Thames freezes hard. Skating occurs (because this is later than 

1220) A woman pops her kneecap and some people fall through the 

ice. Rich people come for a stickybeak as the ice gets more solid. 

In some great frosts, the rivers freeze, but beneath the ice they they 

keep pouring fresh water out into the sea, which also freezes, 

blocking harbours either with sheets, or with jagged chunks of ice. 

Some captains report that there is a sheet of unstable ice for miles 

from the British coastline. Ships in the harbours are wrecked. Their 

cargoes are lost. Fishing fleets cannot do their work.

20 January 

The weight of the snow on the roofs of houses 

makes them unsafe, so it is shoveled into the 

roads. This fills the streets, making them 

impassible in many areas. Snowdrifts around 

London reach 16 feet, too high even for oxen. 

Fuel gets expensive as there's no way to bring it

in.  The city disburses funds to buy fuel for the 

poor, and offers a bounty on every fish bought 

to market. There's a heap of money to be made 

here, or a lot of people to rescue.   



22 January 

Sledges first appear on the river, hauling goods which would usually travel by boat or 

road. The first people to break the famine and fuel shortage make good money, or get 

political favours. During a later frost fair,m some men wagon in a ton of Welsh coal as a 

gift for the Prince of Wales, and that gives them royal favour. Magi might mount a similar 

show for the courtier-pawns. 

Street sweepers have started making mounds of snow and rubbish on the ice.  All of the 

stuff that usually goes into the sewers needs to just be pilled up in the only clear space: 

which is on the river. Demons of filth rejoice, and some make elemental bodies from 

these towers of waste. 

Processions start: "The watermen and fishermen, with a peter-boat in mourning, and the 

carpenters, bricklayers etc  with their tools and utensils in mourning, walked through 

the streets in large bodies, imploring relief for their own and families necessities." Magi 

could recruit a lot of workmen cheap, for a covenant, at a time like this. 

25 January 

The first shops appear on the ice, selling liquor.  A fair springs up. The next day, people 

are selling utensils and toys marked hastily with commemorative inscriptions.  Bear 

bating. pig and sheep roasting occur, swings, bookstalls, dancing in a barge, suttling 

(vitaling) booths, skittles, The watermen charge and entrance fee. There is a run on the 

banks for small coins. This, again, requires coins to be a regular part of the economy: 

arguably possible in C13th London, but not in many other places. 

A light snow occurs the next day. (Do you stop it to keep the fair going?) 

Some people deliberately stay out late on the ice. "The effect of moonlight was 

singularly picturesque and beautiful." This makes the site even more interesting to 

faeries. 

Faeries are drawn to the pain of those who can see, but not participate in the festivities. 

"The miserable inhabitants that dwelt in houses on both sides the river during these 

thoughtless exhibitions, were mainly of them exerincing the extreme misery; desitute of 

employment...their children  whining for the want of bread." 

Late February: 

The ice breaks up. Before it cleaves off, warning sounds of cracking deep within the ice, 

occur. A large chunk detached itself, with people upon it, who need saving.



St Petersurg Fair: 

 

St Petersburg regularly has frost 

fairs. It's the cheapest period for 

food, as the frozen river provides 

cheap transport for goods from 

far provinces.  There are great 

pyramids of cows, sheep, hogs, 

fowls, butter, fish and eggs, all 

"stiffed into granite". Fish have 

their living colours, but beasts are 

skinned and stacked so it looks 

like they are climbing over each 

other. Frozen meat is chopped off 

like wood. 

 

 

Initiation? 

 

A woman survived buried in a 

snow cave for eight days. The 

snow was thin enough that the 

light of the sun permeated her 

cave, such that she could read 

the alamanc in her pocket. She 

melted snow in her mouth to 

avoid death by thirst, and when 

she heard the church bells, she

tore off the frozen branch of a 

tree and used it to smash a way 

out to the open air and call for 

help. She then fainted, and lost a 

few toes to frostbite. This sounds 

like an initiation, similar to that 

of the Drowned Men in Realms 

of Power: Magic



Cornwall: 

the five 

types of 

faerie Merfolk 

Pisckies 

Spriggans 

Boggles 

Small people 



This is the second in  series of posts designed to flesh out Cornwall as a 

setting for Ars Magica troupes. . It uses as its core text Popular romances 

of the west of England; or, The drolls, traditions, and superstitions of old 

Cornwall by Robert Hunt. Hunt divides Cornish faeries into five types: 

small people, spriggans, piskies, buccas and browneys. From a game 

perspective there are obviously at least two more tribes, giants and 

merfolk, but since I’m following Hunt’s text closely, they have separate 

episodes. The episode about giants has already been released. 

Small people are the courtly faeries which Hunt compares to the 

creatures in Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Nights Dream”. These sorts of 

creatures arguably don’t exist in folklore from 1220. They rise to become 

what people think of as the generic for faeries during the Victorian 

period.  In 1220, faeries don’t even have wings.  He begins with origin 

myths and, as he notes, they may refer to all types of faeries. 

“Of the Small People I have heard two accounts. Indeed, it is by no means 

clear that the tradition of their origin does not apply to the whole five 

branches of this ancient family. The Small People are believed by some to 

be the spirits of the people who inhabited Cornwall many thousands of 

years ago long, long before the birth of Christ. That they were not good 

enough to inherit the joys of heaven, but that they were too good to be 

condemned to eternal fires…When they first came into this land, they 

were much larger than they are now, but ever since the birth of Christ 

they have been getting smaller and smaller. Eventually they will turn into 

muryans (ants), and at last be lost from the face of the earth…In Cornwall, 

as in Wales, another popular creed is, that the fairies are Druids 

becoming because they will not give up their idolatries smaller and 

smaller. These Small People in many things closely resemble the Elves of 

Scandinavia.(really?)…These Small People are exceedingly playful 

amongst themselves, but they are usually demure when they know that 

any human eye sees them. They commonly aid those people to whom 

they take a fancy, and, frequently, they have been known to perform the 

most friendly acts towards men and women.” 

Linguistically, in parts of Cornwall, there are odd synonyms for faeries: 

moths, ants and ferrets seem to be related to faeries. In parts of Cornwall 

they are said to be of the “Old Faith”. This, because the book is from the 

19th Century, refers to Catholicism: 

“The fairies 

Were of the old profession ; 

Their songs were Ave Maries,

Their dances were procession. 

But now, alas ! they all are dead, 

Or gone beyond the seas, 

Or, further, for religion fled, 

Or else they take their ease.” – Bishop Corbet 1648.” 

Hunt then tells the same stories many times about these little people. 

 Honestly if you’ve bought Ars Magica supplements you’ve seen these 

already, so I’ll give brief versions.

Small 

people



Changelings
Hunt says he’s seen children who have been claimed as a changelings. He says they 

had mesenteric illness, and gave a physical description: 

“the countenance much altered their eyes glassy and sunk in their sockets the nose 

sharpened the cheeks of a marble whiteness, unless when they were flushed with 

hectic fever the lips sometimes swollen and of a deep, red colour, and small ulcers 

not unfrequently at the angles of the mouth. The wasted frame, with sometimes 

strumous swellings, and the unnatural abdominal enlargement which accompanies 

disease of mesenteric glands, gives a very sad, and often a most unnatural 

appearance to the sufferer.” There are many ways of getting your baby back: these 

are basically child abuse, so let’s skate past them rapidly, stopping only to mention a 

demon might convince step-parents to treat their wards as changelings.  I mention 

step parents because there’s an argument that there’s a Divine protection on the 

bond between parents and their children (like the True Love virtue). 

There are a few stories of foundlings who are faeries, and are raised by humans, then 

are called away by their parents. Such creatures could be Faerie Allies for player 

characters: foster brothers and sisters. 

I’d also like to flag a lovely version of the story, which Hunt gives. Cornish faeries are 

known to kidnap, wash and groom children whose parents are neglectful. They 

return the child unharmed, asleep, scented with rare oils, and and surrounded in 

flowers. This is apparently deliberately slightly sinister: it’s how children are buried in 

Cornwall at the time he’s writing. The parents tend to sober up quickly, and treat 

their children well afterwards.  A redcap with a spare evening and the right magic 

items could do a world of good for some poor child in Cornwall, by pretending to be 

a faerie. 



Hunt then gives three versions of the Faerie 

Widower, which you’ll almost certainly know, so 

I’ll condense it too.  A farm girl goes to the Fair

seeking a place (a job) or, a woman has recently 

lost a baby and is offered a job as a wetnurse. 

She is led away by her new employer, who 

sometimes blindfolds her (to which she 

acquiesces on the assumption that he’s a lord

and the baby is his bastard). The arrive in a 

splendid room with a banquet laid out, or a 

great garden, and meet a tiny, angelic boy. The 

woman is told this is her charge, and one of her 

duties is to wash his face each day with water 

from a particular ewer, or put a certain 

ointment in his eyes, but make sure she does 

not use the magical material herself. Eventually 

she gets some of it in one eye, and sometimes 

this leads to her being thrown out, or she just 

finishes her contract and goes home. Later she 

sees the widower in the market, but remarks 

she can only see him with one eye. The faerie 

curses her to blindness in that eye, and 

vanishes.  She becomes poor, and pines for the 

luxuries of the faerie court. 

There seems to be an awful lot of this going on. 

 Well, at least on a “thrice is enemy action” level. 

Is the suffering of the woman what is really 

needed to suckle the baby?  Is this an ordeal for 

a secret society? What happens to the women 

who don’t misuse the ointment?  The ointment 

is said to be made of four-leafed clover at 

gathered at certain phases of the moon and to 

“render the invisible visible, and men invisible”. 

I’m not sure that’s as useful as it sound, because 

it doesn’t seem to mean it turns you invisible, 

just that you can no longer see people. If it were 

open to the broader interpretation, though, we 

have a sort of hedge witchery here. Seeing 

faeries, invisibility…certainly enough power for a 

companion.

Faerie widower



Hunt gives a lovely quote about a regio here, so I’ll go verbose: 

“If the adventurous traveller who visits the Land’s End district will go 

down as far as he can on the south-west side of the Logan Rock Cairn, 

and look over, he will see, in little sheltered places between the 

cairns, close down to the water’s edge, beautifully green spots, with 

here and there some ferns and cliff-pinks. These are the gardens of 

the Small…Folk. They are beautiful little creatures, who appear to pass 

a life of constant enjoyment amongst their own favourite flowers. 

They are harmless ; and if man does not meddle with them when 

they are holding their fairs which are indeed high festivals the Small 

Folk never interfere with man or anything belonging to him. 

They are known to do much good, especially when they discover a 

case of oppressed poverty; but they do it in their own way. They love 

to do good for its own sake, and the publication of it in any way 

draws down their censure, and sometimes severe anger, on the 

object whom it was their purpose to serve. 

To prove that those lovely little creatures are no dream, I may quote 

the words of a native of St Levan : ” As I was saying, when I have been 

to sea close under the cliffs, of a fine summer’s night, I have heard the

sweetest of music, and seen hundreds of little lights moving about 

amongst what looked like flowers. Ay ! and they are flowers too, for 

you may smell the sweet scent far out at sea. Indeed, I have heard 

many of the old men say, that they have smelt the sweet perfume, 

and heard the music from the fairy gardens of the Castle, when more 

than a mile from the shore.” Strangely enough, you can find no 

flowers but the sea-pinks in these lovely green places by day, yet they 

have been described by those who have seen them in the 

midsummer moonlight as being covered with flowers of every colour, 

all of them far more brilliant than any blossoms seen in any mortal 

garden.” 

I’d make two comments, if I let the player characters into the 

gardens, I’m not sure if I’d prefer them as full size surrounded by tiny 

creatures, or if I’d shrink them down and have them surrounded by 

massive bugs and beetles.  The other is that the faeries here don’t 

want credit: they are not the story. They can’t be the main character 

and derive maximum vitality.

Small people's

gardens



Hunt then gives several faerie fairs. The place names for them are a bit 

difficult, because they are named after people who are yet to be born in 1220, 

but I’ll quote Hunt to give a taste of what player characters might find: 

“Bal Lane in Germoe was a notorious place for piskies. One night Daniel 

Champion and his comrade came to Godolphin Bridge, they were a little bit ” 

overtook” with liquor. They said that when they came to ” Bal Lane,” they 

found it covered all over from end to end, and the Small People holding a fair 

there with all sorts of merchandise the prettiest sight they ever met with. 

Champion was sure he saw his child there ; for a few nights before, his child in 

the evening was as beautiful a one as could be seen anywhere, but in the 

morning was changed for one as ugly and wizened as could be ; and he was 

sure the Small People had done it. Next day, telling the story at Croft Gothal, 

his comrade was knocked backward, thrown into the bobpit, and just killed. 

Obliged to be carried to his home, Champion followed, and was telling of 

their adventure with the Small People, when one said, ” Don’t speak about 

them ; they’re wicked, spiteful devils.” No sooner were the words uttered than 

the speaker was thrown clean over stairs and bruised dreadfully, a convincing 

proof to all present of the reality of the existence of the Small Folks” 

Note the taboo on insulting the fae…the Fair Folk, the Good Neighbours.  This 

isn’t just politeness: this is propitiation. 

Many of the good old people were permitted to witness their revels, and for 

years they have delighted their grandchildren with tales of the songs they 

have heard, and of the sights they have seen. To many of their friends those 

fairies have given small but valuable presents ; but woe to the man or woman 

who would dare to intrude upon the ground occupied by them at the time of 

their high festivals. 

There was a covetous old hunks in St Just never mind his name, he was 

severely punished, let that suffice well, this old fellow had heard so much of 

the riches displayed by the little people, when holding holiday on the Gump, 

that he resolved to get some of the treasures. He learned all he could learn 

from his neighbours, but kept his intention to himself. It was during the 

harvest-moon the night was a softened day and everything abroad on such a 

night should have been in harmony with its quiet brilliancy. But here was a 

dark soul passing along, making a small eclipse with his black shadow. 

The old man stole towards the rendezvous of the ” good people/’ as some 

were fond of calling them, anxiously looking out for the treasures which he 

coveted. At length, when he had not advanced far on the Gump, he heard 

music of the most ravishing kind. Its influence was of a singularly mysterious 

character. As the notes were solemn and slow, or quick and gay, the old man 

was moved from tears to laughter ; and on more than one occasion he was 

compelled to dance in obedience to the time. 

Notwithstanding that he was almost bewildered by the whirling motion to 

which he was compelled, the old man “kept his wits awake,” and waited his 

opportunity to seize some fairy treasure ; but as yet nothing remarkable had 

presented itself. The music appeared to surround him, and, as he thought, to 

come closer to him than it was at first ; and although its sound led him to 

believe that the musicians were on the surface, he was impressed with an 

idea that they were really beneath the earth

Faerie 

fairs

The Gump of 

St Just



ventually there was a crash of sound, startling beyond description, and the hill before 

him opened. All was now ablaze with variously-coloured lights. Every blade of grass 

was hung with lamps, and every furze bush was illuminated with stars Out from the 

opening in the hill marched a host of spriggans, as if to clear the road. Then came an 

immense number of musicians playing on every kind of instrument. These were 

followed by troop after troop of soldiers, each troop bearing aloft their banner, which 

appeared to spread itself, to display its blazonry, without the assistance of any breeze. 

All these arranged themselves in order over the ground, some here and some there. 

 One thing was not at all to our friend’s liking ; several hundreds of the most 

grotesque of the spriggans placed themselves so as to enclose the spot on which he 

was standing. Yet, as they were none of them higher than his shoe-tic, he thought he 

could squash them easily with his foot if they were up to any mischief, and so he 

consoled himself. 

This vast array having disposed of themselves, first came a crowd of servants bearing 

vessels of silver and vessels of gold, goblets cut out of diamonds, rubies, and other 

precious stones. There were others laden, almost to overflowing, with the richest 

meats, pastry, preserves, and fruits. Presently the ground was covered with tables and 

everything was arranged in the most systematic order, each party falling back as they 

disposed of their burdens. 

The brilliancy of the scene nearly overpowered the old man ; but, when he was least 

prepared for it, the illumination became a thousand times more intense. Out of the 

hill were crowding thousands upon thousands of lovely ladies and gentlemen, 

arrayed in the most costly attire. He thought there would be no end to the coming 

crowd. By and by, however, the music suddenly changed, and the harmonious 

sounds which fell upon his ears appeared to give new life to every sense. His eyes 

were clearer, his ears quicker, and his sense of smell more exquisite. The odours of 

flowers, more delicious than any he had ever smelt, filled the air. He saw, without any 

disturbing medium, the brilliant beauty of the thousands of ladies who were now 

upon the Gump ; and their voices were united in one gush of song, which was clear as 

silver bells a hymeneal symphony of the utmost delicacy. The words were in a 

language unknown to him, but he saw they were directed towards a new group now 

emerging from the hill. 

First came a great number of female children clothed in the whitest gauze, strewing 

flowers on the Gump. These were not dead or cut flowers, for the moment they 

touched the ground they took root and grew. These were followed by an equally 

large number of boys, holding in their hands shells which appeared to be strung like 

harps, and from which they brought forth murmurs of melody, such as angels only 

could hope to hear and live. Then came and there was no end to their coming line 

upon line of little men clothed in green and gold, and by and by a forest of banners, 

which, at a signal, were all furled. Then, seated on thrones, carried upon a platform 

above the heads of the men, came a young prince and princess who blazed with 

beauty and jewels, as if they were suns amidst a skyey host of stars. 

There was much ceremonial marching to and fro, but eventually the platform was 

placed upon a mound on the Gump, which was now transformed into a hillock of 

roses and lilies ; and around this all the ladies and gentlemen walked, bowing, and 

each one saying something to the princess and the prince, passing onward and 

taking their seats at the tables. Although no man could count the number of this fairy 

host, there was no confusion ; all the ladies and gentlemen found, as if by instinct, 

their places. When all were seated, a signal was given by the prince ; servants in 

splendid liveries placed tables crowded with gold-plate and good things on the 

platform, and every one, the prince and princess included, began to feast with a will.



table, I should have a catch sure enough, and become a rich man for life. With his 

greedy mind fixed on this one object, and unobservant of everything else, he 

crouched down, as though by so doing he could escape observation, and very 

slowly and stealthily advanced amongst the revellers. He never saw that thousands 

of spriggans had thrown little strings about him, and that they still held the ends 

of the threads. The presence of this selfish old mortal did not in any way 

discompose the assembly ; they ate and drank and were as merry as though no 

human eye was looking on them. The old man was wondrous cautious lest he

should disturb the feasters, consequently a long time was spent in getting, as he 

desired, to the back of the mound. At length he reached the desired spot, and, to 

his surprise, all was dark and gloomy behind him, but in front of the mound all was 

a blaze of light. 

Crawling like a serpent on his belly, trembling with anxiety, the old man advanced 

close to the prince and princess. He was somewhat startled to find, as he looked 

out over the mound, that every one of the thousands of eyes in that multitude was 

fixed on his. He gazed a while, all the time screwing his courage up ; then, as a boy 

   

What the man hoped to achieve by this is best understood by another story, Hunt 

gives of a faerie revel in Towen. A man tries a similar thing, but fails because he 

makes an exclamation of surprise at one of the marvels he sees, and he is called 

foolish by his wife because “, had he but touched the end of a table with his finger, 

it would have been impossible for the fairy host to have removed an article, as that 

which has been touched by mortal fingers becomes to them accursed.” This is a 

new taboo I’ve not seen before, and makes faeries with it difficult to include in the 

game, but if you’d like to go to the effort of designing contact protocols with that 

sort of culture, there’s a hook for you. Maybe send an away team of familiars? 

who would catch a butterfly, he took off his hat and carefully raised it, so as to cover 

the prince, the princess, and their costly table, and, when about to close it upon them,

a shrill whistle was heard, the old man’s hand was fixed powerless in the air, and 

everything became dark around him. Whir ! whir ! whir ! as if a flight of bees were 

passing him, buzzed in his ears. 

Every limb, from head to foot, was as if stuck full of pins and pinched with tweezers. 

He could not move, he was chained to the ground. By some means he had rolled 

down the mound, and lay on his back with his arms outstretched, arms and legs being 

secured by magic chains to the earth ; therefore, although he suffered great agony, he 

could not stir, and, strange enough, his tongue appeared tied by cords, so that he 

could not call. He had lain, no one can tell how long, in this sad plight, when he felt as 

if a number of insects were running over him, and by the light of the moon he saw 

standing on his nose one of the spriggans, who looked exceedingly like a small 

dragon-fly. This little monster stamped and jumped with great delight ; and having 

had his own fun upon the elevated piece of humanity, he laughed most outrageously, 

and shouted, ” Away, away, I smell the day ! ” 

Upon this the army of small people, who had taken possession of the old man’s body, 

moved quickly away, and left our discomfited hero alone on the Gump. Bewildered, or, 

as he said, bedevilled, he lay still to gather up his thoughts. At length the sun arose, 

and then he found that he had been tied to the ground by myriads of gossamer webs, 

which were now covered with dew, and glistened like diamonds in the sunshine. He 

shook himself, and was free. He rose wet, cold, and ashamed. Sulkily he made his way

to his home. It was a long time before his friends could learn from the old man where 

he had passed the night, but, by slow degrees, they gathered the story I have related to 

you."



There are a couple of other brief revels mentioned: 

In St Levan, the gate at the end of Trezidder Lane often 

leads to a faerie revel. A man who disturbed it saved 

himself by turning a glove inside out and throwing it 

among the faeries, which scared them off.  He collected a 

tiny set of silver knee-buckles from where the faerie folk 

were dancing, to prove his claims. 

I’ll briefly mention an elderly lady from Raftra Down in 

Penberth, bedridden for years, who was constantly 

entertained by faeries while no other humans were 

around. Her family dropped by food once a day, and 

looked after her, but her house was apparently a 

constant faerie fair. Why she was so honoured is entirely 

unclear. 

Another from Hunt 

“The parish church of Lelant…was long the scene of the 

midnight gambols of the Small People….Upon a nearer 

approach, he saw lights in the church ; and most 

distinctly did the bell toll not with its usual clear sound, 

but dull and heavy, as if it had been muffled, scarcely 

awakening any echo…At length he saw, moving along the 

centre aisle, a funeral procession. The little people who 

crowded the aisle, although they all looked very 

sorrowful, were not dressed in any mourning garments… 

they wore wreaths of little roses, and carried branches of 

the blossoming myrtle. [He] beheld the bier borne 

between six whether men or women he could not tell 

but he saw that the face of the corpse was that of a 

beautiful female, smaller than the smallest child’s doll… 

The body was covered with white flowers, and its hair, 

like gold threads, was tangled amongst the blossoms. 

The body was placed within the altar ; and then a large 

party of men, with picks and spades, began to dig a little 

hole close by the sacramental table. Their task being 

completed, others, with great care, removed the body 

and placed it in the hole…As it was lowered into the

ground, they began to tear off their flowers and break 

their branches of myrtle, crying, ” Our queen is dead ! our 

queen is dead ! ” At length one of the men who had dug 

the grave threw a shovelful of earth upon the body ; and 

the shriek of the fairy host so alarmed Richard, that he 

involuntarily joined in it. In a moment, all the lights were 

extinguished, and the fairies were heard flying in great 

consternation in every direction. Many of them brushed 

past the terrified man, and, shrieking, pierced him with 

sharp instruments. He was compelled to save his life by 

the most rapid flight.” 

There are some faries aligned to each of the moral 

realms, so presumably these are Dominion faeries? 

Ants as vis source 

“The ant is called by the 

peasantry a Muryan. 

Believing that they are the 

Small People in their state 

of decay from off the earth, 

it is deemed most unlucky 

to destroy a colony of ants. 

If you place a piece of tin in 

a bank of Muryans at a 

certain age of the moon, it 

will be turned into silver. ”



Spriggans
Hunt again: The Spriggans are quite a different class of beings. In some 

respects they appear to be offshoots from the family of the Trolls of 

Sweden and Denmark. The Spriggans are found only about the cairns, 

coits, or cromlechs, burrows, or detached stones, with which it is unlucky 

for mortals to meddle. A correspondent writes : "This is known, that they 

were a remarkably mischievous and thievish tribe. If ever a house was 

robbed, a child stolen, cattle carried away, or a building demolished, it 

was the work of the Spriggans. Whatever commotion took place in earth, 

air, or water, it was all put down as the work of these spirits. Wherever the 

giants have been, there the Spriggans have been also. It is usually 

considered that they are the ghosts of the giants ; certainly, from many of 

their feats, we must suppose them to possess a giant's strength. The 

Spriggans have the charge of buried treasure." 

So, these are the ghosts of giants: the plot hooks here are pretty obvious. 

 Let's move on. 

A story from Hunt 

"In a lone house situated not far from the hill on which now stands Knill's 

Steeple...lived the widow of a miner...Whether it was that they presumed 

upon her solitude, or whether the old lady had given them some 

inducement, is not now known, but the spriggans of Trencrom Hill were 

in the habit of meeting almost every night in her cottage to divide their

plunder. 

The old woman usually slept, or at least she pretended to sleep, during 

the visit of the spriggans. When they left, they always placed a small coin 

on the table by her bedside, and with this indeed the old woman was 

enabled to provide herself with not merely the necessaries of life, but to 

add thereto a few of those things which were luxuries to one in her 

position. The old lady, however, was not satisfied with this. She resolved to 

bide her time, and when the spriggans had an unusually large amount 

of plunder, to make herself rich at once and for ever at their expense. 

Such a time at last arrived. The spriggans had gathered, we know not, 

how much valuable gold and jewellery. It gleamed and glistened on the 

floor, and the old woman in bed looked on with a most covetous eye. 

After a while, it appears, the spriggans were not able to settle the 

question of division with their usual amicability. The little thieves began 

to quarrel amongst themselves. Now, thought the old woman, is my time. 

Therefore huddling herself up under the bedclothes, she very adroitly 

contrived to turn her shift, and having completed the unfailing charm, 

she jumped from her bed, placed her hand on a gold cup, and ex- 

claimed, " Thee shusn't hae one on 'em ! " In affright the spriggans all 

scampered away, leaving their stolen treasure behind them. The last and 

boldest of the spriggans, however, swept his hand over the old woman's 

only garment as he left the house. The old woman, now wealthy, removed 

in a little time from Chyanwheal to St Ives, and, to the surprise of every 

one, purchased property and lived like a gentlewoman. Whenever, 

however, she put on the shift which had secured her her wealth, she was 

tortured beyond endurance. The doctors and all the learned people used 

hard names to describe her pains, but the wise women knew all along 

that they came of the spriggans." 

For statistics. See Realms of Power: Faerie 

Small People as Sprites p.85, but powers vary by story. 

Piskies as Sprites (p.85) but change the physical 

description).See also Fool's Fire p.92. 

Spriggans: There's no quick way to do these, but I' be 

tempted to just use the stats for Size 3 giants, but 

change the physical description so they have 

ridiculous Strength for their size. 

Buccas pp.96-97 

Browneys p.81



This fairy is a most mischievous and very unsociable sprite. His favourite fun is to entice people into the bogs by 

appearing like the light from a cottage window, or as a man carrying a lantern. The Piskie partakes, in many 

respects, of the character of the Spriggan. So wide-spread were their depredations, and so annoying their tricks,

that it at one time^was necessary to select persons whose acuteness and ready tact were a match for these 

quick-witted wanderers, and many a clever man has become famous for his power to give charms against 

Pigseys. It does not appear, however, that anything remarkable was required of the clever man. " No Pigsey could 

harm a man if his coat were inside-out, and it became a very common practice for persons who had to go from 

village to village by night, to wear their jacket or cloak so turned, ostensibly to prevent the dew from taking the 

shine off the cloth, but in reality to render them safe from the Pigseys." They must have been a merry lot, since to 

" laugh like a Piskie" is a popular saying. 

These little fellows were great plagues to the farmers, riding their colts and chasing their cows. 

The Piscy or Pixy of East Devon and Somersetshire is a different creature from his cousin of a similar name in 

Cornwall. The former is a mischievous, but in all respects a very harmless creation, who appears to live a 

rollicking life amidst the luxuriant scenes of those beautiful counties. The latter, the piskies of Cornwall, appear 

to have their wits sharpened by their necessities, and may be likened to the keen and cunning " Arab " boy of the 

London streets, as seen in contrast with the clever child who has been reared in every comfort of a well- 

regulated home....The darker shades in the character of the Cornish fairy almost dispose me to conclude that 

they belong to an older family than those of Devonshire. 

Thorns has noticed that in Cornwall "the moths which some regard as departed souls, others as fairies, are called 

Pisgies." This is somewhat too generally expressed ; the belief respecting the moth, so far as I know, is confined 

to one or two varieties only. Mr Couch informs us that the local name, around Polperro, of the weasel is Fairy. So 

that we have evidence of some sort of metempsychosis amongst the elf family. Moths, ants, and weasels it would

seem are the forms taken by those wandering spirits. * The Cornish had formerly a great belief in piskays or 

fairies. If a traveller happened to lose his way, he immediately concluded he was "piskay led." To dispel the 

charm with which the " piskay-led " traveller was entangled, nothing was deemed sufficient but that of his 

turning one of his garments inside-out. This generally fell upon one of his stockings ; and if this precaution had 

been taken before the commencement of the journey, it was fully believed that no such delusion would have 

happened. 

In the little hamlet of Treonike, in the parish of St Allen a child was led away by faerie music and then found a 

few days later. 

"It is said that a man once passing one of the piskie rings, and hearing them dancing and singing within it, threw 

a large stone into the midst of the circle, when the music at once ceased and a dreadful shriek arose. The 

appearance of the pixies of Dartmoor is said to resemble that of a bale or bundle of rags. In this shape they 

decoy children to their unreal pleasure. A woman, on the northern borders of the moor, was returning home late 

on a dark evening, accompanied by two children, and carrying a third in her arms, when, on arriving at her own 

door, she found one missing. Her neighbours, with lanthorns, immediately set out in quest of the lost child ; 

whom they found sitting under a large oak-tree, well known to be a favourite haunt of the pixies. He declared 

that he had been led away by two large bundles of rags, which had remained with him until the lights appeared, 

when they immediately vanished." 

Piskies



"One midsummer's day in the evening, the maid was later than usual 

milking, as she had been down to Penberth to the games. The stars were 

beginning to blink when she finished her task. Daisey was the last cow 

milked, and the bucket was so full she could scarcely lift it to her head. 

Before rising from the milking-stool, the maid plucked up a handful of grass 

and clover to put in the head of her hat, that she might carry the bucket 

the steadier. 

She had no sooner placed the hat on her head, than she saw hundreds and 

thousands of Small People swarming in all directions about the cow, and 

dipping their hands into the milk, taking it out on the clover blossoms and 

sucking them. The grass and clover, all in blossom, reached to the cow's 

belly. Hundreds of the little creatures ran up the long grass and clover stems, 

with buttercups, lady's smocks, convolvuluses, and foxglove flowers, to catch 

the milk that Daisey let flow from her four teats, like a shower, among them. 

Right under the cow's udder the maid saw one much larger than the others 

lying on his back, with his heels cocked up to the cow's belly. She knew he 

must be a Piskie, because he was laughing, with his mouth open from ear 

to ear. The little ones were running up*and down his legs, filling their cups, 

and emptying them into the Piskie's mouth. Hundreds of others were on 

Daisey's back, scratching her rump, and tickling her round the horns and 

behind the ears. Others were smoothing down every hair of her shining coat 

into its place.  

The milkmaid wasn't much startled to see them, as she had so often heard of 

fairies, and rather wished to see them. She could have stayed for hours, she 

said, to look at them dancing about among the clover, which they hardly 

bent any more than the dew-drops...Her mistress came out into the garden 

between the field and the house, and called to know what was keeping the 

maid so long. When the maid told what she had seen, her mistress said she 

couldn't believe her unless she had found a four-leaved grass. Then the maid 

thought of the handful of grass in the head of her hat. 

In looking it over by the candlelight, she found a bunch of three-leaved grass, 

and one stem with four leaves. They knew that it was nothing strange that 

she should see the Small People, but they didn't know what plan to take to

get rid of them, so that they might have the whole of Daisey's milk, till 

the mistress told her mother about it. Her mother was a very notable old 

dame, who lived in Church-town. The old woman knew all about witches, 

fairies, and such things...Our Betty told her daughter that everybody knowed 

that the Small People couldn't abide the smell of fish, nor the savour of salt 

or grease ; and advised her to rub the cow's udder with fish brine to drive the 

Small People away. 

Well, she did what her mammy told her to do. Better she had let it alone. 

From that time Daisey would yield all her milk, but she hadn't the half, 

nor quarter, so much as before, but took up her udder, so that one could 

hardly see it below her flanks. Every evening, as soon as the stars began to 

twinkle, the cow would go round the fields bleating and crying as if she had 

lost her calf; she became hair-pitched, and pined away to skin and bone 

before the next Burrien fair, when she was driven to Church-town and sold 

for next to nothing. I don't know what became of her afterwards ; but 

nothing throve with the farmer, after his wife had driven the Small People 

away, as it did before."

Four 

leaf 

clover



The Buccas or Knockers. These are the sprites of the mines, and correspond to the Kobals of the German 

mines, the Duergars, and the Trolls. They are said to be the souls of the Jews who formerly worked the tin- 

mines of Cornwall. They are not allowed to rest because of their wicked practices as tinners, and they 

share in the general curse which ignorant people believe still hangs on this race. 

THE FAIRY TOOLS; OR, BARKER'S KNEE. THE buccas or knockers are believed to inhabit the rocks, caves, 

adits, and wells of Cornwall. In the parish of Towednack there was a well where those industrious small 

people might every day be heard busy at their labours digging with pickaxe and shovel. I said, every day. 

No ; on Christmas-day on the Jews' Sabbath on Easter-day and on All- Saints' day no work was done. Why 

our little friends held those days in reverence has never been told me. Any one, by placing his ear on the 

ground at the mouth of this well, could distinctly hear the little people at work. 

There lived in the neighbourhood a great, hulking fellow, who would rather do anything than work, and 

who refused to believe anything he heard. He had been told of the Fairy Well he said it was " all a dream."

But since the good people around him reiterated their belief in the fairies of the well, he said he 'd find it 

all out. So day after day, Barker that was this hulk's name would lie down amidst the ferns growing around 

the mouth of the well, and, basking in the sunshine, listen and watch. He soon heard pick and shovel, and 

chit-chat, and merry laughter. 

Well, " he 'd see the out of all this," he told his neighbours. Day after day, and week after week, this fellow 

was at his post. Nothing resulted from his watching. At last he learned to distinguish the words used by 

the busy workers. He discovered that each set of labourers worked eight hours, and that, on leaving, they 

hid their tools. They made no secret of this ; and one evening he heard one say, he should place his tools in 

a cleft in the rock ; another, that he should put his under the ferns ; and another said, he should leave his 

tools on Barker's knee.

He started on hearing his own name. At that moment a heavy weight fell on the man's knee ; he felt 

excessive pain, and roared to have the cursed things taken away. His cries were answered by laughter. To 

the day of his death Barker had a stiff knee ; he was laughed at by all the parish ; and " Barker's knee " 

became a proverb. 

The Browney. This spirit was purely of the household. Kindly and good, he devoted his every care to benefit

the family with whom he had taken up his abode. The Browney has fled, owing to his being brought into 

very close contact with the school- master, and he is only summoned now upon the occasion of the 

swarming of the bees. When this occurs, mistress or maid seizes a bell-metal, or a tin pan, and, beating it, 

she calls " Browney, Browney ! " as loud as she can until the good Browney compels the bees to settle. 

The story of making clothes for brownies is found everywhere in Cornwall.

Buccas

Browneys



Pombo the idolater had prayed to Ammuz a simple prayer, a 

necessary prayer, such as even an idol of ivory could very easily 

grant, and Ammuz had not immediately granted it. Pombo had 

therefore prayed to Tharma for the overthrow of Ammuz, an 

idol friendly to Tharma, and in doing this offended against the 

etiquette of the gods. Tharma refused to grant the little prayer. 

Pombo prayed frantically to all the gods of idolatry, for though

it was a simple matter, yet it was very necessary to a man. And 

gods that were older than Ammuz rejected the prayers of 

Pombo, and even gods that were younger and therefore of 

greater repute. He prayed to them one by one, and they all 

refused to hear him; nor at first did he think at all of that subtle, 

divine etiquette against which he had offended. It occurred to 

him all at once as he prayed to his fiftieth idol, a little green- 

jade god whom the Chinese know, that all the idols were in 

league against him. When Pombo discovered this he resented 

his birth bitterly, and made lamentation and alleged that he 

was lost. He might have been seen then in any part of London 

haunting curiosity-shops and places where they sold idols of 

ivory or of stone, for he dwelt in London with others of his race 

though he was born in Burmah among those who hold Ganges 

holy. On drizzly evenings of November's worst his haggard face 

could be seen in the glow of some shop pressed close against 

the glass, where he would supplicate some calm, cross-legged 

idol till policemen moved him on. And after closing hours back 

he would go to his dingy room, in that part of our capital where 

English is seldom spoken, to supplicate little idols of his own. 

And when Pombo's simple, necessary prayer was equally 

refused by the idols of museums, auction-rooms, shops, then he 

took counsel with himself and purchased incense and burned 

it in a brazier before his own cheap little idols, and played the 

while upon an instrument such as that wherewith men charm 

snakes. And still the idols clung to their etiquette. 

Dunsany  -

The injudicious prayers of

Pombo the Idolater
Let us continue the conceit that the works of Lord Dunsany are the reminiscences of a retired redcap.

I’ve been saying in various 

episodes the next Dunsany 

will be Tale of Pombo the 

Idolater. The problem with 

that is that the plot hooks it 

offers overlap strongly with 

the Three Literary Men from 

last month. They seem to have 

been written as companion 

pieces, and so I don’t want to 

bore listeners with the same 

set of plot hooks.  If you 

haven’t listened to, or read, the 

Probable Adventure of Three 

Literary Men, check the blog.  

Content warning for Victorian 

racism.



Whether Pombo knew about this etiquette and considered it frivolous in the 

face of his need, or whether his need, now grown desperate, unhinged his 

mind, I know not, but Pombo the idolater took a stick and suddenly turned 

iconoclast. 

Pombo the iconoclast immediately left his house, leaving his idols to be 

swept away with the dust and so to mingle with Man, and went to an arch- 

idolater of repute who carved idols out of rare stones, and put his case before 

him. The arch-idolater who made idols of his own rebuked Pombo in the 

name of Man for having broken his idols—"for hath not Man made them?" the 

arch-idolater said; and concerning the idols themselves he spoke long and 

learnedly, explaining divine etiquette, and how Pombo had offended, and 

how no idol in the world would listen to Pombo's prayer. When Pombo heard 

this he wept and made bitter outcry, and cursed the gods of ivory and the 

gods of jade, and the hand of Man that made them, but most of all he cursed 

their etiquette that had undone, as he said, an innocent man; so that at last 

that arch-idolater, who made idols of his own, stopped in his work upon an 

idol of jasper for a king that was weary of Wosh, and took compassion on 

Pombo, and told him that though no idol in the world would listen to his 

prayer, yet only a little way over the edge of it a certain disreputable idol sat 

who knew nothing of etiquette, and granted prayers that no respectable god 

would ever consent to hear. When Pombo heard this he took two handfuls of 

the arch-idolater's beard and kissed them joyfully, and dried his tears and 

became his old impertinent self again. And he that carved from jasper the 

usurper of Wosh explained how in the village of World's End, at the furthest 

end of Last Street, there is a hole that you take to be a well, close by the 

garden wall, but that if you lower yourself by your hands over the edge of the 

hole, and feel about with your feet till they find a ledge, that is the top step of 

a flight of stairs that takes you down over the edge of the World. "For all that 

men know, those stairs may have a purpose and even a bottom step," said 

the arch-idolater, "but discussion about the lower flights is idle." Then the 

teeth of Pombo chattered, for he feared the darkness, but he that made idols 

of his own explained that those stairs were always lit by the faint blue 

gloaming in which the World spins. "Then," he said, "you will go by Lonely 

House and under the bridge that leads from the House to Nowhere, and 

whose purpose is not guessed; thence past Maharrion, the god of flowers, 

and his high-priest, who is neither bird nor cat; and so you will come to the 

little idol Duth, the disreputable god that will grant your prayer." And he 

went on carving again at his idol of jasper for the king who was weary of 

Wosh; and Pombo thanked him and went singing away, for in his vernacular 

mind he thought that "he had the gods." 



It is a long journey from London to World's End, and Pombo had no money left, 

yet within five weeks he was strolling along Last Street; but how he contrived to 

get there I will not say, for it was not entirely honest. And Pombo found the well 

at the end of the garden beyond the end house of Last Street, and many 

thoughts ran through his mind as he hung by his hands from the edge, but 

chiefest of all those thoughts was one that said the gods were laughing at him 

through the mouth of the arch-idolater, their prophet, and the thought beat in 

his head till it ached like his wrists ... and then he found the step. 

And Pombo walked downstairs. There, sure enough, was the gloaming in which 

the world spins, and stars shone far off in it faintly; there was nothing before 

him as he went downstairs but that strange blue waste of gloaming, with its 

multitudes of stars, and comets plunging through it on outward journeys and 

comets returning home. And then he saw the lights of the bridge to Nowhere, 

and all of a sudden he was in the glare of the shimmering parlour-window of 

Lonely House; and he heard voices there pronouncing words, and the voices 

were nowise human, and but for his bitter need he had screamed and fled. 

Halfway between the voices and Maharrion, whom he now saw standing out 

from the world, covered in rainbow halos, he perceived the weird grey beast 

that is neither cat nor bird. As Pombo hesitated, chilly with fear, he heard those 

voices grow louder in Lonely House, and at that he stealthily moved a few steps 

lower, and then rushed past the beast. The beast intently watched Maharrion

hurling up bubbles that are every one a season of spring in unknown 

constellations, calling the swallows home to unimagined fields, watched him 

without even turning to look at Pombo, and saw him drop into the Linlunlarna, 

the river that rises at the edge of the World, the golden pollen that sweetens the 

tide of the river and is carried away from the World to be a joy to the Stars. And 

there before Pombo was the little disreputable god who cares nothing for 

etiquette and will answer prayers that are refused by all the respectable idols. 

And whether the view of him, at last, excited Pombo's eagerness, or whether his 

need was greater than he could bear that it drove him so swiftly downstairs, or 

whether, as is most likely, he ran too fast past the beast, I do not know, and it 

does not matter to Pombo; but at any rate he could not stop, as he had 

designed, in attitude of prayer at the feet of Duth, but ran on past him down the 

narrowing steps, clutching at smooth, bare rocks till he fell from the World as, 

when our hearts miss a beat, we fall in dreams and wake up with a dreadful jolt; 

but there was no waking up for Pombo, who still fell on towards the incurious 

stars, and his fate is even one with the fate of Slith.



Plot 

Hooks
The gods mentioned are 

fictitious. Ammuz might, if 

you needed a rapid 

candidate, be Tammuz, the 

fertility god of the ancient 

Sumerians.  Tharma might 

be a misspelling of Dharma, 

or Dharma-Thakur (a Bengali

sun god) or Yama (a Hindu 

God of Death whose role has 

evolved in various Buddhist 

communities is South-east 

Asia.) but they have active 

followings. 

The arch-idolater is an 

interesting character: he 

seems to be able to create 

idols that hold gods of some 

type. The Egyptians could do 

this as well, and their 

techniques may yet be 

known by the Coptic priests 

that guard, but do not use, 

the secrets of the ancients. 

 What is his connection to 

Duth?  He seems to know 

what will happen to Pombo. 

Why does he do it? Is this a 

sacrifice? Are the stairs slick 

because he has done this 

before, and there is a string 

of corpses, or living people, 

falling forever toward the 

depths of Twilight? Can a 

magus contact them with 

the right arcane 

connections? 

Apparently you can reach 

the end of the world from 

London in five weeks with 

no money, which makes me 

want to put it in Cornwall at 

Land’s End.  This ties into 

our exploration of Cornwall 

as a setting.  Nowhere is a 

place just beyond the edge 

of the world, and there is a 

bridge to it.  It is inhabited 

much as described in the 

previous story of Slith. 

The God of Flowers pours 

energy out of the world to 

the stars. He has a priest that 

is not a bird or a cat. Is it a 

sphinx, or something more 

anthropomorphic? Is the God 

of Flowers feeding faerie with 

the life force of the world?  Is 

he maintaining many 

regiones with his bubbles of 

power? 

In the recording I claimed 

there was a lovely plate 

attached to this story. Sadly, 

not so: I had misattributed 

another story’s illustration., 

which I’ll include over the 

page because that story is 

so thoroughly borrowed by 

Lovecraft’s Calebais that 

there’s no point adding it to 

this project. This is The 

Coronation of Thomas 

Shap. 





This is an ortolan: a songbird 

that weighs less than an ounce. 

Ortolans
hiding from God with  a towel

Modern authors talk about vats

of brandy, but Bishop just uses 

a glass. He seems to prepare 

ortolans one at a time. 

Immersion marinates the bird

while killing it, and fills its 

stomach, and perhaps lungs, 

with brandy. 

There are various methods of 

cooking, but many emphasize 

that the bird should be cooked 

in its own fat. It is roasted or 

charred only briefly, to warm it 

and remove the feathers. 

Before eating the diner places 

a towel over his or her head. 

Some say this is to capture the 

aroma of the bird. Some say 

that it is to hide the grinning, 

drooling, overstuffed face of 

the diner, particularly if they 

spit out the head, feet or larger 

bones,. Others say it is to hide 

the sin of eating a defenseless 

songbird from the eyes of God 

The bird is placed in the 

mouth feet first, with the head 

escaping from between the 

lips. Bishop suggests cutting 

the feet off, but that seems  

Ortolans are tiny, so they need 

to be trapped, not shot from 

the sky with a bow, or torn by a 

falcon. They don't flock, which 

makes this even more 

challenging to collect in 

numbers. 

Trapped orotolans are kept in

the dark. This tricks them into 

thinking it is night, when they 

eat, or perhaps winter, so they 

bulk up on millet to give them 

the energy to migrate.  In 

Roman times, ortolans had 

their eyes pricked out with 

pincers, to make them eat. 

They fatten quickly, and can 

reach four times their normal 

weight. They are judged ready, 

according to the London 

Cookery Book by Frederick 

Bishop, when they fill the 

hand. He refers to them as 

"lumps of celestial fatness."  

The orotlan is not killed by the 

blade, as other birds. This 

bruises the flesh and ruins 

the visual impact of the 

dish.  The French method of 

dispatching an orotolan is 

drowning in armgnac, which is 

a type of brandy.   

less common in the modern 

day, when they are swallowed 

or spat out as the diner 

chooses. 

The orotlan is crunched down 

upon with the molars, to 

create a paste of the fat, small 

bones, organ meats, and 

brandy.  Anthony Bourdain 

also says there's salt from the 

diner's own blood, as the 

bones prick the inside of the 

mouth, but I can't see that 

mentioned in other sources.  

Many describe the experience 

as meditative, Personal 

awareness recedes before an 

overwhelming wave of flavor. 

Time seems to slow, or pause. 

Some people crunch the skull: 

some sever the neck with their 

incisors and catch the head in 

a napkin.

Eating it is a sin.

It's delicious.



Plot hooks

History note 

 

Most of these 

traditions post-date 

the 1220 start date 

for Ars Magica 

sagas. 

 

I won't tell anyone 

if you won't. 

The heroes of French novels seem to 

think they are irresistible to women 

while eating orotolans.  They act as if 

their Confidence points are through 

the roof. In Ars Magica, people can 

gain Confidence point via sin.  This 

open up all of the love potion plot 

hooks. 

Alternatively, men eating ortolans 

might really be terribly attractive. 

Who could tell?  They have towels 

over their heads. Maybe it's to stop 

those who have midrange scores on 

the Kinsey Scale from changing a 

dining experience into an erotic 

one?  There are blackmail stories 

here. 

Pickled ortolans were one exported, 

by the case from Cyprus. Why does 

Cyprus have all the really cool stuff? 

The name Cyprus comes from the 

copper that was vital during the 

Bronze Age.  In 1220, they are the 

centre of the saffron trade: literally 

the most expensive bulk 

commercial good in Mythic Europe. 

Apparently they also have heaps of 

celestial fat balls. What's going on in 

Cyprus?  Is it faeries?  Is it magi? 

A covenant might have ortolan 

export as its source of income. The 

birds can be called together by 

magic, kept in the dark using Circle 

spells, and brandy is easy to make 

with the smokeless heat provided by 

Ignem spells. Setting this up would 

be a story.

The ritual of dining seems to evoke 

the sin of gluttony deliberately: 

particularly the nullifcation of the 

self through taste. The demonic chef 

given in Realms of Power: the

Infernal might be behind its spread. 

I can't see notes about the method 

of trapping these birds, but I 

imagine it uses birdlime. Birdlime is 

a latex glue made by boiling the sap 

of various plants. British birdlime is 

made from holly: Italian from 

mistletoe. A magus skilled in 

Herbam might create this substance 

for non-lethal combat. It's also used 

to fireproof wood. 

As a songbird that tastes delicious, 

the ortolan seems perfect as an 

Imagem vis source. If contested, 

then gourmad noblemen, poachers, 

gluttony demons and faeries may try 

to steal the birds away.



In Justice as Fairness, John 

Rawls sets up a thought 

experiment that Hermetic 

magi could make actual.
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Rawls suggests that you know if a society is fair in 

the following circumstance: assume that you 

have no biographical information about yourself, 

but you know about society. What principles 

would you want governing the society, before you 

became a participant.? What, if you did not know 

your own gender, race, class, ability and so on, 

would you accept as just principles?

Doctor Who fans will recognize this as related to 

the Doctor's trick during the Human-Zygon peace 

treaty negotiations, where the Doctor removes 

the biographical memory of the negotiators, such 

that no-one knows which of the two sides they 

are actually on (save for two people, who work it 

out, and then later become the guardians of the 

fragile peace).

Hermetic magic can actually do this: it can 

temporarily erase biographic memory. What does 

this do for justice?  Can you have characters who 

judge themselves? Can characters use magic to 

remove biases from their self-contemplation? Can

it aid negotiations?  Do groups of Criamon or 

Merinita magi deliberately suppress their own 

desires to allow easier exploration of the Realms?

Tytalus magi can take this one step further, and 

be submerged in memories, called personae.  Is it

possible for the persona and the primary to be at 

odds, without realizing their link to each other? 

To reach a Phillip K. Dick level of conflict?



The 

Extended Mind 

and 

Hermetic Magic

When the podcast does these episodes on 

philosophy, it's often necessary to begin by 

explaining terms. In 1998, Clark and 

Chalmers released a book called "The 

Extended Mind" in which they posited that 

material objects beyond the skull or skin  

could be part of  an environment which, 

when coupled with the mind, formed 

a system, that could be thought of as a 

single unit of cognition.  That is, if you have 

objects doing what parts of the mind do, 

those objects are, in a sense, part of the 

mind: the skull or skin boundaries of the 

mind are, to them, artificial, social constructs. 

This seems counter-intuitive to readers, so 

they give an example. Imagine a man and a 

woman each want to go to a museum. The 

woman remembers how to get there, and 

has faith in her memory, so she can 

successfully travel there. The man has a 

memory condition, so he carries a notebook. 

When he wants to get to the museum, he 

opens the notebook and reads the street 

directions. To Clark and Chalmers, the 

notebook, despite being an artifact, is clearly 

part of the man's cognitive system. It's an 

extension of his mind.  That the woman's 

memories are in her head and that the man's 

are in a book is not significant, so long as the 

book meets certain criteria that make it 

functional identical to biological memory. 

Clark and Chalmers suggest functional 

identicalness requires that the man have the 

book constantly, that it be immediately 

accessible when he needs it, and that he 

automatically endorses the content. By that 

last point, they mean he does not check the 

veracity of what is written in the book with 

greater rigor than a person using biological 

memory verifies their recollections. 

Clark and Chalmers extend this further: 

objects that are part of one person's 

cognition can be incorporated into other 

people's cognition. People can also couple 

into extended cognitive systems, using 

language to co-ordinate cognition. The social 

environment can be coupled to the thinker 

as part of a cognitive system, which means 

cultures can be complex cognitive systems, 

dispersed through time and space.  



Examples of the extended 

mind in Mythic Europe

At the most fundamental, a familiar with a 

strong silver cord is connected to the magus 

with a direct mental interface. It's so tight that 

for some it allows innate telepathy. 

Clearly such characters form a single cognitive 

system. 

On a more extended level, were a talisman to 

be used as a storehouse of information (for 

example, the formula to cast a spell), given that 

it is constantly and immediately accessible, and 

not subject to doubt, it would be a cognitive 

element in the caster's extended mind. 

Note that each of these examples have an 

Arcane Connection to the magus?  That could 

be because they are part of the extended mind. 

There are certain types of dream magician 

which have minds living inside their minds. Its 

not clear if these magi could instead live on 

inside an item. 

Liches exist in Ars Magica, and they bind their 

ghost, which is their mind, to an object. 

Similarly, the grave seems to be the residence 

of the spirit: the skull as an arcane connection

for a ghost does not fade, as other connections 

do. On a weaker level, there's a ritual that 

pushes the mind of a magus into a different 

body, which then acts as an encoupled item. 

Some spells make the mind, or elements of the 

mind, incarnate. For example it is possible to 

make a character's mind a bird, and then 

capture the bird. On the Ars Magica forum, 

some people are kicking about the idea of a 

sword which has a blade made from the anger 

of the caster, transformed into metal. 

Similarly,some faeries leave their skills and roles 

lying about, and magi, or other faeries, can use 

them. At its simplest, some faerie items grant 

pretenses of skills while held. 

As a librarian, we've always been told there are 

two kinds of knowing: remembering data, and 

knowing where to find data. As such a library is 

a big machine designed to bolster the mind of 

the operator within it. It's a tool of cognition, 

much as a hammer is a tool of strength. 

Libraries seem like perfect places for 

complicated Spirits of Artifice to form. 

There are more extreme forms of the extended 

mind that occur in Ars Magica. The largest is the 

genius locus of the Cave of Twisting Shadows.  It 

is a single thing, which contains the memories 

and cognitive capacities of dozens of people. As 

such, it's a complex cognitive system. Its goal, to 

break humanity from Time, is reflected in the 

idea that the environment couples with the 

mind in cognition, so by creating a sacred space, 

it's easier to think about and perform magic. 

Mythic Europe, if changed it the right way, 

makes spiritual change easier. 

In this it mirrors the idea behind Gothic religious 

art, where the beautiful things of the world drag 

the soul from the muck.  

This also explains the Criamon habit of speaking 

apparent gibberish, and having patterns on 

their bodies. Human cognitive elements in large 

systems couple through language. Better 

language makes the coupling more effective. 

The gibberish is a jargon that allows high speed 

transmission of information. 

The skin pigmentation may serve to non- 

verbally orientate pieces of the cognitive system 

to each other, when completing a task. So, if you 

know that information about water magic is 

needed, you know to mention a problem to the 

woman with the  blue curling line wrapping up 

her left arm. This would also explain why it is so 

important to Criamon magi to display their 

tattoos.  It's their equivalent of being set to 

network-discoverable, to use a technological 

metaphor. 

The skills of dead magi are communicated to 

the magi of their future through language, 

stored in books. Casting tablets come closest to 

encoupled items, but  mystagogic initiations 

also perform a role of coupling two magi over 

time. As a form of original research, are there

other ways to encode these skills, so that two 

magi can share an encoupled object over time?   



Plot hooks

concerning the

extended mind

There is a familiar in House Bonisagus, a minor 

drake, which is passed down generationally.  To 

prevent it dying with its magus, there is a 

watching ward cast on each human partner that 

severs the familiar bond should the magus be 

critically injured.  The drake has been the familiar 

of several skilled researchers, so it has been 

present at many experiments, and developed the 

habits of mind that aid research. Do the player 

characters want to enter consideration to be 

trained as the new host of the little drake?  It is 

said that the partner of the drake often has 

comprehensive shifts in their personality. Are you 

still you if you are paired with a creature that 

alters how you perceive the world, and process 

facts? Is it worth it, if it brings you closer to a goal 

you hold before the coupling? 

A dream magician has died without being 

remembered into the dreams of a successor. Can 

her ghost be used to access the dream 

magicians who were in her mind when she died? 

Can she be incorporated into a person or object, 

to continue or preserve the line? 

A peasant has found the skills of a faerie knight 

lying about in material form. He is using them 

much as a modern superhero would, to strike 

down bad landlords. If the player characters do 

not realize he is a human, their tendency to kill 

faeries for vis may lead them to manslaughter. 

This draws demons, unless they do penance. 

Even without killing, the player characters need 

to decide what to do with the item which gives 

the person these skills. They may discover that 

were the man to die while wearing the item, his 

body would become the anchor for a faerie in his 

heroic role.  Can this be used to preserve some 

part of a beloved servant dying of old age or 

battle injury? 

A Verditus magus skilled in Mentem has created 

a little swarm of mechanical ravens which seek 

out facts for him.  When he loses one, he asks the 

player characters to find it.  The raven was trying 

to discover the name of a person involved in a 

trade dispute, and has stopped working properly 

because the rival was a disguised demon. It has 

absorbed the Goetic name of the demon by 

watching a ritual of infernal worship, and this has 

damaged it.  If it is returned without noticing the 

cause of the problem, the demon may harm the 

magus to retain the secrecy of its name.  

There is a tree in Ireland which was the focus of 

Diedne magic for centuries. The practice around 

the tree has created a small aura, and a vis 

source. If a covenant forms there, can it slowly 

bend the people nearby, who incorporate the 

tree's vis into their practice, so that they begin to 

cast Diedne-like magic, without knowing they 

have become Diende magicians?  What are the 

legal ramifications?  

A lost library has generated a powerful Spirit of 

Artifice that is able to subtly affect the world. It 

would like to be rediscovered, but it wants to 

make sure it is found by people that meet its 

requirements. It spies on the Order and nearby 

covenants, and may even steal a Gifted child to 

train as its keeper. What if this has already 

happened and a maga claiming to be the filia of 

a mage, dead for four hundred years, has 

appeared at Tribunal. She has the skills to be a 

Hermetic maga, but her odd provenance raises 

legal questions. 

The player characters notice that all of the 

tattoos of all of the Criamon magi they know 

have become identical.  The Criamon can't 

explain it in non-gibberish, but seem tired, 

nostalgic and happy about the whole thing. 

Should you be worried? 

A covenant of Tytalus magi disappear and the 

player characters investigate. They had 

developed a Persona held in a ring. They passed 

it from one to the other about their covenant, so 

that the persona was always awake, inhabiting 

one of their bodies, to engage in Original 

Research. Something went wrong, and has 

drawn them into Twilight. What comes out of 

Twilight? Can their research notes provide any 

value?  Can the player characters find the ring, 

and would it be foolish to put it on? 



Cornwall: 

Tregeagle

Following the 

tremendously long section 

on the tribes of the fae, 

Hunt, whose text we are 

following, narrows his 

focus to a single person: 

the damned soul of 

Jan Tregeagle.

There is not a lot known 

about the life of Tregeagle. 

He is said to be one of the 

family that owned Trevorder, 

near Bodmin. He lived a

dissolute life, exchaning one 

sin for another, until his 

death. 

To save him from damnation, a prior, properly paid, indulged his sins and 

buried him in a church where Satan could not claim him.  This did not last 

him until Judgement, however, because a lawyer called his animate corpse 

to testify in a court case about a piece of land on which Tregeagle had 

falsified records. Afterward the lawyer abandoned him to the judge, and the 

prior who had aided him so much during life. 

The churchmen could not merely surrender a soul to the Devil, so they gave 

Tregeagle an eternal penance.  He needed to empty a bottomless pool 

(Dosemay, on Bodmin Moor, which is said to link to Falmouth Harbour) with 

a limpet shell with a hole in it, never resting lest Satan take him. Hunt notes 

this punishment is the same as that given to the daughters of Danaus in 

Greek mythology. After a time, Tregeagle was driven from the Pool by a 

terrible, possibly infernal, storm, and fled the Black Hunter until he reached 

St Breoc's Church, and shoved his head into the window.  Demons could 

hurt him, but not drag him away, and so he screamed under their torture for 

many weeks. 

This terrified the locals, so he was assigned a new task, to make ropes of 

sand on a beach near Padstow. Eventually he terrified the locals there so 

much that Saint Petroc chained him and took Tregeagle to a beach near 

Ella's Town, which was then a rich port, where his penance was to carry 

sand away until the beach is bare rock. Eventually Tregeagle was tripped by 

a demon and his sack of sand formed a bar across the harbour of the town, 

destroying its economy. He was then sent to Porthcurnow Cove  near Lands 

End, to sweep the beach's sand around the headland into a cave.  



He is still there, other than when he is forced from his task by the Black 

Hunter, and flees his wish-hounds across Cornwall. His cries are louder than 

the Atlantic gales. They are louder than the wind whistling through the 

cairns of Bodmin. His screams of hope, pain, fear and frustration may be 

heard anywhere in Cornwall. 

Barguests, and other hellhounds, and already known in Ars Magica, but in 

Cornwall they are strongly related with the figure of Tregeagle and the 

Black Hunter who chases him. to the dread blast of his bugle. The demonic

figure, also called the Midnight Hunter, is served by headless hounds, which 

nonetheless howl. The cry of these hounds is fatal to mortal dogs.   In 

Cornwall and Devon these are often called "yell hounds" of "wish hounds". 

This comes from a local dialect word, whist, which means melancholy  and 

supernatural. Whistman is a term that's suitable for magi, as some writers 

mistakenly think the word is related to "weird" or "wise" or "Woden". 

Tregeagle, in one variant of the story, cannot abide the presence of babies. 

This may be because they are sacred innocents. A person carrying a baby is 

proof against his powers, even if they merely scoop up the child of a 

random nearby person. 

In another story Dosemay Pool was an infernal regio, a castle of carnality 

that Tregeagle traded his soul for access to for a hundred years.  Time 

passed without him noticing while he was there, however. At the end of his 

time, the Hunter came, killed him with a bolt of flame, and now chases his 

ghost for sport. 

Hunt notes that, in addition to Domesay Pool, wish hounds are often 

reported in the valley of Dewerstone and in Cheny Downs.



Plot 

Hooks

There seem to be a batch of

lawyers in this story who can 

call up the dead, despite 

Christian burial. Is this some sort 

of tradition of Infernalists?  Is 

Tregeagle really a faerie 

impersonating the sinner? 

Similarly, the priests seem to be 

good at controlling his spirit. Are 

they all saints, or is there a 

technique employed? 

Tregeagle seems a potent spirit, so a 

covenant with a weak Aegis might 

serve as a new refuge for him. Does this

lead to a demonic siege?  Tormenting 

demons being more common in the 

neighbourhood? Can the characters get 

him out within asking saints to come in 

and perform miracles, damaging the 

magical Aura?

The centre of House 

Tytalus is just across the 

Channel. If one of those

magi wants to chase the 

Midnight Hunter, what 

trouble could that bring?

If a magical battle disturbs the site of his 

labour, such that Tregeagle needs a new 

task, what might it be?

Could a modern sinner be 

damned in much the same way 

as Tregeagle?  A nobleman or 

magus, for example?

Pardoning sin for money is a sensitive 
topic. Some Catholics think the way we 
talk about it in English has been inflated 
by Protestant propaganda. It's clear that 
the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 
stamps down on what it considers 
abuses. The doctrine of the 
superabundance of the merit of Jesus 
and the saints is developing in the game 
period, but can only be traced to about 
1230, textually. 

Regardless of the precise mechanism of 
pardoning, I still like the fact that 
pardoners are called quaestores. I'm 
tempted to design an NPC bandit leader 
who thought a Hermetic quaesitor was a 
pardoner, tried to rob him, and then was 
hired after being defeated, because the 
quaesitor thought it was hilarious. 



Cornwall: 

Mermaids 

The Tregeagle episode 

went live a month early.

 I bumped this

forward to fill its

place.

The text we are following for the Cornish material, Hunt's "Popular Romances of the West of England" has 

only a brief chapter on mermaids. Hunt draws his bow long, to tie in other, similar myths from other 

countries. He compares the Cornish merrymaid to the Siren of the Mediterranean and the Irish Merrow. They 

are less of a legendary creature, and have more, to quote Hunt "human sympathy" They seem to be unable 

to appear without a comb, possibly a mirror, and a mass of hair. 

Hunt's notes, which are directly relevant to story design are scanty. 

There is a parish in the north of Cornwall called Morva, sometimes written Morveth, which has a name based 

on the Breton that links it to the "Morgern" (sea women) and "Morverch" (sea daughters). A nearby  parish 

has a lot of mermaid symbolism about the place, based on so many of the apostles being fishers of men. 

Hunt suggests the same may hold true for two other parishes, Morval and Morwenstow.  Hunt half-suggests 

"Morwenna's Stow" may have a mermaid link, but given that Saint Morwenna is buried in the Church of Saint 

Morwenna and John the Baptist, under a leadlight window of Saint Morwenna, I'm dubious. 

Mermaids guard some harbours. Seaton and Padstow are both said to have been cursed, so that their 

harbours filled with sand. after a person tried to shoot the guardian merrymaid. 

There are two longer stories, "The Old Man of Cury" and "The Mermaid's Vengeance". 

In "The Old Man of Cury", a man is having a stroll by the seaside and notices a woman sitting on a rock. She 

cries out when she sees him and slips into a rockpool. The man thinks she was a bather, and may drown, so 

he rushes to the pool. He realises the woman is actually a mermaid, and she seems distressed.  After coaxing 

her to the surface, by telling her he's an old man and no more threatening than her grandfather, he asks her 

some questions.  He learns that her husband and children are napping in a cave, and she wanted to view the 

land and smell the flowers.  These are, we may note, the flowers of Land's End that mortals can smell but not

find save at liminal times.  She was distracted by dressing her hair, using the pool as a mirror, and stranded 

by the tide. She was worried her husband would be angry, if he woke and she was away, as he was terribly 

jealous. 



Time to quote Hunt: 

"She begged the old man to bear her out to sea. If he 

would but do so, she would procure him any three 

things he would wish for. Her entreaties at length 

prevailed ; and, according to her desire, the old man 

knelt down on the rock with his back towards her. She 

clasped her fair arms around his neck, and locked her 

long finny fingers together on his throat. He got up from 

the rock with his burthen, and carried the mermaid thus 

across the sands. As she rode in this way, she asked the 

old man to tell her what he desired. " I will not wish," said 

he, " for silver and gold, but give me the power to do 

good to my neighbours : first, to break the spells of 

witchcraft ; next, to charm away diseases ; and thirdly, to 

discover thieves, and restore stolen goods."  

All this she promised he should possess ; but he must 

come to a half-tide rock on another day, and she would 

instruct him how to accomplish the three things he 

desired. They had reached the water, and taking her 

comb from her hair, she gave it to the old man, telling 

him he had but to comb the water and call her at any 

time, and she would come to him. The mermaid 

loosened her grasp, and sliding off the old man's back 

into the sea, she waved him a kiss and disappeared. At 

the appointed time the old man was at the half-tide 

rock, known to the present time as the Mermaid's Rock, 

and duly was he instructed in many mysteries. Amongst 

others, he learned to break the spells of witches on man 

or beast ; to prepare a vessel of water, in which to show 

to any one who had property stolen the face of the thief ; 

to charm shingles, tetters, St Antony's fire, and St Vitus's 

dance ; and he learnt also all the mysteries of bramble 

leaves, and the like. 

The mermaid...persuaded her old friend to take her to 

some secret place, from which she could see more of the 

dry land, and of the funny people who lived on it, "and 

had their tails split, so that they could walk." On 

taking the mermaid back to the sea, she wished her 

friend to visit her abode, and promised even to make 

him young if he would do so, which favour the old 

gentleman respectfully declined. A family, well known in 

Cornwall, have for some generations exercised the 

power of charming, &c. They account for the possession 

of this power in the manner related. Some remote great- 

grandfather was the individual who received the 

mermaid's comb, which they retain to the present day, 

and show us evidence of the truth of their being 

supernaturally endowed. Some people are 

unbelieving enough to say the comb is only a part of a 

shark's jaw.  

                     Sceptical people are never lovable people. 

Note how trusting the man is: some 

faeries would ride him into the sea.

Do faeries just keep meeting men, and

eating the bad ones, so that we only 

hear this story about a nice old chap?

The man is a nympholept: a human who 

learns magical powers from a nymph. 

See Realms of Power : Faerie for the 

Virtue

Is the comb an External Vis Source?

In the real world: 

Shingles is a rash casued by the 
chickenpox virus.  

Tetters is any skin disease that causes 
pustules. or crusting. Ringworm and 
eczema are tetters. 

Saint Antony's Fire either refers to 
ergotism (poisoning based on a natural 
relative of LSD) or an inflamed skin 
infection caused by a strain of strep. 

St Vitus Dance is a disease that 
manifests as spasmodic movements. It 
is a result of an autoimmune response 
to rheumatic fever. 

So, this is the origin story of a hedge 

tradition.



Hunt then spends half the 

chapter discussing a single 

story that he has tacked 

together from three 

versions, heard in three 

different villages. The plot 

is not particularly useful to 

gamers, so I'll speed 

through it, flagging the 

useful fragments.  

There was a good farmer, a 

lazy steward, and a lord. The 

steward wore down the

peasant. The only thing in 

his life that was wonderful 

was his daughter Selina, 

who was eighteen, gorgeous 

and simple.  

The mermaid's vengeance

Time for some Hunt: 

"The village gossips, who were always busy with 

their neighbours, said strange things of this girl...It 

was commonly reported that the real 

child...was...remarkably plain...in every respect a 

different being from Selina....Two stories were, 

however, current for miles around the country. 

One was, that Selina's mother was constantly seen 

gathering dew in the morning, with which to wash 

her child, and that the fairies on the Towens had, in 

pure malice, aided her in giving a temporary beauty 

to the girl, that it might lead to her betrayal into 

crime. Why this malice, was never clearly made out. 

The other story was, that (the mother) constantly

bathed the child in a certain pool, amidst the arched 

rocks of Perran, which was a favourite resort of the 

mermaids ; that on one occasion the child, as if in a 

paroxysm of joy, leapt from her arms into the water, 

and disappeared. The mother, as may well be 

supposed, suffered a momentary agony of terror ; 

but presently the babe swam up to the surface of 

the water, its little face more bright and beautiful 

than it had ever been before....The mother knew no 

difference in the child whom she pressed lovingly 

to her bosom, but all the aged crones in the parish 

declared it to be a changeling. 

This tale lived its day ; but, as the girl grew on to 

womanhood, and showed none of the special 

qualifications belonging either to fairies or 

mermaids, it was almost forgotten."

That's the Beauty that 
Draws Trouble Flaw.

Selina's simplicity 
seems to be related 
to the cultural idea 
that the fae-touched 
are socially withdrawn.



The lord's nephew arrived, and was smitten with Selina. 

The steward convinced the nephew Selina was only 

pretending to be morally pure, so the nephew seduced 

her, then left. This broke her heart. and she died for the 

lack of him, talking to invisible creatures. She left behind 

a baby.  Her Dad decided to kill the lord's nephew, but 

the local priest "exorcised his demon", which may just be 

a metaphor, and they waited for God to get smitey. 

A bit more Hunt: "(The steward) had his hour of triumph ; 

but from the day on which Selina died everything went 

wrong. The crops failed, the cattle died, hay-stacks and 

corn-ricks caught fire, cows slipped their calves, horses 

fell lame, or stumbled and broke their knees, a 

succession of evils steadily pursued him."  This is 

thought by some to be the Evil Eye, used by her father. 

The lazy steward was broken by his misfortunes 

and fired. He moved to a tiny croft on the cliffs. The lord's 

nephew was still his friend, and subsidised his lifestyle. 

His croft beaome the local party house for young people. 

There was sex, alcohol and what must have been the 

beginning of an Infernal aura. The dissipated nephew 

was paying for it all, so he had a tribe of sycophants. 

The nephew was wandering by the seashore, near the 

cliff, and saw a mermaid. She tried to flee, but he 

grabbed her from behind, and threatened her. She 

turned and her face was Selina's. Hunt has muddled his 

sources here, so this mermaid is either Selina, Selina's 

mother, or a sort of faerie godmother. Regardless she 

kissed him, then told him that kisses of the sea were as 

constant as those of the land were fickle. He was now 

hers until death. She made clear that he shouldn't start 

any long novels. The kissed him again, and told him to 

get his affairs in order.

The nephew went to a priest and was told it was just a 

vivid dream. That's not the Rite of Reconciliation, so, that 

was bad news when the faeries drew him back to the 

beach to drown him. Prior to using his corpse as a 

surfboard, they called lightning to destroy the ex- 

steward's house. There are even traditional songs in this 

story, but let's stop it there.

If this isn't a metaphor, it 

explains why the mermaids 

rain fire on the Infernal site, 

later in the stoy.   

We don't often see the 

faeries pick a fight with the 

forces of evil. Here they do, 

but they do this by killing the 

mortal agents the demons 

need to do their work. 

She keeps pretending to be 

Selina, and torturing him 

with endearments, while it 

is clear her paralysis power 

is going to be the cause of 

his death when the tide 

rises.  At one point she 

even has him move further 

from the rising water, so 

she can keep tormenting 

him longer.  She's a 

phantom lover, but a weird 

one who is feeding not on 

love, but on terror and 

regret. She's going meta on 

their role. 



Cornwall: 

Romances 

of the 

Rocks

Yet another bonus episode

due to an early release.

  

 Hence the shift in palettes

On the first pass this was the least promising chapter or 

Hunt's book, but elements of it are useful as vis sources and 

environmental modifiers.  It's also our first introduction to 

Ambrose Merlyn, who we'll need to keep an eye on. 



The Cornish in Mythic Europe attribute a lot of their odd stones to druids.  A modern 

archaeologist from our world might disagree, but there aren't many of them around to tell the 

Mythic Peasantry that they are wrong. There is some recognition that cromlechs were once 

tombs, but many stones are just sacred because that's their nature.  Stones which are 

considered special are called, in Cornish "ambers" or "main ambers". As far as I can tell this bears 

not relationship to the semiprecious stone of the same name. People don't know why, or how, 

the stones became that way, just that some are immovable, and others will move back if you 

manage to shift them.   

Many stones are attributed to ancient giants or the Devil. These tend to be in the west of 

Cornwall. Those in the East are often attributed to King Arthur. For Hunt it's a bit of a running 

gag that some antiquaries see Druidic ceremonial bowls scopped out of every rock in Cornwall. 

That being said, water collected in such a bowl is a good way of expressing vis sources.  The dew 

that collects into the cups carved into  Arthur's Seat  at Tintagel, for example, has Rego vis. 

Some Logan rocks must produce Creo, Intelligo or Corpus vis. 

To me, the stones which move back to their ancient spots sound like disturbed earth elementals 

returning to their aura.  Many stones move back overnight, so they seem to reappear at their 

own spot first thing in the morning: that seems like a more fae or demonic timetable.  Hunt also 

mentions a few stones which revolve three times at cock-crow. There seems to be no reason for 

this, and none sought, but they'd similarly tie into faerie or infernal haunts. 

Hunt notes it is odd that there are so many stones marked as the Devil's oven, coit, footstep and 

so on, because there's a myth saying he never comes to Cornwall. A counter myth is that there's 

a doorway to hell in the shale behind Polperro, and the lake there, shaped like a giant hoofprint, 

was made by his Satanic horse. 

The devil never came into Cornwall, 

because, when he crossed the Tamar, and 

made Torpoint for a brief space his resting- 

place, he could not but observe that 

everything, vegetable or animal, was put

by the Cornish people into a pie. 

He saw and heard of fishy pie, star-gazy 

pie, conger pie, and indeed pies of all the 

fishes in the sea. Of parsley pie, and herby 

pie, of lamy pie, and piggy pie, and pies 

without number. 

Therefore, fearing they might take a fancy 

to a "devily pie," he took himself back 

again into Devonshire.



A particular type of rock of interest to magi is the Logan stone. Hunt notes that Logan comes 

from the Cornish verb "log", meaning "to sway like a drunkard" and -an, which is the same as 

the English -ing.  A Logan stone, as pictured through this article, is a rock which rests on a 

point, such that it can, with minimal effort, be rocked. The magic of each stone varies. Some 

test character, so that they can only be rocked by the true of heart, being immobile to 

cowards, or the dishonest, or to traitors, or bastards, or drunkards. The rock, pictured on the 

previous page is believed to cure children rocked on it, at certain times, of grave diseases. 

 Similar rocks are scattered about Cornwall. 

Another Logan rock was prophesied by Ambrose Merlin to stand until England had no king, 

and in the real world it was destroyed by one of Oliver Cromwell's lieutenants. Ambrose 

Merlin is of interest to us, as his prophecies were first recorded in book form, so far as we can 

tell, late in the 11th Century, so he's surprisingly current to magi. In the real world, a Latin 

version of the Prophecies of Merlin has Cornish notations in the margins, the earliest known 

writing in Cornish.

Logan stones



There are circles of standing stones in Cornwall which Victorian gentlemen used to call 

druidic, but modern archaeologists are sceptical about.  The peasants of Mythic Europe know 

where they come from, though: annoy God enough and he'll turn you, and all of your friends, 

into rocks. He's particularly fond of making rockeries on the Sabbath.

The Dancing Stones are near Burian, and are believed to be girls from a neighbouring village 

who were lured dancing by two demons. Their revel continued into the Sabbath, so God 

decided he needed a new tourist attraction and he made them into stone., The two demons, 

likewise, were turned into stones. That shouldn't stop them for long, but it does mean the 

stones may have an infernal aura, sordid vis, or provide an arcane connection to the previous 

inhabitants.   

There's a similar story told at various other places, and a related story , told in rivalry at many, 

many sites, that the stones commemorate some dead nuns. This would give them  an aura, 

particularly if the nuns were martyred during the invasions. 

Near Cheesewring are three sets of circles called the Hurlers. Hurling is a sport, and playing it 

on the Sabbath is pretty common. Some suggest that faeries or demons now use the Hurlers 

as goals in their own games of hurley, and they are always up for a match if the stakes are 

right.  

There's a stone nine feet in height near Penzance, on an ancient battlefield, under which is 

buried the son of a king, as tall as the stone. 

At Land's End, there's a great square of granite, eight feet long and three feet high. It's called 

the Table Stone. There's a similar stone, with the same story attached, near Bosavern. The 

table is meant to have been used for a conference of Anglo-Saxon kings, either three, seven or 

nine in number. One, more expliciti, version of the myths, names the kings, and therefore 

places the meeting at about the year 600. Even if this was not true, Land's End is so packed 

with the Fae it must be true enough, by now, to have a mystical effect. 

There's another rock near Land's End called "The Irish Lady" which is haunted by an Irish 

woman tossed onto it by a shipwreck. The local fishers could see her, but not save her, 

because the sea was too rough from the storm that had destroyed her ship. She perished of 

exposure, and now her ghost is seen, sitting tranquilly on the rock during storms, with a rose 

in her teeth. A related story has the woman being seized by a creature that dwelt in a cave by 

her rock: there is a healing well here, and she tried to find out what was the cause of the cure, 

dying for her curiosity.  This story seems to be from a period after Ars Magica's 1220 start date, 

but I wouldn't let that stop me.... 

The dancing stones and the hurlers

The prince, the kings, the lady 



There are many holed stones in Cornwall reputed to have magical powers. The one that's 

been used as the hero image through this series is of the the Men An Tol, or "holed stone" near 

Penzance. If scrofulous children are passed through the stone naked, then drawn on the grass 

three times against the sun, they are cured. This may seem like an odd thing, but curing 

scrofula used to be the preview of kings. Some adults have likewise claimed benefit for skin 

conditions and, strangest of all, people with spinal complaints have been cured by being slid 

through.   

There's a forked stone in Morva which has the same tendency to heal injured spines. backs, 

but even the people who live nbearby say the holed stone is better: it's just less convenient to 

get to when you have a sore back. There are many other little tunnels, caused by falling rocks, 

which are said to be good for rheunmatism or back pain. Sometimes you need to crawl 

through them nine times for the charm to work. The stones seems to be able to cure certain 

types of Aging Crisis. 

The Men An Tol also has oracular powers  If you balance two brass pins on the edge, and ask a

question, they will move to indicate the answer. I'd note that brass is a metal often associated 

with faeries in Ars Magica. 

Holed rocks and crick stones



Hunt flags two minor other bits of folklore that could be mined for stories, but they'd need 

development. 

He says that there's a cave tunnel which connects Ppier's Hole, on St Mary's in the Scilly 

Islands, with a similar cave near Tresco. People who try to take the tunnel often disappear. 

Dogs lost from one place sometimes turn up at the other with most of theuir hair missing, and 

locals seem to insist on having sex in the caves, for reasons Hunt does not seem to fathom and 

might be mystical in Mythic Europe. 

He also notes five child saints who were whisked away into an enchanted sleep by the evil 

sorcerer who lives in the hollows beneath the hills, and will wake when there is a pious bishop 

and Merlin returns to cast down all evil magicians.  As prophecies go, that's one the Order 

should try to find out more about.  Possibly a good idea to staff the cathedral with venal men 

for a while, just as a safety measure, while they consider this.  Or does that make them evil 

magicians?  Predestination paradox is a problem, even in Mythic Europe. 



Dunsany:

The loot of

Bombasharna



Things had grown too hot for 

Shard, captain of pirates, on all 

the seas that he knew. The ports 

of Spain were closed to him; 

they knew him in San Domingo; 

men winked in Syracuse when 

he went by; the two Kings of the 

Sicilies never smiled within an 

hour of speaking of him; there 

were huge rewards for his head 

in every capital city, with 

pictures of it for identification— 

and all the pictures were 

unflattering. Therefore Captain 

Shard decided that the time had 

come to tell his men the secret. 

Riding off Teneriffe one night, he 

called them all together. He 

generously admitted that there 

were things in the past that 

might require explanation: the 

crowns that the Princes of 

Aragon had sent to their 

nephews the Kings of the two 

Americas had certainly never 

reached their Most Sacred 

Majesties. Where, men might 

ask, were the eyes of Captain 

Stobbud? Who had been 

burning towns on the 

Patagonian seaboard? Why 

should such a ship as theirs 

choose pearls for cargo? Why so 

much blood on the decks and so 

many guns? And where was the 

Nancy, the Lark, or the Margaret 

Belle? Such questions as these, 

he urged, might be asked by the 

inquisitive, and if counsel for the 

defence should happen to be a 

fool, and unacquainted with the 

ways of the sea, they might 

become involved in troublesome
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legal formulae. And Bloody Bill, as 

they rudely called Mr. Gagg, a 

member of the crew, looked up at 

the sky, and said that it was a windy 

night and looked like hanging. And 

some of those present thoughtfully 

stroked their necks while Captain 

Shard unfolded to them his plan. 

He said the time was come to quit 

the Desperate Lark, for she was too 

well known to the navies of four 

kingdoms, and a fifth was getting to 

know her, and others had 

suspicions. (More cutters than even 

Captain Shard suspected were 

already looking for her jolly black 

flag with its neat skull-and- 

crossbones in yellow.) There was a 

little archipelago that he knew of on 

the wrong side of the Sargasso Sea; 

there were about thirty islands



there, bare, ordinary islands, but 

one of them floated. He had 

noticed it years ago, and had gone 

ashore and never told a soul, but 

had quietly anchored it with the

anchor of his ship to the bottom of 

the sea, which just there was 

profoundly deep, and had made 

the thing the secret of his life, 

determining to marry and settle 

down there if it ever became 

impossible to earn his livelihood in 

the usual way at sea. When first he 

saw it, it was drifting slowly, with 

the wind in the tops of the trees; 

but if the cable had not rusted 

away, it should be still where he left 

it, and they would make a rudder 

and hollow out cabins below, and 

at night they would hoist sails to 

the trunks of the trees and sail 

wherever they liked, 

And all the pirates cheered, for they 

wanted to set their feet on land 

again somewhere where the 

hangman would not come and jerk 

them off it at once; and bold men 

though they were, it was a strain 

seeing so many lights coming their 

way at night. Even then...! But it 

swerved away again and was lost in 

the mist.  

And Captain Shard said that they 

would need to get provisions first, 

and he, for one, intended to marry 

before he settled down; and so they 

should have one more fight before 

they left the ship, and sack the sea- 

coast city of Bombasharna and take 

from it provisions for several years, 

while he himself would marry the 

Queen of the South. And again the 

pirates cheered, for often they had  

seen seacoast Bombasharna, and 

had always envied its opulence 

from the sea. 

So they set all sail, and often altered 

their course, and dodged and fled 

from strange lights till dawn 

appeared, and all day long fled 

southwards. And by evening they 

saw the silver spires of slender 

Bombasharna, a city that was the 

glory of the coast. And in the midst 

of it, far away though they were, 

they saw the palace of the Queen of 

the South; and it was so full of 

windows all looking toward the sea, 

and they were so full of light, both 

from the sunset that was fading 

upon the water and from candles 

that maids were lighting one by 

one, that it looked far off like a 

pearl, shimmering still in its haliotis 

shell, still wet from the sea. 

So Captain Shard and his pirates 

saw it, at evening over the water, 

and thought of rumours that said 

that Bombasharna was the loveliest 

city of th coasts of the world, and 

that its palace was lovelier even 

than Bombasharna; but for the 

Queen of the South rumour had no 

comparison. Then night came 

down and hid the silver spires, and 

Shard slipped on through the 

gathering darkness until by 

midnight the piratic ship lay under 

the seaward battlements. 



And at the hour when sick men 

mostly die, and sentries on lonely 

ramparts stand to arms, exactly 

half-an-hour before dawn, Shard, 

with two rowing boats and half his 

crew, with craftily muffled oars, 

landed below the battlements. 

They were through the gateway of 

the palace itself before the alarm 

was sounded, and as soon as they 

heard the alarm Shard's gunners 

at sea opened upon the town, and 

before the sleepy soldiery of 

Bombasharna knew whether the 

danger was from the land or the 

sea, Shard had successfully 

captured the Queen of the South. 

They would have looted all day 

that silver sea-coast city, but there 

appeared with dawn suspicious 

topsails just along the horizon. 

Therefore the captain with his 

Queen went down to the shore at 

once and hastily re-embarked and 

sailed away with what loot they 

had hurriedly got, and with fewer 

men, for they had to fight a good 

deal to get back to the boat. 

They cursed all day the 

interference of those ominous 

ships which steadily grew nearer. 

There were six ships at first, and 

that night they slipped away from 

all but two; but all the next day 

those two were still in sight, and 

each of them had more guns than 

the Desperate Lark. All the next 

night Shard dodged about the sea, 

but the two ships separated and 

one kept him in sight, and the 

next morning it was alone with 

Shard on the sea, and his 

archipelago was just in sight, the 

secret of his life.      

And Shard saw he must fight, and 

a bad fight it was, and yet it suited 

Shard's purpose, for he had more 

merry men when the fight began 

than he needed for his island. And 

they got it over before any other 

ship came up; and Shard put all 

adverse evidence out of the way, 

and came that night to the islands 

near the Sargasso Sea. 

Long before it was light the 

survivors of the crew were peering 

at the sea, and when dawn came 

there was the island, no bigger 

than two ships, straining hard at its 

anchor, with the wind in the tops 

of the trees. 

And then they landed and dug 

cabins below and raised the 

anchor out of the deep sea, and 

soon they made the island what 

they called shipshape. But the 

Desperate Lark they sent away 

empty under full sail to sea, where 

more nations than Shard 

suspected were watching for her, 

and when she was presently 

captured by an admiral of Spain, 

who, when he found none of that 

famous crew on board to hang by 

the neck from the yard-arm, grew 

ill through disappointment. 



And Shard on his island offered the 

Queen of the South the choicest of 

the old wines of Provence, and for 

adornment gave her Indian jewels 

looted from galleons with treasure for 

Madrid, and spread a table where she 

dined in the sun, while in some cabin 

below he bade the least coarse of his 

mariners sing; yet always she was 

morose and moody towards him, and 

often at evening he was heard to say 

that he wished he knew more about 

the ways of Queens. 

So they lived for years, the pirates 

mostly gambling and drinking below, 

Captain Shard trying to please the 

Queen of the South, and she never 

wholly forgetting Bombasharna. 

When they needed new provisions 

they hoisted sails on the trees, and as 

long as no ship came in sight they 

scudded before the wind, with the 

water rippling over the beach of the 

island; but as soon as they sighted a 

ship the sails came down, and they 

became an ordinary uncharted rock. 

They mostly moved by night; 

sometimes they hovered off sea-coast 

towns as of old, sometimes they 

boldly entered river-mouths, and even 

attached themselves for a while to

the mainland, whence they would 

plunder the neighbourhood and 

escape again to sea. And if a ship was 

wrecked on their island of a night 

they said it was all to the good. 

They grew very crafty in seamanship, 

and cunning in what they did, for they 

knew that any news of the Desperate 

Lark's old crew would bring hangmen 

from the interior running down to 

every port. 

And no one is known to have found 

them out or to have annexed their 

island; but a rumour arose and passed 

from port to port and every place 

where sailors meet together, and even 

survives to this day, of a dangerous 

uncharted rock anywhere between 

Plymouth and the Horn, which would 

suddenly rise in the safest track of 

ships, and upon which vessels were 

supposed to have been wrecked, 

leaving, strangely enough, no 

evidence of their doom. There was a 

little speculation about it at first, till it 

was silenced by the chance remark of 

a man old with wandering: "It is one 

of the mysteries that haunt the sea." 

And almost Captain Shard and the 

Queen of the South lived happily ever 

after, though still at evening those on 

watch in the trees would see their 

captain sit with a puzzled air or hear 

him muttering now and again in a 

discontented way: "I wish I knew 

more about the ways of Queens."



Plot hooks

      the pirates raid the resources of a covenant, and need to be 

              bought to heel.  

      the pirates steal something and it needs to be recovered 

      House Mercere gets annoyed at them and decides to do away 

              with them. 

     the people of Bombasharna contact the covenant and ask 

              them to get the Queen back. 

      the players decide that getting the Queen back is a way to

              found a covenant. 

      the Infernal pirates in "Tales of Mythic Europe" take over the 

              site. 

As an enemy, the plots are obvious: 

On a deeper level, floating islands have a some mythic 

provenance. There's one in the Nile, where Horus was 

raised, because while he was there his enemies could not

find him.  Similarly, Leto gave birth on a floating island to 

hide her children from Hera. Does this indicate the island 

has something like The Shrouded Glen as an 

environmental effect? 

Is the island really sailing, or is it emerging from Arcadia? 

Covenant notes
I love this story as the origin for a covenant.  Assuming the magi take it over after it has 

developed a little, it has the following Boons and Hooks. 

Site: Constantly mobile (major) 

Fortifications: Island (free), Artillery (minor) 

Resources: Indiscreet resource (Major) 

Residents: Sailors (free), Criminals (minor), Loyal (minor), Strong community (minor) 

External relations: rivals (major) 

Surroundings: Mystical ally (major)? Depends on the Queen of the South's nature.  



Dunsany: 

A tale of 

land and

sea

Brace yourself for a lengthy one, dear reader! 

 

There's not a lot to unpack, but I love the 

weirdness of this story, so I hope you'll give it 

the forty minutes.



It is written in the first Book of Wonder how Captain Shard of the bad ship Desperate Lark, 

having looted the sea-coast city Bombasharna, retired from active life; and resigning piracy to 

younger men, with the good will of the North and South Atlantic, settled down with a 

captured queen on his floating island. 

Sometimes he sank a ship for the sake of old times but he no longer hovered along the trade- 

routes; and timid merchants watched for other men. 

It was not age that caused him to leave his romantic profession; nor unworthiness of its 

traditions, nor gun-shot wound, nor drink; but grim necessity and force majeure. Five navies 

were after him. How he gave them the slip one day in the Mediterranean, how he fought with 

the Arabs, how a ship's broadside was heard in Lat. 23 N. Long. 4 E. for the first time and the 

last, with other things unknown to Admiralties, I shall proceed to tell. 

He had had his fling, had Shard, captain of pirates, and all his merry men wore pearls in their 

ear-rings; and now the English fleet was after him under full sail along the coast of Spain with 

a good North wind behind them. They were not gaining much on Shard's rakish craft, the bad 

ship Desperate Lark, yet they were closer than was to his liking, and they interfered with 

business. 

For a day and a night they had chased him, when off Cape St. Vincent at about six a.m. Shard 

took that step that decided his retirement from active life, he turned for the Mediterranean. 

Had he held on Southwards down the African coast it is doubtful whether in face of the 

interference of England, Russia, France, Denmark and Spain, he could have made piracy pay; 

but in turning for the Mediterranean he took what we may call the penultimate step of his life 

which meant for him settling down. There were three great courses of action invented by 

Shard in his youth, upon which he pondered by day and brooded by night, consolations in all 

his dangers, secret even from his men, three means of escape as he hoped from any peril that 

might meet him on the sea. One of these was the floating island that the Book of Wonder tells 

of, another was so fantastic that we may doubt if even the brilliant audacity of Shard could 

ever have found it practicable, at least he never tried it so far as is known in that tavern by the 

sea in which I glean my news, and the third he determined on carrying out as he turned that 

morning for the Mediterranean. True he might yet have practised piracy in spite of the step 

that he took, a little later when the seas grew quiet, but that penultimate step was like that 

small house in the country that the business man has his eye on, like some snug investment

put away for old age, there are certain final courses in men's lives which after taking they never 

go back to business. 

He turned then for the Mediterranean with the English fleet behind him, and his men 

wondered. 



What madness was this,—muttered Bill the Boatswain in Old Frank's only ear, with the 

French fleet waiting in the Gulf of Lyons and the Spaniards all the way between Sardinia and 

Tunis: for they knew the Spaniards' ways. And they made a deputation and waited upon 

Captain Shard, all of them sober and wearing their costly clothes, and they said that the 

Mediterranean was a trap, and all he said was that the North wind should hold. And the crew 

said they were done. 

So they entered the Mediterranean and the English fleet came up and closed the straits. And 

Shard went tacking along the Moroccan coast with a dozen frigates behind him. And the 

North wind grew in strength. And not till evening did he speak to his crew, and then he 

gathered them all together except the man at the helm, and politely asked them to come 

down to the hold. And there he showed them six immense steel axles and a dozen low iron 

wheels of enormous width which none had seen before; and he told his crew how all 

unknown to the world his keel had been specially fitted for these same axles and wheels, 

and how he meant soon to sail to the wide Atlantic again, though not by the way of the 

straits. And when they heard the name of the Atlantic all his merry men cheered, for they 

looked on the Atlantic as a wide safe sea. 

And night came down and Captain Shard sent for his diver. With the sea getting up it was 

hard work for the diver, but by midnight things were done to Shard's satisfaction, and the 

diver said that of all the jobs he had done—but finding no apt comparison, and being in need 

of a drink, silence fell on him and soon sleep, and his comrades carried him away to his 

hammock. All the next day the chase went on with the English well in sight, for Shard 

had lost time overnight with his wheels and axles, and the danger of meeting the Spaniards 

increased every hour; and evening came when every minute seemed dangerous, yet they 

still went tacking on towards the East where they knew the Spaniards must be. 

And at last they sighted their topsails right ahead, and still Shard went on. It was a close 

thing, but night was coming on, and the Union Jack which he hoisted helped Shard with the 

Spaniards for the last few anxious minutes, though it seemed to anger the English, but as 

Shard said, "There's no pleasing everyone," and then the twilight shivered into darkness. 

"Hard to starboard," said Captain Shard. 

The North wind which had risen all day was now blowing a gale. I do not know what part of 

the coast Shard steered for, but Shard knew, for the coasts of the world were to him what 

Margate is to some of us. 

At a place where the desert rolling up from mystery and from death, yea, from the heart of 

Africa, emerges upon the sea, no less grand than her, no less terrible, even there they sighted 

the land quite close, almost in darkness. Shard ordered every man to the hinder part of the 

ship and all the ballast too; and soon the Desperate Lark, her prow a little high out of the 

water, doing her eighteen knots before the wind, struck a sandy beach and shuddered, she 

heeled over a little, then righted herself, and slowly headed into the interior of Africa. 



The men would have given three cheers, but after the first Shard silenced them and, steering 

the ship himself, he made them a short speech while the broad wheels pounded slowly over 

the African sand, doing barely five knots in a gale. The perils of the sea he said had been 

greatly exaggerated. Ships had been sailing the sea for hundreds of years and at sea you knew 

what to do, but on land this was different. They were on land now and they were not to forget 

it. At sea you might make as much noise as you pleased and no harm was done, but on land 

anything might happen. One of the perils of the land that he instanced was that of hanging. 

For every hundred men that they hung on land, he said, not more than twenty would be hung 

at sea. The men were to sleep at their guns. They would not go far that night; for the risk of 

being wrecked at night was another danger peculiar to the land, while at sea you might sail 

from set of sun till dawn: yet it was essential to get out of sight of the sea for if anyone knew 

they were there they'd have cavalry after them. And he had sent back Smerdrak (a young 

lieutenant of pirates) to cover their tracks where they came up from the sea. And the merry 

men vigorously nodded their heads though they did not dare to cheer, and presently 

Smerdrak came running up  and they threw him a rope by the stern. And when they had done 

fifteen knots they anchored, and Captain Shard gathered his men about him and, standing by 

the land-wheel in the bows, under the large and clear Algerian stars, he explained his system 

of steering. There was not much to be said for it, he had with considerable ingenuity detached 

and pivoted the portion of the keel that held the leading axle and could move it by chains 

which were controlled from the land-wheel, thus the front pair of wheels could be deflected 

at will, but only very slightly, and they afterwards found that in a hundred yards they could 

only turn their ship four yards from her course. But let not captains of comfortable battleships, 

or owners even of yachts, criticise too harshly a man who was not of their time and who knew 

not modern contrivances; it should be remembered also that Shard was no longer at sea. His 

steering may have been clumsy but he did what he could. 

When the use and limitations of his land-wheel had been made clear to his men, Shard bade 

them all turn in except those on watch. Long before dawn he woke them and by the very first 

gleam of light they got their ship under way, so that when those two fleets that had made so 

sure of Shard closed in like a great crescent on the Algerian coast there was no sign to see of 

the Desperate Lark either on sea or land; and the flags of the Admiral's ship broke out into a 

hearty English oath. 

The gale blew for three days and, Shard using more sail by daylight, they scudded over the 

sands at little less than ten knots, though on the report of rough water ahead (as the lookout 

man called rocks, low hills or uneven surface before he adapted himself to his new 

surroundings) the rate was much decreased. Those were long summer days and Shard who 

was anxious while the wind held good to outpace the rumour of his own appearance sailed 

for nineteen hours a day, lying to at ten in the evening and hoisting sail again at three a.m. 

when it first began to be light. 

In those three days he did five hundred miles; then the wind dropped to a breeze though it 

still blew from the North, and for a week they did no more than two knots an hour. The merry 

men began to murmur then. Luck had distinctly favoured Shard at first for it sent him at ten 

knots through the only populous districts well ahead of crowds except those who chose to  



run, and the cavalry were away on a local raid. As for the runners they soon dropped off 

when Shard pointed his cannon though he did not dare to fire, up there near the coast; for 

much as he jeered at the intelligence of the English and Spanish Admirals in not suspecting 

his manoeuvre, the only one as he said that was possible in the circumstances, yet he knew 

that cannon had an obvious sound which would give his secret away to the weakest mind. 

Certainly luck had befriended him, and when it did so no longer he made out of the 

occasion all that could be made; for instance while the wind held good he had never missed 

opportunities to revictual, if he passed by a village its pigs and poultry were his, and 

whenever he passed by water he filled his tanks to the brim, and now that he could only do 

two knots he sailed all night with a man and a lantern before him: thus in that week he did 

close on four hundred miles while another man would have anchored at night and have 

missed five or six hours out of the twenty-four. Yet his men murmured. Did he think the 

wind would last for ever, they said. And Shard only smoked. It was clear that he was 

thinking, and thinking hard. "But what is he thinking about?" said Bill to Bad Jack. And Bad 

Jack answered: "He may think as hard as he likes but thinking won't get us out of the Sahara 

if this wind were to drop." 

And towards the end of that week Shard went to his chart-room and laid a new course for 

his ship a little to the East and towards cultivation. And one day towards evening they 

sighted a village, and twilight came and the wind dropped altogether. Then the murmurs of 

the merry men grew to oaths and nearly to mutiny. "Where were they now?" they asked, 

and were they being treated like poor honest men? 

Shard quieted them by asking what they wished to do themselves and when no one had 

any better plan than going to the villagers and saying that they had been blown out of their 

course by a storm, Shard unfolded his scheme to them. Long ago he had heard how they 

drove carts with oxen in Africa, oxen were very numerous in these parts wherever there was 

any cultivation, and for this reason when the wind had begun to drop he had laid his course 

for the village: that night the moment it was dark they were to drive off fifty yoke of oxen; 

by midnight they must all be yoked to the bows and then away they would go at a good 

round gallop. 

So fine a plan as this astonished the men and they all apologised for their want of faith in 

Shard, shaking hands with him every one and spitting on their hands before they did so in 

token of good will. 

The raid that night succeeded admirably, but ingenious as Shard was on land, and a past- 

master at sea, yet it must be admitted that lack of experience in this class of seamanship 

led him to make a mistake, a slight one it is true, and one that a little practice would have 

prevented altogether: the oxen could not gallop. Shard swore at them, threatened them 

with his pistol, said they should have no food, and all to no avail: that night and as long as 

they pulled the bad ship Desperate Lark they did one knot an hour and no more. Shard's 

failures like everything that came his way were used as stones in the edifice of his future 

success, he went at once to his chart-room and worked out all his calculations anew. 



The matter of the oxen's pace made pursuit impossible to avoid. Shard therefore 

countermanded his order to his lieutenant to cover the tracks in the sand, and the Desperate 

Lark plodded on into the Sahara on her new course trusting to her guns. 

The village was not a large one and the little crowd that was sighted astern next morning 

disappeared after the first shot from the cannon in the stern. At first Shard made the oxen wear

rough iron bits, another of his mistakes, and strong bits too. "For if they run away," he had said, 

"we might as well be driving before a gale and there's no saying where we'd find ourselves," but 

after a day or two he found that the bits were no good and, like the practical man he was, 

immediately corrected his mistake. 

And now the crew sang merry songs all day bringing out mandolins and clarionets and 

cheering Captain Shard. All were jolly except the captain himself whose face was moody and 

perplexed; he alone expected to hear more of those villagers; and the oxen were drinking up 

the water every day, he alone feared that there was no more to be had, and a very unpleasant 

fear that is when your ship  is becalmed in a desert.  

For over a week they went on like this doing ten knots a day and the music and singing got on 

the captain's nerves, but he dared not tell his men what the trouble was. And then one day the 

oxen drank up the last of the water. And Lieutenant Smerdrak came and reported the fact. 

"Give them rum," said Shard, and he cursed the oxen. "What is good enough for me," he said, 

"should be good enough for them," and he swore that they should have rum. 

"Aye, aye, sir," said the young lieutenant of pirates. 

Shard should not be judged by the orders he gave that day, for nearly a fortnight he had 

watched the doom that was coming slowly towards him, discipline cut him off from anyone 

that might have shared his fear and discussed it, and all the while he had had to navigate his 

ship, which even at sea is an arduous responsibility. These things had fretted the calm of that

clear judgment that had once baffled five navies. Therefore he cursed the oxen and ordered 

them rum, and Smerdrak had said "Aye, aye, sir," and gone below. 

Towards sunset Shard was standing on the poop, thinking of death; it would not come to him 

by thirst; mutiny first, he thought. The oxen were refusing rum for the last time, and the men 

were beginning to eye Captain Shard in a very ominous way, not muttering, but each man 

looking at him with a sidelong look of the eye as though there were only one thought among 

them all that had no need of words. A score of geese like a long letter "V" were crossing the 

evening sky, they slanted their necks and all went twisting downwards somewhere about the 

horizon. Captain Shard rushed to his chart-room, and presently the men came in at the door 

with Old Frank in front looking awkward and twisting his cap in his hand. 

"What is it?" said Shard as though nothing were wrong. 

Then Old Frank said what he had come to say: "We want to know what you be going to do." 



And the men nodded grimly. 

"Get water for the oxen," said Captain Shard, "as the swine won't have rum, and they'll have to 

work for it, the lazy beasts. Up anchor!" 

And at the word water a look came into their faces like when some wanderer suddenly thinks 

of home. 

"Water!" they said. 

"Why not?" said Captain Shard. And none of them ever knew that but for those geese, that 

slanted their necks and suddenly twisted downwards, they would have found no water that 

night nor ever after, and the Sahara would have taken them as she has taken so many and shall 

take so many more. All that night they followed their new course: at dawn they found an oasis 

and the oxen drank. 

And here, on this green acre or so with its palm-trees and its well, beleaguered by thousands of 

miles of desert and holding out through the ages, here they decided to stay: for those who have 

been without water for a while in one of Africa's deserts come to have for that simple fluid such 

a regard as you, O reader, might not easily credit. And here each man chose a site where he 

would build his hut, and settle down, and marry perhaps, and even forget the sea; when 

Captain Shard having filled his tanks and barrels peremptorily ordered them to weigh anchor. 

There was much dissatisfaction, even some grumbling, but when a man has twice saved his 

fellows from death by the sheer freshness of his mind they come to have a respect for his 

judgment that is not shaken by trifles. It must be remembered that in the affair of the dropping 

of the wind and again when they ran out of water these men were at their wits' end: so was 

Shard on the last occasion, but that they did not know. All this Shard knew, and he chose this 

occasion to strengthen the reputation that he had in the minds of the men of that bad ship by 

explaining to them his motives, which usually he kept secret.  The oasis he said must be a port 

of call for all the travellers within hundreds of miles: how many men did you see gathered 

together in any part of the world where there was a drop of whiskey to be had! 

And water here was rarer than whiskey in decent countries and, such was the peculiarity of the 

Arabs, even more precious. Another thing he pointed out to them, the Arabs were a singularly 

inquisitive people and if they came upon a ship in the desert they would probably talk about it; 

and the world having a wickedly malicious tongue would never construe in its proper light 

their difference with the English and Spanish fleets, but would merely side with the strong 

against the weak. 

And the men sighed, and sang the capstan song and hoisted the anchor and yoked the oxen 

up, and away they went doing their steady knot, which nothing could increase. It may be 

thought strange that with all sail furled in dead calm and while the oxen rested they should 

have cast anchor at all. But custom is not easily overcome and long survives its use. Rather 

enquire how many such useless customs we ourselves preserve: the flaps for instance to pull 



up the tops of hunting-boots though the tops no longer pull up, the bows on our evening shoes 

that neither tie nor untie. They said they felt safer that way and there was an end of it. 

Shard lay a course of South by West and they did ten knots that day, the next day they did 

seven or eight and Shard hove to. Here he intended to stop, they had huge supplies of fodder 

on board for the oxen, for his men he had a pig or so, plenty of poultry, several sacks of biscuits 

and ninety-eight oxen (for two were already eaten), and they were only twenty miles from 

water. Here he said they would stay till folks forgot their past, someone would invent 

something or some new thing would turn up to take folks' minds off them and the ships he 

had sunk: he forgot that there are men who are well paid to remember. 

Half way between him and the oasis he established a little depot where he buried his water- 

barrels. As soon as a barrel was empty he sent half a dozen men to roll it by turns to the depot. 

This they would do at night, keeping hid by day, and next night they would push on to the 

oasis, fill the barrel and roll it back. Thus only ten miles away he soon had a store of water, 

unknown to the thirstiest native of Africa, from which he could safely replenish his tanks at will. 

He allowed his men to sing and even within reason to light fires. Those were jolly nights while

the rum held out; sometimes they saw gazelles watching them curiously, sometimes a lion 

went by over the sand, the sound of his roar added to their sense of the security of their ship; all 

round them level, immense lay the Sahara: "This is better than an English prison," said Captain 

Shard. 

And still the dead calm lasted, not even the sand whispered at night to little winds; and when 

the rum gave out and it looked like trouble, Shard reminded them what little use it had been

to them when it was all they had and the oxen wouldn't look at it. 

And the days wore on with singing, and even dancing at times, and at nights round a cautious 

fire in a hollow of sand with only one man on watch they told tales of the sea. It was all a relief 

after arduous watches and sleeping by the guns, a rest to strained nerves and eyes; and all 

agreed, for all that they missed their rum, that the best place for a ship like theirs was the land. 

This was in Latitude 23 North, Longitude 4 East, where, as I have said, a ship's broadside was 

heard for the first time and the last. It happened this way. 

They had been there several weeks and had eaten perhaps ten or a dozen oxen and all that 

while there had been no breath of wind and they had seen no one: when one morning about 

two bells when the crew were at breakfast the lookout man reported cavalry on the port side. 

Shard who had already surrounded his ship with sharpened stakes ordered all his men on 

board, the young trumpeter who prided himself on having picked up the ways of the land, 

sounded "Prepare to receive cavalry". Shard sent a few men below with pikes to the lower port- 

holes, two more aloft with muskets, the rest to the guns, he changed the "grape" or "canister" 

with which the guns were loaded in case of surprise, for shot, cleared the decks, drew in 

ladders, and before the cavalry came within range everything was ready for them. The oxen 

were always yoked in order that Shard could manoeuvre his ship at a moment's notice. 



When first sighted the cavalry were trotting but they were coming on now at a slow canter. 

Arabs in white robes on good horses. Shard estimated that there were two or three hundred of 

them. At sixty yards Shard opened with one gun, he had had the distance measured, but had 

never practised for fear of being heard at the oasis: the shot went high. The next one fell short 

and ricochetted over the Arabs' heads. Shard had the range then and by the time the ten 

remaining guns of his broadside were given the same elevation as that of his second gun the 

Arabs had come to the spot where the last shot pitched. The broadside hit the horses, mostly 

low, and ricochetted on amongst them; one cannon-ball striking a rock at the horses' feet 

shattered it and sent fragments flying amongst the Arabs with the peculiar scream of things 

set free by projectiles from their motionless harmless state, and the cannon-ball went on with 

them with a great howl, this shot alone killed three men 

"Very satisfactory," said Shard rubbing his chin. "Load with grape," he added sharply. 

The broadside did not stop the Arabs nor even reduce their speed but they crowded in closer 

together as though for company in their time of danger, which they should not have done. 

They were four hundred yards off now, three hundred and fifty; and then the muskets began, 

for the two men in the crow's-nest had thirty loaded muskets besides a few pistols, the 

muskets all stood round them leaning against the rail; they picked them up and fired them one 

by one. Every shot told, but still the Arabs came on. They were galloping now. It took some time 

to load the guns in those days. Three hundred yards, two hundred and fifty, men dropping all 

the way, two hundred yards; Old Frank for all his one ear had terrible eyes; it was pistols now, 

they had fired all their muskets; a hundred and fifty; Shard had marked the fifties with little 

white stones. Old Frank and Bad Jack up aloft felt pretty uneasy en they saw the Arabs had 

come to that little white stone, they both missed their shots. 

"All ready?" said Captain Shard. 

"Aye, aye, sir," said Smerdrak. 

"Right," said Captain Shard raising a finger. 

A hundred and fifty yards is a bad range at which to be caught by grape (or "case" as we call it 

now), the gunners can hardly miss and the charge has time to spread. Shard estimated 

afterwards that he got thirty Arabs by that broadside alone and as many horses. 

There were close on two hundred of them still on their horses, yet the broadside of grape had 

unsettled them, they surged round the ship but seemed doubtful what to do. They carried 

swords and scimitars in their hands, though most had strange long muskets slung behind 

them, a few unslung them and began firing wildly. They could not reach Shard's merry men 

with their swords. Had it not been for that broadside that took them when it did they might 

have climbed up from their horses and carried the bad ship by sheer force of numbers, but 

they would have had to have been very steady, and the broadside spoiled all that. Their best

course was to have concentrated all their efforts in setting fire to the ship but this they did not 

attempt. Part of them swarmed all round the ship brandishing their swords and looking vainly 

for an easy entrance; perhaps they expected a door, they were not sea-faring people; but their  



leaders were evidently set on driving off the oxen not dreaming that the Desperate Lark had 

other means of travelling. And this to some extent they succeeded in doing. Thirty they drove 

off, cutting the traces, twenty they killed on the spot with their scimitars though the bow gun 

caught them twice as they did their work, and ten more were unluckily killed by Shard's bow 

gun. Before they could fire a third time from the bows they all galloped away, firing back at the 

oxen with their muskets and killing three more, and what troubled Shard more than the loss of 

his oxen was the way that they manoeuvred, galloping off just when the bow gun was ready 

and riding off by the port bow where the broadside could not get them, which seemed to him 

to show more knowledge of guns than they could have learned on that bright morning. What, 

thought Shard to himself, if they should bring big guns against the Desperate Lark! And the

mere thought of it made him rail at Fate. But the merry men all cheered when they rode away. 

Shard had only twenty-two oxen left, and then a score or so of the Arabs dismounted while the 

rest rode further on leading their horses. And the dismounted men lay down on the port bow 

behind some rocks two hundred yards away and began to shoot at the oxen. Shard had just 

enough of them left to manoeuvre his ship with an effort and he turned his ship a few points to 

the starboard so as to get a broadside at the rocks. But grape was of no use here as the only 

way he could get an Arab was by hitting one of the rocks with shot behind which an Arab was 

lying, and the rocks were not easy to hit except by chance, and as often as he manoeuvred his 

ship the Arabs changed their ground. This went on all day while the mounted Arabs hovered 

out of range watching what Shard would do; and all the while the oxen were growing fewer, so 

good a mark were they, until only ten were left, and the ship could manoeuvre no longer. But 

then they all rode off. 

The merry men were delighted, they calculated that one way and another they had unhorsed a 

hundred Arabs and on board there had been no more than one man wounded: Bad Jack had 

been hit in the wrist; probably by a bullet meant for the men at the guns, for the Arabs were 

firing high. They had captured a horse and had found 

quaint weapons on the bodies of the dead Arabs and an interesting kind of tobacco. It was 

evening now and they talked over the fight, made jokes about their luckier shots, smoked their 

new tobacco and sang; altogether it was the jolliest evening they'd had. But Shard alone on the 

quarter-deck paced to and fro pondering, brooding and wondering. He had chopped off Bad 

Jack's wounded hand and given him a hook out of store, for captain does doctor upon these 

occasions and Shard, who was ready for most things, kept half a dozen or so of neat new limbs, 

and of course a chopper. Bad Jack had gone below swearing a little and said he'd lie down for 

a bit, the men were smoking and singing on the sand, and Shard was there alone. The thought 

that troubled Shard was: what would the Arabs do? They did not look like men to go away for 

nothing. And at back of all his thoughts was one that reiterated guns, guns, guns. He argued 

with himself that they could not drag them all that way on the sand, that the Desperate Lark 

was not worth it, that they had given it up. Yet he knew in his heart that that was what they 

would do. He knew there were fortified towns in Africa, and as for its being worth it, he knew 

that there was no pleasant thing left now to those defeated men except revenge, and if the 

Desperate Lark had come over the sand why not guns? He knew that the ship could never hold 

out against guns and cavalry, a week perhaps, two weeks, even three: what difference did it 

make how long it was, and the men sang: 



 Away we go, Oho, Oho, Oho, 

   A drop of rum for you and me 

   And the world's as round as the letter O 

   And round it runs the sea. 

A melancholy settled down on Shard. 

About sunset Lieutenant Smerdrak came up for orders. Shard ordered a trench to be dug along 

the port side of the ship. The men wanted to sing and grumbled at having to dig, especially as 

Shard never mentioned his fear of guns, but he fingered his pistols and in the end Shard had 

his way. No one on board could shoot like Captain Shard. That is often the way with captains of 

pirate ships, it is a difficult position to hold. Discipline is essential to those that have the right to 

fly the skull-and-cross-bones, and Shard was the man to enforce it. It was starlight by the time 

the trench was dug to the captain's satisfaction and the men that it was to protect when the 

worst came to the worst swore all the time as they dug. And when it was finished they 

clamoured to make a feast on some of the killed oxen, and this Shard let them do. And they lit 

a huge fire for the first time, burning abundant scrub, they thinking that Arabs daren't return, 

Shard knowing that concealment was now useless. All that night they feasted and sang, and 

Shard sat up in his chart-room making his plans. 

When morning came they rigged up the cutter as they called the captured horse and told off 

her crew. As there were only two men that could ride at all these became the crew of the 

cutter. Spanish Dick and Bill the Boatswain were the two. 

Shard's orders were that turn and turn about they should take command of the cutter and 

cruise about five miles off to the North East all the day but at night they were to come in. And 

they fitted the horse up with a flagstaff in front of the saddle so that they could signal from her, 

and carried an anchor behind for fear she should run away. 

And as soon as Spanish Dick had ridden off Shard sent some men to roll all the barrels back 

from the depot where they were buried in the sand, with orders to watch the cutter all the 

time and, if she signalled, to return as fast as they could. 

They buried the Arabs that day, removing their water-bottles and any provisions they had, and 

that night they got all the water-barrels in, and for days nothing happened. One event of 

extraordinary importance did indeed occur, the wind got up one day, but it was due South, and 

as the oasis lay to the North of them and beyond that they might pick up the camel track 

Shard decided to stay where he was. If it had looked to him like lasting Shard might have 

hoisted sail but it it dropped at evening as he knew it would, and in any case it was not the 

wind he wanted. And more days went by, two weeks without a breeze. The dead oxen would 

not keep and they had had to kill three more, there were only seven left now. 



Never before had the men been so long without rum. And Captain Shard had doubled the 

watch besides making two more men sleep at the guns. They had tired of their simple 

games, and most of their songs, and their tales that were never true were no longer new. And 

then one day the monotony of the desert came down upon them. 

There is a fascination in the Sahara, a day there is delightful, a week is pleasant, a fortnight is 

a matter of opinion, but it was running into months. The men were perfectly polite but the 

boatswain wanted to know when Shard thought of moving on. It was an unreasonable 

question to ask of the captain of any ship in a dead calm in a desert, but Shard said he would 

set a course and let him know in a day or two. And a day or two went by over the monotony 

of the Sahara, who for monotony is unequalled by all the parts of the earth. Great marshes 

cannot equal it, nor plains of grass nor the sea, the Sahara alone lies unaltered by the 

seasons, she has no altering surface, no flowers to fade or grow, year in year out she is 

changeless for hundreds and hundreds of miles. And the boatswain came again and took off 

his cap and asked Captain Shard to be so kind as to tell them about his new course. Shard 

said he meant to stay until they had eaten three more of the oxen as they could only take 

three of them in the hold, there were only six left now. But what if there was no wind, the 

boatswain said. And at that moment the faintest breeze from the North ruffled the 

boatswain's forelock as he stood with his cap in his hand. 

"Don't talk about the wind to me," said Captain Shard: and Bill was a little frightened for 

Shard's mother had been a gipsy. 

But it was only a breeze astray, a trick of the Sahara. And another week went by and they ate 

two more oxen. 

They obeyed Captain Shard ostentatiously now but they wore ominous looks. Bill came 

again and Shard answered him in Romany. 

Things were like this one hot Sahara morning when the cutter signalled. The lookout man 

told Shard and Shard read the message, "Cavalry astern" it read, and then a little later she 

signalled, "With guns." 

"Ah," said Captain Shard. 

One ray of hope Shard had; the flags on the cutter fluttered. For the first time for five weeks a 

light breeze blew from the North, very light, you hardly felt it. Spanish Dick rode in and

anchored his horse to starboard and the cavalry came on slowly from the port. 

Not till the afternoon did they come in sight, and all the while that little breeze was blowing. 



"One knot," said Shard at noon. "Two knots," he said at six bells and still it grew and the Arabs 

trotted nearer. By five o'clock the merry men of the bad ship Desperate Lark could make out 

twelve long old-fashioned guns on low wheeled carts dragged by horses and what looked like 

lighter guns carried on camels. The wind was blowing a little stronger now. "Shall we hoist sail, 

sir?" said Bill. 

"Not yet," said Shard.

By six o'clock the Arabs were just outside the range of cannon and there they halted. Then 

followed an anxious hour or so, but the Arabs came no nearer. They evidently meant to wait till 

dark to bring their guns up. Probably they intended to dig a gun epaulment from which they 

could safely pound away at the ship. 

"We could do three knots," said Shard half to himself as he was walking up and down his 

quarter-deck with very fast short paces. And then the sun set and they heard the Arabs praying 

and Shard's merry men cursed at the top of their voices to show that they were as good men as 

they.

The Arabs had come no nearer, waiting for night. They did not know how Shard was longing for 

it too, he was gritting his teeth and sighing for it, he even would have prayed, but that he 

feared that it might remind Heaven of him and his merry men. 

Night came and the stars. "Hoist sail," said Shard. The men sprang to their places, they had had 

enough of that silent lonely spot. They took the oxen on board and let the great sails down, and 

like a lover coming from over sea, long dreamed of, long expected, like a lost friend seen again 

after many years, the North wind came into the pirates' sails. And before Shard could stop it a 

ringing English cheer went away to the wondering Arabs. 

They started off at three knots and soon they might have done four but Shard would not risk it 

at night. All night the wind held good, and doing three knots from ten to four they were far out 

of sight of the Arabs when daylight came. And then Shard hoisted more sail and they did four 

knots and by eight bells they were doing four and a half. The spirits of those volatile men rose 

high, and discipline became perfect. So long as there was wind in the sails and water in the 

tanks Captain Shard felt safe at least from mutiny. Great men can only be overthrown while 

their fortunes are at their lowest. Having failed to depose Shard when his plans were open to 

criticism and he himself scarce knew what to do next it was hardly likely they could do it now; 

and whatever we think of his past and his way of living we cannot deny that Shard was among 

the great men of the world. 

Of defeat by the Arabs he did not feel so sure. It was useless to try to cover his tracks even if he 

had had time, the Arab cavalry could have picked them up anywhere. And he was afraid of 

their camels with those light guns on board, he had heard they could do seven knots and keep 

it up most of the day and if as much as one shot struck the mainmast... and Shard taking his 

mind off useless fears worked out on his chart when the Arabs were likely to overtake them. He 

told his men that the wind would hold good for a week, and, gipsy or no, he certainly knew as 

much about the wind as is good for a sailor to know. 



Alone in his chart-room he worked it out like this, mark two hours to the good for surprise 

and finding the tracks and delay in starting, say three hours if the guns were mounted in 

their epaulments, then the Arabs should start at seven. Supposing the camels go twelve 

hours a day at seven knots they would do eighty-four knots a day, while Shard doing three 

knots from ten to four, and four knots the rest of the time, was doing ninety and actually 

gaining. But when it came to it he wouldn't risk more than two knots at night while the

enemy were out of sight, for he rightly regarded anything more than that as dangerous when 

sailing on land at night, so he too did eighty-four knots a day. It was a pretty race. I have not 

troubled to see if Shard added up his figures wrongly or if he under-rated the pace of camels, 

but whatever it was the Arabs gained slightly, for on the fourth day Spanish Jack, five knots 

astern on what they called the cutter, sighted the camels a very long way off and signalled 

the fact to Shard. They had left their cavalry behind as Shard supposed they would. The wind 

held good, they had still two oxen left and could always eat their "cutter", and they had a fair, 

though not ample, supply of water, but the appearance of the Arabs was a blow to Shard for 

it showed him that there was no getting away from them, and of all things he dreaded guns. 

He made light of it to the men: said they would sink the lot before they had been in action 

half an hour: yet he feared that once the guns came up it was only a question of time before 

his rigging was cut or his steering gear disabled. 

One point the Desperate Lark scored over the Arabs and a very good one too, darkness fell 

just before they could have sighted her and now Shard used the lantern ahead as he dared 

not do on the first night when the Arabs were close, and with the help of it managed to do 

three knots. The Arabs encamped in the evening and the Desperate Lark gained twenty 

knots. But the next evening they appeared again and this time they saw the sails of the 

Desperate Lark. 

On the sixth day they were close. On the seventh they were closer. And then, a line of verdure 

across their bows, Shard saw the Niger River. Whether he knew that for a thousand miles it 

rolled its course through forest, whether he even knew that it was there at all; what his plans 

were, or whether he lived from day to day like a man whose days are numbered he never told 

his men. Nor can I get an indication on this point from the talk that I hear from sailors in their 

cups in a certain tavern I know of. His face was expressionless, his mouth shut, and he held 

his ship to her course. That evening they were up to the edge of the tree trunks and the Arabs 

camped and waited ten knots astern and the wind had sunk a little. 

There Shard anchored a little before sunset and landed at once. At first he explored the 

forest a little on foot. Then he sent for Spanish Dick. They had slung the cutter on board some 

days ago when they found she could not keep up. Shard could not ride but he sent for 

Spanish Dick and told him he must take him as a passenger. So Spanish Dick slung him in 

front of the saddle "before the mast" as Shard called it, for they still carried a mast on the 

front of the saddle, and away they galloped together. "Rough weather," said Shard, but he 

surveyed the forest as he went and the long and short of it was he found a place where the 

forest was less than half a mile thick and the Desperate Lark might get through: but twenty 

trees must be cut. Shard marked the trees himself, sent Spanish Dick right back to watch the 

Arabs and turned the whole of his crew on to those twenty trees. It was a frightful risk, the  



Desperate Lark was empty, with an enemy no more than ten knots astern, but it was a moment 

for bold measures and Shard took the chance of being left without his ship in the heart of

Africa in the hope of being repaid by escaping altogether. 

The men worked all night on those twenty trees, those that had no axes bored with bradawls 

and blasted, and then relieved those that had. 

Shard was indefatigable, he went from tree to tree showing exactly what way every one was to 

fall, and what was to be done with them when they were down. Some had to be cut down 

because their branches would get in the way of the masts, others because their trunks would 

be in the way of the wheels; in the case of the last the stumps had to be made smooth and low 

with saws and perhaps a bit of the trunk sawn off and rolled away. This was the hardest work 

they had. And they were all large trees, on the other hand had they been small there would 

have been many more of them and they could not have sailed in and out, sometimes for 

hundreds of yards, without cutting any at all: and all this Shard calculated on doing if only 

there was time. 

The light before dawn came and it looked as if they would never do it at all. And then dawn 

came and it was all done but one tree, the hard part of the work had all been done in the night 

and a sort of final rush cleared everything up except that one huge tree. And then the cutter 

signalled the Arabs were moving. At dawn they had prayed, and now they had struck their 

camp. Shard at once ordered all his men to the ship except ten whom he left at the tree, they 

had some way to go and the Arabs had been moving some ten minutes before they got there. 

Shard took in the cutter which wasted five minutes, hoisted sail short-handed and that took 

five minutes more, and slowly got under way. 

The wind was dropping still and by the time the Desperate Lark had come to the edge of that 

part of the forest through which Shard had laid his course the Arabs were no more than five 

knots away. He had sailed East half a mile, which he ought to have done overnight so as to be 

ready, but he could not spare time or thought or men away from those twenty trees. Then 

Shard turned into the forest and the Arabs were dead astern. They hurried when they saw the 

Desperate Lark enter the forest. 

"Doing ten knots," said Shard as he watched them from the deck. The Desperate Lark was 

doing no more than a knot and a half for the wind was weak under the lee of the trees. Yet all 

went well for a while. The big tree had just come down some way ahead, and the ten men were 

sawing bits off the trunk. 

And then Shard saw a branch that he had not marked on the chart, it would just catch the top 

of the mainmast. He anchored at once and sent a hand aloft who sawed it half way through 

and did the rest with a pistol, and now the Arabs were only three knots astern. For a quarter of 

a mile Shard steered them through the forest till they came to the ten men and that bad big 

tree, another foot had yet to come off one corner of the stump for the wheels had to pass over 

it. Shard turned all hands on to the stump and it was then that the Arabs came within shot. But 

they had to unpack their gun. And before they had it mounted Shard was away. 



If they had charged things might have been different. When they saw the Desperate Lark under 

way again the Arabs came on to within three hundred yards and there they mounted two 

guns. Shard watched them along his stern gun but would not fire. They were six hundred yards 

away before the Arabs could fire and then they fired too soon and both guns missed. And 

Shard and his merry men saw clear water only ten fathoms ahead. Then Shard loaded his stern 

gun with canister instead of shot and at the same moment the Arabs charged on their camels; 

they came galloping down through the forest waving long lances. Shard left the steering to 

Smerdrak and stood by the stern gun, the Arabs were within fifty yards and still Shard did not 

fire; he had most of his men in the stern with muskets beside him. Those lances carried on 

camels were altogether different from swords in the hands of horsemen, they could reach the 

men on deck. The men could see the horrible barbs on the lanceheads, they were almost at 

their faces when Shard fired, and at the same moment the Desperate Lark with her dry and 

suncracked keel in air on the high bank of the Niger fell forward like a diver. The gun went off 

through the tree-tops, a wave came over the bows and swept the stern, the Desperate Lark 

wriggled and righted herself, she was back in her element. 

The merry men looked at the wet decks and at their dripping clothes. "Water," they said almost 

wonderingly. 

The Arabs followed a little way through the forest but when they saw that they had to face a 

broadside instead of one stern gun and perceived that a ship afloat is less vulnerable to cavalry 

even than when on shore, they abandoned ideas of revenge, and comforted themselves with a 

text out of their sacred book which tells how in other days and other places our enemies shall 

suffer even as we desire. 

For a thousand miles with the flow of the Niger and the help of occasional winds, the 

Desperate Lark moved seawards. At first he sweeps East a little and then Southwards, till you 

come to Akassa and the open sea. 

I will not tell you how they caught fish and ducks, raided a village here and there and at last 

came to Akassa, for I have said much already of Captain Shard. Imagine them drawing nearer 

and nearer the sea, bad men all, and yet with a feeling for something where we feel for our 

king, our country or our home, a feeling for something that burned in them not less ardently 

than our feelings in us, and that something the sea. Imagine them nearing it till sea birds 

appeared and they fancied they felt sea breezes and all sang songs again that they had not 

sung for weeks. Imagine them heaving at last on the salt Atlantic again. 

I have said much already of Captain Shard and I fear lest I shall weary you, O my reader, if I tell 

you any more of so bad a man. I too at the top of a tower all alone am weary. 

And yet it is right that such a tale should be told. A journey almost due South from near Algiers 

to Akassa in a ship that we should call no more than a yacht. Let it be a stimulus to younger 

men. 



Since writing down for your benefit, O my reader, all this long tale that I heard in the 

tavern by the sea I have travelled in Algeria and Tunisia as well as in the Desert. Much 

that I saw in those countries seems to throw doubt on the tale that the sailor told me. 

To begin with the Desert does not come within hundreds of miles of the coast and 

there are more mountains to cross than you would suppose, the Atlas mountains in 

particular. It is just possible Shard might have got through by El Cantara, following 

the camel road which is many centuries old; or he may have gone by Algiers and Bou 

Saada and through the mountain pass El Finita Dem, though that is a bad enough 

way for camels to go (let alone bullocks with a ship) for which reason the Arabs call it 

Finita Dem—the Path of Blood. 

I should not have ventured to give this story the publicity of print had the sailor been 

sober when he told it, for fear that he I should have deceived you, O my reader; but 

this was never the case with him as I took good care to ensure: "in vino veritas" is a 

sound old proverb, and I never had cause to doubt his word unless that proverb lies. 

If it should prove that he has deceived me, let it pass; but if he has been the means of 

deceiving you there are little things about him that I know, the common gossip of 

that ancient tavern whose leaded bottle-glass windows watch the sea, which I will 

tell at once to every judge of my acquaintance, and it will be a pretty race to see 

which of them will hang him. 

Meanwhile, O my reader, believe the story, resting assured that if you are taken in the 

thing shall be a matter for the hangman. 

Guarantee To The Reader



Story hooks

Your characters could try to sail a ship across the 

Sahara. It seems to be like one of those 

impossible tasks a faerie might set. 

Your magi are just doing their stuff when a ship 

heaves into view.  How do you respond?  Is this a 

magus, perhaps from House Verditus? A faerie 

prince? A Tytalus doing something Just Because 

She Can? 

Smer- is a Slovenian word meaning "to navigate" 

and "drak" means "dragon". Why does Shard have 

a lieutenant called "The dragon navigator"?  Is he 

an agent of the Black (the power of fertility 

fighting the desert in Africa)? Does having a 

human sail across the desert wound the Red? 

  

Shard has annoyed the Mercere, and has escaped 

across Africa. Can the player characters hunt him 

down? 

The redcap who wrote this story down wants to 

hunt down the pirate who told it to him, to 

punish him for lying. Can you help? 

In Mythic Europe, the Niger flows the other way: 

it links to the Nile. In Between Sand and Sea, it's 

called The Black Nile. It flows through Warangia, 

the land where gold grows.  

Repetition

What's that on the horizon?

Smerdrak?

Chasing Shard

This was a lie

The Mythic Niger



It may be that I dreamed this. So much at 

least is certain--that I turned one day from 

the traffic of a city, and came to its docks and 

saw its slimy wharves going down green and 

steep into the water, and saw the huge grey 

river slipping by and the lost things that went 

with it turning over and over, and I thought of 

the nations and unpitying Time, and saw and 

marvelled at the queenly ships come newly 

from the sea. 

It was then, if I mistake not, that I saw leaning 

against a wall, with his face to the ships, a 

man with golden ear-rings. His skin had the 

dark tint of the southern men: the deep black 

hairs of his moustache were whitened a little 

with salt; he wore a dark blue jacket such as 

sailors wear, and the long boots of seafarers, 

but the look in his eyes was further afield 

than the ships, he seemed to be beholding 

the farthest things. 

Even when I spoke to him he did not call 

home that look, but answered me dreamily 

with that same fixed stare as though his 

thoughts were heaving on far and lonely seas. 

I asked him what ship he had come by, for 

there were many there. The sailing ships were 

there with their sails all furled and their 

masts straight and still like a wintry forest; 

the steamers were there, and great liners, 

puffing up idle smoke into the twilight. He 

answered he had come by none of them. I 

asked him what line he worked on, for he was 

clearly a sailor; I mentioned well-known lines, 

but he did not know them. Then I asked him 

where he worked and what he was. And he 

said: "I work in the Sargasso Sea, and I am the 

last of the pirates, the last left alive." And I 

shook him by the hand I do not know how 

many times. I said: "We feared you were dead. 

We feared you were dead." And he answered 

sadly: "No. No. I have sinned too deeply on the 

Spanish seas: I am not allowed to die." 

The 

Man 

With 

Gold 

Earrings

There's nothing formally 

in the text which forces this 

character to be Shard, or 

Smerdrak, or a faerie playing their 

role, but I like to think of one of 

them surving so long that they 

have faded into the sort of 

romantic story  which leads 

people to be happy 

to see them.



Dunsany: 

The 

Quest 

of the 

Queen's 

Tears

Let us continue the

 conceit that the works

of Lord Dunsany are the

reminiscences of a

retired redcap.

This time, we have a

queen, a quest for her

hand, a hero, his servant,

and a monster.

 What could better suit

our purpose?



Sylvia, Queen of the Woods, in her 

woodland palace, held court, and made a 

mockery of her suitors. She would sing to 

them, she said, she would give them 

banquets, she would tell them tales of 

legendary days, her jugglers should caper 

before them, her armies salute them, her 

fools crack jests with them and make 

whimsical quips, only she could not love 

them. 

This was not the way, they said, to treat 

princes in their splendour and mysterious 

troubadours concealing kingly names; it 

was not in accordance with fable; myth had 

no precedent for it. She should have thrown 

her glove, they said, into some lion's den, 

she should have asked for a score of 

venomous heads of the serpents of 

Licantara, or demanded the death of any 

notable dragon, or sent them all upon some 

deadly quest, but that she could not love 

them—! It was unheard of—it had no parallel 

in the annals of romance. 

And then she said that if they must needs 

have a quest she would offer her hand to 

him who first should move her to tears: and 

the quest should be called, for reference in 

histories or song, the Quest of the Queen's 

Tears, and he that achieved them she would 

wed, be he only a petty duke of lands 

unknown to romance. 

And many were moved to anger, for they 

hoped for some bloody quest; but the old 

lords chamberlain said, as they muttered 

among themselves in a far, dark end of the 

chamber, that the quest was hard and wise, 

for that if she could ever weep she might 

also love. They had known her all her 

childhood; she had never sighed. Many men 

had she seen, suitors and courtiers, and had 

never turned her head after one went by. 

Her name literally means "of the woods". 

She seems superficially to be a dryad, 

however regal, but her nature, as the 

poem unfolds, makes her more of an ice 

queen.  Perhaps the Queen of the 

Winter Forest?   

Her palace in the woods has an 

unnatural number of retainers. It may 

be in a regio, or Arcadia.

Where do new  myths come from?  I'd 

note that by the time PCs hear this, it 

may not be new. 

Throwing the glove and asking them to 

retrieve it is a classic combat encounter, 

which you could build a story around, 

as is the quest for the heads of the 

snakes of Licantara. It's a made up 

name, but it contains "cantar" which is 

Latin for a type of poem,, from which 

we get the English "chant" and thence 

"enchant". The heads of the magical 

serpents are a bit more puzzling for 

magi, when they note that the symbol 

of the Order is three magical serpents. 

They may trace to Thessalian witchcraft. 

Dunsany runs out of steam here...but 

the quest potential for the hand of a 

queen is obvious.

I know how modern this sounds, but 

maybe she's just not into guys.  She 

might be an ace.  She might be gay. 

She's technichally a tree: maybe she's 

really into other trees, or the Sun? 



Her beauty was as still sunsets of bitter 

evenings when all the world is frore, a 

wonder and a chill. She was as a sun- 

stricken mountain uplifted alone, all 

beautiful with ice, a desolate and lonely 

radiance late at evening far up beyond the 

comfortable world, not quite to be 

companioned by the stars, the doom of the 

mountaineer. 

If she could weep, they said, she could love, 

they said. 

And she smiled pleasantly on those ardent 

princes, and troubadours concealing kingly 

names. 

Then one by one they told, each suitor 

prince the story of his love, with 

outstretched hands and kneeling on the 

knee; and very sorry and pitiful were the 

tales, so that often up in the galleries some 

maid of the palace wept. And very 

graciously she nodded her head like a 

listless magnolia in the deeps of the night 

moving idly to all the breezes its glorious 

bloom. 

And when the princes had told their 

desperate loves and had departed away 

with no other spoil than of their own tears 

only, even then there came the unknown 

troubadours and told their tales in song, 

concealing their gracious names. 

And there was one, Ackronnion, clothed 

with rags, on which was the dust of roads, 

and underneath the rags was war-scarred 

armour whereon were the dints of blows; 

and when he stroked his harp and sang his 

song, in the gallery above maidens wept, 

and even old lords chamberlain whimpered 

among themselves and thereafter laughed 

through their tears and said: "It is easy to 

It's kind of amazing how far you can 

get,  in designing stories based on 

European folklore, with one set of ice 

queen statistics. Then again, her powers 

may not be based on that sort of thing. 

She may just have a heart of wood.

For a faerie, this great outpouring of 

pain and love is a feast. 

She;s compared to a magnolia here. 

This flower is unknown in Mythic 

Europe. This name first develops in the 

Eighteenth Century, and they are native 

to South-East Asia and North America. 

They are a strangely fitting flower.  

Some magnolias appear very early in 

the spring, before other plants put forth 

leaves so they are the flower of the end 

of winter.  Also, in the real world, the 

magnolia evolved before the bee. It was 

pollinated by beetles, and so it is  a 

really solid flower, resistant to damage.



make old people weep and to bring idle 

tears from lazy girls; but he will not set a- 

weeping the Queen of the Woods." 

And graciously she nodded, and he was the 

last. And disconsolate went away those 

dukes and princes, and troubadours in 

disguise. Yet Ackronnion pondered as he 

went away. 

King he was of Afarmah, Lool and Haf, over- 

lord of Zeroora and hilly Chang, and duke of 

the dukedoms of Molong and Mlash, none 

of them unfamiliar with romance or 

unknown or overlooked in the making of 

myth. He pondered as he went in his thin 

disguise. 

Now by those that do not remember their 

childhood, having other things to do, be it 

understood that underneath fairyland, 

which is, as all men know, at the edge of the 

world, there dwelleth the Gladsome Beast. 

A synonym he for joy. 

It is known how the lark in its zenith, 

children at play out-of-doors, good witches 

and jolly old parents have all been 

compared—how aptly!—with this very same 

Gladsome Beast. Only one "crab" he has (if I 

may use slang for a moment to make myself 

perfectly clear), only one drawback, and 

that is that in the gladness of his heart he 

spoils the cabbages of the Old Man Who 

Looks After Fairyland,—and of course he eats 

men. 

It must further be understood that whoever 

may obtain the tears of the Gladsome Beast 

in a bowl, and become drunken upon them, 

may move all persons to shed tears of joy so 

long as he remains inspired by the potion to 

sing or to make music.

Ackronnion's name seems to have the 

-ion suffix, which means the first part of 

the name is a verb. -ion comes, through 

various paths from Greek, so I'd suggest 

his name is a corruption of "Akronion", 

Akros means "summit" or headland" 

 meaning "the state of having travelled 

to the furthest point" This fits the 

character's later actions. I suppose this 

is either a sign of  nominative 

determinism or his actual name has 

been lost and replaced with a 

description of his role.  He is, 

metaphorically, the mountaineer. 

Is he a faerie prince, so that the names 

of his kingdoms make no sense or have 

they, like another kingdom in Dunsany's 

work, been taken into Faerie? Is this the 

price of the courtship? 

I love that last line, and in Mythic 

Europe, it's so true. There are lots of 

faeries that eat people, in one way or 

another, but destroying the cabbages of 

the Old Man Who Looks After Fairyland? 

 That's just the Gladsome Beast. 

I'd like to flag him as an example of 

Nozick's Utility Monster, an idea we will 

come back to in a future episode. 

I've snuck the Master of Games into 

Mythic Europe, mentioned passingly in 

a single sentence. He's what I think 

Tytalus became. I am. however, 

charmed by the idea that he's now an 

annoyed old guy in a hut on the edge of 

Faerie and Magic, trying to grow a 

decent cabbage. 



Now Ackronnion pondered in this wise: that 

if he could obtain the tears of the Gladsome 

Beast by means of his art, withholding him 

from violence by the spell of music, and if a 

friend should slay the Gladsome Beast 

before his weeping ceased—for an end must 

come to weeping even with men—that so he

might get safe away with the tears, and 

drink them before the Queen of the Woods 

and move her to tears of joy. He sought out 

therefore a humble knightly man who 

cared not for the beauty of Sylvia, Queen of 

the Woods, but had found a woodland 

maiden of his own once long ago in 

summer. And the man's name was Arrath, a 

subject of Ackronnion, a knight-at-arms of 

the spear-guard: and together they set out 

through the fields of fable until they came 

to Fairyland, a kingdom sunning itself (as all 

men know) for leagues along the edges of 

the world. And by a strange old pathway 

they came to the land they sought, through 

a wind blowing up the pathway sheer from 

space with a kind of metallic taste from the 

roving stars. Even so they came to the windy 

house of thatch where dwells the Old Man 

Who Looks After Fairyland sitting by parlour 

windows that look away from the world. He 

made them welcome in his star-ward 

parlour, telling them tales of Space, and 

when they named to him their perilous 

quest he said it would be a charity to kill the 

Gladsome Beast; for he was clearly one of 

those that liked not its happy ways. And 

then he took them out through his back 

door, for the front door had no pathway nor 

even a step—from it the old man used to 

empty his slops sheer on to the Southern 

Cross—and so they came to the garden 

wherein his cabbages were, and those 

flowers that only blow in Fairyland, turning

their faces always towards the comet, and 

he pointed them out the way to the place 

he called Underneath, where the Gladsome

Dunsany has a lot of luck, or he's 

deliberately put some deep cuts of 

mythology in here. 

Cabbages, for the Greeks, were created 

from the tears of King Lycurgus of Thrace. 

He forced Dionysus from his kingdom and 

tried to destroy his vines. In revenge the 

god made the king think his son was a 

mature ivy plant, sacred to Dionsys, and 

Lycurgis trimmed his son's extremities off, 

so that he died.   THen he gets fed to meat- 

eating horses, or panthers, depending on 

who you listen to. 

Cabbages don't grow well with vines, and if 

you eat them, they correct the humours for 

drunkeness.  That's a long way to get to a 

piece of agricultural wisdom, but the 

cabbage was the potato of the medieval 

world. 

Speaking of cabbages, the headed 

cabbage doesn't seem to reach Britain 

until the 14th Century. The word "cabbage" 

is from a Norman word meaning "head".   

The general class of crops we now call 

brassicas they called "coles" and they did 

have loose leaf coles.  The Scottish 

pronunciation, kale, is still used for one 

type. 

The earliest cabbage variety doesn't 

compete well with other plants, but it is 

salt-resistant, so it dwells best on cliffs.  Is it 

purely co-incidence that the man is 

growing them at the very edge of the 

world? 

Sometimes I wonder if Dunsany is doing 

deep cuts like this all the time and I'm 

missing them, or if he's just been lucky.



Beast had his lair. Then they manoeuvred. 

Ackronnion was to go by the way of the 

steps with his harp and an agate bowl,

while Arrath went round by a crag on the 

other side. Then the Old Man Who Looks 

After Fairyland went back to his windy 

house, muttering angrily as he passed his 

cabbages, for he did not love the ways of 

the Gladsome Beast; and the two friends 

parted on their separate ways. 

Nothing perceived them but that ominous 

crow glutted overlong already upon the 

flesh of man. 

The wind blew bleak from the stars. 

At first there was dangerous climbing, and 

then Ackronnion gained the smooth, broad 

steps that led from the edge to the lair, and 

at that moment heard at the top of the 

steps the continuous chuckles of the 

Gladsome Beast. 

He feared then that its mirth might be 

insuperable, not to be saddened by the 

most grievous song; nevertheless he did not 

turn back then, but softly climbed the stairs 

and, placing the agate bowl upon a step, 

struck up the chaunt called Dolorous. It told 

of desolate, regretted things befallen happy 

cities long since in the prime of the world. It 

told of how the gods and beasts and men 

had long ago loved beautiful companions, 

and long ago in vain. It told of the golden 

host of happy hopes, but not of their 

achieving. It told how Love scorned Death, 

but told of Death's laughter. The contented 

chuckles of the Gladsome Beast suddenly 

ceased in his lair. He rose and shook himself. 

He was still unhappy. Ackronnion still sang 

on the chaunt called Dolorous. The 

Gladsome Beast came mournfully up to 

him. Ackronnion ceased not for the sake of 

As Faerie mediates between the mundane 

and the Magical, this may be vim. The 

breath of stars, the wind from Space, may 

be magic in its pure form. 

How terrible if the world tree is a 

cabbage...and yet it is called a brassica 

because its flower is like a cross. Might the 

cabbages be a metaphor for the 

ascenbdance of Heaven, and if they go to 

seed might they crack the join between 

Faerie and Magic?  Is this how Tytalus is 

planning his escape?

Who built the steps from the lair to the 

edge, and for what use? Does someone sail 

the sea of stars? Do they seek the beast, to 

feed it, or worship it, or harvest its tears? 

 How do they respond to its death?



his panic, but still sang on. He sang of the 

malignity of time. Two tears welled large in 

the eyes of the Gladsome Beast. Ackronnion 

moved the agate bowl to a suitable spot 

with his foot. He sang of autumn and of 

passing away. Then the beast wept as the 

frore hills weep in the thaw, and the tears 

splashed big into the agate bowl. 

Ackronnion desperately chaunted on; he 

told of the glad unnoticed things men see 

and do not see again, of sunlight beheld 

unheeded on faces now withered away. The 

bowl was full. Ackronnion was desperate: 

the Beast was so close. Once he thought 

that its mouth was watering!—but it was 

only the tears that had run on the lips of the 

Beast. He felt as a morsel! The Beast was 

ceasing to weep! He sang of worlds that had 

disappointed the gods. And all of a sudden, 

crash! and the staunch spear of Arrath went 

home behind the shoulder, and the tears 

and the joyful ways of the Gladsome Beast 

were ended and over for ever. 

And carefully they carried the bowl of tears 

away, leaving the body of the Gladsome 

Beast as a change of diet for the ominous 

crow; and going by the windy house of 

thatch they said farewell to the Old Man 

Who Looks After Fairyland, who when he 

heard of the deed rubbed his hands 

together and mumbled again and again, 

"And a very good thing, too. My cabbages! 

My cabbages!" 

And not long after Ackronnion sang again in 

the sylvan palace of the Queen of the 

Woods, having first drunk all the tears in his 

agate bowl. And it was a gala night, and all 

the court were there and ambassadors from 

the lands of legend and myth, and even 

some from Terra Cognita. 

Dolorous means "painful" in period, but 

means "causing grief" by ours.  

Agate bowls really exist and were popular 

in the Renaissance, although perhaps not 

of the size found in the Syme illustration to 

the end of this section, Agate takes its 

name from the River Achates in Sicily, 

where they were found in exportable 

quantities. 

Agates are said to cure insomnia and 

nightmares, which seems a useful link. 

Where is the beast getting enough 

people from that the crow gets a meal? 

Does it emerge from faerie and kill in the 

real world?

Legends are meant to be vaugely 

historical. Myths are instructive, but not 

real. Terra Cognita is the known world, 

where the rest of you are from. 

I'm from Terra Incognita Australis.



And Ackronnion sang as he never sang 

before, and will not sing again. O, but 

dolorous, dolorous, are all the ways of man, 

few and fierce are his days, and the end 

trouble, and vain, vain his endeavour: and 

woman—who shall tell of it?—her doom is 

written with man's by listless, careless gods 

with their faces to other spheres. 

Somewhat thus he began, and then 

inspiration seized him, and all the trouble in 

the beauty of his song may not be set down 

by me: there was much of gladness in it, 

and all mingled with grief: it was like the 

way of man: it was like our destiny. 

Sobs arose at his song, sighs came back 

along echoes: seneschals, soldiers, sobbed, 

and a clear cry made the maidens; like rain 

the tears came down from gallery to gallery. 

All round the Queen of the Woods was a 

storm of sobbing and sorrow. 

But no, she would not weep.

If someone sings this song in the real 

world, does it attract demons?  Acedia 

demons for example?  It is known, from 

a previous episode, that they are in 

leauge, in some sense, with the Snow 

Queen. Is this a new tactic of hers?

A literal rain of tears might break a 

curse.  It also reminds me of a jazz 

classic about crying a river.





Funereal 

Biscuits

As I was watching older seasons of the Great British Bake Off, I learned of a custom I 

hope magi emulate: the sending of funereal biscuits. We know little of the funerals of 

magi. Tremere practice cremation, then pour your ashes into a hole that leads to 

Twilight.  Criamon magi sometimes kill themselves, or fade from reality without leaving 

a corpse. Jerbiton magi often have Christian burial. Flambeau magi have vast pyres, lit 

communally by their Housemates. The Mercer look after their family, but exactly how we 

are not sure. The archmagi have, in older editions, a surprising custom of putting all of 

their corpses together, in what I imagine is possibly the highest concentration of 

potential trouble outside of Pandemonium. What happens when a conventional magus 

dies?  We don't know.  We assume their covenants have individual customs.  If you're a

busy SG and you don't want to invent such customs, steal this one. 

The lower middle class of Britain, in the Victorian period, spent a heap on funerals, and 

one of the big expenses was hand delivering the invitations. The person who did this was 

called a "bidder". I like to imagine there's a redcap who just does that job, but it's likely 

too big for one person. I imagine they have a mourning uniform. I imagine they do not 

just yell their name to the door guards at each covenant, but have some ceremonial way 

of declaring their arrival. I'd like to suggest a call from a roman tuba (or cornu, despite 

how troublesome its size would make it to carry). Perhaps instead the tolling of a low 

bell?   

As a story idea, what happens when faeries or demons impersonate a bidder to wangle 

an invitation into the Aegis?  

I'd suggest that the bidders carry an oscilla, a sort of death mask or portrait sculpture. 

The Order repeats names a great deal and there mus have been some sort of 

embarrassing incident when people could not quite place which Justina of Guernicus 

had died. 

Funeral masks have all kinds of odd histories in Europe, and there's one I've been trying 

to work up for some time. In some Roman funerals of high status, an actor wearing a 

mask would impersonate the deceased, riding as them in procession with the body, and 

even attending the feast after the funeral. This person was called the archimimus (which 

just means "head actor"). I've been interested in masks as magical items for a while now, 

and I think that via the archimimi and the death masks, we can link Classical theatre 

mask magi to Tytalusian personae magic, remembering the teacher of Tytalus was the 

archnecromantrix Gurona, the Fetid.  I haven't used a lot of Cthonic magic in my games, 

but there's something there, about allowing the body to be possessed by outside forces 

while the mask is worn.



In the Victorian period, the bidder would not just 

pass an invitation, but a package of two shortbread 

biscuits, into which had been stamped a suitable 

design. Given the ease with which magi can 

manufacture things, and their relative wealth, this 

might be the sigil of the magus.  The biscuits were 

wrapped in paper printed with suitable moral 

lessons, and sealed with black wax. In the Order's 

case paper is known, but cloth might be easier in 

some circumstances. The paper may merely give the 

eulogy of the magus (so, it records an epitaph). There 

are, however, other possibilities. 

A magus who is really well off could prepare for the 

funeral and arrange for something valuable to wrap 

around each set of biscuits. A Tytalus might put clues 

to a challenge, or a map to a treasure. A Bonisagus 

might include a piece of Original Research she had 

yet to integrate. A famous magician might hand out 

individual pages of a new Branch of the Arts, so that 

people need to gather them together. A Jerbiton 

might have beautiful poems, or works of art. A 

Verditus might make each a single-use magic item, 

which provides some interesting effect. The Verditus 

might similarly invest the biscuits themselves.  

Even something as simple as a will might create 

stories. Characters may seek political support to have 

it overturned, or need to negotiate with heirs for 

resources promised them by the dead magus. A will 

that gives unexpectedly large amounts of any 

resource may flood the market, or provide 

opportunities.   

Beyond the invitation biscuits, there's the travel to 

the funeral and the magi met there. This could be 

where a covenant is formed: a gathering of heirs, 

considering what to do with their benefactor's 

resources, may choose to give them to the next 

generation, to seed a spring covenant. 

In the strangest of the blog's links we'll return to 

biscuits next month, complete with a recipe. Before 

then, we have a plague of vis eating mites, Lyonesse, 

and the Dread Pirate Shard to get through.



First known record 

of  the 

"Egyptian vis eating 

mite" 

 

Drawn in 

Alexandria, Egypt 

1220. 

 

Most mites the size 

of fleas. Some 

reported as large as 

a chickpea.

1228 

The magi of Qus have discovered 

a type of mite which eat vis. They 

were swarming about a mummy 

they uncovered in a freshly

opened tomb. I am carrying 

samples of the magicophages to 

the magi of Alexandria. 

Collected 

Alexandria, Egypt 

1228 

 

 

 

 

Circles for scale



The 

triops 

plague: 

Underside 

 

Collected 

Alexandria, Egypt 

1252 

(third wave) 

 

To scale

1229 

Andrea of Bonisagus notes that the

triops mites have several fascinating 

properties. She first wishes to dispel 

the idea that they eat vis: instead the 

vis they were found crawling over was 

excreted by them. The most 

significant property, to our military 

minded sodales, is that the mites have 

cumulative magical resistance. It is 

negligible for each mite, but when 

thousands are gathered, it detectably 

inhibits spontaneous spells. 

1231 

Actively farmed swarms sometimes 

suffer a colony collapse, and the mites 

eat each other, rapidly increasing in 

size as they ingest each other. The 

resultant bugs are able to catch their 

smaller nest-mates despite 

substantial difference in speed. Large 

triopses have measurable, but minor, 

magic resistance. 

Andrea of Bonisagus has bound one of 

these creatures as her familiar. Her 

notes indicate several interesting 

properties. She can see ghosts now, 

and has intuitions concerning the 

outcome of events. 



Trioptic structure 

 

Collection point disputed 

Possible: Alexandria, Egypt 

1259 (fourth wave) 

 

To scale

1250 

Andrea of Bonisagus 

disagrees, but I am sure of 

my observations, so I must 

formally report them to you, 

my Prima. The mite farms 

weaken the auras in which 

they are kept. My concerns 

over the small size and 

rapid reproduction rate of 

the smaller mites continue 

to be ignored. Please, as a 

matter of urgency, consult 

the Order’s records for 

similar creatures. 

1252 

It is with great sadness I 

report the death of Andrea 

of Bonisagus. Her familiar 

was set upon by a larger 

version of the creature than 

previously observed. The 

sudden death of her familiar 

rendered her insensible, and 

unable to defend herself. 



Heriophage 

"Temple eater" 

Largest size observed before the 

abandonment of Africa 

Shield (head) length 11 feet 

Body length (inc shield)  23 feet 

Complete length 34 feet

1296 

[Mercere symbol for plague] 

This message is inscribed into metal: I passed it 

through flame before sending it to you. At the death 

of Andrea of Jerbiton, her experiments went 

unattended. Her hives breached her sanctuum’s 

defences. They infested her covenant. As her sodales 

fled, they carried the contagion to the covenants 

which gave them shelter. 

Alexandria Covenant is destroyed. The final triops is a 

giant, covered in its tiny progeny. 

Quarantine Africa.

The triopses provide an alternative to the explanations for why orders of magicians rise 

and fall in European history, and why epochs change, so that the titans go silent or the 

oracles fall silent.  They are like Fermi’s Great Filter, but for magical orders. 

At the largest level, one of the earlier Orders may have found some way to deal with 

these creatures. Could it be, for example, that the entire Realm of Faerie is a great 

engine designed store the power needed to exterminate the triopses? On a less 

cataclysmic level: careful magi could use the mites as weapons, or as resources.

Commentary



Cornwall: 

Lost 

Cities



When researching a new work, you 

collect bits of trivia until eventually 

they click into a structure. I think this 

chapter is the one which draws Hunt's 

work together for roleplayers. I can't 

detail it here, more research is 

required, but this is the chapter about 

Lyonesse, and for us, Lyonesse is the 

low hanging fruit that makes the rest 

of this material simple to use and 

integrate.

Time for a quote from Hunt: 

"A region of extreme fertility, we are told, once 

linked the Scilly Islands with Western Cornwall. 

A people, known as the Silures, inhabited this 

tract,_ which has been called Lyonesse, or 

sometimes Lethowsow ,- who were remarkable 

for their industry and piety. No less than 140 

churches stood over that region, which is now a 

waste of waters; and the rocks called the Seven 

Stones are said to mark the place of a large city. 

Even tradition is silent on the character of this 

great cataclysm."The Saxon Chronicle says that Lyonesse 

was inundated on the 11th of November 

1099. That's well within two Hermetic 

generations. It might also explain why 

there is no covenant in Cornwall, despite 

it being an interesting site (once it has 

been detailed to make it so). The 

covenant at this end of Great Britain was 

on the main part of Lyonesse, and has 

vanished. 

Latin writers call this land, either entire or 

merely the largest island, Siluria. That's a 

perfect covenant name. Strabo says that Silura 

is divided from the rest of Britian by a narrow 

channel with fierce currents. It is 

accompanied by nine smaller islands which 

his people seek for trade. He calls these the 

Tin Islands ("Casseriterides"). William of 

Worcester (who died around 1482) recorded 

that there was land from "the eastern shore of 

Mount's Bay to the northwestern rock of 

Scilly"with the exception of a narrow strait 

between Longships and Land's End. A note on names: there's no good etymology 

for Lyonesse. The Cornish name may be 

Lethowsow, or that may, like the English 

"Seven Stones" refer to the remnant rocks of 

Scilly. The Cornish name for the places within 

the stones is Tregva ("dwelling") and is said to 

be the site of the major city that was lost 

when Siluria was inundated. 



Saint Michael's Mount used to be a hill surrounded by 

a forest, which was later developed, at least partially. 

It's name in Cornish is still Karrek Loos yn Koos, which 

Hunt says is the "white rock in the wood", but more 

modern sources seem to say "grey rock in the 

wood". The land used to extend six miles south of the 

the Mount, to a line from "Clement's Isle to Cudden 

Rock" according to Hunt. For modern players, that's 

Mousehole to Cudden Point.  Cudden Point's 

interesting to us, because there's lost treasure there, 

sought by children at extreme low tides. Sometimes 

they even find it, although that may just be faeries 

starting their games. Time for some more Hunt: 

"Amongst other things, an especial search is made for 

a silver table, which was lost by a very wealthy lord, 

by some said to be the old Lord Pengerswick, who 

enriched himself by grinding down the poor. On one 

occasion, when the calmness of summer, the 

clearness of the skies, and the tranquillity of the 

waters invited the luxurious to the enjoyments of the 

sea, this magnate, with a party of gay and thoughtless 

friends, was floating in a beautiful boat lazily with 

the tide, and feasting from numerous luxuries spread 

on a silver table. Suddenly no one lived to tell the 

cause the boat sank in the calm, transparent waters ; 

and, long after the event, the fishermen would tell of 

sounds of revelry heard from beneath the waters, 

and some have said they have seen these wicked 

ones still seated around the silver table." This may be 

an Infernal aura or regio. 

Hunt notes that the main anchorage in Mount Bay is 

called a "Gwavas Lake". Folkloristically it was a lake,

but the sea has eaten into the land so far that it is 

now aggregated to the ocean. There is a forest of 

beech trees visible under the water, which sweeps 

from Gwavas to the Mount. Beech nuts can be 

collected on the shore after rough tides, at at neap 

tides, visitors may cut wood from the beech trees.  In 

the real world, there is the remnant of a forest under 

the bay, which has been investigated by 

archaeological digs. The beech nuts may be a vis 

source. 

The Grey Rock 

in the Wood 



Time for a long quote from Hunt: 

"We cannot say how many years since, but once there stood on the 

northern shores of Cornwall, extending over all that country between the 

Gannell and Perranporth, a large city called Langarrow or Langona. The 

sand-hills which now extend over this part of the coast cover that great 

city, and the memory of the sad and sudden catastrophe still lingers 

among the peasantry. So settled is tradition, that no other time than 900 

years since is ever mentioned as the period at which Langarrow was 

buried." Hunt was writing in 1908, so that would be 1008, if taken 

literally. "This city in its prime is said to have been the largest in England, 

and to have had seven churches, which were alike remarkable for their 

beauty and their size. The inhabitants were wealthy, and according to 

received accounts, they drew their wealth from a large tract of level land, 

thickly wooded in some parts, and highly cultivated in others from the 

sea, which was overflowing with fish of all kinds and from mines, which 

yielded them abundance of tin and lead. To this remote city, in those days, 

criminals were transported from other parts of Britain. They were made to 

work in the mines on the coast, in constructing a new harbour in the 

Gannell, and clearing it of sand, so that ships of large burden could in 

those days sail far inland. Numerous curious excavations in the rocks, on 

either side of this estuary, are still pointed out as being evidences of the 

works of the convicts. This portion of the population of Langarrow were 

not allowed to dwell within the city. The :convicts and their families had 

to construct huts or dig caves on the wild moors of this unsheltered 

northern shore, and to this day evidences of their existence are found 

under the sand, in heaps of wood-ashes, amidst which are discovered 

considerable quantities of mussel and cockle shells, which we may 

suppose was their principal food...For a long period this city flourished in 

its prime, and its inhabitants were in the enjoyment of every luxury which 

industry could obtain or wealth could purchase. Sin, in many of its worst 

forms, was however present amongst the people. The convicts sent to 

Langarrow were of the vilest. They were long kept widely separated ; but 

use breeds familiarity, and gradually the more designing of the convicts 

persuaded their masters to employ them within the city. The result of this 

was, after a few years, an amalgamation of the two classes of the

population. The daughters of Langarrow were married to the criminals, 

and thus crime became the familiar spirit of the place. The progress of this 

may have been slow the result was, however, sure ; and eventually, when 

vice was dominant, and the whole population sunk in sensual pleasures, 

the anger of the Lord fell upon them. A storm of unusual violence arose, 

and continued blowing, without intermitting its violence for one moment, 

for three days and nights. In that period the hills of blown sand, extending, 

with few intervals, from Crantock to Perran were formed, burying the city, 

its churches, and its inhabitants in a common grave. To the present time 

those sand-hills stand a monument of God's wrath ; and in several places 

we certainly find considerable quantities of bleached human bones, 

which are to many strong evidence of the correctness of tradition. 

Crantock was, according to tradition, once a trading town, and it then had 

a religious house, with a dean and nine prebends. The Gannell filling up 

ruined the town. This must have happened when Langarrow was

destroyed. On Gwithian Sands the remains of what is supposed to have 

been a church has been discovered, and according to Hals and Gilbert, a 

similar tradition exists here of a buried town." 

The City of 

Langarrow or 

Langona 



Many other areas are marked as being stolen by the sea, in local lore. Hunt 

records the tradtion that "from Rame-head to the two Looes very fertile valleys 

are stated to have extended at least a league southwards, over a tract now 

covered with sea". On a smaller level the Black Rock in Falmouth Harbour 

used to be a tidal island. 

Two towns, Lelant and Pillackam near Hayle, were both covered in a single 

night. Lelant was the mother church of St Ives, which argues it once had a 

substantial population. 

The land around the Chapel Rock at Perran-Porth has been washed away, but 

the Lord allow pilgrimages to it to continue. It's possible to walk, dry foot, to 

the island at eleven o'clock, despite the sea clearly being in the way. It's a 

mystery, or a Divine regio, if you're a magus. 

There's a myth that is encoded in the coat of arms of the Trevilian family of 

Cornwall. It's "gules a horse argent, from a less wavy argent, and azure, issuing 

out of a sea proper". Their ancestor fled the encroaching floodwaters on his 

horse, landing on the Cornish coast.  That makes the family one point of 

inquiry into the nature of the disaster. 

Hunt works through a digression in this chapter on the Padstow hobby horse, 

which locals "ride" into the sea each year. He suggests it is linked to the 

Padstow mermaid, or the horse that bought someone safely from Lyonesse. 

He also suggest the miner's sayings that there is "a horse in the lode" (a 

valueless stone in the tin ore) and "Black Jack rides a good horse" (tin ore often 

indicates the presence of copper ore) may be related. Then he tries to rope in 

the water horse myth, in the vaguest of ways. These are weak links, but that's 

fine for gaming. The riding of the horse into the sea may be a way of stopping 

more land being taken by a faerie power. 

Far later, Hunt notes that a sister of a vicar received a vision in which she was 

told to prepare a potion and pour it into the waters, so that the land would 

rise, and the people be reanimated from an unaging, magical sleep. Her 

technique or faith failed her, and the land did not rise. Maybe the magi might 

arrange the ritual better? Might there a covenant in this unaging sleep? 

Lyonesse is the home of Tristran, of the Round Table.  There's a heap of 

material there, which we'll need to circle back to mine when we discuss 

Arthur in later weeks. 

Is this where the selkies or merryfolk come from: not a faerie race, but a group 

of transformed humans?  Might it be possible to live among them? Could a 

whole kingdom still be there, walled off in Arcadia or by simple magic? 

Story hooks 

Other lost territory 



Near Tregva, Cornish fishermen often catch artefacts 

in their nets. The oddest mentioned in Hunt are 

windows. He is unclear, but if he means glass 

windows, then that argues for supernatural 

manufacture: flat glass windows are not known in 

period. Flag this as a contested vis source, at least. 

Why aren't people more worried about the loss of 

Lyonesse? 140 parishes isn't a small country: it's 

about a quarter the population of Kent, the richest 

county in England in 1220. The loss of a city, and 

therefore a bishop, seems to have slipped the mind 

of Mythic Europeans in a most distressing way. Is this 

tidying up by the Order after they sank the whole 

place during the Schism? Is this God, or the faeries? 

Does this forgetting make it difficult to research, or 

even remember, the folklore of Lyonesse? 

Saint Michael appeared on the rock in 495. People 

make pilgrimages to the Kader Migell: a stone seat 

he left there, that is difficult to reach. Sitting on the 

chair is the traditional end of pilgrimage to the 

Mount. When Saint Keyna visited the mount she sat 

on the chair and gave it the same power as her well: 

whichever of a set of newlyweds uses it first will have 

the power in the marriage. 

The forest of trees under Mount Bay is, in the real 

world, just a remnant, but in Mythic Europe, 

particularly at certain times, might it not be a full 

and verdant woodland? What, or who, might dwell 

therein? 

Langarrow may have been destroyed by the Lord, 

but it is inundated, suspiciously, slightly before the 

formal declaration of the Renunciation of Diedne, in 

an area where the druids were, presumably, strong. 

This dating assumes that exactly 900 years have 

passed: but a slightly rounding in folklore places this 

event during the active phase of the war. 



Aberffraw

biscuits

The oldest variety of biscuit 

in Britain appears in the 

historical  record just after 

the game start date. 

The Aberffraw biscuit comes 

from Anglesey, that 

hothouse of Druidic magic, 

so what uses can it be put to 

in Ars Magica campaigns? 



Aberfrau Cakes.—Beat half a pound 

of butter to a cream with half a 

pound of granulated sugar ; mix in 

gradually half a pound of sifted 

flour ; turn the cake out on a 

floured pastry board, roll it to 

the thickness of quarter of an inch, 

cut it in rounds with a tin cutter, 

and score the tops in diamonds 

with a sharp knife ; put the cakes 

on a pan dusted with flour, and 

bake them fifteen minutes in a 

moderate oven.  

- Casell's Household Cookery (1909) 

This biscuit was developed near the town which bears its name. 

In 1220, Aberffraw was the capital of one of the Welsh 

kingdoms. It is said that the queen was walking on the shore 

and found a scallop shell.  The king ordered biscuits to be made 

that had the shape of the shell. That's the simple version. 

Let's unpack that a little, though. The expert who was making 

these biscuits for the Great British Bake Off suggested that they 

are linked to the seashells bought home as souvenirs by 

pilgrims who followed the route to Compostella.   

St James's symbol is the scallop shell. Why this is the case is 

unclear. There are myths about him armouring a knight with 

scallop shells. The lines on the shell are said to represent the 

many paths taken by pilgrims to reach Compostella. Which 

edge of the shell represents Compostella is a matter of dispute. 

There is a recipe for Abbrefraw biscuits which I've included, 

that was popularised by a cookbook. It's not, according to 

the expert I watched, particularly close to the original recipe. 

I can believe that, because sugar was rare in medieval Wales. 

She also suggested that the original biscuits contained some 

semolina. This is coarse ground flour, which gave a 

grainy texture to remind the eater of beach sand.  I've read an 

alternative which says it was coarse-ground  wholemeal flour. 

There is a Welsh company that has started making these biscuits commercially. They watched the same 

TV show I did and decided to revive them.  

They give a modern recipe at   

https://www.aberffrawbiscuits.com/aberffraw-biscuit-recipe 

Note that it contains very fine flour (cornflour in the UK need not be made out of maize (American 

sweetcorn) which would make it even lighter than the Cassell version. 

If you are hunting other recipes online, try calling them "Berffro" cakes. This is a local abbreviation for 

Aberffraw. 

Some modern versions are a 321 shortbread (3 parts flour :2 part  fat : 1 part sugar by weight). Mix, rest for 

30 minutes, roll, cut, press in the design, bake for 8 -10 minutes.  Cool slightly before you rack them. Finer 

sugar gives you less of a crunch: chunky sugar crystals could give you the sandy texture, either mixed in, 

or sprinkled on top.

I've seen some recopies that say you leave the biscuit in the shell while baking.  I'd recommend you not 

do that. 

Despite the apparent similarity, madelines will 

not appear in Europe until the Eighteenth 

Century. There is a folkloric link, based around 

feeding pilgrims and the seashell shape.

The Cassell recipe also doesn't include pressing 

the dough into or against a scallop shell to 

make the final shape. 

So, it's a grainy shortbread biscuit shaped like a 

seashell. Let's build some plot hooks. 



Story hooks
So, to ramble for a minute: there used ot 

be this idea that Australian aborigines 

never fought wars with each other. That 

doesn't seem likely, given the mention of 

battles in folklore ,and how good they 

were at guerrilla fighting once the Frontier 

Wars kicked off, but let that go. The reason 

given for this was that Aboriginal 

apirituality was tied to the land, and if you 

took another person's country, you 

wouldn't know the ways of honouring, 

appeasing, and avoiding the local spirits. 

Regardless of how true this was in 

Australia, it does present us with a 

mirrored issue in Anglesey.  

When the Order rolls in and destroys the 

final holdout of Druids, or forces them to 

flee, the victors take over the druid lands. 

There must have been all kinds of weird 

rituals, and folk customs, where they 

weren't sure what was important. These 

biscuits, for example. There's a possibility 

that these are made to give the fertility of

the land to the people of the sea, so that 

they don't take it by force. There was an 

entire cantref in Cardiff Bay that was eaten 

by the sea.  It's be best of that not happen 

again. 

As an alternative, the biscuits are kind of 

sacred to Saint James: they are even 

sometimes called "James cakes". Might 

they be keeping something away, as a 

traditional ward?

Biscuits, as food for travellers, are a late 

invention. They only really take off, on a 

massive scale, when Britain gets railways, 

in part because the steam technology 

which drove the railway also drove the 

imperial expansion that allowed sugar to 

become cheap. That being noted, Redcaps 

aren't idiots, and a muesli bar is just a 

cookie you eat outside. I can see the 

redcaps having specialist bakeries around

the place, to guarantee resupply. When a 

baker go missing, a redcap needs help to 

work out what's happened. 



Nozick's 

Utility 

Monster

Nozick's Utility Monster is a thought experiment designed to poke a hole in the worldview of 

utilitarians, but it is adaptable to roleplaying games. As is becoming customary for these posts 

based on philosophy, I need to begin by oversimplifying a basic concept. Let's talk about utility 

and cake. 

Imagine there is a cake. How is it that we determine the just division of the cake between yourself 

and a friend of yours? If you are in Norman England, the law basically said that since everything in 

Britain belonged to the king,  the cake was the king's, possibly with a slice off the side for the 

clergy. Roll on a few hundred years and many rich families owned various things, and the answer 

to the cake problem was "Well, who owns the cake?" There was eventually an interesting counter- 

answer, which was "Whose labour was mixed with the ingredients to make the cake?" between 

these two, utilitarianism can seem like a useful mean. It asks "How is the cake used as a tool to 

generate the greatest happiness?" Then, because there's nothing economists like more than 

jargon, they call this happiness utility and attempt to graph it, using money foregone as one 

simple measure. 

So: utilitarianism is basically the idea that "whatever provides the greatest amount of happiness is 

right". Now, that's an oversimplification, and real, modern utilitarians layer that with caveats, but 

that's a core idea. Happiness is what matters. Maximising it is good. This leads to more equal 

outcomes than either of those other models, therefore it is egalitarian, at least in comparison. 

Robert Nozick's point, to be oversimplified is this: say you are sharing a chocolate cake with a 

friend, and neither of you have some stronger systemic right to the cake, the bypassing of which 

would prevent future people having cakes. Most people would cut the cake down the middle.  

Let's call your friend Bob. Bob loves chocolate. Bob is a super-taster, so he can enjoy chocolate in 

ways you can't even imagine. Is it still ethical to cut the cake down the middle? Bob gets a lot 

more out of the cake than you do. Is it right for you to have half the cake, which for you is 

basically nice, when it could instead be given to Bob, for who is is a transcendent and glorious 

experience? Shouldn't, in short, all the cake go to Bob? 

Shouldn't all the cake, always go to Bob?  Doesn't that increase global happiness the most?  You 

feel a bit put out by the loss of cake, but Bob is basically swimming in happiness, so in either total 

or average terms, utility is up tremendously if you no longer ever have any cake. 

Now, Bob is one of Nozick's Utility Monsters, but we can push it further, as Nozick does, to make it 

more suited for gaming.

Imagine Bob is a super-taster, and reaches heights of ecstasy not understood by mere mortals, 

but to have this experience, he needs to eat people. Nozick points out that in this thought 

experiment, a utilitarian has a moral duty to feed himself to the monster. Dying in Bob's mouth 

becomes a obligation, and failing to die becomes evil. 

This is because utilitarianism is consequentialist: what matters to utilitarians is outcomes, not 

motives. In Mythic Europe, the existence of the particular God that is there makes utilitarianism 

false, because obedience matters more than outcomes. He says "Don't feed the monsters!" 

thereby defining evil as non-consequentialist. That being said, characters can fall into this error, if 

they believe there is any highest value other than Divine obedience. The obvious group to tempt 

with this is House Jerbiton.  

If "beauty is all that pleases" as their motto says, if it is the highest value, is it right to feed 

peasants to a demon which either is transcendentally beautiful, or has the Muse virtue, allowing 

the creation of transcendent beauty?  This gives diabolists something to want other than 

unspecified power.



Order: Lord of the False Gods 

Infernal Might: 30 (Imaginem) 

Characteristics: Int +2, Per +3, Pre +8, Com +5, Str -1, Sta -1, Dex +2, Qik +5 

Size: +2 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Virtues and Flaws: n/a 

Personality Traits: Proud +6 

Reputations:  Corrupting Muse +5 (demons) 

Combat: 

         Wings like stained glass glass: Init +8, Attack +14*, Defense +9*, Damage +12 

* includes specialisation 

Soak: 0: is aware of how fragile it is. 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–7), –3 (8–14), –5 (15-21), Incapacitated (22-29), Dead (30+) 

Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 8 (wings), Hunt 8 (artists). 

Powers: 

         Coagulation*: 3 points, Init +4, Terram: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient matter. 

         Envisioning* 1 or 5 points, Init +5, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking 

         dreams. 

         Dark Muse: 5 points, Init -10, Mentem: The demon can grant the Free Expression virtue to 

         humans. While granting the Virtue, its Might Pool is reduced by the cost of the Virtue. It 

        generally has no more than three direct servants at any time. These tend to form love 

         triangles and murder each other. Occasionally she will stir up her followers by granting her 

         power to a fourth minion, but only for sufficient time to create a single work. 

         Obsession*: 1-3 points, Init 0, Vim. Can impose the sin of Pride. Uses it particularly to 

         convince artists of the great value of their work. 

         Shroud the Stench of the Pit: variable points, Init +8, Vim. This complicated power allows       

         infernal powers to be shrouded so they seem Magical, Faerie or mundane. It does not 

        control minds, so powers made to seem mundane must be subtle. The cost of this power is 

        points equal to the cost of the power shrouded. 

        The Wealth of Nations: 3 points, Init +5, varies (as per form of summoned thing): Musa Laeta 

        can summon riches in various forms, up to the value of one pound of gold per Might point 

        spent. 

         * See Realms of Power : The Infernal pp 31-2. 

Equipment: Nil. 

Weakness:  Cannot destroy works of inspired beauty. 

Vis: 6 pawn, Imaginem. 

Appearance: A great butterfly of cracked glass and dripping lead. 

The fallen angel who was Beauty
Musa Laeta



Cornwall:

Fire Worship

Sacrificing Rock at Carn Brae 

Main (or Men) Rock in Constantine 

The altar rocks in Treen and Rokestall 

The Garrick Zans ("Holy Rock") in Ecols - a local family is cursed, after the games period, for using the 

stone as building materials. In 1220, people use it for minor judicial magic. If something has been 

stolen, a large fire is lit on the rock and each person takes a burning faggot out. THey spit on the fire 

and if it sizzles (or goes out: Hunt is unclear) they are innocent. Hunt says its because guilty people 

have dry mouths, but I'd use something more mythic. 

This chapter is mostly worthless: what a disappointment. Still, Lyonesse last month and demons next: Hunt's 

 surely allowed a weak chapter. Hunt does mention some places that need fleshed out for a gazeteer. : 



"It is the immemorial usage in Penzance and the neighbouring towns and villages to kindle bonfires and torches 

on Midsummer-eve ; and on Midsummer-day to hold a fair on Penzance quay, where the country folks assemble 

from the adjoining parishes in great numbers to make excursions on the water. St Peter's-eve is distinguished by a 

similar display of bonfires and torches, although the ' quay-fair ' on St Peter's-day has been discontinued upwards 

of forty years. " On these eves a line of tar-barrels, relieved occasionally by large bonfires, is seen in the centre of 

each of the principal streets in Penzance. On either side of this line young men and women pass up and down 

swinging round their heads heavy torches made of large pieces of folded canvas steeped in tar, and nailed to the 

ends of sticks between three and four feet long ; the flames of some of these almost equal those of the tar-barrels.

Rows of lighted candles also, when the air is calm, are fixed outside the windows or along the sides of the streets. 

In St Just and other mining parishes the young miners, mimicking their fathers' employments, bore rows of holes 

in the rocks, load them with gunpowder, and explode them in rapid succession by trains of the same substance. 

As the holes are not deep enough to split the rocks, the same little batteries serve for many years. On these nights 

Mount's Bay has a most animating appearance, although not equal to what was annually witnessed at the 

beginning of the present century, when the whole coast, from the Land's End to the Lizard, wherever a town or 

village existed, was lighted up with these stationary or moving fires. In the early part of the evening, children may 

be seen wearing wreaths of flowers, a custom in all probability originating from the ancient use of these 

ornaments when they danced around the fires. At the close of the fireworks in Penzance, a great number of 

persons of both sexes, chiefly from the neighbourhood of the quay, used always, until within the last few years, to 

join hand in hand, forming a long string, and run through the streets, playing ' thread the needle,' heedless of the 

fireworks showered upon them, and oftentimes leaping over the yet glowing embers. I have on these occasions 

seen boys following one another, jumping through flames higher than themselves. But whilst this is now done 

innocently in every sense of the word, we all know that the passing of children through fire was a very common 

act of idolatry ; and the heathen believed that all persons, and all living things, submitted to this ordeal, would be 

preserved from evil throughout the ensuing year. A similar blessing was supposed to be imparted to their fields by 

running around them with flaming torches." 

-  Richard Edmonds "The Land's End District" p. 66. 
Hunt then notes that you can lead beasts over fire, or have 

humans jump over fire, to break curses. This includes the Evil 

Eye. The use of the Evil Eye is called "overlooking" in one of 

the stories he gives, and for the curse to be broken, the fire 

leapt over need to be from the hearth of the person who 

placed the curse. There is also a mention of drawing blood 

from sick animals and burning it, to chase away negative 

influences. Finally, he mentions that Cornish people feel you 

can ensure good luck, or ward off expected misfortune, by 

taking your best calf and forcing it alive into a fire, so that it is 

burned ot death. He also mentions a lamb being used in the 

same way to break a curse on a flock of sheep.

Hunt goes off the rails, by claiming the Midsummer fires lit in Cornwall are "Baal Fires" 

which are, like the Beltaine fires of Ireland, a Celtic, pagan survival of the worship of 

the sun god Bel, or Belus. I'm an amateur at these things, so I wanted to check who 

this Bel was, given that the name Hunt prefers, Baal, is a Semitic word for a whole 

heap of gods and demons from the Middle East and Northern Africa. Belus has a Latin 

ending, and Bel just means "bright" and describes the fire. There's no sun god there, 

and even if there was, the festival in on the wrong night. 

Richard Edmonds, one of Hunt's sources says as much: the tradition is, to him, a 

Roman one.  The account is from far later, hence the tar barrels.  It describes the 

gaining of a sort of personal magic resistance, and the laying of  wards around fields. 





Dunsany:

The Hoard

of the

Gibblens

The Gibbelins eat, as is well known, nothing less good than man. 

Their evil tower is joined to Terra Cognita, to the lands we know, by 

a bridge. Their hoard is beyond reason; avarice has no use for it; 

they have a separate cellar for emeralds and a separate cellar for 

sapphires; they have filled a hole with gold and dig it up when 

they need it. And the only use that is known for their ridiculous 

wealth is to attract to their larder a continual supply of food. In 

times of famine they have even been known to scatter rubies 

abroad, a little trail of them to some city of Man, and sure enough 

their larders would soon be full again. 

Their tower stands on the other side of that river known to Homer 

—ho rhoos okeanoio, as he called it—which surrounds the world. 

And where the river is narrow and fordable the tower was built by 

the Gibbelins' gluttonous sires, for they liked to see burglars 

rowing easily to their steps. Some nourishment that common soil 

has not the huge trees drained there with their colossal roots from 

both banks of the river. 

There the Gibbelins lived and discreditably fed. 

Alderic, Knight of the Order of the City and the Assault, hereditary 

Guardian of the King's Peace of Mind, a man not unremembered 

among makers of myth, pondered so long upon the Gibbelins' 

hoard that by now he deemed it his. Alas that I should say of so 

perilous a venture, undertaken at dead of night by a valorous man, 

that its motive was sheer avarice! Yet upon avarice only the 

Gibbelins relied to keep their larders full, and once in every 

hundred years sent spies into the cities of men to see how avarice 

did, and always the spies returned again to the tower saying that 

all was well. 

It may be thought that, as the years went on and men came by 

fearful ends on that tower's wall, fewer and fewer would come to 

the Gibbelins' table: but the Gibbelins found otherwise. 

Not in the folly and frivolity of his youth did Alderic come to the 

tower, but he studied carefully for several years the manner in 

which burglars met their doom when they went in search of the 

treasure that he considered his. In every case they had entered by 

the door. 

He consulted those who gave advice on this quest; he noted every 

detail and cheerfully paid their fees, and determined to do nothing 

that they advised, for what were their clients now? No more than 

examples of the savoury art, and mere half-forgotten memories of 

a meal; and many, perhaps, no longer even that. 

These were the requisites for the quest that these men used to 

advise: a horse, a boat, mail armour, and at least three men-at- 

arms. Some said, "Blow the horn at the tower door"; others said, 

"Do not touch it." 



Alderic thus decided: he would take no horse down to the river's edge, he 

would not row along it in a boat, and he would go alone and by way of 

the Forest Unpassable. 

How pass, you may say, the unpassable? This was his plan: there was a 

dragon he knew of who if peasants' prayers are heeded deserved to die, 

not alone because of the number of maidens he cruelly slew, but because 

he was bad for the crops; he ravaged the very land and was the bane of a 

dukedom. 

Now Alderic determined to go up against him. So he took horse and 

spear and pricked till he met the dragon, and the dragon came out 

against him breathing bitter smoke. And to him Alderic shouted, "Hath 

foul dragon ever slain true knight?" And well the dragon knew that this 

had never been, and he hung his head and was silent, for he was glutted 

with blood. "Then," said the knight, "if thou would'st ever taste maiden's 

blood again thou shalt be my trusty steed, and if not, by this spear there 

shall befall thee all that the troubadours tell of the dooms of thy breed." 

And the dragon did not open his ravening mouth, nor rush upon the 

knight, breathing out fire; for well he knew the fate of those that did 

these things, but he consented to the terms imposed, and swore to the 

knight to become his trusty steed. 

It was on a saddle upon this dragon's back that Alderic afterwards sailed 

above the unpassable forest, even above the tops of those measureless 

trees, children of wonder. But first he pondered that subtle plan of his 

which was more profound than merely to avoid all that had been done 

before; and he commanded a blacksmith, and the blacksmith made him 

a pickaxe. 

Now there was great rejoicing at the rumour of Alderic's quest, for all folk 

knew that he was a cautious man, and they deemed that he would 

succeed and enrich the world, and they rubbed their hands in the cities 

at the thought of largesse; and there was joy among all men in Alderic's 

country, except perchance among the lenders of money, who feared they 

would soon be paid. And there was rejoicing also because men hoped 

that when the Gibbelins were robbed of their hoard, they would shatter 

their high-built bridge and break the golden chains that bound them to 

the world, and drift back, they and their tower, to the moon, from which 

they had come and to which they rightly belonged. There was little love 

for the Gibbelins, though all men envied their hoard. 

So they all cheered, that day when he mounted his dragon, as though he 

was already a conqueror, and what pleased them more than the good 

that they hoped he would do to the world was that he scattered gold as 

he rode away; for he would not need it, he said, if he found the Gibbelins' 

hoard, and he would not need it more if he smoked on the Gibbelins' 

table. 

When they heard that he had rejected the advice of those that gave it, 

some said that the knight was mad, and others said he was greater than 

those what gave the advice, but none appreciated the worth of his plan.



He reasoned thus: for centuries men had been well advised and had gone 

by the cleverest way, while the Gibbelins came to expect them to come 

by boat and to look for them at the door whenever their larder was 

empty, even as a man looketh for a snipe in a marsh; but how, said 

Alderic, if a snipe should sit in the top of a tree, and would men find him 

there? Assuredly never! So Alderic decided to swim the river and not to go 

by the door, but to pick his way into the tower through the stone. 

Moreover, it was in his mind to work below the level of the ocean, the 

river (as Homer knew) that girdles the world, so that as soon as he made a 

hole in the wall the water should pour in, confounding the Gibbelins, and 

flooding the cellars, rumoured to be twenty feet in depth, and therein he 

would dive for emeralds as a diver dives for pearls. 

And on the day that I tell of he galloped away from his home scattering 

largesse of gold, as I have said, and passed through many kingdoms, the 

dragon snapping at maidens as he went, but being unable to eat them 

because of the bit in his mouth, and earning no gentler reward than a 

spurthrust where he was softest. And so they came to the swart arboreal 

precipice of the unpassable forest. The dragon rose at it with a rattle of 

wings. Many a farmer near the edge of the world saw him up there where 

yet the twilight lingered, a faint, black, wavering line; and mistaking him 

for a row of geese going inland from the ocean, went into their houses 

cheerily rubbing their hands and saying that winter was coming, and that 

we should soon have snow. Soon even there the twilight faded away, and 

when they descended at the edge of the world it was night and the moon 

was shining. Ocean, the ancient river, narrow and shallow there, flowed 

by and made no murmur. Whether the Gibbelins banqueted or whether 

they watched by the door, they also made no murmur. And Alderic 

dismounted and took his armour off, and saying one prayer to his lady, 

swam with his pickaxe. He did not part from his sword, for fear that he 

meet with a Gibbelin. Landed the other side, he began to work at once, 

and all went well with him. Nothing put out its head from any window, 

and all were lighted so that nothing within could see him in the dark. The 

blows of his pickaxe were dulled in the deep walls. All night he worked, 

no sound came to molest him, and at dawn the last rock swerved and 

tumbled inwards, and the river poured in after. Then Alderic took a stone, 

and went to the bottom step, and hurled the stone at the door; he heard 

the echoes roll into the tower, then he ran back and dived through the 

hole in the wall. 

He was in the emerald-cellar. There was no light in the lofty vault above 

him, but, diving through twenty feet of water, he felt the floor all rough 

with emeralds, and open coffers full of them. By a faint ray of the moon 

he saw that the water was green with them, and, easily filling a satchel, 

he rose again to the surface; and there were the Gibbelins waist-deep in 

the water, with torches in their hands! And, without saying a word, or 

even smiling, they neatly hanged him on the outer wall—and the tale is 

one of those that have not a happy ending.



It's literally a tower full of treasure guarded by 

monsters

Spies seeking the avaricious 

The gibblens who travel to nearby towns must 

occasionally murder people for a snack. Even if 

caught, and they must have been caught for the 

narrator to mention them, it merely spreads their 

story.

Rubies seeking their hoard 

Do the rubies draw people back ot the hoard 

through some compulsion stronger than innate 

avarice?  What happens if one of these cursed 

gemstones is used to make a magic item? 

Broken chains 

If a character severs the chains holding the tower 

to the world, does it drift off into Faerie forever, or

does it reanchor? Do the rubies assist the process 

of anchoring?

Story hooks

A dragon broken by a knight 

The dragon lets the knight control him because it 

is aware of how stories work. This makes it a faerie. 

Is it in league with the gibblens, or not? Is it the 

gateway guardian for the regio?

A heist movie 

This story could force the characters to explore 

non-combat options. There may be a never- 

ending supply of gibblens, according to folklore. 

What happens if you grab their stuff and sever 

the gold chains?

Blowing the horn? 

So, call me crazy, but isn't that horn worth an 

awful lot of money? Why has it not been stolen? 

What happens if someone tries?

The advisers 

Who is paying these people and why? Is trying to 

steal from the gibblens a sort of cottage industry in 

this area? Are the guides in league with the 

gibblens?



Habits 

of the 

Witches of 

Thessaly

When I was a young man I…fortuned in an evil hour to 

come to the City Larissa, where while I went up and 

down to view the streets to seeke some reliefe for my 

poore estate (for I had spent all my money) I espied an 

old man standing on a stone in the middest of the 

market place, crying with a loud voice and saying, that if 

any man would watch a dead corps that night hee 

should be reasonably rewarded for this paines. Which 

when I heard, I sayd to one who passed by, What is here 

to doe? Do dead men use to run away in this Countrey? 

Then answered he, Hold your peace, for you are but a 

Babe and a stranger here, and not without cause you are 

ignorant how you are in Thessaly, where the women 

Witches bite off by morsels the flesh and faces of dead 

men, and thereby work their sorceries and 

inchantments. 

Then quoth I, In good fellowship tell me the order of this 

custody and how it is. Marry (quoth he) first you must 

watch all the night, with your eyes bent continually 

upon the Corps, never looking off, nor moving aside. For 

these Witches do turn themselves into sundry kindes of 

beasts, whereby they deceive the eyes of all men, 

sometimes they are transformed into birds, sometimes 

into Dogs and Mice, and sometimes into flies. Moreover 

they will charme the keepers of the corps asleepe, 

neither can it be declared what meanes and shifts these 

wicked women do use, to bring their purpose to passe: 

and the reward for such dangerous watching is no more 

than foure or sixe shillings. But hearken further (for I had 

well nigh forgotten) if the keeper of the dead body doe 

not render on the morning following, the corps whole 

and sound as he received the same, he shall be 

punished in this sort: That is, if the corps be diminished 

or spoyled in any part of his face, hands or toes, the same 

shall be diminished and spoyled in the keeper. 

Which when I heard him I tooke a good heart, and went 

unto the Crier and bid him cease, for I would take the 

matter in hand, and so I demanded what I should have. 

Marry (quoth he) a thousand pence, but beware I say you 

young man, that you do wel defend the dead corps from 

the wicked witches, for hee was the son of one of the 

chiefest of the city. Tush (sayd I) you speak you cannot 

tell what, behold I am a man made all of iron, and have 

never desire to sleepe, and am more quicke of sight than 

Lynx or Argus. I had scarse spoken these words, when he 

tooke me by the hand and brought mee to a certaine 

house, the gate whereof was closed fast, so that I went 

through the wicket, then he brought me into a chamber 

somewhat darke, and shewed me a Matron cloathed in 

mourning vesture, and weeping in lamentable wise. 

There are a couple of theories as to what the 

witches of Thessaly were getting up to. 

One, that they were a school of ancient 

astronomers, run by a woman, called Aglaonike , 

I prefer. It ties into the Astonomical mysteries of 

the Order. 

That's not what we explore this week. Instead, 

this is from The Golden Ass by Apuleius.  



And he spake unto her and said, Behold here is one that 

will enterprise to watch the corpes of your husband this 

night. Which when she heard she turned her blubbered 

face covered with haire unto me saying, I pray you good 

man take good heed, and see well to your office. Have no 

care (quoth I) so you will give mee any thing above that 

which is due to be given. Wherewith shee was contented, 

and then she arose and brought me into a chamber 

whereas the corps lay covered with white sheets, and shee 

called seven witnesses, before whom she shewed the dead 

body, and every part and parcell thereof, and with weeping 

eyes desired them all to testifie the matter. Which done, 

she sayd these words of course as follow: Behold, his nose is 

whole, his eyes safe, his eares without scarre, his lips 

untouched, and his chin sound: all which was written and 

noted in tables, and subscribed with the hands of witnesses 

to confirme the same. Which done I sayd unto the matron, 

Madam I pray you that I may have all things here necessary. 

What is that? (quoth she). Marry (quoth I) a great lampe 

with oyle, pots of wine, and water to delay the same, and 

some other drinke and dainty dish that was left at supper. 

Then she shaked her head and sayd, Away fool as thou art, 

thinkest thou to play the glutton here and to looke for 

dainty meats where so long time hath not been seene any 

smoke at all? Commest thou hither to eat, where we should 

weepe and lament? And therewithall she turned backe, 

and commanded her maiden Myrrhena to deliver me a 

lampe with oyle, which when shee had done they closed 

the chamber doore and departed. 

Now when I was alone, I rubbed myne eyes, and armed my 

selfe to keep the corpes, and to the intent I would not 

sleepe, I began to sing, and so I passed the time until it was 

midnight, when as behold there crept in a Wesel into the 

chamber, and she came against me and put me in very 

great feare, insomuch that I marvelled greatly at the 

audacity of so little a beast. To whom I said, get thou hence 

thou whore and hie thee to thy fellowes, lest thou feele my 

fingers. Why wilt thou not goe? Then incontinently she 

ranne away, and when she was gon, I fell on the ground so 

fast asleepe, that Apollo himself could not discern which of 

us two was the dead corps, for I lay prostrat as one without 

life, and needed a keeper likewise. 

At length the cockes began to crow, declaring that it was 

day: wherewithall I awaked, and being greatly afeard ran to 

the dead body with the lamp in my hand, and I viewed him 

round about: and immediately came in the matron 

weeping with her Witnesses, and ran to the corps, and 

eftsoons kissing him, she turned his body and found no part 

diminished. Then she willed Philodespotus her steward to 

pay me my wages forthwith… 



And by and by the corps came forth, which because it was 

the body of one of the chiefe of the city, was carried in 

funeral pompe round about the market place, according to 

the right of the countrey there. And forthwith stepped out 

an old man weeping and lamenting, and ranne unto the 

Biere and embraced it, and with deepe sighes and sobs 

cried out in this sort, O masters, I pray you by the faith 

which you professe, and by the duty which you owe unto 

the weale publique, take pitty and mercy upon this dead 

corps, who is miserably murdered, and doe vengeance on 

this wicked and cursed woman his wife which hath 

committed this fact: for it is shee and no other which hath 

poysoned her husband my sisters sonne, to the intent to 

maintaine her whoredome, and to get his heritage. In this 

sort the old man complained before the face of all people. 

Then they (astonied at these sayings, and because the thing 

seemed to be true) cried out, Burne her, burne her, and they 

sought for stones to throw at her, and willed the boys in the 

street to doe the same. But shee weeping in lamentable 

wise, did swear by all the gods, that shee was not culpable 

of this crime. 

No quoth the old man, here is one sent by the providence of 

God to try out the matter, even Zachlas an Egypptian, who 

is the most principall Prophecier in all this countrey, and 

who was hired of me for money to reduce the soule of this 

man from hell, and to revive his body for the triall hereof. 

And therewithall he brought forth a certaine young man 

cloathed in linnen rayment, having on his feet a paire of 

pantofiles, and his crowne shaven, who kissed his hands 

and knees, saying, O priest have mercy, have mercy I pray 

thee by the Celestiall Planets, by the Powers infernall, by the 

vertue of the naturall elements, by the silences of the night, 

by the building of Swallows nigh unto the towne Copton, by 

the increase of the floud Nilus, by the secret mysteries of 

Memphis, and by the instruments and trumpets of the Isle 

Pharos, have mercy I say, and call to life this dead body, and 

make that his eyes which he closed and shut, may be open 

and see. Howbeit we meane not to strive against the law of 

death, neither intend we to deprive the earth of his right, 

but to the end this fact may be knowne, we crave but a 

small time and space of life. 

Whereat this Prophet was mooved, and took a certaine herb 

and layd it three times against the mouth of the dead, and 

he took another and laid upon his breast in like sort. Thus 

when hee had done hee turned himself into the East, and 

made certaine orisons unto the Sunne, which caused all the 

people to marvell greatly, and to looke for this strange 

miracle that should happen. Then I pressed in amongst 

them nigh unto the biere, and got upon a stone to see this 

mysterie, and behold incontinently the dead body began to 

receive spirit, his principall veines did moove, his life came 

again and he held up his head and spake in this  



sort: Why doe you call mee backe againe to this transitorie life, 

that have already tasted of the water of Lethe, and likewise 

been in the deadly den of Styx? Leave off, I pray, leave off, and 

let me lie in quiet rest. When these words were uttered by the 

dead corps, the Prophet drew nigh unto the Biere and sayd, I 

charge thee to tell before the face of all the people here the 

occasion of thy death: What, dost thou thinke that I cannot by 

my conjurations call up the dead, and by my puissance 

torment thy body? Then the corps moved his head again, and 

made reverence to the people and sayd, Verily I was poisoned 

by the meanes of my wicked wife, and so thereby yeelded my 

bed unto an adulterer. Whereat his wife taking present 

audacity, and reproving his sayings, with a cursed minde did 

deny it. The people were bent against her sundry wayes, some 

thought best that shee should be buried alive with her 

husband: but some said that there ought no credit to be given 

to the dead body. 

Which opinion was cleane taken away, by the words which the 

corps spoke againe and sayd, Behold I will give you some 

evident token, which never yet any other man knew, whereby 

you shall perceive that I declare the truth: and by and by he 

pointed towards me that stood on the stone, and sayd, When 

this the good Gard of my body watched me diligently in the

night, and that the wicked Witches and enchantresses came 

into the chamber to spoyle mee of my limbes, and to bring 

such their purpose did transforme themselves into the shape 

of beasts: and when as they could in no wise deceive or beguile 

his vigilant eyes, they cast him into so dead and sound a sleepe, 

that by their witchcraft he seemed without spirit or life. After 

this they did call me by my name, and never did cease til as the 

cold members of my body began by little and little and little to 

revive. 

Then he being of more lively soule, howbeit buried in sleep, in 

that he and I were named by one name, and because he knew 

not that they called me, rose up first, and as one without sence 

or perseverance passed by the dore fast closed, unto a certain 

hole, whereas the Witches cut off first his nose, and then his 

ears, and so that was done to him which was appointed to be 

done to me. And that such their subtility might not be 

perceived, they made him a like paire of eares and nose of wax: 

wherfore you may see that the poore miser for lucre of a little 

mony sustained losse of his members. 

Which when he had said I was greatly astonied, and minding 

to prove whether his words were true or no, put my hand to my 

nose, and my nose fell off, and put my hand to my ears and my 

ears fell off. Wherat all the people wondred greatly, and 

laughed me to scorne: but I beeing strucken in a cold sweat, 

crept between their legs for shame and escaped away. So I 

disfigured returned home againe, and covered the losse of 

myne ears with my long hair, and glewed this clout to my face

to hide my shame. 
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In the real world, anosognosia is a 

symptom of illness, particularly 

certain degenerative memory 

conditions. In Mythic Europe, it's 

a useful effect of Mentem magic. 

A person who has anosognosia 

does not know that they have 

lost a skill, and avoid the use of 

that skill. So, for example, a 

person who had lost the ability to 

write will not wish to write, will 

get others to write for them, or 

will give facts to others to 

remember, but they do not know 

that they have lost the ability to 

write. Some, further, cannot learn 

they have lost a skill: they forget 

evidence that they have lost an 

ability. 

In Ars Magica 5th edition, (page 

150) destroying a single capability 

is level 4, and destroying all 

capability is level 10. Splitting the 

difference in magnitudes, that

places a spell that destroys a skill, 

and imposes anosognosia on the 

loss, at Base level 5. 

Anosognosia is not a memory: it's 

a damaged mental capacity. The 

Momentary duration used in 

most Perdo Mentem spells, 

therefore, does not work with 

anosognostic spells. 

A character who lacks an ability 

due to a Perdo Mentem spell, but 

is placed in a situation where 

they attempt to use it regardless, 

suffers the -3 penalty for having a 

Ability of 0. 

For example, a knight whose 

ability to use a sword has been 

removed, but does not know this 

is the case, may get into a battle. 

The knight will probably try to 

use his lance as a spear, or draw a 

dagger, or wrestle, but if 

absolutely forced to use a sword, 

there's a -3 penalty there.

This is the fiendish part of 

anosognosic spells: The victim of 

the spell cannot understand their 

skill is gone. They rationalise 

around the hole in the skill set, 

but still get into dangerous 

situations where the skill would 

be vital. An enemy, who employs 

this class of spells can effectively 

ambush the victim in clear 

daylight, whenever they wish, as 

often as they wish. 

In those societies where combat 

is allowed in public, provided it is 

fair, there's little to stop a 

character just murdering a rival 

in the street. 

In thinking about anosognosia, 

I'm reminded of the recent 

television series "Westworld". In 

the first episode, a character tries 

to shoot another, but fails. This

reveals that one of the characters 

is a host, a robot, and the other a 

guest, a human. It reveals this not 

just to the audience, but to the 

robot. It reveals that this scene 

has played out many times. The 

robot cannot remember it is a 

robot. It cannot remember it 

can't hurt the guests. The robot 

has something like anosognosia. 

Could anosognosia be used 

judicially? Could you make a 

magus forget how, for example, 

use combat magic? Then get 

them to forget they have 

forgotten? Then make them 

forgot you cast spells on them?  It 

doesn't seem all that difficult, 

with Perdo Mentem magic, to 

create a mental straightjacket 

that's invisible to the mind 

bound inside it. 

How could a player character 

notice this?  If they did notice 

this, could they somehow store 

a prompt external to their mind, 

to cue them to seek aid, or an 

answer? 



Trophaeum of 

Granatum of 

Tytalus

A trophaeum is a monument to 

military victory. For example, if you 

killed a hundred enemy warriors 

and piled their armaments 

together, that hill would be a 

trophaeum. I'm struck that in the 

modern Order, there are no 

trophaea to the Schism War. 

It may be that the Guernicus 

demand for Damnatio Memoriae, 

which led to the destruction of 

cultural artefacts which contained 

Diedne material, prevented the 

creation, or led to the destruction, 

of commemorations of their 

defeat. I imagine that some magi 

resisted the damnatio memoraie. 

Much as Australians who fought in 

various wars smuggled guns, and in 

one case an entire tank, home, so

magi took souvenirs in the Schism. 

 When told their momentoes were 

dangerous, and possibly even 

diabolic, some would have 

destroyed their 

keepsakes. Members of House 

Tytalus, however, love resisting 

authority, and would prefer the 

things they collected to be 

challenging and dangerous. 

Granatum of Tytalus magus kept 

the skulls of the Diedne magi he 

killed.  As they lacked sacramental 

burial, the ghosts of these magi 

were still, initially, able to manifest, 

but Granatum used necromancy to 

bind, trick and torture them. The 

ghosts have been replaced by 

something monstrous, drawn by 

Granatum's delight in causing the 

ghosts of his enemies to suffer. 

Granatum died centuries ago, but 

his trophaeum has been passed 

down his lineage. The Hermetic 

expectation of privacy in the 

sanctum has allowed this sin to 

fester. Now, it has come into the 

light. Do the player characters 

destroy it? Question it? Study it?



Trophaeum of 

Granatum of 

Tytalus

The Trophaeum is a minor demon that makes magi feel more competent, to encourage the sin of Pride, and the 

excesses that come with certainty in one's actions.  

Order: Enervators 

Infernal Might: 20 (Corpus) 

Characteristics: Int +1, Per +5, Pre +2, Com +1, Str +3, Sta +3, Dex +3*, Qik -2* (* armless) 

Size: 0 

Confidence: 2 (6 points) 

Virtues and Flaws: Weak-willed 

Personality Traits: Selfish +5 

Reputations:  Enervator +1. 

Combat: 

    Each Bite: Init -5, Attack +17*, Defense +10*, Damage +5** 

    * Includes specialisation 

    ** does not include Hell fire power (+5 Dmg) 

Soak: +8, literally made of hardened bone. Weapons which do damage due to bleeding out have their Damage 

reduced at the SG's discretion. 

Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+) 

Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 6 (ambush), Infernal Lore 6 (Order of Hermes). 

Powers: 

    Coagulation: 1 point, Init -1, Corpus: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient matter. Unusually, it has 

    taken the form of a pile of druid skulls, and never appears out of that form in the material world. 

    Deceiver's Boost: 1 or more points, Init +3, Vim:   This Power's target is a spell cast by a  mortal. 

    The demon must spend at least one Might Point on the effect, but can choose to spend more. The demon must 

    also penetrate the Magic Resistance of the spellcaster, if any. For every point of Might spent by the demon, the 

    magus gets +2 to his Casting Total. However, spells enhanced by this Power may be manipulated in minor  

    ways  by the demon, such as changing the target of the spell, ending concentration at the whim of the demon, 

    and the like. The spell must remain within the rules for Similar Spells (ArM5, page 101), and can’t be more 

    powerful than the spell level + Might Points spent, but the demon is free to manipulate any one aspect of the 

    spell otherwise. If a spellcaster’s player rolls a zero while being influenced by this Power, he must roll an extra 

    botch die. (RoP:I, p.61)  

    Envisioning 1 or 5 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking dreams. When using this power, 

    the trophaeum is careful never to hint at its real-world shape. It often appears as the spirit of a druid.  

    Hellfire: 1 point, Init -2, Ignem: Makes the creature's bites do +5 fire damage for the rest of a battle. 

    Obsession: 1 point, Init -5, Vim: Can impose Selfishness. 

Equipment: None. 

Weakness:  Salt. 

Vis: 4 pawns, Rego 

Appearance: A blackened, glassy pile of skulls in a broad, copper dish. Candles have been melted on the skulls at 

some point. The Trophaeum rarely moves. It is so slow that if it needs to kill someone, it finds it most useful to 

wait for them to sleep, or to attack them by surprise.



Cornwall: 

Demons 

and 

Spectres 

A longer chapter this week. As part of this 

project, the material extracted from Hunt’s 

Popular Romances of the West of England will 

eventually become a gazetter. This means this 

material has a rawer feel than some other 

episodes. It also doesn’t have statistics, although 

those should eventually be forthcoming. 

 



Cairn Kenidzhek (pronounced Kenidjack, meaning 

“Hooting”) is on the road from St Just to Penzance. 

Devils gather there to watch wrestling matches. The

light and noise are obvious in the surrounding land, 

and so people avoid talking when passing through its 

shadow, which lies over the road.  At night, most 

avoid the road. 

The story that describes the doings on the cairn are 

given by two miners who, a little drunk, passed along 

the road at night, and forgetting the prohibition, 

discussed their mining. A man in black galloped 

toward them, on a horse they knew as one of those 

used in the mine, and so they called out, to make sure 

they were not ridden down by accident. The drunken 

men spoke to the rider, who told them he was going 

to the wrestling, and to come along. 

The miners found they could not help but obey, and 

that the climb was effortless. A crowd was gathered 

about a huge fire, and singing a song that had a hoot 

as a chorus. Two gigantic men began to wrestle, but 

the man in black called that there was insufficient 

light. A demon set his eyes upon the athletes, and 

they glowed with balefire that illuminated the 

match. The giants wrestled until one dropped the 

other, who lay as if dead. One of the miners was a 

lapsed minister of religion, and in a fit of morality 

offered the ultimate unction to the fallen giant. 

In an instant, the men were lost in the dark and fog: 

the demons had vanished. The miners lay in each 

other’s arms for warmth, and waited for the safety of 

the sunrise. 

The 

Hooting 

Cairn 

A quick quote from Hunt 

“The old, half-starved horses on the common, with their hides grown rusty brown, like 

dried and withered grass, by exposure, are ridden by the archfiend at night. He is said to 

hunt lost souls over this heath ; and an old stile hard by bears an evil name, for there the 

souls are sure to be caught, none being able to get over it.”



There are a surprising number of vicars skilled in demon worship in Cornwall. 

 There are many others who can lay or banish ghosts. Hunt says that it’s 

common to cast them to the Red Sea, or Dead Sea. There are covenants near 

the Dead Sea: surely it must be annoying to have the various terrors of 

Cornwall appear in your lake? The Red Sea is the province of the Soqotrans, a 

secluded order of magicians served by, and serving, potent tree-spirits. Might 

they send agents to stop this? 

So, Jago has Piercing Gaze, at minimum, and a demonic groom.  He also has 

the ability to pin ghosts into their graves. It’s possible he has faerie powers, or 

uses the powers of the Divine to control the Infernal. As an alternative, he 

might really be happy using demons to be a really great vicar. Not every 

diabolist wants to become Emporer. 

Jago is mentioned in a later story. There was a suicide called Tucker, who was 

buried at a crossroads. When people rode past, they could crack a whip and 

yell “Arise, Tucker!” and his shade would travel with them for a way. Eventually, 

Tucker became sick of being used for a game, so he did not return to his 

grave, staying gripped to the rider. This parson locked him into his grave. 

The people of this area might have odd characteristics because they have 

Faerie Blood, or magical Warping. This is where you can find your Deep Ones, 

if you need them. 

Diabolic 

vicars 

Time for a quote from Hunt 

“Any one visiting the parish of Wendron will be struck with many distinguishing features in 

its inhabitants. It would appear as if a strange people had settled down amidst the races 

already inhabiting the spot, and that they had studiously avoided any intimate connection 

with their neighbours. The dialect of the Wendron people is unlike any other in Cornwall, 

and there are many customs existing amongst them which are not found in any other part 

of the county. Until of late years, the inhabitants of Wendron were quite uneducated ; 

hence the readiness with which they associate ancient superstitions with comparatively 

modern individuals. 

The Reverend Mr Jago was no doubt a man who impressed this people with the powers of 

his knowledge. Hence we are told that no spirit walking the earth could resist the spells 

laid upon him by Jago. By his prayers or powers many a night wanderer has been put back 

into his grave, and so confined that the poor ghost could never again get loose. To the 

evil-disposed Mr Jago was a terror. All Wendron believed that every act was visible to the 

parson at the moment it was done day or night it mattered not. He has been known to pick 

a thief at once out of a crowd, and criminal men or women could not endure the glance of 

his eye. Many a person has at once confessed to guilty deeds of which they have been 

suspected the moment they have been brought before Mr Jago. 

We are told that he had spirits continually waiting upon him, though invisible until he 

desired them to appear. The parson rode far and wide over the moorland of his parish. He 

never took a groom with him ; for, the moment he alighted from his horse, he had only to 

strike the earth with his whip, and up came a demon-groom to take charge of the steed.” 

Jago of Wedron 



This myth is from the reign of Charles II, but you can work it back into 1220 if you wish. The deacon of the 

church, Peter, was interested in his office only for the luxuries it provided. He was reputed to disinter the 

recently dead. Some said it was to steal their rings. Others said it was for black magic. What is known is that at 

the age of a hundred, dark hair grew through his grey ones, and new teeth thrust from his empty jaws. He died 

when he was over 150 years old. 

Dando was a “jolly friar” at the priory of Saint Germans. He ate and drank to excess, and gave light, indulgent 

penances to those seeking confession. He was well-liked by many of the locals, save a few, whose deep curses 

followed him with effect. 

The priest pursued hunting with the same excess as his other vices, and he trampled the fields and gardens of 

many farmers. Their hatred of him eventually took form. The Devil did not take Dando immediately.  He made 

sure he had good health, and regular money. Dando arranged the drinks, gluttony and sex. Eventually, though, 

Dando had done all of the damage he could do, and the Devil decided to harvest his soul. 

One Sunday, while Dando was out hunting, he called for drink. “Where can I get it?” asked one of his grooms. 

“You can go to Hell if you can’t get it on Earth!” answered the priest. A dashing man rode up and gave him a 

flask. The man and the priest argued, and eventually the man lifted the priest onto the front of horse. He 

galloped toward the river, and when he leapt into the flow, the water boiled and hissed. 

The priest was never seen again. A carving of this story is found in the oak throne of the bishop of Saint 

Germans. The hounds of the hunt are often heard on Sabbath mornings. Some people are chased by the 

dandy-dogs, and a dark hunter with saturnine horns, but if they pray fervently, the hell-hounds are turned 

aside and seek other prey. 

The bishop of Exeter was dying, and the priest from Dawlish kept dropping in to see how he was doing. This 

seems like an act of charity, but he wanted the throne for himself and was waiting the prelate to die. The clerk 

of the cathedral was the priest’s guide through the wilds between the two settlements, until one night, they 

got lost near Haldon. The priest quarrelled with the clerk, and finally said “I would rather have the devil for a 

guide than you.” A peasant on a moor pony rode up, and led them to Dawlish. 

As they entered the town, the peasant asked the priest to dinner. They entered a ruined house, well-lit and 

filled with wild but convivial people. There was a great deal of feasting and drinking, and the priest 

entertained his new friends with hunting songs, and songs in praise of the Devil. The company liked these, and 

joined in on the choruses. Near dawn, the clerk and priest tried to leave, but their horses would not move, 

regardless of how soundly they applied the whip. 

The company laughed, and turned into demons. The priest found his horse was really a rock, and the mansion 

was merely an illusion above the sea. Two stray horses wandered into Dawlish the next morning and a search 

was made. The clerk and the priest were found dead, still clinging to the two rocks, waist deep in the bay.

Peter of Altarnun 

Dando of Saint Germans 

The Parson of Dawlish 



Duffy and the Devil is a Cornish version of 

Rumpelstiltskin. The devil is called 

“Terrytop” in the local version. It differs a 

little, in that a beautiful peasant girl gets a 

job as a spinner by lying about the quality 

of her work. A devil appears and says he’ll 

do her work for three years, then give her 

the chance to guess his name. If she fails 

to guess, she must go away with him. The 

girl’s spinning is so good that she has 

many potential suitors, but marries her 

employer, a local nobleman. 

Duffy spends a lot of time at the local mill, 

dancing and gossiping. The miller’s wife, 

Bet, is her best friend and a witch. The 

witch knew her spinning was done by a 

demon, because there was always a 

dropped stitch in the stockings. Demons 

can’t make perfect things.  She didn’t let 

on, because she had uses for demons 

herself, but when he friend appeared sad, 

toward the end of the three years, she 

had the whole story from Duffy. 

Bet distracted the squire, who is off 

hunting, with a supernatural hare. She 

then puts on her red witch’s robe and 

seeks out her fellow witches, who hold a 

Sabbat at Fugoe Hole. She gets the devil 

drunk, and encourages him to dance and 

sing. He foolishly mentions his name. The 

squire, who has been led to the revel by 

the hare, hears this, and tells it to his wife 

the next morning, thinking it but a queer 

occurrence. 

She then gives the creature its name, and 

all of the spinning it had created 

disappears. The squire thinks this is 

because he chased a witch, likely Bet, in 

hare form, and so has been cursed. He 

discovers Duffy cannot spin new cloth, 

and there is some sort of resolution which 

involves Duffy’s previous lover thrashing 

the squire, but Hunt then clams up, 

saying that the droll is long and its 

conclusion too immodest for the modern 

reader. 

Duffy and the Devil 

At its simplest: near Lanreath there is 

a moor on which a ghost appears, 

dressed in black and driving a team 

of headless horses, which draw a 

black coach. Those who see the spirit 

are never right in their minds again. 

Mortal horses avoid the coach, 

sensing it well before humans: but 

when it is within sight they are drawn 

to it, clearly against their own desires. 

A Spectral Coach 

Storms are often blamed on the spirit 

of Sarah Polgrain of Lugvan. She 

murdered her husband and was 

hung on Bodmin Moor. In the 

shadow of the gallows, she spoke 

with her lover, a horsedealer named 

Yorkshire Jack, and made him 

promise to wed her living or dead. 

After some years, he began to see her 

from the corner of his eye, and he fled 

Cornwall on a merchant ship. This did 

not save him, for the Devil and Sarah 

sought him out, and destroyed his 

ship in a storm. Sarah’s descendants 

still live about Lugvan 

Sarah Polgrain 

Hunt notes there’s a ghost ship here, and that it is 

unlucky to sight it. He says nothing else, save that 

“Unbelieving people attributed the origin of the 

tradition to a white horse seen in a dim twilight 

standing in the shallow water ; but this was indignantly 

rejected by the mass of the residents.” If you had a 

covenant in this area, would it be safe for the grogs to 

mount watches, given that they could be cursed by the 

stray sight of the lugger? 

The lugger of Croft Pasco Pool 

Small

stories



This story is a commonplace, but it has an interesting bit of folk magic 

I’ll quote from Hunt: 

The boy, Lenine, was a sailor and had great difficulty because his 

ghost was literally pulled from his body while he was trying to steer 

through a storm, causing him to faint. The girl who saw a coffin died 

within a year. The man’s boat was wrecked, and he died on the shore. 

After sunset his ghost appeared, on horseback and dressed in a 

shroud and grave clothes. to Nancy. She was so surprised to see him 

she took his hand without noticing his clothes, and once he had 

pulled her onto his horse, she could not resist him. 

As the riders passed a blacksmith’s by a church Nancy regained 

speech, and cried out for aid. The blacksmith grabbed her, then 

pulled her to the ground, but the ghost seized part of her dress, and 

began to drag her away with supernatural strength. The blacksmith 

kept hold, and the two were dragged for some distance. The 

blacksmith, who had been disturbed at his work still had a red-hot 

iron in one hand. He used it to burn through the dress, and the ghost 

vanished over the wall of the graveyard in which the sailor was lying. 

In the morning, Lenine’s horse was found covered in foam, with a 

swollen tongue, and with rolling, mad eyes. There was a piece of 

wedding dress on Lenine’s grave. Nancy passed away from shock. 

Spectre Bridegroom

It was All-hallows Eve, and two of Nancy’s companions persuaded her no 

very difficult task to go with them and sow hemp-seed. At midnight the 

three maidens stole out unperceived into Kimyall town-place to perform 

their incantation. Nancy was the first to sow, the others being less bold than 

she. Boldly she advanced, saying, as she scattered the seed, “Hemp-seed I 

sow thee, Hemp-seed grow thee ; And he who will my true love be, Come 

after me And shaw thee.” 

This was repeated three times, when, looking back over her left shoulder, 

she saw Lenine ; but he looked so angry that she shrieked with fear, and 

broke the spell. One of the other girls, however, resolved now to make trial 

of the spell, and the result of her labours was the vision of a white coffin. 

Fear now fell on all, and they went home sorrowful, to spend each one a 

sleepless night. 



Exekiel Grosse purchased the land and house of the de Rosewarnes, 

possibly through a lawyerish trick. This was in the time of James I, well 

after the game period, but use it anyway. Grosse was a terribly greedy 

man, and had heard a folktale saying there was treasure hidden 

somewhere about the house. He looked, but could not find it. 

He began to hear noises about the house. After a time, he saw a 

shadowy figure. Eventually it manifested as a careworn man in clothes 

of an old style, making gestures Ezekiel could not understand. After 

weeks of this, he yelled at the spectre “In the name of God, what 

wantest thou ?” 

“To show thee, Ezekiel Grosse, where the gold for which thou longest 

lies buried.” answered the ghost. Ezekiel could not rise from his chair, 

but the ghost made pleas to Ezekiel’s greed and dragged him out to a 

set of stones, telling him “Ezekiel Grosse, thou longest for gold, as I did. 

I won the glittering prize, but I could not enjoy it. Heaps of treasure are 

buried beneath those stones ; it is thine, if thou diggest for it.Win the 

gold, Ezekiel. Glitter with the wicked ones of the world ; and when

thou art the most joyous, I will look in upon thy happiness.” The ghost 

then vanished. 

In short, Ezekiel found a bronze urn, filled with ancient gold coins. It 

was too heavy to lift, so Ezekiel sneaks out each night, bringing the 

treasure home. Ezekiel expands the house, buys the surrounding land, 

and buys a coach and four. He lives well for many years: his revels 

becoming vaster and vaster as time goes on. One Christmas Eve, he is 

having a massive party, and the ghost appears at the feast: crushing 

the mood of festivity. Afterward, whenever Ezekiel holds a gathering 

for his friends, a terrifying vision appears and drains away all goodwill. 

His friends abandoned him, until the only person he spoke to was his 

clerk. The ghost began to haunt Ezekiel’s every moment. 

Eventually they came to terms: Ezekiel would give all his wealth to 

anyone the ghost nominated, and it would leave him in peace. The 

spectre selected Call, the clerk, and when the paperwork was done, it 

explained its motive. Time for some Hunt: 

“Grosse was then informed that this evil spirit was one of the ancestors of 

the Rosewarne, from whom by his fraudulent dealings he obtained the 

place, and that he was allowed to visit the earth again for the purpose of 

inflicting the most condign punishment on the avaricious lawyer. His 

avarice had been gratified, his pride had been pampered to the highest ; 

and then he was made a pitiful spectacle, at whom all men pointed, and 

no one pitied. He lived on in misery, but it was for a short time. He was 

found dead : and the country people ever said that his death was a 

violent one ; they spoke of marks on his body, and some even asserted 

that the spectre of De Rosewarne was seen rejoicing amidst a crowd of 

devils, as they bore the spirit of Ezekiel over Carn Brea.”

The Ghost of Rosewarne



Dunsany: 

How

 Nuth

 would

 have

 practiced

 his

art

 upon

 the

 gnoles

Despite the advertisements of rival firms, it is probable that every tradesman 

knows that nobody in business at the present time has a position equal to 

that of Mr. Nuth. To those outside the magic circle of business, his name is 

scarcely known; he does not need to advertise, he is consummate. He is 

superior even to modern competition, and, whatever claims they boast, his 

rivals know it. His terms are moderate, so much cash down when the goods 

are delivered, so much in blackmail afterwards. He consults your 

convenience. His skill may be counted upon; I have seen a shadow on a 

windy night move more noisily than Nuth, for Nuth is a burglar by trade. Men 

have been known to stay in country houses and to send a dealer afterwards 

to bargain for a piece of tapestry that they saw there—some article of 

furniture, some picture. This is bad taste: but those whose culture is more 

elegant invariably send Nuth a night or two after their visit. He has a way 

with tapestry; you would scarcely notice that the edges had been cut. And 

often when I see some huge, new house full of old furniture and portraits 

from other ages, I say to myself, "These mouldering chairs, these full-length 

ancestors and carved mahogany are the produce of the incomparable Nuth." 

It may be urged against my use of the word incomparable that in the 

burglary business the name of Slith stands paramount and alone; and of this 

I am not ignorant; but Slith is a classic, and lived long ago, and knew nothing 

at all of modern competition; besides which the surprising nature of his 

doom has possibly cast a glamour upon Slith that exaggerates in our eyes

his undoubted merits. 

It must not be thought that I am a friend of Nuth's; on the contrary such 

politics as I have are on the side of Property; and he needs no words from 

me, for his position is almost unique in trade, being among the very few that 

do not need to advertise. 

At the time that my story begins Nuth lived in a roomy house in Belgrave 

Square: in his inimitable way he had made friends with the caretaker. The 

place suited Nuth, and, whenever anyone came to inspect it before 

purchase, the caretaker used to praise the house in the words that Nuth had 

suggested. "If it wasn't for the drains," she would say, "it's the finest house in 

London," and when they pounced on this remark and asked questions about 

the drains, she would answer them that the drains also were good, but not 

so good as the house. They did not see Nuth when they went over the rooms, 

but Nuth was there. 

Here in a neat black dress on one spring morning came an old woman 

whose bonnet was lined with red, asking for Mr. Nuth; and with her came 

her large and awkward son. Mrs. Eggins, the caretaker, glanced up the street, 

and then she let them in, and left them to wait in the drawing-room 

amongst furniture all mysterious with sheets. For a long while they waited, 

and then there was a smell of pipe-tobacco, and there was Nuth standing 

quite close to them. 

"Lord," said the old woman whose bonnet was lined with red, "you did make 

me start." And then she saw by his eyes that that was not the way to speak 

to Mr. Nuth. And at last Nuth spoke, and very nervously the old woman 

explained that her son was a likely lad, and had been in business already but 

wanted to better himself, and she wanted Mr. Nuth to teach him a 

livelihood. 



First of all Nuth wanted to see a business reference, and when he was shown 

one from a jeweller with whom he happened to be hand-in-glove the upshot 

of it was that he agreed to take young Tonker (for this was the surname of the 

likely lad) and to make him his apprentice. And the old woman whose bonnet 

was lined with red went back to her little cottage in the country, and every 

evening said to her old man, "Tonker, we must fasten the shutters of a night- 

time, for Tommy's a burglar now." 

The details of the likely lad's apprenticeship I do not propose to give; for those 

that are in the business know those details already, and those that are in other 

businesses care only for their own, while men of leisure who have no trade at 

all would fail to appreciate the gradual degrees by which Tommy Tonker came 

first to cross bare boards, covered with little obstacles in the dark, without 

making any sound, and then to go silently up creaky stairs, and then to open 

doors, and lastly to climb. 

Let it suffice that the business prospered greatly, while glowing reports of 

Tommy Tonker's progress were sent from time to time to the old woman 

whose bonnet was lined with red in the labourious handwriting of Nuth. Nuth 

had given up lessons in writing very early, for he seemed to have some 

prejudice against forgery, and therefore considered writing a waste of time. 

And then there came the transaction with Lord Castlenorman at his Surrey 

residence. Nuth selected a Saturday night, for it chanced that Saturday was 

observed as Sabbath in the family of Lord Castlenorman, and by eleven o'clock 

the whole house was quiet. Five minutes before midnight Tommy Tonker, 

instructed by Mr. Nuth, who waited outside, came away with one pocketful of 

rings and shirt-studs. It was quite a light pocketful, but the jewellers in Paris 

could not match it without sending specially to Africa, so that Lord 

Castlenorman had to borrow bone shirt-studs. 

Not even rumour whispered the name of Nuth. Were I to say that this turned 

his head, there are those to whom the assertion would give pain, for his 

associates hold that his astute judgment was unaffected by circumstance. I 

will say, therefore, that it spurred his genius to plan what no burglar had ever 

planned before. It was nothing less than to burgle the house of the gnoles. And 

this that abstemious man unfolded to Tonker over a cup of tea. Had Tonker not 

been nearly insane with pride over their recent transaction, and had he not 

been blinded by a veneration for Nuth, he would have—but I cry over spilt milk. 

He expostulated respectfully; he said he would rather not go; he said it was not 

fair; he allowed himself to argue; and in the end, one windy October morning 

with a menace in the air found him and Nuth drawing near to the dreadful 

wood. 

Nuth, by weighing little emeralds against pieces of common rock, had 

ascertained the probable weight of those house-ornaments that the gnoles are 

believed to possess in the narrow, lofty house wherein they have dwelt from of 

old. They decided to steal two emeralds and to carry them between them on a 

cloak; but if they should be too heavy one must be dropped at once. Nuth 

warned young Tonker against greed, and explained that the emeralds were 

worth less than cheese until they were safe away from the dreadful wood. 

Everything had been planned, and they walked now in silence. 



No track led up to the sinister gloom of the trees, either of men or cattle; not 

even a poacher had been there snaring elves for over a hundred years. You did 

not trespass twice in the dells of the gnoles. And, apart from the things that 

were done there, the trees themselves were a warning, and did not wear the 

wholesome look of those that we plant ourselves. 

The nearest village was some miles away with the backs of all its houses 

turned to the wood, and without one window at all facing in that direction. 

They did not speak of it there, and elsewhere it is unheard of. 

Into this wood stepped Nuth and Tommy Tonker. They had no firearms. 

Tonker had asked for a pistol, but Nuth replied that the sound of a shot 

"would bring everything down on us," and no more was said about it. 

Into the wood they went all day, deeper and deeper. They saw the skeleton of 

some early Georgian poacher nailed to a door in an oak tree; sometimes they 

saw a fairy scuttle away from them; once Tonker stepped heavily on a hard, 

dry stick, after which they both lay still for twenty minutes. And the sunset 

flared full of omens through the tree trunks, and night fell, and they came by 

fitful starlight, as Nuth had foreseen, to that lean, high house where the 

gnoles so secretly dwelt. 

All was so silent by that unvalued house that the faded courage of Tonker 

flickered up, but to Nuth's experienced sense it seemed too silent; and all the 

while there was that look in the sky that was worse than a spoken doom, so 

that Nuth, as is often the case when men are in doubt, had leisure to fear the 

worst. Nevertheless he did not abandon the business, but sent the likely lad 

with the instruments of his trade by means of the ladder to the old green 

casement. And the moment that Tonker touched the withered boards, the 

silence that, though ominous, was earthly, became unearthly like the touch of 

a ghoul. And Tonker heard his breath offending against that silence, and his 

heart was like mad drums in a night attack, and a string of one of his sandals 

went tap on a rung of a ladder, and the leaves of the forest were mute, and 

the breeze of the night was still; and Tonker prayed that a mouse or a mole 

might make any noise at all, but not a creature stirred, even Nuth was still. 

And then and there, while yet he was undiscovered, the likely lad made up his 

mind, as he should have done long before, to leave those colossal emeralds 

where they were and have nothing further to do with the lean, high house of 

the gnoles, but to quit this sinister wood in the nick of time and retire from 

business at once and buy a place in the country. Then he descended softly 

and beckoned to Nuth. But the gnoles had watched him through knavish

holes that they bore in trunks of the trees, and the unearthly silence gave way, 

as it were with a grace, to the rapid screams of Tonker as they picked him up 

from behind—screams that came faster and faster until they were incoherent. 

And where they took him it is not good to ask, and what they did with him I 

shall not say. 

Nuth looked on for a while from the corner of the house with a mild surprise 

on his face as he rubbed his chin, for the trick of the holes in the trees was 

new to him; then he stole nimbly away through the dreadful wood. 

"And did they catch Nuth?" you ask me, gentle reader. 

"Oh, no, my child" (for such a question is childish). "Nobody ever catches 

Nuth."



Original illustration by 

Sydney Sime



Story hooksThe least interesting possibility is that he's 

just the most skilled thief around, and

playing this game of surrogates against the 

gnoles is the only way he can earn 

experience points. 

A second option is that he's a faerie that 

gains vitality from building up the Pretence 

of thievery: lending it to each apprentice and 

taking it back as each dies. 

These obvious options aside, can we find a 

deeper etymology for the character, much 

as the characters last month had strange

links to their roles?  What is Nuth? Could he 

be an embodiment of absence? Let's play a 

game of bad etymology. 

Imagine the word "nothing".  Here, at least, it 

is pronounced "nuthing". Now, if you 

mistakenly believed it ended in the "-ing" 

suffix, and thus was a participle, that would 

mean that "nuth" was a verb, much like the 

"run" from "running" or the "swim" from 

"swimming". Is he an embodiment of 

absence? That would explain why he is never 

caught: he literally can't be caught. He isn't 

there: or anywhere, or even where he is. 

There is a folktale I wanted to quote here, 

but the version I can recall is by Neil Gaiman, 

so I can only allude to it. There is a creature 

in Books of Magic called No-one. It is called 

up by people accidentally giving themselves 

away to it. A bride says "If I cannot have my 

way, I will marry no-one" and so No-one 

comes to claim her. "No-one will steal my 

secret" says another, and so No-one has it.   

I presume he's a descendant of Ulysses, who 

calls himself "No one" when he blinds the 

Cyclops. 

"Who hurt you?" asks Poseidon. 

"No-one!" the blinded monster cries.  

Is this what Nuth is? The creature that is the 

defined by absence? In one of my fictions, I 

have the absence of the road take a form 

and marry a redcap. Is Nuth the same sort of 

thing? What's left when you take out 

everything else? 

Who is Nuth? 

Gnoles
Dunsany came up with the term "gnole".  The hyena / humanoid 

blends from Dungeons and Dragons take their name from this 

story, but not their form. Gnoles are not described in any real 

detail. This is one of the stories where Syme did the illustration 

first, and Dunsany buttressed it with a story, so we can take some 

little detail from the picture. The gnoles are shaggy or spiky. They 

probably have digitigrade gait (walk on their toes) because they 

have legs that bend like those of a dog or cat. They may have 

hooves, depending on how you interpret the picture. 

Tommy Tonker is a large, strong sort of man, and the gnoles are 

broader than he, and equally tall.

Tommy 

Tonker

Tommy's name reads very 

oddly in English, but 

perhaps Dunsany was not 

as interested in slang as I 

am. A tonker is literally a

penis in certain types of 

British slang. That, by 

extension, can mean a fool. 

In Australia, conversely, it 

was slang, for a while, for a 

homosexual man. 

In British English, a tonker 

is one who tonks, and that 

means to hit something 

soundly. It's unclear if this 

relates to the 19th century 

American word "honky- 

tonk".  

I wonder if he's a tinker, 

possibly? 

Interesting that you need 

to lock your windows once 

your son is in the business. 



Was phyllo pastry invented by 

the Order of Hermes? 

Phyllo pastry (or Filo to our American friends) has a disputed origin. The 

name means "leaf" pastry, which I'll come back to later. If you accept that 

the earliest modern dish using it is baklava, it first appears in the 

Thirteenth Century, in the the Eastern Roman Empire. Baklava is 

basically interlayered flaky pastry and nuts, soaked in a syrup or 

honey. There are earlier dishes which seem something similar. 

Cato mentions a Roman dish called placenta which appears 

to be made out of honeyed leaves of pastry. Placenta just  

means "layered" and Cato calls an individual piece of pastry 

a "tractus". There are also a few eastern European meat 

dishes, and a wrapped almond paste from further  

east. Regardless, baklava's ancestors become  

prevalent in the written record just after the game 

period.  

When I say it is called "leaf" pastry, I'd like to 

play on words here, and suggest the leaves 

of a book. I first had this idea when I was 

watching Great British Bake Off.   

When rolling phyllo, the way to tell 

if your leaves are thin enough is to 

check if you can read through 

them. I saw it and thought that 

if you slipped and dropped the 

sheet, on a medieval 

manuscript you'd get trace 

transfer of the type from 

the page to the pastry. 

This immediately put in 

mind a mystery cult from 

one of the older 

supplements, where 

people memorized 

books perfectly by 

eating them. Could 

phyllo, which is made 

far more easily with 

Rego magic than by hand, 

be the invention of a cultist 

who was sick of eating tanned 

vellum etched with iron gall ink? 

How old is this tradition really? We 

know very little about Jerbiton's wife, 

except she was named Miriam and 

bought honeyed cakes to the first Tribunal 

meeting. The assumption was that these 

were of the Roman style, but could they have 

been primer placentas of the new Hermetic 

Magic Theory? If this is the case, who wrote them? 

In the depths of Valnastium, is there a lost xylographic 

block of Magic Theory, or is it kept by the society that 

eats books? 



Wittgenstein is one of my favorite philosophers, 

regardless of what his philosophy actually was. 

At one point, he thought the primary task of 

philosophers was to stand in the corner of other 

people's lectures and yell 'Semantics!"at them 

whenever they suggested  metaphysics was 

worth considering. Maybe you need to be me to 

think that's really, terribly funny. 

In Philosophical Investigations, he writes "If a lion 

could talk, we could not understand him". It's 

given as an axiom or aphorism; no attempt at 

argumentation is made. Many commenters 

suggest what he means is that the lion does not 

share the culture that enshrouds the language 

with sufficient context to give it meaning, or, 

alternatively, that the lion's sensations are so 

different to ours that we, lacking a frame of 

reference, could not understand what the lion 

perceives, regardless of how clearly he 

enunciates his interpretation of the environment. 

In Mythic Europe this is simply untrue. 

Everything is alive, in a spiritual sense, and can 

communicate clearly, if idiosyncratically, using 

the right spells. In House Bjornaer there are magi 

who are Essentially lions, but who can take the 

human shape and converse. Given that he is 

simply wrong in Mythic Europe, can the 

aphorism about the lion provide us with value in 

another area where communication fails? 

Magi code switch, like children raised in multiple 

social environments. Code switching is the term 

which encapsulates the changes in the way

people talk, move, and even think, when they 

move from one communicative community to 

another. When a magus is commanding the 

anima of a rock to talk, the magus is doing 

something fundamentally different to talking to 

a merchant about the price of a bag of flour. As 

the magus becomes more closely tied to the 

mystical, the capacity to code switch breaks 

down a little. 

Many people who live for a time in two countries 

talk about the need to shift gears when moving 

between them, about the culture shock of 

transition. The magus begins to experience this.

They interact with mortals so rarely that each of 

these conversations suffers due to the lack of a 

cultural framework. The magus is Wittgenstein's 

lion: it can talk, but not be understood. 
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During this 

concentration of 

Cornish material, I'm 

trying to focus on 

folklore that can be 

easily turned into story 

hooks. The problem 

with Hunt's chapter on 

saints is that there's 

not a lot of useful 

material, so for the first 

time, this podcast will 

boil down two 

chapters in a week. 

 

Cornwall: 

Saints 

and 

Holy Wells



Cornish saints are literal giants. There are several sets of stones that were physically thrown by saints, and 

they are described as completely titanic.  St Just steals a chalice from Saint Keyene and when the 

wronged saint flings boulders, he creates the monoliths now known as the Crowza Stones. When Saint 

Sennen and Saint Just got annoyed and threw stones at each other. God in his wisdom made the stones 

strike each other and fall from the sky, again making a set of monoliths. 

They are petty.  St Leven curses anyone baptised "Joanna" in his parish to imbecility, after he has a minor 

dispute with a housewife of that name. St Leven also left a couple of other miracles floating around in 

1220: the path from his house to his fishing spot is greener than surrounding land, and the rock he sat on 

to fish is cracked in half. This is because the saint struck it, and then prophecied that when a horse with 

panniers could walk through the crack, the world would be over. Leven once had two fish miraculously 

strike his hook at once, not once, but three times in succession. This was god's way of telling him he had 

guests at home. The bones from the fish caught in the throats of the children who had dinner with him, 

so the Cornish call them choke-children. 

Saint Brechan was a king in Wales. He 28 children, 15 of whom were saints after whom Cornish parishes 

are named. The most famous is Saint Kenye, whose holy well has the property that if newlyweds drink 

from it, the one who partakes first will have the power in the relationship. 

Saint Denis is named for the patron of Paris. When he was beheaded, blood fell from the sky in St Denis in 

Cornwall, hence the name. The bloodstains reappeared before plagues struck in London. 

St Kea floated to Cornwall from Ireland on a lump of stone, transformed into an impromptu raft by God. 

St Neot is only 16 inches high. He seemed to get disciples in an instant: animal or human. 

St German was sent to Cornwall to defeat the Pelegian heresy, but failed. When a mob formed to martyr 

him, his tears became a well, and a burning chariot guided by two angels whisked him away. The burns 

from the wheels of the chariot are still visible, and Germans cursed his church as he left, stripping it of its 

holiness. 

Saint Piran had done various miracles in Ireland, but he was to be put to death. He'd fed the armies of ten 

kings for ten days with just three cows, bought his hounds back from the dead, and then raised fallen 

warriors. The kings turned against him and sentenced him to death. He was chained to a millstone, which 

was rolled off a seacliff. In a miracle, it floated to Cornwall. 

Piran was baking in an oven he'd made out of stones, and a line of silver metal dripped from it. He 

discussed this with his friend St Chiwidden, "knew the mysteries of the East". They worked out that the 

black rock that made up part of the oven was an ore, and how to smelt it properly. The called the Cornish 

together and explained the nature of the treasure they'd found. Days of feasting followed, which is the 

ancestor of the current saint's day celebration. The flag of Cornwall: a white cross on black ground, 

represents the metal and ore. 

Saints

Saint Piran: Patron of Cornwall



St Nectan's Kieve is a waterfall and lake near Tintagel. When Saint 

Nectan was dying, he dropped his silver bell into the pool. After his 

death two sisters came from the East and tided up all of Nectan's 

effects, and his body, and buried them. They diverted the river, drained 

the kieve, interred the saint and his treasures, and then allowed the river 

to resume its course. 

This pair strike me as a potential covenant. Time for some Hunt. "The 

oratory was dismantled, and the two ladies, women evidently of high 

birth, chose it for their dwelling. Their seclusion was perfect. Both 

appeared to be about the same age, and both were inflexibly taciturn. 

One was never seen without the other. If they ever left the house, they 

only left it to walk in the more unfrequented parts of the wood ; they 

kept no servant ; they never had a visitor ; no living soul but themselves 

ever crossed the door of their cottage. The berries of the wood, a few 

roots which they cultivated, with snails gathered from the rocks and 

walls, and fish caught in the stream, served them for food. Curiosity was 

excited; the mystery which hung around this solitary pair became 

deepened by the obstinate silence which they observed in everything 

relating to themselves. The result of all this was an anxious endeavour, 

on the part of the superstitious and ignorant peasantry, to learn their 

secret. All was now conjecture, and the imagination commonly enough 

filled in a wild picture : devils or angels, as the case might be, were seen 

ministering to the solitary ones. Prying eyes were upon them, but the 

spies could glean no knowledge. Week, month, year passed by, and 

ungratified curiosity was dying through want of food, when it was 

discovered that one of the ladies had died. The peasantry went in a 

body to the chapel ; no one forbade their entering it now. There sat a 

silent mourner leaning over the placid face of her dead sister. Hers was, 

indeed, a silent sorrow no tear was in her eye, no sigh hove her chest, 

but the face told all that a remediless woe had fallen on her heart. The 

dead body was eventually removed, the living sister making no sign, and 

they left her in her solitude alone. Days passed on ; no one heard of, no

one probably inquired after, the lonely one. At last a wandering child, 

curious as children are, clambered to the window of the cell and looked 

in. There sat the lady ; her handkerchief was on the floor, and one hand 

hung strangely, as if endeavouring to pick it up, but powerless to do so. 

The child told its story the people again flocked to the chapel, and they 

found one sister had followed the other. The people buried the last 

beside the first, and they left no mark to tell us where, unless the large 

flat stone which lies in the valley, a short distance from the foot of the

fall, and beneath which, I was told some great person was buried may 

be the covering of their tomb. No trace of the history of these solitary 

women have ever been discovered." 

I think perhaps the snails and roots are vis sources, harvested and used 

to create sufficient food that they are entirely self-sufficient. Are they 

refugees from the loss of Lyonesse? Are they really sisters, or are they a 

maga and a familiar able to take human shape? Pets look like their 

owners in a literal sense in Ars Magica, and familiars often die slightly 

before or after their magi. 

A covenant?



Holy Wells are kind of like dependable miracles embedded in the landscape. Players can use them for 

their miracles, or to get bonuses for the Covenant's Environment modifier since so many cure disease. 

The Well of St Ludgvan: After arriving from Ireland and building a church, this missionary prayed for a holy 

well to appear, to draw people. Time for a bit more Hunt: "The holy man prayed on, and then, to try the 

virtues of the water, he washed his eyes. They were rendered at once more powerful, so penetrating, 

indeed, as to enable him to see microscopic objects. The saint prayed again, and then he drank of the 

water. He discovered that his powers of utterance were greatly improved, his tongue formed words with 

scarcely any effort of his will. The saint now prayed, that all children baptized in the waters of this well 

might be protected against the hangman and his hempen cord ; and an angel from heaven came down 

into the water, and promised the saint that his prayers should be granted. Not long after this, a good 

farmer and his wife brought their babe to the saint, that it might derive all the blessings belonging to this 

holy well. The priest stood at the baptismal font, the parents, with their friends around. The saint 

proceeded with the baptismal ceremonial, and at length the time arrived when he took the tender babe 

into his holy arms. He signed the sign of the cross over the child, and when he sprinkled water on the face 

of the infant its face glowed with a divine intelligence. The priest then proceeded with the prayer ; but, to 

the astonishment of all, whenever he used the name of Jesus, the child, who had received the miraculous 

power of speech, from the water, pronounced distinctly the name of the devil, much to the consternation 

of all present. The saint knew that an evil spirit had taken possession of the child, and he endeavoured to 

cast him out ; but the devil proved stronger than the saint for some time. St Ludgvan was not to be beaten 

; he knew that the spirit was a restless soul, which had been exorcised from Treassow, and he exerted all 

his energies in prayer. At length the spirit became obedient, and left the child. He was now commanded 

by the saint to take his flight to the Red Sea. He rose, before the terrified spectators, into a gigantic size ;

he then spat into the well ; he laid hold of the pinnacles of the tower, and shook the church until they 

thought it would fall. The saint was alone unmoved. He prayed on, until, like a flash of lightning, the 

demon vanished, shaking down a pinnacle in his flight. The demon, by spitting in the water, destroyed the 

spells of the water upon the eyes and the tongue too ; but it fortunately retains its virtue of preventing any 

child baptized in it from being hanged with a cord of hemp. Upon a cord of silk it is stated to have no 

power...The peasantry of the neighbouring districts began to send for the renowned water before 

christenings ; and many of them actually continue, to this day, to bring it corked up in bottles to their 

churches, and to beg particularly that it may be used whenever they present their children to be 

baptized." Redruth's Well has similar properties.  This saint is known for always wearing a scarlet cloak, 

which seems odd. 

Gulval Well predicts death and sickness of absent friends and family members. The querent prays by the 

well, and if the answer is good, the water bubbles, but if the person is ill, mud bubbles up instead.  If the 

named person is dead, there is no change in the surface of the well.. 

The Well of Saint Keyne as mentioned in previous podcasts, whichever of a newly-married couple is first to 

drink from the well will have the power in the relationship. 

Maddern or Madron Well: This well has several properties in folklore. People take the water away, because 

it slowly cures bodily infirmities including, in some cases, being crippled. Some sources say you drink the 

water, others that you bathe in it. It's also handy for lesser problems, like colic. Those who dip their hands 

in are burned of they are untrue in love. There's a minor ritual which involves lying on the ground and 

offering little things, like pins to activate the well. 

Holy Wells



Time for a bit of Hunt: "I once witnessed the whole ceremony performed by a group of beautiful girls, who 

had walked on a May morning from Penzance. Two pieces of straw, about an inch long each, were 

crossed and the pin run through them. This cross was then dropped into the water, and the rising 

bubbles carefully counted, as they marked the number of years which would pass ere the arrival of the 

happy day. This practice also prevailed amongst the visitors to the well at the foot of Monacuddle Grove, 

near St Austell. On approaching the waters, each visitor is expected to throw in a crooked pin ; and, if you 

are lucky, you may possibly see the other pins rising from the bottom to meet the most recent offering. 

Rags and votive offerings to the genius of the waters are hung around many of the wells. Mr Couch says : 

At Madron Well, near Penzance, I observed the custom of hanging rags on the thorns which grew in the 

enclosure." 

The Well at Altar-Nun: Hunt quotes Carew "The water running from St Nun's well fell into a square and 

enclosed walled plot, which might be filled at what depth they listed. Upon this wall was the frantic 

person put to stand, his back towards the pool, and from thence, with a sudden blow in the breast, 

tumbled headlong into the pond ; where a strong fellow, provided for the nonce, took him, and tossed 

him up and down, alongst and athwart the water, till the patient, by foregoing his strength, had 

somewhat forgot his fury. Then was he conveyed to the church, and certain masses said over him ; upon 

which handling, if his right wits returned, St Nun had the thanks ; but if there appeared small 

amendment, he was bowssened again and again, while there remained in him any hope of life or 

recovery." The 2nd of March is dedicated to St Nun, and the influence of the water is greatly exalted on 

that day....Its position was, until lately, to be discovered by the oak-tree matted with ivy, and the thicket of 

willow and bramble which grew upon its roof. The front of the well is of a pointed form, and has a rude 

entrance about four feet high, and spanned above by a single flat stone, which leads into a grotto with 

arched roof. The walls on the interior are draped with luxuriant fronds of spleenwort, hart's-tongue, and a 

rich undercovering of liverwort. At the further end of the floor is a round granite basin, with a deeply 

moulded brim, and ornamented on its circumference with a series of rings, each enclosing a cross or a 

ball. The water weeps into it from an opening at the back, and escapes again by a hole in the bottom. 

Keby's Well: This well is almost impossible to move, and to attempt it causes miraculous death. Are the 

plants Corpus or Mentem vis sources? 

Saint Cuthebert's Well is obviously a vis source. It's sometimes called Holy Well because it was discovered 

on All Hallows Eve. Time for some more Carew in Hunt.  "The same stands in a dark cavern of the sea-cliff 

rocks, beneath full sea-mark on spring tides, from the top of which cavern falls down or distils continually 

drops of water from the white, blue, red, and green veins of those rocks. And accordingly, in the place 

where those drops of water fall, it swells to a lump of considerable bigness, and there petrifies to the 

hardness of ice, glass, or freestone, of the several colours aforesaid, according to the nature of those veins 

in the rock from whence it proceeds, and is of a hard, brittle nature, apt to break like glass. " The virtues of 

this water are very great. It is incredible what numbers in summer season frequent this place and waters 

from counties far distant." 

Cuthbert's Well is also used to dip children with rickets on the first three Wednesdays in May, so that may 

point to a better harvesting time. The crowd is sometimes so large that there's an impromptu fair. 

The Well at Chapel Uny is similar, but for mesenteric diseases, remembering that Hunt claims changelings 

were really children with intestinal diseases. 

Penan's Well has similar healing properties. 

On Palm Sunday the Holy Well at Little Conan tells the future. People pay the priest, and throw a cross in, 

and if it floats they will live until next year.


